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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE EDUCATIONAL SPECALIST IN
INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP AND SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
This principal preparation program document describes the mission, development,
components, and purposes of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration program (Ed.S.) in the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE)
at Bellarmine University. The goal of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership
program is to develop principals who, by employing continuous reflection of their own practice,
will use their expertise to improve student learning and achievement by working in formal and
informal ways to augment the professional skills of colleagues, to strengthen the culture of the
school through professional learning communities, and to improve the quality of instruction
through data-based decision-making. Principal candidates in this program will be challenged to
reflect continuously upon: leadership components, coaching and mentoring, analysis of
assessment data to impact instruction, strategies for closing the achievement gap through
instructional best practices, the need to address equity and diversity in schools, and collaborative
efforts to include colleagues, parents, and the community in comprehensive efforts for school
improvement. Furthermore, principal candidates will promote the success of each student by
ensuring a leader-driven management style that provides the resources necessary for a safe,
efficient, and effective learning environment. Undergirding these efforts is a reflective leadership
that embodies the theme of the unit, Educator as Reflective Learner, and is framed by Valli‘s
(1997) five reflective dimensions: technical, deliberative, personalistic, critical, and reflection inand-on action. With reflection at the core of effective leadership, the AFTSE‘s Specialist in
Instructional Leadership and School Administration program strives to prepare principals who
have the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to take the risks necessary to effect positive changes
in schools so that all children and adolescents can be successful.
Specifically, the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program at Bellarmine University and the AFTSE will seek to prepare principals
who embody the following outcomes:







Work collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster student learning;
Participate and reflect on field and clinical experiences requiring decisionmaking, cultural responsiveness, and collaboration with professionals;
Exhibit leadership dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity
of each individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical and
professional competencies;
Construct pedagogical and content-based decisions including, but not limited to,
methods of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and
methods of assessment;
Incorporate Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in-and-on action and critical reflection; and
Achieve proficiency through the articulation, study, and practice of the
Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008) as adopted by the
National Policy Board of Educational Administration (NPBEA, 2007).
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Principal candidates enrolled in the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and
School Administration program will participate in a professional learning community as a
cohort, designed to prepare them to facilitate professional learning communities in schools and
districts. The foundational piece of the program is the Professional Growth Plan which will be
customized to meet the candidate‘s own unique areas of strength and needs in addition to
ensuring leadership competencies. The Professional Growth Plan (see Continuous Assessment
Plan forms) additionally will include technology competencies (particularly as they relate to data
collection and analysis), management skills that ensure the safe and efficient operation of a
learning environment, and leadership skills that enhance a cognitive design that fosters
collaboration between principal, faculty and the larger community. The growth plan will focus
on the development of skills that enable each principal candidate to respond effectively to the
political, social, economic, legal and cultural context of schools by acting with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.
A university advisor, the school or district principal/designee (mentor), and the principal
candidate will collaborate to design the Professional Growth Plan at the beginning of the
program. Throughout this ongoing collaboration, the Professional Growth Plan will be monitored
and revised at each of three (3) transition points in the continuous assessment of candidate
performance (Continuous Assessment section). The Professional Growth Plan will serve as a
guide throughout the program for specific courses, field experiences, anchor assessments, and a
Capstone Project – all designed to facilitate the candidate‘s growth. Exit criteria from the
program (Transition Point 3) include successful completion of the Professional Growth Plan,
coursework, self-and institutional disposition assessments, anchor assessments, and the
Capstone.
The program delivery model is a fourteen (14) month model designed to include an
intensive field experience that covers all fourteen months of study. Modes of program delivery
include face-to-face dialogue, group planning and interaction, seminars and workshops, researchbased data collection and evaluation sessions, and site-based interactions. Collaboration with the
Bellarmine Center for Teaching Excellence and Leadership will provide opportunities for
principal candidates to work with, and personally develop, leadership designs that represent best
practices and ideas from disciplines outside the School of Education. Additionally, the center
will provide instructional leadership opportunities for candidates to collaborate on workshops
and presentations that address the needs of diverse learners and equity in education.
Initially, the AFTSE proposed the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and
School Administration Program to a diverse group of community partners, including the
Advisory Committee for Education (ACE), in October 2009. Initial steps included reviewing the
current program and providing feedback on redesigned program outcomes for aspiring principal
candidates. These community partners, including the ACE, have been a continual source of
input and direction in the construction of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership
and School Administration Program redesign process (see Collaborator List in Appendix g.).
What makes a school successful? It may rest with the leader of the organization who has
a laser focus on the data, but with foundational clarity of the vision, mission, and core values of
the school organization (Collins, 2004). The impact of change, at least in a transformative sense,
5

must exist in a laboratory of practice in which future practitioners experiment and undertake
―best evidence analyses‖ (Carnegie Foundation, 2009). Change agents, those engaged in
moderately complex change, will find that change may take three to five years (Fullan, 1991).
The complexity of change as it relates to organizational dynamics must, therefore, undergird any
successful program of principal preparation. The AFTSE‘s Educational Specialist in
Instructional Leadership and School Administration program provides qualified candidates with
the foundations required to be a change agent who is responsive to the needs of each student.
Most important, the Ed.S program will provide the successful graduate with a plethora of
leadership tools grounded in the most critical component of educational leadership: thoughtful
and consistent reflection.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education‘s (AFTSE) Conceptual Framework
(1999, 2003, 2009) is a continuously evolving document reflecting the changes at the
institutional level, in the AFTSE, and in the standards established by state and national
professional associations and accreditation bodies. The conceptual framework brings together
the vision and mission of the professional education unit and its relationship to the overall
mission of the university, clarifying how that vision and mission are manifested in the goals and
commitments of the unit; the foundations of knowledge, skills, and dispositions that undergird
educational leadership and P-12 student learning; and the methods designed to implement and
assess candidate learning and program success.
The Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program is designed to align with the mission and vision of the university, the mission of the
AFTSE, the requirements of the Education Professional Standards Board, and the research
supporting the need for educational leadership to address successfully the needs of all learners in
today‘s schools. This alignment culminates in the overall theme of the unit, Educator as
Reflective Learner, based on the premise that success in life, work, leadership, and service to
others is undergirded by continuous and systematic reflective practice.
Mission of the University
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation
and world by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and
cultures, and with respect for each individual‘s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our
students through undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional
studies, within which students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional
competencies for successful living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these
goals in an educational environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic
conversations not dominated by particular political or other single perspective and thus to
thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, time-honored and
contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and international matters.
By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the
future, and to improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational
motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the Love of Truth (Approved 2007).
Vision of the University
Our vision is that, by the year 2020, Bellarmine University will become the premier
independent Catholic university in the South, and thereby the leading private university in the
state and region – educating with excellence each Bellarmine student in the knowledge, skills
and values for successful living, work, leadership and service, to help create a sustainable future
for our regional, national and international communities (Approved 2007).
Mission Statement of the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
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The Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education prepares caring, effective educators
in the Catholic liberal arts tradition of Bellarmine University to teach and lead in diverse settings
(Reaffirmed August 8, 2003).
Goal of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program
The goal of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program is to develop the knowledge, skills, and dispositions of an aspiring
principal to lead 21st century schools effectively and competently. By employing continuous
reflection, the aspiring principal candidate engages in authentic field experiences directly
impacting the improvement of P-12 student learning and achievement. Furthermore, the
candidate collaborates with the professional learning community to strengthen the culture of the
school and to improve the quality of instruction through data-based decision-making.
Objectives of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program are to develop an educational leader who:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Promotes the success of each P-12 student by facilitating the development,
articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning that is shared
and supported by all stakeholders;
Promotes the success of each P-12 student by advocating, nurturing and sustaining a
school culture and instructional program conducive to student learning and staff
professional growth;
Promotes the success of each P-12 student by ensuring management of the
organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective learning
environment;
Promotes the success of each P-12 student by collaborating with faculty and
community members, responding to diverse community interests and needs, and
mobilizing community resources;
Promotes the success of each P-12 student by acting with integrity, fairness, and in
an ethical manner; and
Promotes the success of each P-12 student by understanding, responding to, and
influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and cultural contexts as they impact
education.

Convergence of University and Unit Missions and Program Goal
The mission of the AFTSE is a natural extension of the mission of Bellarmine University.
As an area of specialization, the AFTSE is responsible for the preparation of educators with the
knowledge, skills and dispositions necessary for becoming effective contributors to the academic
profession and society in the complex and diverse world of the 21st century. Minimally,
graduates in education and those pursuing advanced degrees in education should be able to
demonstrate competency in the areas of leadership, communication, collaboration and
curriculum leading to positive student learning results.
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Beyond these competencies, however, graduates and those pursuing advanced degrees,
particularly school leaders, should be prepared to respond to the broad diversity of learners
within the schools by creating a culture of teaching and learning, a disposition of service, and
directing change in a reform-minded and standards-based educational environment. Meeting the
challenges of diversity and change requires great resourcefulness on the part of educational
leaders in employing ―best practices‖ in school leadership. Both the mission of Bellarmine
University and the mission of the AFTSE are focused on preparing dynamic leaders to live,
serve, and work in a changing, global community. Certainly the goal of the Educational
Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program is consistent with
emphases on diversity, change, and collaboration as they impact the development of school
leaders to lead improvement efforts in their schools.
Additionally, effective educational leaders in the 21st century must develop the
dispositional traits associated with effective leadership, linking the missions and goals of both
the university and the AFTSE. These dispositions include, but are not limited to, valuing the
development of teacher leaders, effectively using problem solving and conflict resolution skills;
being sensitive to community and cultural differences; encouraging many modes of
communication in the school and community through new technologies; utilizing the diverse
talents all professional educators to build a positive culture resulting in student achievement and
school improvement; and committing to reflection, assessment, and learning as an on-going and
lifelong process (see Aspiring Principal Dispositions Self-Assessment in Continuous Assessment
forms).
The challenges of poverty, racism, sexism, family instability, crime, and lack of adequate
healthcare (among others) threaten the learning and performance of students in the P-12
classroom at a time when technology, diversity, and advanced research signal the promise for all
students. Educators are thus called upon to exercise the leadership that will lead from problem to
promise and that will herald confident renewal in the face of despair. This leadership model finds
its locus in the university‘s philosophical and theological foundation of Catholic social justice
and the pursuit of virtue. The combination of resources required by such an educational
leader/educator is embodied in the reflective learner, the overarching theme of the AFTSE. The
reflective learner is one who uses acquired knowledge, skills, and dispositions to devise new
methods of reasoning and new strategies of action when circumstances so demand. The reflective
learner is capable of discerning the appropriate actions for testing newly formed hypotheses, then
using that knowledge to reframe the situation and make needed adjustments (Schön, 1987).
Consistent with this theme of reflection is the commitment to reform. The AFTSE
proposes to direct change when challenges arise. The AFTSE further defines its mission for the
21st century as a healing one which addresses both societal and professional weaknesses.
Ongoing self-assessment, standards-based assessment, and unit assessment combine to address
professional weaknesses within the context of societal problems. The mission is also, more
importantly, a prophetic one which signals vitality through reform entrusted to the reflective
educator, teacher leader, and principal.
Theme of the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
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The theme, Educator as Reflective Learner, is the outgrowth of more than ten years of
reading, discussing, and reflecting on the philosophy of the AFTSE. The AFTSE confirmed this
theme based on its recognized consistency with the mission of the institution and with the
philosophy of the education faculty, as well as with the various programs for candidates,
including the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program. Every stage of the process was firmly based on research, notably Cruikshank, 1987;
Fellows and Zimpher, 1988; Freire, 1992; Houston, 1988; Kennedy, 1989; Schon, 1987; Valli,
1997; and Zeichner, 1990. The survey of the scholarship likewise included Dewey (1933),
wherein one of the most notable definitions of reflective thinking was discovered. Dewey
describes reflective thinking as, ―Active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or
supposed form of knowledge in light of the grounds that support it and further conclusions to
which it tends‖ (p. 97). It is Valli‘s (1997) conception of reflective practice, and her five
dimensions of that practice, that best convey the philosophy and mission of the unit,
undergirding all facets of each program of the AFTSE. ―Reflective teachers link theory and
practice by using varied sources of information, examine their own practices and school policies
in order to become better teachers, analyze problems from multiple perspectives, and use new
evidence to reassess decisions‖ (Valli, 1997, p.70). Valli‘s five types of reflection, which
undergird many of the course assessments, all anchor assessments, and discussion of field
experiences in the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program, are detailed in the following chart:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Educator Preparation
Programs
Technical reflection: The educator
Reflective inquiry encourages a continuous
matches one‘s own performance to external relationship between experience and
guidelines. Content of this form of
understanding, which promotes a Triad of Lifereflection centers on general instruction and Long Learning: research, reflection, and
management behaviors based on research
refinement. Relying upon recognized bodies of
of teaching.
knowledge, educators perceive relationships and
connections between parts of the teaching and
learning process. This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical disposition for broadbased problem-solving abilities and also nurtures
life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The educator Reflective thinking involves continuous
bases decisions on one‘s own unique
assessment, creating a balance between new
situation and considers personal teaching
information and the critical examination of prior
performance.
teaching experiences relevant to the new
information.
Deliberative reflection: The educator
Educators, while exercising freedom of choice for
weighs competing viewpoints and research themselves and learners, rely on a strong research
findings regarding a whole range of
base as a guide for their pedagogy. Educators,
pedagogical concerns/decisions (e.g.,
furthermore, are responsible for initiating such
curriculum, instructional strategies, rules
activities within various styles of performance in
and organization of classroom, etc.).
order to meet the diverse needs of students.
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Personalistic reflection: The educator
listens to and trusts one‘s own inner voice
and the voices of others. Content for this
type of reflection includes personal growth
and relationships with students.
Critical reflection: The educator considers
the social, moral, and political dimensions
of schooling and judges these dimensions
in light of the ethical criteria such as social
justice and equality of opportunity.

The reflective thinker knows that not only are
one‘s feelings, emotions, and cognition closely
related, but they are highly interactive in the
teaching and learning process.
As the educator models reflective thinking, s/he
encourages the same kind of thinking in her/his
students. Such thinking—open-mindedness and
discernment, rational judgment and creativity—are
likely to transfer to other aspects of students‘ lives.

Effective school leaders are called to reflect consistently and systematically on their own
practice, as well as mentor their colleagues in reflective practice, in order to advance successful
professional learning communities within schools and the broader community. As Valli (1997)
notes in her discussion of the merits of reflective practice, it is reflection that produces problem
solving from multiple perspectives, permitting the use of new evidence to improve practice and
therefore, student success.
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education Program Objectives
In addition to its unit mission, overall theme, and the goal and objectives of the
Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration program, the
AFTSE requires candidates in all programs to demonstrate acceptable performance on its
Program Objectives through the following criteria of continuous assessment: individual course
assessments, field and clinical evaluations, disposition assessments, benchmark and/or anchor
assessments, and Capstone Project and/or standardized exams (where appropriate). Based on this
program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency accomplishes the following
Program Objectives:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community
settings to foster student learning (collaboration);
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals (field/clinical
experiences);
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each
individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies (dispositions);
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods
of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of
assessment; and
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection (reflection).
Each of these objectives requires specific commitments on the part of the AFTSE to prepare
teachers, teacher leaders, and principals to use their knowledge, skills, and dispositions to impact
positively student learning and achievement. Candidate proficiency is based on connections
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between these commitments and the standards, themes, and initiatives of the broader educational
community, including (but not limited to):


Kentucky Teacher Standards (KTS) – The KTS are included because they are
foundational to the work of the principal in the areas of instructional leadership and
systems management.
1. Demonstrates Applied Content Knowledge
2. Designs and Plans Instruction
3. Creates and Maintains Learning Climate
4. Implements and Manages instruction
5. Assesses and Communicates Learning Results
6. Demonstrates the Implementation of Technology
7. Reflects On and Evaluates Teaching and Learning
8. Collaborates with Colleagues, Parents, and Others
9. Evaluates Teaching and Implements Professional Development
10. Provides Leadership Within School, Community, and Profession



Education Professional Standards Board (EPSB) Themes
1. Diversity (with attention to exceptional children, including the gifted and talented,
cultural and ethnic diversity)
2. Assessment (developing skills to assess student learning)
3. Literacy/Reading
4. Closing the Achievement Gap (courses that emphasize strategies for closing the
gap)



Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC) Standards
1. The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and structures of
the discipline(s) he or she teaches and can create learning experiences that make
these aspects of subject matter meaningful for students.
2. The teacher understands how children learn and develop, and can provide learning
opportunities that support their intellectual, social and personal development.
3. The teacher understands how students differ in their approaches to learning and
creates instructional opportunities that are adapted to diverse learners.
4. The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage
students‘ development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance
skills.
5. The teacher uses an understanding of individual and group motivation and
behavior to create a learning environment that encourages positive social
interaction, active engagement in learning, and self-motivation.
6. The teacher uses knowledge of effective verbal, nonverbal, and media
communication techniques to foster active inquiry, collaboration, and supportive
interaction in the classroom.
7. The teacher plans instruction based upon knowledge of subject matter, students,
the community, and curriculum goals.
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8. The teacher understands and uses formal and informal assessment strategies to
evaluate and ensure the continuous intellectual, social and physical development
of the learner.
9. The teacher is a reflective practitioner who continually evaluates the effects of
his/her choices and actions on others (students, parents, and other professionals in
the learning community) and who actively seeks out opportunities to grow
professionally.


Kentucky Cohesive Leadership Systems Dimensions (KyCLS)
1. Leading Teacher and Learning
2. Assessing the Instructional Program and Monitoring Student Performance
3. Securing and Developing Staff
4. Building Culture and Community
5. Creating Organizational Structures and Operations
6. Leveraging Community Systems and Resources



Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) Standards (2008)
1. An education leader promotes the success of every student by facilitating the
development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and supported by all stakeholders.
2. An education leader promotes the success of every student by advocating,
nurturing and sustaining a school culture and instructional program conducive to
student learning and staff professional growth.
3. An education leader promotes the success of every student by ensuring
management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and
effective learning environment.
4. An education leader promotes the success of every student by collaborating with
faculty and community members, responding to diverse community interests and
needs, and mobilizing community resources.
5. An education leader promotes the success of every student by acting with
integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.
6. An education leader promotes the success of every student by understanding,
responding to, and influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and cultural
context.



Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA)
1. Educational leaders inspire a shared vision for comprehensive integration of
technology and foster an environment and culture conducive to the realization of
that vision.
2. Educational leaders ensure that curricular design, instructional strategies, and
learning environments integrate appropriate technologies to maximize learning
and teaching.
3. Educational leaders apply technology to enhance their professional practice and to
increase their own productivity and that of others.
4. Educational leaders ensure the integration of technology to support productive
systems for learning and administration.
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5. Educational leaders use technology to plan and implement comprehensive
systems of effective assessment and evaluation.
6. Educational leaders understand the social, legal, and ethical issues related to
technology and model responsible decision-making related to these issues.
Thus, the AFTSE, in the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program, commits to each of the Program Objectives in the following ways, and
in alignment with the designated standards, themes, and initiatives (in parens):


Collaboration: The AFTSE has a fundamental commitment to developing the aspiring
principal as leader who works across school corridors, departments, disciplines, districts,
and community settings to foster student learning in an era of educational reform.
Leadership and faculty of the AFTSE recognize the integral function of principals and
teacher leaders in creating responsive and effective environments for teachers, students
and the broader community. Successful schools result from intensive collaboration
among stakeholders who embrace a focus on student successes and accomplishment
(DuFour & Marzano, 2009). The emphasis on school-based decision-making,
collaborative teaching and leading, interdisciplinary curriculum, and teacher
professionalism has led leaders in the preparation of principals to see the necessity of
collaboration in coursework with P-12 schools and with the community at large
(Goodlad, 1990; Merz & Fuhrman, 1997). From the planning and design of the
Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program to
its implementation and delivery, collaboration has been and will continue to be its
cornerstone. The AFTSE recognizes that effective principals engage in a variety of
experiences within and beyond the school that promote a spirit of collegiality,
collaboration, cooperation, and personal growth (Campbell, Cignetti, Melanyzer, Nettles,
& Wyman, 1995). The involvement of parents and the community at large as partners in
education is a fundamental part of these collaborative experiences within and beyond the
school. Research confirms that students perform better in school when families and
communities work closely with schools (Epstein, 1996; Henderson & Berla, 1995). In
summarizing the AFTSE‘s commitment to collaboration, the key foundational piece is
reflection, particularly personalistic reflection and technical reflection (Valli, 1997).
Good collaborators are willing to invest the time and energy to improve their own
practice, and must engage in continuous technical and personalistic reflection to do so
(Pugach & Johnson, 1995). Leaders who collaborate with others, particularly as mentors,
are able to jointly address students‘ needs and school-related problems (Zabel & Zabel,
1996). Such collaboration requires more critical reflection (Valli, 1997), which
encourages a process of discernment and creative thought in colleagues as well. (KTS 1,
5, 7, 8, 10; EPSB 2, 4; INTASC 2, 5, 6, 9; ISLLC 2, 4; KyCLS 1,2,3,4,5,6; TSSA 1, 3)



Field/Clinical Experiences: The AFTSE is committed to extensive field and clinical
experiences that provide opportunities for professional decision-making; intercultural
experiences; collaboration with education professionals; service to the community, and
the development of knowledge, skills, and dispositions in a developmental and guided
progression (Gay, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 1994; Zeichner, 1993). Building leadership
capacity requires that developmental programs weigh heavily on field and practical
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experiences (Tichy, 2002). Such authentic experiences are integral to the development of
aspiring principals. The coursework, discussion, and assessments comingle in a
symbiotic type of relationship with fieldwork – one area informs the other (Tucker and
Codding, 2002). ―In many professional fields, the internship is the ultimate performance
test, the final rite of passage before gaining an initial license to practice. A well-designed
internship expands the knowledge and skills of candidates while also gauging their ability
to apply new learning in authentic settings as they contend with problems that have realworld consequences‖ (Southern Regional Education Board, 2007, p. 3). Field
experiences permit the aspiring principal to explore diversity that may not exist in the
(home) school. The aspiring principal must develop a sensitivity toward and
understanding of diverse populations, seeking ways to support and sustain growth and
development (Gabriel, 2005). Undergirding all field, clinical, and internship experiences
are reflective inquiry and thinking. Candidates are required to continually assess the field
environment and their progress toward competency in that environment. Of particular
importance is critical reflection, whereby candidates consider the social, moral, and
political dimensions of the school environment and how ideology meets action through
the field experience reflective journal (Schon, 1987). Reflection provides a forum for
shared discussion of what candidates are experiencing in their field placements and how
this meshes with theory. (KTS 3, 4, 5, 7, 10; EPSB 1, 4; INTASC 2, 3, 4, 5, 9; ISLLC 1,
2, 4, 5, 6; KyCLS 1,2,3,4,5,6; TSSA 2, 3, 5, 6)


Dispositions: The AFTSE acknowledges that a significant part of the practice that
informs the work of the aspiring principal is uncovering, shaping, and nurturing the
dispositions that enhance candidates‘ abilities to apply in both public and private contexts
the knowledge and skills learned in the AFTSE‘s program and in the field (DarlingHammond, 1997; Richardson, 1996; Stronge, 2002; Taylor & Wasicsko, 2000). The
AFTSE is committed to preparing candidates in all programs to work effectively and lead
individuals of diverse abilities, races, cultures, religions, lifestyle orientations, and ethnic
backgrounds, thereby expanding the candidates‘ world view. Candidates are prepared to
lead socially and ethically responsible lives through active involvement in community
and professional activities, with the understanding that they are models for their students,
faculty and staff, schools and district, the profession, and the wider community.
Certainly the aspiring principal must embrace this role as a model in all facets of
leadership. Dispositions in flexibility and openness to change are essential if the aspiring
principal is to guide the development of professional learning communities and
examination of current practices (DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Thomas, 2006). In its
commitment to model the disposition of valuing the diversity of learners, while
maintaining an appreciation of diversity inherent in any group of people, the AFTSE
includes self-assessment of dispositions of candidates in addition to institutional
assessment. This self-assessment meshes with the AFTSE‘s emphasis on deliberative,
personalistic, and technical reflection (Valli, 1997). Assessing dispositions is viewed as a
developmental process, with continuous reflection resulting in a clearer understanding of
the dispositions that enhance professional practice, and specifically leadership.
Dispositions do not end with principal certification; in fact, they become increasingly
critical to the success of school leaders. The characteristics of the Bellarmine graduate of
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the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership program are expected to mirror
qualities identified in the ISLLC standards and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership
Standards. These characteristics form the foundation for the self and institutional
dispositions assessments for the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and
School Administration program (see Continuous Assessment). Aspiring principal
candidates‘ work with dispositions begins at the initial part of their program with their
Professional Growth Plan, and continues until their exit from the program. (KTS 7, 8, 9,
10; EPSB 1, 3, 4; INTASC 2, 3, 5, 6, 9; KyCLS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; ISLLC 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
TSSA 2, 6)


Pedagogy: The AFTSE is committed to preparation programs that are built upon a
strong and vital foundation in pedagogy. Particularly emphasizing technical reflection,
reflection in and on action, and deliberative reflection (Valli, 1997), the AFTSE promotes
throughout its courses on pedagogy reflective inquiry into the relationship between
experience and understanding, continuous assessment for learning, and reliance on a
strong research base. To these ends, the AFTSE is committed to (1) incorporating
research on current pedagogy and best practices with particular emphasis on reflection
and continuous assessment; (2) facilitating the use of technology in assessing student
learning and in instructional practice, and (3) preparing the aspiring principal to develop
and assess proficiencies of all teachers in P-12 schools based on professional, state, and
institutional standards. Without integral involvement of teachers and principals who
possess diverse and specialized skills in curriculum, instruction, and assessment, school
improvement efforts cannot achieve systematic progress toward steady, sustainable goals
(Elmore, 2007). The AFTSE is committed to training the aspiring principal to assess the
design and delivery of instruction, identify problems of practice and study solutions, and
evaluate student work as a primary component of assessment for learning so the principal
can mentor and coach teachers in effective professional practice (Elmore). (KTS 7, 8, 9,
10; EPSB 1, 3, 4; INTASC 2, 3, 5, 6, 9; KyCLS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; ISLLC 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
TSSA 2, 6)



Reflection: Reflective connections are made throughout all facets of the preparation of
teachers, teacher leaders, and principals in the AFTSE. As evidenced by the connections
to Valli‘s (1997) types of reflection in the previous four program objectives, consistent
and systematic reflection on the professional educator‘s work and P-12 students‘ work is
central to effective schooling. Perhaps the most significant commitment of the AFTSE is
to education reform, particularly systemic reform that must be grounded in thoughtful,
persistent critical reflection. The Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and
School Administration Program at Bellarmine views the ―principal‖ as synonymous with
―change agent.‖ In order to navigate change effectively, the aspiring principal must be
steeped in reflective practice, beginning with his/her ability to self-reflect – intellectually,
culturally, and morally (Schussler, Stooksberry, & Bercaw, 2010). Reflection is critical
in giving the candidate an opportunity to learn from field and clinical experiences and is
best described by, ―Some leaders make us better and smarter. They bring out our
intelligence‖ (Wiseman, 2010, p. 6). Principals who are unreflective—what Dewey and
others might call merely skilled technicians—would be limited in their ability to make
good decisions, to consider the consequences of their actions, or to alter their actions
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(Borko, Eisenhart, Kello & Vandett, 1984), and ultimately unable to effect productive
change. (KTS 7, 8, 9, 10; EPSB 1, 3, 4; INTASC 2, 3, 5, 6, 9; KyCLS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
ISLLC 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; TSSA 2, 6)
These Program Objectives, supported by research and knowledge bases, and linked to
professional standards, themes, and initiatives, are addressed in the courses, assessments, field
experiences, and Capstone Project of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and
School Administration Program. These provide the connecting point to the unit‘s Conceptual
Framework, Mission, Theme, Goal and Objectives of the principal preparation program. The
AFTSE Program Objectives form the basis of the overall continuous assessment plan of the
Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program, and
specifically frame the assessments in each of the three Transition Points of the program.
Knowledge Base of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program
Beginning with the unit‘s conceptual framework, including the Mission, Theme, and
Program Objectives, and considering the Goal and Objectives of the Educational Specialist in
Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program, the final element of this
foundational framework is the specific literature review and knowledge base of principal
leadership. Prior to designing the program and its curriculum, the AFTSE, in consultation with
P-12 partners and education professionals (beginning in October 2009), engaged in a thorough
literature review to inform its conceptualization of the program. This knowledge base has
provided direction for program design, content, assessment, and evaluation.
Knowledge Base
Beginning in October 2009, the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE)
faculty met to conceptualize an Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program. Our Advisory Committee for Education (ACE) continued this work in
December 2009 by providing input into redesign and program direction. Additionally, several
members of the faculty have served on state and regional committees charged with identifying
competencies and skills for the aspiring principal for higher education institutions throughout a
consortium of states. With continued collaboration with our professional partners, the AFTSE
has developed new courses and field experiences to address the skill set and knowledge base we
have identified for principal leadership. Our aspiring principal candidates will use theory,
reflection, field experience and practice to assess and evaluate their own teaching and leadership
skills as well as build leadership capacity in their schools and districts to improve student
achievement.
Prior to addressing the needs and roles of a principal, a brief understanding of the
evolving nature of school leadership is warranted. Developing leadership qualities in others is so
dependent on our abilities in university training programs to invigorate talents and leadership in
each person (Wiseman, 2010). Central to the work of school reform is the pivotal role of school
leadership (Murphy, Elliott, Goldring, & Porter, 2006; Wagner, Kegan, Lahey, Lemons, Garnier,
Helsing, Howell, & Rasmussen, 2006). Traditionally, the principal has provided leadership,
direction and management of the school. Historically, such oversight prioritized components of
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school administration, such as budgets, transportation, community involvement, discipline and
resource allocation (Reinhartz & Beach, 2004). In addition to effective school management and
administration, the outcome-based focus of standards-based reform has made improvement of
student learning the essential work of the leader of a school (Elmore, 1997).
No longer can the school administrator be successful if the knowledge base is not
extensive in instructional pedagogy as well as management and organizational skills. However,
instructional leadership of the principal alone is insufficient for reforming today‘s schools. Over
the past decade principal preparation programs have been criticized for what many believe to be
antiquated and ineffective methods of preparation and development (Bottoms & O‘Neill, 2001);
Levine, 2005; Marzano, Waters, & McNulty, 2005; Witziers, Bosker, & Kruger, 2003). The call
for change has prompted many states to evaluate their requirements for preparing school
principals. The cognitive dissonance between university coursework and the realities of a
principal‘s daily work has resulted in an appeal for redesigned principal preparation programs in
collaboration with the districts that employ their graduates (Baker, Bucalos, Gnadinger, Scott,
Maynard, & Daniels, 2009). Research also indicates that principals do not possess expertise in all
of the components of curriculum, instruction, and assessment best practices necessary to attain
the academic goals for which they are being held accountable (Bottoms, 2001; Elmore, 1997).
Without integral involvement of the teachers who possess diverse and specialized skills, school
improvement efforts cannot achieve systematic progress toward steady, sustainable goals.
Principal candidates need to recognize that the complex task of directing school improvement
processes requires the shared expertise and collaboration of those who deliver instruction
(Danielson, 2007; Elmore, 2007). Consequently, distributive leadership that incorporates teacher
expertise and teacher leaders in decisions involving policy and practice is an essential component
of 21st century school reform (Elmore, 2007). Despite disagreement by researchers on the direct
correlation between the principal and student achievement, and the specific leadership qualities
that make the ―perfect‖ instructional leader (Murphy & Schwarz, 2000; Marzano et al., 2005;
Rutherford, 1985; Witziers, Bosker, & Kruger), there is widespread agreement that education
leadership programs need to be redesigned to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse student
population in our high stakes assessment environment (Bottoms & O‘Neill; Levine).
Ultimately, teacher expertise is the core professional resource of a school. Research has
demonstrated that the quality of teachers in a school is the single factor that has the greatest and
most durable impact on school reform efforts (Haycock, 1998). Yet, the potential of the nation‘s
teachers to share their wisdom and experience and thereby shape educational institutions is
largely unexploited (Futrell & Kelly, 2001). The essential difference in a leader is whether the
leader is a ―multiplier‖ (developing leadership talents in others) or a ―diminisher‖ (stifling talents
in others) in the way leadership is provided to the organization (Wiseman, 2010). An effective
principal must recognize, access, and utilize the talents of teacher leaders for school
improvement and student learning. The traditional hierarchical culture of schools can result in
disturbing and demoralizing bureaucratic constraints that limit teacher input, creativity, and
commitment. Neither the teachers nor the principal can do the work of schooling alone.
As state accountability systems are placing the burden of school success and individual
student achievement on the shoulders of the building principal, the principal‘s job description has
expanded to that of ―child learning officer‖ (Bottoms & O‘Neill, 2001). Principals need to know
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what students are supposed to learn and the standards they are supposed to meet, they must have
a working knowledge of research-based and student-centered instruction, and they need to
identify teachers who are exemplary in their practice in addition to supporting those who need
more development in their teaching (Bottoms, 2001). If we are to revitalize our schools, then,
we must prepare school leaders for roles that facilitate mentoring and coaching and the
development of positive school cultures (Murphy et al., 2006).
The successful principal is one who balances leadership opportunities and actions on the
fulcrum of the head and the heart (Sergiovanni, 2006). In addition to field experiences exposing
the candidate to diversity in leadership styles and practice, training should prepare the aspiring
principal to collaborate on the design and delivery of instruction; identify problems of practice
and study solutions; conduct and evaluate professional development; evaluate student work;
recruit and hire new teachers; mentor, coach and evaluate professional practice of faculty; and
develop strategic plans and allocate resources (Elmore, 2007). According to Murphy et al.,
(2006), a comprehensive overview of the requisite skills for preparation of the aspiring principal
encompasses a number of dimensions including vision for learning, instructional and curricular
programming, assessment procedures and data analysis for improved student learning,
communities of professional practice, allocation and use of resources, positive organizational
cultures, and social advocacy. Bellarmine‘s Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership
and School Administration Program is designed around these dimensions of skill development
for teacher leaders.
DuFour (2008), highlighting the importance of collaborative leadership skills, comments,
―They (the school leaders) recognize and value the collective wisdom residing within the school,
and they create the structures and culture to allow staff members to tap into that wisdom. They
are religiously attentive to establishing positive relationships with and among teachers‖ (p. 3).
Similarly, Danielson (2007) states about teacher leaders, ―To be successful in these roles, teacher
leaders need to develop expertise in ―curriculum planning, assessment design, data
analysis,…the ability to listen actively, facilitate meetings, keep a group discussion on track,
decide on a course of action, and monitor progress‖ (p.17). These same dimensions of leadership
must be possessed by the school principal. The process of collaborative learning provides a
mechanism ultimately to increase individual teacher capacity by putting ―issues of teaching and
learning at the center of the dialogue among the entire school community‖ (Newmann, 1996, p.
291). Further, collaboration, as shown through the cooperative work of principals and teachers
focusing on continuous student and faculty learning, has been shown to increase student
achievement (Hallinger & Heck, 1996). The school principal needs to be grounded in expertise
in instruction, ability to use data as evidence to support decisions, and ability to leverage
resources that yield the best results for students. This grounding is in addition to overall
leadership skills in collaboration, facilitation, planning, action and evaluation.
Increasingly, the emerging role of today‘s principal is rooted in professional practice.
Traditionally, professional norms in schools have cultivated autonomy for the principal and
isolation for the school. Discussions about professional practice have been rare and voluntary
(DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Thomas, 2006). In today‘s schools, however, a culture of
professional inquiry and collaborative practice needs to flourish. The principal needs to be
confident in and respected for content expertise and professional skill. The principal needs to
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develop interpersonal skills that command credibility among peers and colleagues (Wiseman,
2010). Training in data management to set the overall tone for efforts toward continuous
improvement of student learning will sharpen the principal‘s focus on student achievement.
Dispositions in flexibility and openness to change are essential if the principal is to guide the
development of professional learning communities and examination of current practices (DuFour
et al.; Wagner et al., 2006). By mobilizing the expertise and cooperation of faculty, the principal
causes learning results for students to be significant and creates a dynamic impact on the
school‘s culture.
This needed improvement in the quality of the instructional program and in student
performance as a core organizational value may occur only when professionals in the school,
catalyzed by the principal, organize professional learning communities (Sergiovanni, 1996).
Learning communities provide support for teachers to reflect on their own practice as well as
develop advanced skills to reach all students, particularly those with learning challenges.
Therefore, the principal needs to develop an understanding of and appreciation for the diverse
needs of both the professional staff and students (Gabriel, 2005). Knowledge of a wide variety of
strategies for differentiated instruction, particularly in support of literacy and numeracy needs,
will prepare the aspiring principal to know the organizational systems that must be in place to
engage and support all students. This foundation of instructional practice undergirds the aspiring
principal‘s ability to coach colleagues in effective and varied strategies to meet the unique needs
of every student.
Building leadership capacity requires that developmental programs weigh heavily on
field and practical experiences (Tichy, 2002). Such authentic experiences are integral to the
development of aspiring principals. The coursework, discussion, and assessments comingle in a
symbiotic type of relationship with fieldwork – one area informs the other (Tucker and Codding,
2002). ―In many professional fields, the internship is the ultimate performance test, the final rite
of passage before gaining an initial license to practice. A well-designed internship expands the
knowledge and skills of candidates while also gauging their ability to apply new learning in
authentic settings as they contend with problems that have real-world consequences‖ (Southern
Regional Education Board, 2007, p. 3). It is through extensive and intensive field experiences
that the aspiring principal has the opportunity to mesh the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
that characterize highly effective school leaders who have the creativity and courage to
positively impact the culture of the school and community through comprehensive change.
One of the core beliefs in the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) is
a commitment to social justice and equity for all students. This core belief is a key component in
the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program. The
AFTSE is committed to developing educational professionals who are stewards of children and
the community. The moral work of schooling invokes the imperative to provide equitable
opportunities for all students (Sergiovanni, 1992). The challenge to the university is to develop a
leadership program meeting the spirit and intent of work begun by the Kentucky Cohesive
Leadership System (KyCLS) and ultimately enacted into Kentucky Administrative Regulations.
The effective principal needs to develop a sensitivity toward and understanding of diverse
populations and seek ways to support and sustain their growth and development (Gabriel, 2005).
A chief avenue through which to support struggling students is leadership for literacy.
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Enhancement of background knowledge and learned intelligence through reading and vocabulary
development provides requisite support for students at risk (Marzano, 2003). Numeracy must be
added to this imperative as well. The principal‘s focus on teacher development to engage
students who are gifted and talented, particularly those from minority populations, with
successful strategies and comprehensive curricula is a focus that is often neglected. When the
principal empowers, teacher leaders are in positions to effect the kind of change that makes
success possible for even the most disenfranchised student.
Lambert (1998) identified five key assumptions for a conceptual framework for building
capacity for leadership in schools:
a) leadership is a learning process, not a trait;
b) leadership is about learning that leads to constructive change;
c) everyone has the potential and right to work as a leader;
d) leadership is a shared endeavor; it occurs collectively; and
e) leadership requires the redistribution of power and authority.
As Lambert points out, the principal who distributes leadership opportunities to teacher leaders
engages them in a process of becoming aware of their strengths and areas for growth through a
continuum of leadership development skills (Murphy et. Al., 2006). When the principal
organizes the learning systems as a result of collaboration which empowers teacher leaders to
build capacity to reflect on their own practice and learn from their students as well as other
teachers, this will enable them to lead learning communities for students and other staff.
Training in reflective practice as well as observation and evaluation skills of teaching practice
will enable leaders to advance the work of school reform (Murphy et. Al.). This foundation of
reflective practice is the fundamental theme around which the Annsley Frazier Thornton School
of Education prepares educators to engage in successful teaching and leadership. It serves as the
hub of the principal preparation program as well. It is through reflective practice that one must
engage in individual change, as well as acknowledging one‘s role in collective change.
Reflection opens the door to consideration of the forces that promote (or obstruct) change and
reform and one‘s responsibility in effecting that change.
Fullan, in his book on educational reform, states, ―I am not talking about leaders as
change agents, but of a more basic message: Each and every educator must strive to be a change
agent‖ (1993, p. 13). The ability to manage change processes is a vital component for the
aspiring principal‘s preparation. ―The leadership skills needed for collaborative work involve the
ability to develop a shared sense of purpose with colleagues, facilitate group processes,
communicate well, understand transition and change and their effects on people, mediate
conflict, and hold a keen understanding of adult learning from a constructivist perspective‖
(Lambert, 1998, p. 18). The aspiring principal needs to be prepared in the real context of schools
to confront resistance to change and develop the resilience to support it (Gabriel, 2005). With
training in change theory and management, the aspiring principal can embrace the responsibility
to be an active contributor to school communities (Gabriel; Wagner et al., 2006). Acknowledging
that addressing real change often involves risk and conflict, the Educational Specialist in
Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program substantively addresses the skills
and dispositions needed by the aspiring principal to effect systemic change and advocate for the
success of all students.
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Research on principal leadership and the dimensions detailed above culminates in
multiple skills that prepare the aspiring principal to use expertise to achieve sustainable goals and
effect positive change in schools. The Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and
School Administration Program at Bellarmine University is intended to prepare the candidate to
function effectively as a ―leader of leaders‖ (Schlechty, 1990). The aspiring principal candidate
demonstrates the following outcomes:
 Directs, supervises and facilitates the daily operations of a school;
 Exhibits advanced levels of the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium;
 Analyzes assessment and other school data to prioritize school improvement
goals with a focus on assessment for improved student learning;
 Designs and inspires faculty to conduct action research to improve student
achievement;
 Leads school planning and implementation initiatives;
 Motivates the professional staff to collaborate with colleagues to analyze student
work and evaluate practice in professional learning communities;
 Coaches and mentors professional staff to deepen and improve instructional practice;
 Designs and conducts professional development;
 Conducts community initiatives to improve conditions that impact children, youth
and families;
 Champions social justice through literacy and numeracy initiatives;
 Recruits, selects, and supervises faculty and staff; and
 Demonstrates sensitivity toward diverse populations and seeks to remove barriers to
equitable opportunities for all students.
These outcomes are consistent with the report from a panel of experts representing the
Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), Kentucky principals, the Educational
Professional Standards Board (EPSB), the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB), the
National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP), and the Kentucky General
Assembly, which became the catalyst for the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership Continuum. This
document is designed to guide the development of high quality leadership programs for
Kentucky‘s schools. In redesigning principal preparation program curricula and field
experiences, the work focused on:
1. Better preparing school leaders to build a school environment where students can reach
proficiency by 2014 and beyond;
2. Providing leaders an opportunity to build knowledge, skills and abilities that can be used
within and beyond the school;
3. Developing a new pool of future leaders for Kentucky;
4. Designing curriculum, instruction and assessments for aspiring principals that reflect a
non-traditional research-based, best practice clinical model;
5. Linking the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC 2008) standards,
the state‘s regulatory requirements, and research-based best practices into a single
coherent, manageable approach for school leadership development;
6. Equipping aspiring school leaders with new information, resources and professional
growth opportunities and experiences to thrive in this increasingly complex, accountable
and demanding role; and
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7. Developing partnerships between higher education faculties and successful practitioners
with input from other education colleagues to co-design and co-deliver instruction and
field experiences supported by resources and proven successful practices focused on
leadership development.
It is with the panel‘s goals in mind that Bellarmine‘s Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program has embraced the Kentucky Cohesive
Leadership Continuum and designed a state-of-the-art leadership program. This program answers
the call for innovative leadership for tomorrow‘s schools as an important mission for both the
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education and the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Public
schools in the 21st century face a multitude of challenges; however, significant educational
reform will prevail if profound changes transform the leadership that develops and guides our
educational institutions (Sergiovanni, 1996). The Educational Specialist in Instructional
Leadership and School Administration Program is a culmination of the characteristics, outcomes
and knowledge base in leadership that will transform P-12 schooling in the 21st century.
Connection to Continuous Assessment Plan
The Continuous Assessment Plan of the Educational Specialist in Instructional
Leadership and School Administration Program consists of three Transition Points of
assessment, with a variety of assessments and evaluation measures at each point. At the heart of
each Transition Point is the theme of the AFTSE, Educator as Reflective Learner. Selfassessment and reflection are the cornerstones of advanced practice, particularly for the aspiring
principal. The Professional Growth Plan (PGP), completed at the entrance to the program
(Transition Point 1) and revised throughout, is based on self-assessment (and reflection on that
assessment) of the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium Standards, proficiency in the
use of technology, dispositions, and the candidate‘s school or district professional growth plan.
Each candidate must reflect on his/her strengths and areas for growth to guide continuous
progress in field experiences and professional development as key elements of the program. At
Transition Points two (2) and three (3), course assessments, anchor assessments, field
experiences, and the Capstone project contain Valli‘s reflective components as fundamental to
proficiency.
Additionally, all anchor assessments and the Capstone project are meshed with the
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education Program Objectives, the goal of the Educational
Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program, ISLLC Standards,
KyCLS Dimensions, TSSA Standards and the aspiring principal candidate outcomes. Movement
through the three Transition Points involves successfully demonstrating proficiency in the
knowledge, skills, and dispositions as delineated in the qualities and characteristics of effective
leader skills as described in the Program Narrative and the Knowledge Base. The Continuous
Assessment Plan of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program moves the aspiring principal candidate from the status of a developing
leader to the reality of leading improvement in 21st century schools.
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PROGRAM DESIGN
The Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program is designed to be a year-round program with completion in four (4) semesters and
culminating with a capstone project. Aspiring principal candidates will participate in a
professional learning community as part of a cohort, designed to prepare them to facilitate
professional learning communities in schools and districts. The program delivery model is
essentially a nights and intensive summer model that includes weekly course offerings. Courses
are geared to maximize collaboration with local school district personnel and practicing
principals as mentors. Modes of delivery include face-to-face dialogue, seminars, workshops,
and field experiences. The foundational piece of the program is the Professional Growth Plan
(see Continuous Assessment forms), which will be customized to meet the candidate‘s own
unique areas of strength and needs, including dispositions, technology competencies and
leadership and management skills. At the beginning of the program, the university mentor, the
school-based mentor (principal/designee), and the aspiring principal candidate will collaborate to
design the Professional Growth Plan (PGP). Through this ongoing collaboration, the PGP will be
monitored and revised at all transition points in the continuous assessment of candidate
performance, serving as a guide throughout for specific course assignments, field experiences,
anchor assessments, and the Capstone Project. Exit criteria (Transition Point 3) include
successful completion of the PGP, all course work, disposition assessments, and a rating of
―acceptable‖ on all six anchor assessments as well as the Capstone Project.
The Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program is built around the school as a clinical laboratory where the theory taught in course
work is operationalized in the assignments completed in the field. The program begins with ninecredit hours of course work in the Summer I Semester (see Appendix a., Curriculum Contract).
Courses in Summer I focus on the foundations of P-12 school leadership, including basic
leadership and management skills and strategies; data-based management of curriculum,
instruction and assessment for school improvement; the human resource function of school
leadership; and field experiences that provide the candidate with practice in each of these areas.
In addition, the candidate will complete Anchor Assessment #3 and begin Anchor Assessment #1
(see Appendix f., Candidate Handbook).
The Fall Semester requires candidates to enroll in six-credit hours (Appendix a.,
Curriculum Contract). The focus is on the principal as an effective leader in the elementary
setting. The field experiences coincide with the course work and are designed to allow the
candidate to experience the role of the principal in an actual school setting. Anchor Assessment
#1, Anchor Assessment #4, and Anchor Assessment #5 are completed (see Appendix f.,
Candidate Handbook). The Spring Semester replicates the Fall Semester, but in a middle/high
school context (see Appendix a., Curriculum Contract). Although no anchors are completed
during the Spring Semester, the candidate will be engaged intensively in work that is
foundational to overall program success.
The Summer II Semester is designed to provide the candidate with the knowledge, skills
and dispositions for leadership in the larger community context of the school. The nine-credit
hours of course work focus on the administration of special populations (Exceptional Child
Education, Gifted and Talented, Vocational Education, etc.); the leadership of parent,
community, and district stakeholders; and the legal, financial, and ethical responsibilities of the
principal (see Appendix a., Curriculum Contract). Within the context of courses and field work,
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the candidate will complete Anchor Assessment #2, Anchor Assessment #6 and the Capstone
Project (Appendix f., Candidate Handbook).
The Capstone Project is a school improvement project that is integral to the candidate‘s
demonstration of mastery of the program content. Beginning in the Summer I Semester with a
data profile of a selected school and identification of a gap in student achievement evidenced by
that data, the student must plan and implement research-based interventions to lessen that gap.
The Capstone Project culminates in Summer Semester II with a presentation to a panel of school
and university-based evaluators. The presentation will include all background, process, and
results data collected by the candidate as they culminate in the Capstone Project. The Capstone
is truly a compilation of the knowledge, skills, and dispositions as they have developed and been
refined throughout the Level I program.
In designing the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program, the AFTSE has considered multiple components that ensure state-ofthe-art aspiring principal preparation. The following elements describe approaches to the design
and design components.
Prerequisites for Admission
For an educator to be considered a candidate to the Educational Specialist in Instructional
Leadership and School Administration Program there are Bellarmine University and Kentucky
Administrative Regulations criteria that must be met. The University requires an applicant to
have the following documentation:
Completed a Master‘s degree;
Submit a copy of their GRE scores;
Have successfully completed three (3) years of teaching;
Present a valid Kentucky Professional Teaching Certificate;
Secure recommendations from 3 people – one of whom must be the candidate‘s
immediate supervisor; and
6. Submit additional application documents including writing samples, program
essays, and an educational autobiography.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In addition to the above documents, the candidate must meet the conditions of 16 KAR
3:050, including the following criteria:
1. Master‘s degree;
2. Three years of documented teaching experience in a public school or nonpublic
school which meets state performance standards as established in KRS 156.160;
3. Written statements documenting the candidate‘s skills and understanding in the
following areas:
a. Ability to improve student achievement,
b. Leadership,
c. Advanced knowledge of curriculum, instruction, and assessment; and
4. A statement of support from the district signed by the superintendent or designee;
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Evidence that these items are an integral part of the criteria to determine admission to the
program is contained in the admission documents attached to this (Program Design) section
and/or detailed as part of the program description in the document narrative.
Application Process and Forms
After attending informational open houses and meeting at individual district events, an
individual indicates an interest in the Ed.S. program, thus initiating the application process.
While the initial application process and forms will fulfill a preliminary review of an appropriate
fit of the applicant to the university within the context of program requirements, the applicant
will continue with the enrollment process to include collaboration with the pertinent school
district in co-selecting and interviewing candidates to the principal preparation program.
Through communication and collaboration, the university and the designated school district will
ensure that an appropriate and complete application pathway is clearly communicated to
interested applicants.
The application process requires that candidates submit three recommendations from
individuals who can speak to their ability to improve student achievement, leadership skills and
potential, and their knowledge of curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Additionally,
applicants are interviewed by a team which includes a representative from the applicant‘s school
district, with an interview protocol that assesses the above criteria as well. (Forms used in the
application process are attached at the end of the Program Design section.)
Collaboration with the Applicant’s School District
The university will collaborate with each applicant‘s school principal and other
appropriate district personnel to select applicants and organize the interview process. It has been
our experience that each district has processes regarding the manner in which future
administrators are prepared for leadership positions. The gamut of district processes ranges from
small districts with very limited capabilities in personnel development to a large urban district
with in-house programs to build leadership capacities in both aspiring principals and other
leadership programs. It is within this context that the university must tailor selection processes
to the needs, processes, and requirements of the district of the applicant or applicant pool.
Bellarmine has collaborated fully with district representatives from local and surrounding school
districts, including the Archdiocese of Louisville, to mesh with each district‘s specific needs for
leadership. These collaborative efforts have occurred during community partnership lunches and
dinners, Advisory Committee for Education (ACE) meetings, individual meetings with district
representatives (including the Archdiocese), and the establishment of Memoranda of Agreement
(Appendix g. and Appendix h.).
In addition to the opportunities associated with co- interviewing and co-selection, the
university strives to be inclusive in coordinating, as applicable, with the application process the
district may be using for an aspiring administrator program. Within this collaboration, the
candidate hopefully finds a transparent process in migrating through the application and selection
process for aspiring principal programs, specifically Bellarmine‘s Ed.S. This integrated and
collaborative process is summarized in the cycle below.
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Step 4:
Successful candidate is
informed of selection
process results and
completes the enrollment
process.

Step 1: University
and district agree
on an application
process for aspiring
principals.

Step 3:
University and district
collect application forms,
conduct interviews and
select appropriate principal
program candidates

Step 2: Candidate
makes application to the
university or district for
the principal preparation
program

Level I and Level II Programs
The Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program includes the necessary course work, field experiences, anchor assessments and
Capstone Project to complete the Level I requirements for an Ed.S. in Instructional Leadership
and School Administration, and the course work required for Level II Certification. Once an
aspiring principal candidate has successfully passed the necessary university course work and
state examination requirements for Level I, the candidate may continue with the six-credit hours
of course work and clinical and field experiences necessary to complete Level II. Ideally, the
candidate working toward Level II is currently in a practitioner‘s role of school leadership.
Since this may not be the case, the Bellarmine faculty has structured the Level II program to be a
seminar-based approach that places a heavy emphasis on an individualized program, with cohortbased seminars and follow-up in individual school settings. Problems of practice will guide the
year-long Level II program, with two modules specifically designed to guide the novice leader in
issues of school culture and resource acquisition and alignment (see Appendix e., EDAD 713 and
EDAD 714 Course Syllabi). The university supervisor/instructor will serve as both teacher and
mentor to those enrolled in the Level II Program.
Program Connection to ISLLC, TSSA and KyCLS Standards and Indicators
The Bellarmine Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program has been aligned with appropriate professional standards in a
comprehensive review. These standards are as follows: Interstate School Leaders Licensure
Consortium (ISLLC) Standards (2008) which form the theme around which the six strands are
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organized; Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA); Kentucky Cohesive
Leadership System‘s Dimensions and Functions (KyCLS); Kentucky‘s Standards and Indicators
for School Improvement (SISI); Bellarmine University‘s General Education Objectives (BU);
and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Objectives. Each of these sets
of standards has been organized into a matrix, comprised of six strands which identify key focus
areas: Strand I: Vision and Mission; Strand II: Instructional Design; Strand III: Organizational
Skills; Strand IV: Collaboration; Strand V: Ethics and Professional Decorum; and Strand VI:
Political Leadership. This matrix can be found in the Candidate Handbook in Appendix f. as
well as in each of the course syllabi in Appendix e. All course objectives found in the syllabi are
specifically aligned to one or more strands in the matrix. In addition, the indicators in the rubrics
used to assess the anchors and the capstone are linked to specific functions in the KyCLS
dimensions as evidenced by the anchor rubrics found in the Candidate Handbook. Field
experience observations by the university supervisor will be documented using a form developed
by the Bellarmine faculty and designed to incorporate narrative comments linked to the KyCLS
dimensions and functions. This form can be found in the Candidate Handbook.
Co-design and Co-delivery of Instruction
This redesigned program was developed with the aid of representatives from multiple
school districts and has received numerous reviews from the School of Education‘s advisory
groups and the members of the Commonwealth Collaborative for School Leadership Programs
(CCSLP). Faculty from the School of Education has met monthly with district representatives in
reviewing and redesigning both the knowledge base and alignment of courses to best deliver
curriculum that meshes with the ISLLC Standards, KyCLS Dimensions and Functions, the
TSSA, and the leadership needs of the districts served. Further, throughout the redesign process,
there has been a reliance on the AFTSE‘s Advisory Committee for Education (ACE) to be a
reflective body and sounding board for proposed changes in the redesign work. Members of the
redesign committee have worked closely with other colleges and universities as a part of the
KyCLS Task Force and the CCSLP. Our collaborative redesign work with both KyCLS and
CCSLP is best reflected in the following comment from KDE. ―This effort is based on the belief
that redesigning principal preparation programs and professional growth of sitting principals to
prepare them for school leadership in the 21st century could better prepare leaders to meet the
challenge of bringing all children to academic proficiency and eliminating achievement gaps
(Kentucky Department of Education, 2009).
In December, 2009, during a work session of representatives from eight surrounding
districts as well as the Archdiocese of Louisville, the redesign committee finalized the course
sequence and specific course objectives necessary to meet the preferences of the various entities
for leadership in their schools. Some key components included the inclusion of a two-credit hour
course dealing with leadership for human resource issues; a two-credit hour course designed
around leadership of parents, community and district stakeholders; and the merging of what had
been a law and a finance class into one three-credit hour course stressing the professional and
ethical responsibilities of the principal. In September, 2010, this same group was reconvened to
review our efforts and provide final input to course content, field experience activities, and the
anchor assessments and Capstone Project. Our co-design work reflects both the challenges faced
by our district service areas and the efforts of the KyCLS Task Force to guide university
programs across the state as they redesign programs to develop principals who can successfully
lead and administer 21st century schools.
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It is essential our work brings together the needs of the districts in our service area, the
extensive clinical and field experiences they provide our candidates, the standards which are
foundational to our program, and current research identifying best practices for the development
of P-12 principals. This is best exemplified by our attempts to design course work and field
experiences around the rhythm of the school calendar, with candidates working side-by-side with
practitioners to complete a 14-month cycle of school-based observations, participantobservations, and leadership activities that coincide with the daily work of the practitioner (see
Appendix e., EDAD 704, EDAD 706, EDAD 708, and EDAD 712 Course Syllabi). Without a
close working relationship with the districts represented by our candidates, the AFTSE would be
unable to provide such extensive and authentic field experiences essential to principal
preparation.
In addition to program design, the co-delivery of course work is essential to the quality of
the preparation program. Currently, all courses are taught or co-taught by practicing or former
principals or individuals who have been in positions of school leadership. District-identified
experts are frequently used as instructors for specific curricular topics and units. They serve as
speakers, panelists, and co-instructors. In addition to these efforts, examples of ongoing
collaboration with local school districts follow. None of these assignments could be completed
without the guidance and instruction of the principal in the school where the candidate is
working:
 Anchor Assessment 1 – the candidate will collaborate with a school principal/designee to
access data necessary to create a profile of a school, determine gaps in student
achievement, and draft a plan for utilizing research-based practices to eliminate the gaps;
 Anchor Assessment 4 – the candidate will collaborate with a school principal/designee to
conduct a culture audit of a school and present his/her findings to a group of school-based
stakeholders;
 Anchor Assessment 5 – the university mentor and candidate will collaborate with a
school principal/designee to design an action research project informed by the School
Improvement Plan and that will provide knowledge and experiences that inform the
Capstone Project;
 Local district personnel will provide the candidate with access to appropriate data and
technology and broker experiences that allow the candidate to complete field experience
requirements;
 Local district personnel will serve on panels to assist university instructors in evaluating
presentations required at the conclusion of Anchor Assessments 1 and 5 as well as the
Capstone Project;
 The university mentor, principal/designee, and candidate will collaborate in the design
and monitoring of the candidate‘s Professional Growth Plan at all three transition points.
The school and district‘s input and resources will be integrated into the development of
the candidate‘s growth of knowledge, skills and dispositions throughout the program; and
 The university mentor, principal/designee, and candidate will collaborate to provide the
field experiences necessary to give the candidate a wide range of opportunities to
observe, participate, and lead in the school setting.
The AFTSE, in collaboration with surrounding school districts, specifically the Jefferson
County Public Schools, the Eminence Independent Schools, the Oldham County Schools, and the
Archdiocese of Louisville Schools, has entered into official agreements to partner with each
district in the design and delivery of the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and
School Administration Program (Appendix h.).
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Collaboration with Other Academic Disciplines
The redesign committee and community partners understand that aspiring principal
candidates can learn much from university entities outside the AFTSE. Therefore, a number of
collaborative efforts have been determined to be integral to the delivery of the Educational
Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program. A key initiative at
Bellarmine is the Bellarmine Center for Teaching Excellence and Leadership (BCTEL), which
focuses on teacher renewal and leadership development in P-12 schools. The BCTEL aims to
provide ongoing professional development to community schools and districts through seminars,
workshops, speakers, and online professional development experiences in addition to other
technologically enhanced opportunities such as webinars and online communities. One unique
feature of the Center is a component whereby aspiring principal candidates may conduct
presentations, workshops, and seminars as part of their training for leadership in schools. This
would allow the candidate to meet one of the field experience requirements for EDAD 703 and
EDAD 704: to plan and deliver a professional development for teachers. Additionally, the
aspiring principal candidates may select or be assigned to attend the following sessions
depending on individual needs for growth:
 Bellarmine‘s School of Communication will provide workshops on communication
styles, non-verbal communication, legal issues relative to confidentiality in schools, and
dealing with the media;
 Bellarmine‘s School of Nursing and Health Sciences will conduct sessions on school
health issues including nutrition, immunization requirements, and school-based health
screenings – all of which interface with the principal‘s role in maintaining a healthy
school environment tantamount to P-12 school leadership success; and
 Bellarmine‘s School of Business, in collaboration with the Bellarmine Center on
Economic Education, will provide sessions on financial literacy and equity in resources.
For the past seven years, the faculty teaching in the principal preparation program at
Bellarmine has cultivated a relationship with the Kentucky Center for School Safety (KCSS)
housed at Murray State University. During both the fall and spring semesters of the program,
candidates have attended an all-day Saturday session with representatives from KCSS. Topics
include school-wide discipline and safety plans, with participants receiving a plethora of
materials and templates allowing for the development of these plans for specific school settings.
These sessions will continue as required experiences for all candidates.
A third example of collaboration with other disciplines includes the AFTSE‘s work with
the Bellarmine College of Arts and Sciences in the development of the redesigned principal
preparation program. Members of a variety of departments serve on the AFTSE‘s Advisory
Council for Education (ACE). This group has informed both the course work as well as the
anchor assessments by their continuous review and feedback throughout the design process. As
faculty members of a university whose first priority is teaching, these Arts and Sciences
professors have been invaluable with their critiques and suggested enhancements of the program,
particularly as it relates to current emphases on college preparation and 21st century skill
development.
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Collaboration with Districts to Provide Field Experiences
The field experience requirements are the backbone of the AFTSE‘s Educational
Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program. Each semester,
students must register for a field experience class that is a companion class to the other required
course(s) for that term. (see Appendix e., EDAD 204, EDAD 206, EDAD 208, EDAD 212).
Each activity required in the field corresponds to a specific course being taken simultaneously
with the field experience class. The following table reflects the minimum required hours of
commitment:
Semester
Summer I Semester
Fall Semester
Spring Semester
Summer II Semester

Minimum Number of Field Experiences
Hours to be Completed
30
90
90
30

NOTE: Candidates must complete at least 25% of field experience hours in grade level
groupings outside the setting where they work. For example, a high school teacher must
work in an elementary or middle school setting. An elementary counselor must work in a
high school or middle school setting.

If candidates need additional hours to complete all assignments, then the priority is to complete
those hours to meet requirements. Summer semester courses have a heavy content emphasis and
less field hours due to the lack of availability of authentic experiences. Heavier field experience
requirements in the fall and spring semesters are due to the requirement of an action research
study in the fall and the development of the school improvement plan in the spring.
Each candidate is assigned a university supervisor/instructor who guides the field
experience. This supervisor serves as a mentor to the candidate and is a full-time faculty in the
Ed.S. program, who knows the program requirements intimately and who has experience in
district leadership capacities, including the principalship. During Summer I Semester, the
candidate and the university supervisor will meet with a school principal/designee who is
recommended by the candidate‘s district and agrees to mentor and guide the candidate‘s field
experience activities. The school-based mentor is co-selected by the university and the
immediate supervisor of the mentor, typically the district superintendent, assistant
superintendent, or, in the case of assistant or associate principals, the building principal. Schoolbased mentors must be in leadership positions (principal or assistant/associate principals) and are
selected based on ISLLC standards, including commitment to a vision and mission that facilitates
the success of all students, commitment to a positive, safe, effective learning environment,
commitment to full collaboration within and outside schools, commitment to integrity, fairness,
and ethical functioning, and commitment to continuous improvement in student achievement.
Mentors are oriented to these expectations and agree to fulfill the requirements of mentorship. In
the event that a mentor cannot fulfill the requirements or does not represent the ISLLC values,
there will be a newly assigned mentor. The preference is to assign a mentor who works at the
candidate‘s home school. In the event this would not be possible or the available mentor(s) are
deemed to be unsuitable, the university will seek an appropriate mentor at a school in close
proximity to the candidate or in a school where other candidates reside and the mentorship is
suitable. These arrangements are done in full collaboration with administration in the applicable
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school districts. Selection of the school-based mentor takes into consideration the following
variables:
 The ability of the mentor to deliver quality mentorship to the candidate;
 The ability of the mentor to expose the candidate to quality field experiences, including
diverse experiences, in the school setting;
 The quality of the educational program being offered by the mentor, which focuses on
proactive school leadership;
 The organizational structure of the mentor‘s school that avails the candidate‘s continuous
exposure to the school principal or an equally accomplished administrator; and
 The number of years the mentor (principal or accomplished administrator) has been in a
school leadership position.
This mentoring team will continue to work together during the 14-month program to
guide and evaluate the candidate‘s progress and provide experiences necessary for candidate
growth. The university supervisor is expected to dedicate time and coaching experiences to the
candidate, while the school-based administrator becomes a broker of services and practical field
experiences for the candidate. Candidates keep both a log of hours and a reflective journal,
documenting all field experiences using Valli‘s reflective model (see Appendix f., Handbook).
The log and journal are submitted monthly to a university supervisor, who reads and responds to
the journal. In addition, the university supervisor conducts at least eight scheduled field visits
during the program. At these visits, the university supervisor expects to observe the candidate in
a leadership activity and uses an evaluation tool designed around the Kentucky Cohesive
Leadership System‘s indicators of effective leadership for evaluation and feedback. The
university mentor maintains an on-going narrative to identify those indicators observed during
these visits. This narrative both informs the candidate‘s field experience performance as well as
the on-going monitoring of the candidate‘s Professional Growth Plan.
Field experiences are designed with the following criteria in mind:
1. Course-embedded Field Experiences Requiring Exhibitions of Leadership
There are numerous examples of course-embedded activities that require candidates to
show evidence of leadership skills as follows:
 During Summer I Semester, candidates are enrolled in three courses and a
companion field experience class, EDAD 704. In conjunction with that course,
candidates are required to do an audit of a chosen school program and determine
the program‘s alignment with the school‘s vision/mission, create and present to
stakeholders a data profile of a school (Anchor #1), and develop and present a
professional development session for a school‘s faculty/staff.
 During the Fall Semester, candidates are enrolled in one course and a companion
field experience class, EDAD 706. They are required to lead a session designed to
communicate the school‘s vision/mission to a group of stakeholders; work with a
volunteer colleague to practice the teacher observation cycle (completing a preobservation conference, an observation, and a post-observation conference); lead
a department or grade-level group in the analysis of standardized test scores; and
complete and share the results of a culture audit of the school.
 During the Spring Semester, candidates are enrolled in one course and a
companion field experience class. As required in EDAD 708, the candidates will
establish a recognition program designed to honor students, parents, and/or
faculty whose actions exemplify the school‘s vision; organize a group of faculty
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members and lead a book study group that will enhance teacher skills relative to
some aspect of the school‘s improvement plan; and write an article for a school,
district or community publication.
During Summer II Semester, candidates are enrolled in three courses and a
companion field experience class, EDAD 712. Requirements of EDAD 712
include the initiation of a community partnership for implementation in the next
school year and the design and implementation of a parent workshop focused on
school orientation, parent assistance with homework, or techniques for successful
parenting.

The culminating exhibition of leadership for candidates will be the completion of the
Capstone Project. From the inception of the program, candidates are encouraged to begin
to look at school data, study the cognitive dissonance between the data and the school‘s
vision, and focus on some initiative for the enhancement of student achievement that is
tantamount to the School Improvement Plan. This process will inform the candidate‘s
Capstone Project, with each aspiring principal leading an initiative in his/her school as
the field site, and guiding a team of stakeholders in the completion of the capstone. The
candidate will present his/her work on this project to a panel of district practitioners and
university faculty at the conclusion of the Summer II Semester.
2. District-supported Field Experiences that Allow for Observation, Participation and
Leadership
The Memoranda of Agreement between the university and various entities, found in
Appendix h., clearly articulate the support of surrounding districts for the completion of
field experience work by candidates employed in their districts. A review of the required
activities in all courses, but especially the companion field experience courses for each
semester, shows the necessity for district cooperation in most assignments. The following
are examples of each type of experience:
 Observation – In EDAD 704, the candidate is required to spend an entire day
shadowing a principal as he/she prepares for the opening of school;
 Participation – In EDAD 706, the candidate is required to serve on a strategic
planning committee relative to the school improvement plan; and
 Leadership – In EDAD 712, the candidate is required to design and offer a session
for parents focused on an important aspect of parent involvement in student
success.
3. Exposure to Diverse Student Populations and Environments
Bellarmine University and the AFTSE recognize that we are preparing our candidates to
be principals in a variety of settings which may be very different socially, economically,
racially and culturally. We want our program candidates to be prepared to be successful
in any school across their community, the Commonwealth of Kentucky, or their state of
choice. The variety of required field experiences ensures our candidates are getting
exposure to diverse student populations and school communities, with respect to multiple
types of diversity (racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, cultural, gender, ability and disability,
etc).
Leaders in the Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program maintain a
positive relationship with both district and school leaders to be able to broker field-based
experiences where the candidate‘s current school setting does not provide this
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opportunity. For example, principal candidates from Archdiocesan schools, where
exposure to varied types of diversity may be limited, are expected to partner with public
schools in close proximity to meet portions of their field experience hours that would
expose them to leadership experiences where a diverse school population exists.
Likewise candidates with only urban school types of experiences are required to partner
and collaborate with colleagues in more rural schools. Where the candidate cannot make
these connections, professors will broker experiences through our connections with these
schools and districts. As a School of Education, we maintain a robust relationship with
our local and broader school community. It is these essential connections that enable us
to be able to broker diverse experiences for our candidates.
As a summer start program, there are opportunities for candidates to have initial field
experiences in a number of school and academic learning environments that offer
diversity (additional summer opportunities occur in Summer II). These include
cooperative relationships with alternative schools in session during the summer,
community programs such as Volunteers of America or Boys and Girls Clubs that
conduct summer programming, and private schools such as Nativity Academy, which
offers summer programming for diverse learners. Candidates are able to participate in
leadership experiences early in their program in these types of diverse settings.
Additionally, university mentors monitor field experiences very closely with the program
candidate. The candidate submits a journal and matrix of field experiences monthly. It is
through evaluation of these monthly submissions that the university mentor is able to
ensure both quality and scope of experiences that reflect exposure to diverse settings,
populations, and communities as well as the ISLLC standards around which the program
is driven. In the Candidate Handbook (Appendix f, p. 365), the Reflective Journal
Guided Format now includes a reflection on diversity as part of the candidate‘s field
experiences. Through field reflections and conferencing at designated transition points,
the candidate and mentor(s) make adjustments to goals, the professional growth plan, and
the need for field experiences reflective of changing demographics and populations of
learners.
Many of our candidates will come from Jefferson County Public Schools (JCPS), which
are diverse in race, socioeconomic status, and/or ethnicity – both with respect to the
student body and the professionally certified staff. However, not all candidates work in
schools where such diversity characterizes the student body. The requirement that
candidates do 25% of their field experience in settings other than where they work allows
the university supervisor/mentor to assure that all candidates experience diverse student
populations. The cohort organization facilitates this process, because candidates easily
work together to share in activities in each other‘s schools, in addition to working with
the university supervisor to broker diverse placements. Candidates are expected to use
personal days as well as days where their specific school may not be in session to
participate in field experiences that offer leadership opportunities in diverse settings.
Additionally, candidates must be willing to participate in diverse field/leadership
experiences at times other than the traditional school day (such as athletic events, school
festivals or plays, and Special Olympics) in order to meet the diversity requirements of
field.
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Programming for Rigorous Formative and Summative Evaluations of a Candidate’s
Abilities to Create a School Culture that Promotes High Levels of Learning
The Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program design shows clear commitment to preparing P-12 leaders whose primary focus is on
high levels of student learning. Thus, four of the courses (EDAD 702, EDAD 705, EDAD 707,
and EDAD 709) are specifically designed to enhance the instructional leadership skills of the
aspiring principal. In addition, the companion field experience classes taken each semester
contain requirements that provide the candidate with a myriad of exercises in instructional
leadership. Within the context of these courses are assessments that evaluate the candidate‘s
abilities to create a learning culture. Following are a few examples of both formative and
summative evaluation of these abilities:
1. Formative Evaluation of Candidate‘s Abilities to Create A School Culture that Promotes
High Levels of Learning:
 The candidate must submit a reflective journal that requires a self-evaluation of
his/her performance during field experience assignments relative to instructional
leadership;
 In EDAD 704, the candidate must act as an evaluator and work with a volunteer
colleague to complete a teacher observation cycle. The candidate seeks feedback
from the observed teacher;
 In EDAD 705, the candidate completes an assignment entitled Teachable Point of
View. The candidate must develop a vision of him/herself as an instructional
leader and present that vision to other candidates, receiving feedback on content
and presentation style;
 In EDAD 708, the candidate must develop and utilize a walk-thru instrument
designed to inform faculty and administrators on the degree of classroom use of
technology to enhance student learning; and
 In EDAD 711, the candidate must restructure a school budget to align with the
priority needs of the school‘s improvement plan relative to student achievement.
2. Summative Evaluation of Candidate‘s Abilities to Create a School Culture that Promotes
High Levels of Learning:
 The candidate is required to complete six anchor assessments during the course of
the 14-month program (anchors can be found in the Candidate Handbook,
Appendix f.). Anchor #1 requires the candidate to complete a data profile of a
school, determine gaps in student achievement, and draft a plan to eliminate the
gaps. Anchor # 2 requires the candidate to take data from a school that has
undergone significant demographic shifts, and determine the leadership
challenges necessary in the areas of curriculum, instruction, assessment, staffing,
professional
development, student grouping, and budget to address these shifts. Anchor #5
requires an action research project designed around an in-depth study of best
practices informing the planning and implementation of a school improvement
project.
 In addition to the anchors, the other significant summative evaluation is the
Capstone Project, requiring the candidate to select a P-12 student achievement
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problem identified in the School Improvement Plan and to lead a group of
stakeholders in designing and implementing a solution to that problem.
Programming for Rigorous Formative and Summative Evaluations of a Candidate’s
Abilities to Manage a School for Efficiency, Accountability and Safety
The redesign team and community partners understand that the efficient operation of a
school is necessary if the principal is to spend the time necessary to carry out instructional
leadership responsibilities, and have designed the Ed.S. around formative and summative
assessments to measure this leadership capacity. In essence, all operational tasks are directly
related to instructional leadership. Creating an effective master schedule is necessary if all
students are to have access to high level courses. A well-managed budget allows for the
alignment of school funds with instructional needs. A clean and safe environment is necessary if
faculty and students are to give their full attention to instruction and learning. The following are
a few examples of both formative and summative evaluation of a candidate‘s abilities in the
areas of organizational leadership:
1. Formative Evaluation of Candidate‘s Abilities to Manage a School for Efficiency,
Accountability and Safety:
 The candidate must submit a reflective journal that requires a self-evaluation of
his/her performance during field experience assignments relative to school
management and organization;
 In EDAD 703, the candidate is required to demonstrate knowledge and skills
related to the supervision and evaluation of faculty and staff;
 In EDAD 708, the candidate must supervise a performing arts or athletic event
and make a presentation to the Site Based Council or similar governing body with
a suggestion for some improvement in a school-based managerial policy; and
 In EDAD 711, the candidate must develop a school-based budget.
2. Summative Evaluation of Candidate‘s Abilities to Create a School Culture that Promotes
High Levels of Learning:
 The candidate is required to complete six anchor assessments during the course of
the 14-month program. Anchor #3 requires the candidate to develop a plan for
the recruitment, hiring, and development of faculty capable of providing
instruction for high levels of student achievement. Anchor # 4 requires the
candidate to conduct and report on an audit to determine the culture and climate
of the school and make suggestions for improvement. Anchor #6 requires the
candidate to develop a plan for leveraging community systems and resources.
 In addition to the anchors, the other significant summative evaluation is the
Capstone Project. In essence, the project requires the student to select a student
achievement problem identified in the School Improvement Plan and to lead a
group of stakeholders in designing and implementing a solution to that problem.
During the course of this project, the successful candidate must utilize numerous
managerial skills, such as leading teams, facilitating decision-making, managing
budgets, and evaluating outcomes.
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Brief Description of Anchors and the Capstone Project
A complete description of each anchor and the rubric used to determine mastery are included in
the Candidate Handbook, Appendix f.. The following table includes a thumbnail sketch of the
anchors, how they fit into the total program, and how district collaboration is essential to the
candidate‘s ability to successfully complete each assessment.
Anchor
Dimension
3
Securing and
Developing
Staff

Explanation of Process
Summer I: Anchor 3 is tied to EDAD 703, The Human
Resources Function of the principalship. The anchor will be
completed within the context of EDAD 703. This anchor
requires collaboration with the district as the candidate strives
to use district policies and procedures to plan for the
recruitment, hiring and development of faculty.
1
Fall: Anchor 1 is tied to EDAD 702, Data Management and
Leading
School Leadership (summer semester). The candidate will
Teaching and begin work on this anchor with the EDAD 702 instructor,
Learning
however, it will not be due until the end of September, giving
the candidate time to present his/her work in a school setting.
This anchor requires collaboration with the district as the
candidate gathers data for a school profile, uses the school’s
improvement plan to decide on a project, and reports the
conclusion of the project by presenting the work and
evaluation to a panel composed of district and university
personnel.
5
Fall: Anchor 5 is a part of EDAD 706, Applying Leadership
Creating
Theories and Skills to the P-12 School Setting. The university
Organizational supervisor for EDAD 706 will facilitate the completion of this
Structures and anchor. This anchor requires the candidate to take on a
Operations
school-based problem and attempt to find a solution. The
anchor requires the candidate to collaborate with schoolbased personnel to identify a problem and work within the
context of the school environment to resolve the issue.
4
Fall: Anchor 4 is a part of EDAD 705, Leading and
Building
Administering the Elementary School. The instructor for
Culture and
EDAD 705 will facilitate the completion of this anchor. This
Community
anchor requires the candidate to complete a culture audit of
the school and present findings to a group of school-based
stakeholders. The collaboration with school personnel is
inherent in all aspects of this process.
2
Summer II: Anchor 2 is a part of EDAD 709, Administrative
Assessing the Issues With Special Populations. The instructor for EDAD 709
Instructional will facilitate the completion of this anchor. This anchor
Program and involves the candidate in determining the leadership needs of
Monitoring
a school with rapidly changing demographics in student
Student
population. Jefferson County Public School (JCPS) district
Performance data is used to describe the school and candidates use the
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6
Leveraging
Community
Systems and
Resources

JCPS Data Books to access the information.
Summer II: Anchor 6 is a part of EDAD 712, Applying
Leadership Theories and Skills to the P-12 School Setting. The
university supervisor for EDAD 712 will facilitate the
completion of this anchor. This anchor requires the candidate
to utilize district data and community information to determine
resources to meet school needs.

The Capstone Project culminates the candidate‘s program and is designed to incorporate
foundational knowledge, skills and dispositions from all courses and field experiences. The
capstone is clearly described in the Candidate Handbook (Appendix f.) with an accompanying
rubric for evaluation of the capstone. Candidates must complete the capstone successfully to
meet the requirements of the Curriculum Contract for Level I (see Appendix a.).
Option 6: Alternative Certification
The alternative certification option in the Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Program requires candidates to complete 30 semester hours of work to meet Level I
requirements and an additional 6 hours for Level II requirements. In addition, there are transition
points for candidates, providing an opportunity for formative assessment and/or modifications to
the professional growth plan. Each candidate must complete 240 field experience hours
distributed proportionally across the four semesters of the program.
Course work and field experience hours are informed by the principal preparation program‘s six
anchors and a capstone project. As our candidates matriculate through the program, they are
either working toward completion of an anchor or completing the anchor as part of the fieldbased experience. Each anchor, in part, informs the work the student will be doing on the
capstone project.
The candidate participating in the alternative certification program (Option 6) will have, in
addition to the above described traditional credit and field experience hours, responsibilities in
the following general areas:
1. The Professional Growth Plan (PGP) for the alternative certification candidate will be
developed in conjunction with the principal mentor and university mentor.
2. Review points for the Professional Growth Plan (PGP) will be conducted at each
transition point with the mentoring principal and university mentor.
3. Our current field experience hours are spread across four (4) semesters in the following
manner:
a. Summer I ( 30 hours)
b. Semester II – fall (90 hours)
c. Semester III – spring (90- hours)
d. Summer II (30 hours)
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The number of field hours would be increased by 50 hours spread across the semesters in
the program. The hours would be increased in the following manner: Summer I (10); Fall
(15); Spring (15); Summer II (10).
4. In addition to the monthly reporting through a reflective field journal, we will support the
candidate through a series of site visits to the school observing leadership engagement or
leadership through presentations. In addition to the eight visits the university mentor is
scheduled to make for all candidates at the P-12 school, there will be an additional visit
added per semester to observe the candidate in a leadership activity.
5. We have three transition points in the traditional instructional leadership program. With
the alternative candidate that would be increased to four; one at the end of each semester.
Additionally, there will be a mid-point transition meeting with the candidate, principal
mentor and university mentor present (currently we do not officially meet with the
candidate‘s principal mentor on each school visit). In addition to reviewing and making
any adjustments to the PGP, another function of the meeting would be to review any and
all candidate field experiences to date and suggest upcoming field-based experiences.
(Level II of the alternative certification program has no proposed changes. For both the
traditional route and the alternative route, Level I certification must be attained before
pursuing completion of Level II certification.)
6. The capstone project currently is one that is instructionally focused. For the candidate
seeking an alternative certification, the focus will be on one of the four themes as
identified by EPSB: diversity, assessment, literacy or achievement gap.
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Annsley Frazier Thornton
School of Education
Procedures for Admission
Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
Students applying for the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration must submit the following initial materials to the Graduate Administrative
Director:
 A completed Graduate Application form with a non-refundable $25.00 application fee. (Checks made
payable to Bellarmine University—fee waived for Bellarmine alumni)
 Official college transcripts of all graduate and undergraduate credits from accredited institutions in a
sealed envelope from each institution
 A current resume (Note: Three years of successful teaching experience in a P-12 setting with full
teacher certification during those 3 years is required)
 A copy of GRE scores
 A photocopy of valid Kentucky Professional Teaching Certificate
 Three recommendation forms from individuals who are former professors or who have supervised the
applicant in a school setting. One recommendation must come from the applicant’s current
principal/head teacher. All recommendations must be related to the professional environment.
(Form provided)
LEVEL I SCREENING
Those applicants meeting minimal requirements including a 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale for all graduate
work (3.5 GPA preferred) and three years of successful teaching experience will be contacted by the
admissions office in the School of Education and invited to submit:
Applicants will be asked to respond to a series of short answer questions related to school
leadership and administration. (Form to be provided)
LEVEL II SCREENING
After a detailed review and collaboration with the applicants district personnel, some applicants will be
invited to complete Level II Screening prior to admission decisions.
Acquisition of principal’s/supervising administrator’s consent (Form to be provided)
Each applicant will be interviewed and selected in through University and district partnerships.
Interview - Once all other application materials are received and reviewed, if the School of
Education wishes to proceed with your request for admission, a joint district and University
interview will be arranged.
Positive recommendation for admission from the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Graduate Admissions Committee and appropriate consultation with officials from the candidate’s
district.
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Admission Status
Full Admission—Candidates who fulfill all admission requirements are admitted unconditionally, are in
good standing and meet the established norms determined by the specific graduate program. They
may enroll in courses without restrictions. Conditional or probationary admission will not apply to this
program.
Non-Discrimination Policy
Bellarmine University, in compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, and Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972, has by action of its Board of Trustees
established a policy of treating all students and student applicants equally without regard to ethnic and
national background, sex, religion, age, or disability.
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Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Program Essays – Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and
School Administration
Applicant Name _______________________________________________________________________
ESSAYS SHOULD BE WRITTEN IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT.
1. Teachers are leaders; a school principal is a leader of leaders. As you look at your leadership experiences in the
teacher role, how would you describe your roles and how these experiences are foundational in preparing you for the
role of a principal?

2. Select one book that you have read on the topic of leadership. Identify the title and author and explain how you
think the author‘s message relates to P—12 school leadership.
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Program Essays
Candidate__________________________________________

3. There are many challenges facing today‘s school leaders. In Kentucky the challenge of meeting Annual yearly
Progress (AYP) through the impact of the leader on student achievement is critical and
challenging. Describe how you will use your knowledge of curriculum, instruction and
assessment to accomplish student achievement and ultimately AYP.

4. Assistant principals and principals assume many roles in a school: learner, leader, mentor, supervisor, manager,
politician, and advocate are but a few. From these seven roles, choose the three that you think are the most important
and provide evidence of how you, as a leader in your school, have successfully served in these three roles.
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Annsley Frazier Thornton

School of Education
Educational Autobiography / Personal Goal Statement
Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration

Applicant Name:
_______________________________________________________________________

Using standard margins, double spacing, and 12-point font, complete an educational
autobiography and personal goal statement. Include your own educational background and
experiences from pre-school to graduate work; work experiences; a discussion of your strengths
and weaknesses; factors leading to your decision to pursue certification as a school principal;
your academic, intellectual, and professional objectives; and your commitment to your
professional development at Bellarmine University. This document is an important part of the
application review process. You should take great care to produce a thoughtfully planned and
well-written statement. Your work should be limited to 1000 words. Feel free to type on this
form or provide your own paper; however, your completed work should be labeled Attachment C
and include your name.
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Annsley Frazier Thornton

School of Education
Program of Studies
Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration
Applicants for the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration (Grades P-12) must hold a valid Kentucky provisional or
Professional certificate or equivalent at the program level for which the individual
is applying. The applicant must have already completed a Master’s Degree.

Field Experience
Summer Module
I

Leadership and the Role of the School Principal
Data Management and School Leadership: Using Data-driven
Strategies to Retool the Instructional Program
The Human Resources Function of the Principalship
Field Experience – The Application of Foundational Leadership
Skills

9
hours

Fall Module II

Leading and Administering the Elementary School
Field Experience: Exploring the Practice of Building-Level
Leadership I

6
hours

Spring Module
III

Leading and Administering the Secondary School
Field Experience: Exploring the Practice of Building-Level
Leadership II

6
hours

Summer Module
IV

Administrative Issues with Special Populations
Parents, Community and the Role of the School Principal
Financial, Legal and Ethical Responsibilities of the Principal
Field Experience – Applying Leadership Theories and Skills to
the K-12 School Setting

9
hours

The field experience, comprising a total of eight hours of course credit over four terms, is designed to
give the participant school leadership experiences only available in a school context. Students are
required to spend time
before and after their regularly scheduled assignments, completing a series of tasks and experiences
in elementary, middle and secondary settings.
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Optional Seminars
Throughout the semesters, special topical seminars will be offered. These workshops will focus on
topics specific to those hoping to practice in distinct settings such as a parochial school, The
Bellarmine Center for Teaching Excellence and Leadership or a setting with early childhood
programs. In addition, extra expertise in school safety and crisis management, administering with
technology, and other relevant topics will be addressed. These seminars are encouraged but not
required.

Delivery Model
(Note: This program uses a cohort approach for scheduling. All participants must begin the program
the first summer and follow it through the four terms. Students unable to do so would have to wait an
entire year to pick up classes missed during a specific term.) Questions about the program or
schedule should be directed to the graduate admissions office (272-7200;
gradadmissions@bellarmine.edu).

Program Highlights















participating in a program grounded in the ISLLC standards and KyCLS Dimensions
working in a collaborative partnership with local schools
learning relevant content through creative programming and a novel delivery
system
overcoming the challenges of creating a work climate supportive of excellence in
teaching and learning
gaining an understanding of the school as a complex organization
understanding the characteristics and challenges of the change process
exploring best practices of school leaders who are increasing student achievement
participating in four (4) semester field experiences grounded in the real work of
school leaders
completing an Ed.S in 14 months
attaining Level I principal certification in 14 months
working with a cohort of professionals in a community of learners
concentrating on instructional leadership in a high stakes environment
attaining knowledge and skills in safe schools and crisis management topics
infusing technology as a tool for the 21st century principal

Note: Questions concerning financial aid should be directed to the Financial Aid Office
at Bellarmine University, 272-7300. Because this is a degree program, candidates may
also be eligible for low interest student loans or other tuition supports.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Interview Protocol: Admission to Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership
and School Administration Program
Name:___________________________ Interviewer: __________________ Date: ______
1. What factors such as experiences, talents, or goals have led you to consider
the principalship?

2. As an educator, what specific experiences have you had that prepare you for
courses in school leadership?
Describe experiences you have had as a teacher leader.
3. Describe one of your efforts that has resulted in increased student
achievement.

4. Describe your strengths that make you a master teacher.

5. Reflecting on your previous leadership experiences, where do you still need
to improve?

6. As you reflect on the principals and leaders you have known, what
characteristics would you hope to emulate and what characteristics would you
want to avoid?

7. What else should we know about you that will help us determine your success
in the program?
8. What questions do you have at this time about the program?
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Month, Date, Year

To Whom It May Concern,
Pursuant to KRS 160.345(2)(h), Bellarmine University must provide a candidate written
and dated documentation of eligibility for the university alternative certification program so that
that candidate may be considered for employment.
At this time, if hired as a principal or assistant principal (P-12), candidate name would be
eligible for recommendation to the Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board for a
Temporary Provisional principal certificate.
Candidate name was admitted in good standing and is currently enrolled in the course
work required for our principal preparation program, and has been recommended by university
instructor(s) and/or mentor(s).
If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact my office.

Most cordially,
Lauren Pohl
Lauren Pohl,
Certification Officer
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Bellarmine University
502-272-8152
mpohl@bellarmine.edu

cc: candidate, certification file
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CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT PLAN
Overview of Continuous Assessment Plan
The Continuous Assessment Plan for the Educational Specialist in Instructional
Leadership and School Administration Program is fully integrated with the conceptual
framework of the AFTSE through its connection to the unit‘s mission, theme, program
objectives, and vision for the 21st century educator. The framework of the continuous
assessment plan centers around three transition points of assessment (Transition Point 1,
Transition Point 2, and Transition Point 3/Exit), with a variety of assessments and evaluation
measures at each point. At the heart of each transition point is the theme of the AFTSE,
Educator as Reflective Learner. Self-assessment and reflection are the cornerstones of advanced
practice, particularly for principals. The Professional Growth Plan, completed at entrance to the
program (Transition Point 1) and revised throughout, is based on self-assessment (and reflection
on that assessment) of the ISLLC standards and KyCLS Dimensions, proficiency in the use of
technology, dispositions, and the candidate‘s school or district professional growth plan. Each
candidate must reflect on strengths and areas for growth, particularly as they mesh with field
experiences and leadership development in those experiences. At Transition Points 2 and 3,
course assessments, anchor assessments, field experiences, and the Capstone Project contain
Valli‘s reflective components as fundamental to proficiency.
Additionally, all anchor assessments and the Capstone Project are meshed with the
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education Program Objectives and the Goal of the
Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program.
Movement through the three transition points involves successfully demonstrating proficiency in
the knowledge, skills, and dispositions as delineated in the qualities, characteristics, and
outcomes of effective leaders as described in the Program Narrative, Conceptual Framework, and
Knowledge Base. The continuous assessment plan of the Educational Specialist in Instructional
Leadership and School Administration Program moves the aspiring principal candidate from the
goal of developing into an effective leader to the reality of leading improvement in 21st century
schools.
The components of the continuous assessment plan for the Educational Specialist in
Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program include multiple assessments as
follows:
1) University and program entrance requirements: Master‘s degree from an accredited
institution (official transcripts), application with letter of intent, three letters of
recommendation (including the candidate‘s building principal/designee/or other
education professional as appropriate), essays and interview, appropriate GRE scores,
evidence of teacher certification, requisite GPA;
2) Self-assessment on ISLLC (2008) standards (all transition points) (attached)
3) Self and institutional assessments on dispositions (all transition points) (attached)
4) Professional Growth Plan (all transition points) (attached)
5) Anchor Assessments 1 – 6 (Transition Points 1, 2, 3) (See Appendices - Candidate
Handbook for : Field Experiences, Anchor Assessments, and Capstone Project)
6) Capstone Project (See Appendices: Candidate Handbook for : Field Experiences,
Anchor Assessments, and Capstone Project)
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7) Field experience evaluation from cooperating teacher/principal (See Appendices:
Candidate Handbook for : Field Experiences, Anchor Assessments, and Capstone
Project
8) Successful completion of required course assessments
Successful movement from one transition point to the next is contingent upon proficiency
in all anchor assessments (as determined by assessment rubrics), Professional Growth Plan
completion, and satisfactory course completion. Exit from the program is contingent upon
successful completion of all program requirements and the Capstone Project. Feedback on
candidate performance is provided to the aspiring principal candidate through course and anchor
assessment rubrics, written feedback on course assessments, collaboration with candidates‘
school and district personnel, and continuous conferencing with the university mentor assigned
to each candidate at the beginning of the program. The university mentor, working with the
candidate and the candidate‘s school principal or professional designee, is the convener of the
initial collaboration on the candidate‘s Professional Growth Plan, and maintains this
collaborative ―professional learning community‖ throughout the candidate‘s program (minimally
at each transition point). The mentor functions as an advisor to the program, a communicator of
progress through verbal and written feedback, and as the ―gate-keeper‖ for any dispositional
concerns that may arise with the Ed.S. candidate.
The university mentor, the aspiring principal candidate, and the district or school
principal/designee will collaborate in the development and monitoring of the candidate‘s
Professional Growth Plan at each transition point of the program. The school, district and
university‘s input and resources will facilitate the development of the aspiring candidate‘s
growth in knowledge, skills, and dispositions throughout the program as follows:






Initial Plan: the Professional Growth Plan will be co-designed by the candidate,
principal, and university mentor and based on the candidate‘s school-based Professional
Growth Plan as well as the school‘s Consolidated School Improvement Plan or
equivalent. The candidate will be asked to reflect upon current assessments of
knowledge, skills, and dispositions from data sources as well as the Professional Code of
Ethics for Kentucky School Certified Personnel to identify additional growth areas.
(Transition Point 1)
A Midpoint Review: the candidate will complete a Midpoint review of the Professional
Growth Plan in conjunction with the University mentor and principal/designee based on
evidence from the candidate‘s self-evaluation and evaluation data from course and field
work, completed anchor assessments and dispositions assessments after a period of
implementing the Professional Growth Plan. The candidate will use data from the review
to revise, as necessary, the Professional Growth Plan based on progress toward goals and
emergence of additional areas for growth. (Transition Point 2)
A Final Review: the candidate will complete a Final review of the Professional Growth
Plan in conjunction with the university mentor and principal/designee based on evidence
from the candidate‘s evaluation and sources of data (anchor assessments, dispositions
assessments, course and field work). The candidate will use data from the review to
revise the Professional Growth Plan based on progress toward goals and emergence of
additional areas for growth. The school principal/designee will collaborate on the final
revision of the Professional Growth Plan in preparation for Exit from the program.
(Transition Point 3/Exit)
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The aspiring principal candidate will have opportunities throughout the program to
address priority needs in the Professional Growth Plan. Individual growth opportunities,
particularly in field work, will be customized to the candidate‘s needs and/or area of interest in
the arena of school leadership.
Assessment of Candidate Dispositions
Aspiring principal candidates are required to self-assess their dispositions on the Aspiring
Principal Dispositions Self-Assessment at each transition point. Additionally, each candidate
must have a minimum of one institutional dispositions assessment (completed by the candidate‘s
principal/professional designee, course instructor, and/or university mentor) at each transition
point (see attached forms at the end of this section). The institutional assessment provides a
comparison to the candidate‘s self-assessment and is integral to the candidate‘s Professional
Growth Plan development and success in the aspiring principal program. The continuous
assessment of aspiring principal dispositions affords the candidate and education professionals,
including program faculty, to engage in collaborative conversation about progress and any
concerns about specific dispositions. Concerns that are deemed significant require the university
mentor and/or course instructor to initiate a Candidate Dispositions Intervention Plan with a
timeline for successful remediation (attached at the end of this section).
Specific Transition Point Assessments




Transition Point 1 (during Summer I)
o Professional Growth Plan co-designed by the candidate, principal and
university mentor and based on a compilation of data from the candidate‘s
school-based Professional Growth Plan, the School Improvement Plan or its
equivalent, candidate admission data such as the recommendations or
interview, and dispositions assessments. The candidate is asked to reflect on
knowledge, skills and dispositions as well as to identify additional growth
areas for incorporation into the Professional Growth Plan.
o Self-Assessment on ISLLC (2008) standards
o An aspiring principal Dispositions Self-Assessment
o An aspiring principal Dispositions Institutional Assessment
o Anchor Assessment 3 – This anchor is connected to the human resources
function of the principal

Transition Point 2 (end of Fall semester)
o A midpoint Review: the candidate will complete a midpoint review of the
Professional Growth Plan in conjunction with the university mentor and
principal/designee based on evidence from the candidate‘s self-evaluation and
evaluation data from course and field work, completed anchor assessments
and dispositions assessments after a period of implementing the Professional
Growth Plan. The candidate will use data from the review to revise the
Professional Growth Plan based on progress toward goals and emergence of
additional areas for growth.
o An Aspiring Principal Dispositions Self-Assessment
o An Aspiring Principal Dispositions Institutional Assessment
o Anchor Assessments:
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Anchor Assessment 1 – This anchor is connected to EDAD 702 where
the work (data collection and diagnosis) begins in the summer and will
evaluated in September of Semester II. This connects to the human
resources function of the principalship.
 Anchor Assessment 5 – This anchor is completed in the context of
field experiences associated with course content in EDAD 706
focusing on a school-based problem and its resolution.
 Anchor Assessment 4 – This anchor focuses on the work of the
elementary school leader, but is relevant to P-12 schools in that the
participant is conducting a school culture audit.
o Field Experience Evaluation(s) from university mentor and principal(s) (where
applicable)


Transition Point 3 - Exit from Program (Summer II)
o A Final Review: the candidate will complete a Final review and revision (if
necessary) of the Professional Growth Plan in conjunction with the university
mentor and principal/designee based on evidence from the candidate‘s
evaluation after implementing the Professional Growth Plan and Capstone
Project.
o Anchor Assessments:
 Anchor Assessment 2 – This anchor is embedded in EDAD 709. The
candidate is identifying barriers to student achievement results within
an organization impacted by changing demographics.
 Anchor Assessment 6 – This anchor is embedded in EDAD 711. The
candidate is identifying resources and from these determining staffing,
programs and other instructionally related areas necessary for student
achievement.
o Field Experience Evaluation(s)
o Self-and Institutional Dispositions Assessments
o If necessary, resolution of any Disposition Intervention Plan(s)
o Successful completion of all course work and anchor assessments
o Successful completion of Capstone Project

Continuous Assessment Relative to Level II
Students engaged in course work for Level II Certification must complete six credit
hours. The two courses (EDAD 713 and EDAD 714) are designed to serve the novice
administrator and structured around seminars and job-embedded field experiences. The
university supervisor will serve as both instructor and mentor. Evaluation of Level II candidates
will be based on successful completion of course requirements as well as the university
supervisor‘s observation of the candidate in the workplace. Assignments are geared to support
the novice administrator and provide feedback and assistance during the first years of school
leadership. The final and crucial evaluation will be from the district supervisor in the form of a
recommendation (or not) for continuation of the candidate‘s contract. In order for a
recommendation for Level II certification to be made by the university, all requirements of
EDAD 713 and EDAD 714 must be completed successfully.
Assessment of Impact on P-12 Student Learning
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Not only must the aspiring principal candidate possess instructional leadership depth,
there must be a command of pedagogical expertise to impact student achievement. The aspiring
principal will continually review and assess leadership and its impact on student achievement
throughout the principal preparation program. The majority of course activities and assignments
require candidate reflection on instructional leadership and management practice as they impact
student achievement, particularly in field experience opportunities. The Professional Growth
Plan is founded on the knowledge, skills, and dispositions of candidates to foster leadership
associated with P-12 student learning. Additionally, each anchor assessment and the Capstone
Project have impact on student learning as a foundational component through analysis of data to
address achievement.
Monitoring of Candidate Progress and Program Effectiveness
The AFTSE employs a university and unit-based data system that houses all demographic
information on candidates, admission requirements, and probationary status on program
completion. Additionally, LiveText, is used as the data management system for candidate data
and feedback and program evaluation data. Through LiveText, candidates and faculty can access
local, state, and national standards, build course materials and assignments, share assessment
data, and collect data for unit and accreditation purposes. All anchor assessment descriptions
and scoring rubrics are LiveText-based, as are self and institutional assessments, such as Aspiring
Principal Dispositions assessments. The AFTSE meets twice yearly for sessions devoted to data
analysis and program evaluation. Additionally, the Assessment Committee of the AFTSE, in
conjunction with the unit‘s data manager, work year round to bring pertinent data and program
evaluation issues before the full unit faculty and the Advisory Committee for Education, as well
as before community partners.
The AFTSE is committed to diligent program evaluation through consistent and
systematic data collection and analysis. A number of evaluation tools are used to determine
candidate and program effectiveness, including surveys of employers (usually principals,
superintendents, or other administrative personnel), surveys of graduates, and both formal and
informal feedback from school and district professionals and community members, particularly
through the Advisory Committee for Education. Specific to the Educational Specialist in
Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program, graduates of the program will be
surveyed as to candidate proficiencies and program effectiveness as well as their employers (see
surveys at the end of this section). Given the collaborative effort in designing the Aspiring
principal program, collaborative feedback will continue in program implementation particularly
in the cooperative relationships with candidate‘s schools and school leaders. Through
collaboration on the Professional Growth Plan, school personnel, particularly the principal, can
provide feedback that is both candidate-based and program-based. Candidate and program
effectiveness are monitored through a variety of course and anchor assessments that are school
and/or district-based, including the Capstone Project. These collaborations allow ongoing
candidate and program feedback and evaluation opportunities. Finally, ongoing analysis of
anchor assessment and Capstone Project data over time will provide rich opportunities for
program evaluation.
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Specific Candidate and Program Assessment Forms
The AFTSE assessment system for the Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership
and School Administration Program uses a variety of assessments to determine proficiency in the
knowledge, skills, and dispositions delineated in the program goal, candidate characteristics, and
program outcomes. These documents may be found following this narrative.
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ISLLC School Leadership Self Inventory
Instructions: This self-inventory is designed to provide a personal profile of your school leadership assets based on
the ISLLC Standards for School Leaders. The inventory consists of 182 statements that describe knowledges,
dispositions and performances contained within the ISLLC Standards for School Leaders. You are asked to respond
to each statement by reflecting on what you have learned, what you believe and value, and what you are
accomplishing as a school leader.
Read each knowledge, disposition or performance statement carefully. Then circle the number that indicates the
extent to which the statement represents your practices during the past 10-12 months. In responding to each
question:
1 represents Little extent
2 represents Some extent
3 represents Sufficient extent; and
4 represents Exemplary extent.
Use the space provided to describe areas for additional focus. Circle only one number per question. Respond to
every statement.

DEVELOPING YOUR SCHOOL LEADERSHIP PROFILE

Purposes:
To provide school leaders with the opportunity to examine their own school leadership practices with respect to
the knowledges, dispositions and performances contained within the ISSLC School Leader Standards.
This self examination should lead to greater familiarity with the Standards and provide a starting point to assist
you in identifying potential areas of focus for professional development planning.
Directions:
1.
Complete the School Leadership Self Inventory rating scale.
2.
After completion, go back and add the ratings under each standard (1 through 6). Add the scores within
each standard and divide by the total number of items within each standard. Fill in the average rating in
the space located on the right hand side of the page at the end of each standard.
3.
Transfer your averages to the graph on the last page. This graph will display your areas of relative
strength with respect to each Standard.
4.
Review the School Leadership Self Inventory and complete the written reflection section indicating
personal areas of needed emphasis, work and improvement.
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Standard 1.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by facilitating the
development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning that is shared and
supported by the school community.

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL MASTERY
of the following Knowledge Indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



learning goals in a pluralistic society

1

2

3

4



the principles of developing and implementing strategic
plans

1

2

3

4



systems theory

1

2

3

4



information sources, data collection, and data analysis
strategies

1

2

3

4



effective communication

1

2

3

4



effective consensus-building and negotiation skills

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL BELIEF,
VALUE AND COMMITMENT in the following Disposition
indicators:


the educability of all

1

2

3

4



a school vision of high standards of learning

1

2

3

4



continuous school improvement

1

2

3

4



the inclusion of all members of the school community

1

2

3

4



ensuring that students have the knowledge, skills, and values
needed to become successful adults

1

2

3

4



a willingness to continuously examine one‘s own
assumptions, beliefs, and practices

1

2

3

4



doing the work required for high levels of personal and
organization performance

1

2

3

4

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES
AND ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following
Performance indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

1

2

3

4



the vision and mission of the school are effectively
communicated to staff, parents, students, and community
members
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Standard 1. – continued

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES
AND ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following
Performance indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



the vision and mission are communicated through the use of
symbols, ceremonies, stories, and similar activities

1

2

3

4



the core beliefs of the school vision are modeled for all
stakeholders

1

2

3

4



the vision is developed with and among stakeholders

1

2

3

4



the contributions of school community members to the
realization of the vision are recognized and celebrated

1

2

3

4



progress toward the vision and mission is communicated to
all stakeholders

1

2

3

4



the school community is involved in school improvement
efforts

1

2

3

4



the vision shapes the educational programs, plans, and
actions

1

2

3

4



an implementation plan is developed in which objectives and
strategies to achieve the vision and goals are clearly
articulated

1

2

3

4



assessment data related to student learning are used to
develop the school vision and goals

1

2

3

4



relevant demographic data pertaining to students and their
families are used in developing the school mission and goals

1

2

3

4



barriers to achieving the vision are identified, clarified, and
addressed

1

2

3

4



needed resources are sought and obtained to support the
implementation of the school mission and goals

1

2

3

4



existing resources are used in support of the school vision
and goals

1

2

3

4



the vision, mission, and implementation plans are regularly
monitored, evaluated, and revised

1

2

3

4

Notes:

Standard 1. Average = Total /32

Average = _________
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Standard 2.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by advocating,
nurturing, and sustaining a school culture and instructional program conducive to student learning and
staff professional growth.

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL MASTERY of the
following Knowledge indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



student growth and development

1

2

3

4



applied learning theories

1

2

3

4



applied motivational theories

1

2

3

4



curriculum design, implementation, evaluation, and refinement

1

2

3

4



principles of effective instruction

1

2

3

4



measurement, evaluation, and assessment strategies

1

2

3

4



diversity and its meaning for educational programs

1

2

3

4



adult learning and professional development models

1

2

3

4



the change process for systems, organizations and individuals

1

2

3

4



the role of technology in promoting student learning and professional
growth

1

2

3

4



school cultures

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL BELIEF, VALUE AND
COMMITMENT in the following Disposition indicators:


student learning as the fundamental purpose of schooling

1

2

3

4



the proposition that all students can learn

1

2

3

4



the variety of ways in which students can learn

1

2

3

4



life long learning for self and others

1

2

3

4



professional development as an integral part of school improvement

1

2

3

4



the benefits that diversity brings to the school community

1

2

3

4



a safe and supportive learning environment

1

2

3

4
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Standard 2. – continued
To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL BELIEF, VALUE AND
COMMITMENT in the following Disposition indicators:


preparing students to be contributing members of society

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



all individuals are treated with fairness, dignity, and respect

1

2

3

4



professional development promotes a focus on student learning
consistent with the school vision and goals

1

2

3

4



students and staff feel valued and important

1

2

3

4



the responsibilities and contributions of each individual are
acknowledged

1

2

3

4



barriers to student learning are identified, clarified, and addressed

1

2

3

4



diversity is considered in developing learning experiences

1

2

3

4



life long learning is encouraged and modeled

1

2

3

4



there is a culture of high expectations for self, student, and staff
performance

1

2

3

4



technologies are used in teaching and learning

1

2

3

4



student and staff accomplishments are recognized and celebrated

1

2

3

4



multiple opportunities to learn are available to all students

1

2

3

4



the school is organized and aligned for success

1

2

3

4



curricular, co-curricular, and extra-curricular programs are designed,
implemented, evaluated, and refined

1

2

3

4



curriculum decisions are based on research, expertise of teachers, and
the recommendations of learned societies

1

2

3

4



the school culture and climate are assessed on a regular basis

1

2

3

4



a variety of sources of information is used to make decisions

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


student learning is assessed using a variety of techniques

1

2

3

4



multiple sources of information regarding performance are used by staff
and students

1

2

3

4



a variety of supervisory and evaluation models is employed

1

2

3

4



pupil personnel programs are developed to meet the needs of students
and their families

1

2

3

4
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Notes:

Standard 2. Average = Total /39

Average = _________

Standard 3.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by ensuring
management of the organization, operations, and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective learning
environment.
To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL MASTERY of the
following Knowledge indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



theories and models of organizations and the principles of organizational
development

1

2

3

4



operational procedures at the school and district level

1

2

3

4



principles and issues relating to school safety and security

1

2

3

4



human resources management and development

1

2

3

4



principles and issues relating to fiscal operations of school management

1

2

3

4



principles and issues relating to school facilities and use of space

1

2

3

4



legal issues impacting school operations

1

2

3

4



current technologies that support management functions

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL BELIEF, VALUE AND
COMMITMENT in the following Disposition indicators:


making management decisions to enhance learning and teaching

1

2

3

4



taking risks to improve schools

1

2

3

4



trusting people and their judgment

1

2

3

4



accepting responsibility

1

2

3

4



high-quality standards, expectation, and performances

1

2

3

4



involving stakeholders in management processes

1

2

3

4



a safe environment

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


knowledge of learning, teaching, and student development is used to
inform management decisions

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
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ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


operational procedures are designed and managed to maximize
opportunities for successful learning

1

2

3

4



emerging trends are recognized, studied, and applied as appropriate

1

2

3

4



operational plans and procedure to achieve the vision and goals of the
school are in place

1

2

3

4



collective bargaining and other contractual agreements related to the
school are effectively managed

1

2

3

4



the school plant, equipment, and support systems operate safely,
efficiently, and effectively

1

2

3

4



time is managed to maximize attainment of organizational goals

1

2

3

4



potential problems and opportunities are identified

1

2

3

4



problems are confronted and resolved in a timely manner

1

2

3

4



financial, human, and material resources are aligned to the goals of
schools

1

2

3

4



the school acts entrepreneurally to support continuous improvement

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


organizational systems are regularly monitored and modified as needed

1

2

3

4



stakeholders are involved in decisions affecting schools

1

2

3

4



responsibility is shared to maximize ownership and accountability

1

2

3

4



effective problem-framing and problem-solving skills are used

1

2

3

4



effective conflict resolution skills are used

1

2

3

4



effective group-process and consensus-building skills are used

1

2

3

4



effective communication skills are used

1

2

3

4



there is effective use of technology to manage school operations

1

2

3

4



fiscal resources of the school are managed responsibly, efficiently, and
effectively

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


safe, clean, and aesthetically pleasing school environment is created and
maintained

1

2

3

4



human resources functions support the attainment of school goals

1

2

3

4



confidentiality and privacy of school records are maintained

1

2

3

4
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Notes:

Standard 3. Average = Total /38

Average = _________

Standard 4.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by collaborating
with families and community members, responding to diverse community interests and needs, and
mobilizing community resources.

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL MASTERY of the
following Knowledge indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



emerging issues and trends that potentially impact the school community

1

2

3

4



the conditions and dynamics of the diverse school community

1

2

3

4



community resources

1

2

3

4



community relations and marketing strategies and processes

1

2

3

4



successful models of school, family, business, community, government
and higher education partnerships

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL BELIEF, VALUE AND
COMMITMENT in the following Disposition indicators:


schools operating as an integral part of the larger community

1

2

3

4



collaboration and communication with families

1

2

3

4



involvement of families and other stakeholders in school decisionmaking processes

1

2

3

4



the proposition that diversity enriches the school

1

2

3

4



families as partners in the education of their children

1

2

3

4



the proposition that families have the best interests of their children in
mind

1

2

3

4



resources of the family and community needing to be brought to bear on
the education of students

1

2

3

4



an informed public

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

1

2

3

4

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


high visibility, active involvement, and communication with the larger
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community is a priority


relationships with community leaders are identified and nurtured

1

2

3

4

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



information about family and community concerns, expectations, and
needs is used regularly

1

2

3

4



there is outreach to different business, religious, political, and service
agencies and organizations

1

2

3

4



credence is given to individuals and groups whose values and opinions
may conflict

1

2

3

4



the school and community serve one another as resources

1

2

3

4



available community resources are secured to help the school solve
problems and achieve goals

1

2

3

4



partnerships are established with area businesses, institutions of higher
education, and community groups to strengthen programs and support
school goals

1

2

3

4



community youth family services are integrated with school programs

1

2

3

4



community stakeholders are treated equitably

1

2

3

4



diversity is recognized and valued

1

2

3

4



effective media relations are developed and maintained

1

2

3

4



a comprehensive program of community relations is established

1

2

3

4



public resources and funds are used appropriately and wisely

1

2

3

4



community collaboration is modeled for staff

1

2

3

4



opportunities for staff to develop collaborative skills are provided

1

2

3

4

Notes:

Standard 4. Average = Total /29

Average = _________
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Standard 5.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by acting with
integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL MASTERY of the
following Knowledge indicators:

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



the purpose of education and the role of leadership in modern society

1

2

3

4



various ethical frameworks and perspectives on ethics

1

2

3

4



the values of the diverse school community

1

2

3

4



professional codes of ethics

1

2

3

4



the philosophy and history of education

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL BELIEF, VALUE AND
COMMITMENT in the following Disposition indicators:


the ideal of the common good

1

2

3

4



the principles in the Bill of Rights

1

2

3

4



the right of every student to a free, quality education

1

2

3

4



bringing ethical principles to the decision-making process

1

2

3

4



subordinating one‘s own interest to the good of the school community

1

2

3

4



accepting the consequences for upholding one‘s principles and actions

1

2

3

4



using the influence of one‘s office constructively and productively in the
service of all students and their families

1

2

3

4



development of a caring school community

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


examines personal and professional values

1

2

3

4



demonstrates a personal and professional code of ethics

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


demonstrates values, beliefs, and attitudes that inspire others to higher
levels of performance

1

2

3

4



serves as a role model

1

2

3

4



accepts responsibility for school operations

1

2

3

4



considers the impact of one‘s administrative practices on others

1

2

3

4
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uses the influence of the office to enhance the educational program
rather than for personal gain

1

2

3

4



treats people fairly, equitably, and with dignity and respect

1

2

3

4



protects the rights and confidentiality of students and staff

1

2

3

4



demonstrates appreciation for and sensitivity to the diversity in the
school community

1

2

3

4



recognizes and respects the legitimate authority of others

1

2

3

4



examines and considers the prevailing values of the diverse school
community

1

2

3

4



expect that others in the school community will demonstrate integrity
and exercise ethical behavior

1

2

3

4



opens the school to public scrutiny

1

2

3

4



fulfills legal and contractual obligations

1

2

3

4



applies laws and procedures fairly, wisely, and considerately

1

2

3

4

Notes:

Standard 5. Average = Total /29

Average = _________

Standard 6.
A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by
understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger political, social, economic, legal, and cultural
context.
LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL MASTERY of the
following Knowledge indicators:


principles of representative governance that undergird the system of
American schools

1

2

3

4



the role of public education in developing and renewing a democratic
society and an economically productive nation

1

2

3

4



the law as related to education and schooling

1

2

3

4



the political, social, cultural and economic systems and processes that
impact schools

1

2

3

4



models and strategies of change and conflict resolution as applied to the
larger political, social, cultural and economic contexts of schooling

1

2

3

4



global issues and forces affecting teaching and learning

1

2

3

4



the dynamics of policy development and advocacy under our democratic
political system

1

2

3

4
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the importance of diversity and equity in a democratic society

To what extent do I have a CURRENT PERSONAL BELIEF, VALUE AND
COMMITMENT in the following Disposition indicators:

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY



education as a key to opportunity and social mobility

1

2

3

4



recognizing a variety of ideas, values, and cultures

1

2

3

4



importance of a continuing dialogue with other decision makers
affecting education

1

2

3

4



actively participating in the political and policy-making context in the
service of education

1

2

3

4



using legal systems to protect student rights and improve student
opportunities

1

2

3

4



the environment in which schools operate is influenced on behalf of
students and their families

1

2

3

4

LITTLE

SOME

SUFFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

To what extent do I CURRENTLY FACILITATE PROCESSES AND
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES ensuring the following Performance indicators:


communication occurs among the school community concerning trends,
issues, and potential changes in the environment in which schools
operate

1

2

3

4



there is ongoing dialogue with representatives of diverse community
groups

1

2

3

4



the school community works within the framework of policies, laws, and
regulations enacted by local, state, and federal authorities

1

2

3

4



public policy is shaped to provide quality education for students

1

2

3

4



lines of communication are developed with decision makers outside the
school community

1

2

3

4

Notes:

Standard 6. Average = Total /19

Average = _________
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ASPIRING PRINCIPAL PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN
Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Name:

Position:

Work Location:

PGP Development/
End of Program Date:

Administrator Standards (Check Standard(s) and list Performance numbers as applicable for growth
planning.)
_____Standard 1: Visionary Leader

_____Standard 2: Cultural and Instructional Leader

Performance
Numbers:__________________________

Performance
Numbers:___________________________

_____Standard 3: Effective Manager

_____Standard 4: Collaborative Leader

Performance
Numbers:___________________________

Performance
Numbers:___________________________

_____Standard 5: Fair and Ethical Leader

_____Standard 6: Political and Environmental
Leader

Performance
Numbers:___________________________

Performance
Numbers:___________________________

Based on available assessment data and self-reflection, describe your current levels of
knowledge, skills, and leadership dispositions.
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Indicate present stage of development (Awareness, Preparation, Implementation, or Refinement) for each
objective.
1. Learning/Growth Objective: ISLLC I
Growth Progress Will Be Documented Through: (Indicate below)
____Written Reflection ____Portfolio Evidence ____Observation ____Other: ___________________
Activities for Implementation with Target Dates for Objective #1
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Indicate present stage of development (Awareness, Preparation, Implementation, or Refinement) for each
objective.
2. Learning/Growth Objective: ISLLC II
Growth Progress Will Be Documented Through: (Indicate below)
____Written Reflection ____Portfolio Evidence ____Observation ____Other: ___________________
Activities for Implementation with Target Dates for Objective #2

3. Learning/Growth Objective: ISLLC III
Growth Progress Will Be Documented Through:
__X__Written Reflection ____Portfolio Evidence ____Observation ____Other: ___________________
Activities for Implementation with Target Dates for Objective #3
4. Learning/Growth Objective: ISLLC IV
Growth Progress Will Be Documented Through:
__X__Written Reflection ____Portfolio Evidence ____Observation ____Other: ___________________
Activities for Implementation with Target Dates for Objective #4

5. Learning/Growth Objective: ISLLC V
Growth Progress Will Be Documented Through:
__X__Written Reflection ____Portfolio Evidence ____Observation ____Other: ___________________
Activities for Implementation with Target Dates for Objective #5

__________________________________________________________________________________________
6. Learning/Growth Objective: ISLLC VI

Growth Progress Will Be Documented Through:
__X__Written Reflection ____Portfolio Evidence ____Observation ____Other: ___________________
Activities for Implementation with Target Dates for Objective #6
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MIDPOINT PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN
For Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
To be completed at Transition Point 2
The following documents should be reviewed: Initial Professional Growth Plan, Self Assessment on
ISLLC Standards, Disposition Self and Institutional Assessments, Course work Assessments, Field
Evaluations, Anchor Assessment performance, and other relevant data.
Midpoint Progress:
Describe progress toward attainment of your goals as targeted in your Initial Professional Growth Plan.

Development of Knowledge, Skills, and Leadership Dispositions:
Using evidence from field experiences, course work, and anchor assessments, describe your levels of
development of knowledge, skills, and leadership dispositions. What are your continued areas for
growth?

Development as an Aspiring Principal Candidate:
Describe evidence reflecting your growth as an aspiring principal.

Modification/ Adjustments to the Plan:

I verify that I personally engaged in these activities and that all information contained in this plan is accurate.

Candidate Signature

Date

Faculty Mentor Signature

Date

School/District Partner Signature

Date

Signatures of Faculty Mentor and School/District Partner indicate satisfactory midpoint completion of the PGP.
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PREPARATION FOR EXIT PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN
For Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration
To be completed at Transition Point 3
The following documents should be reviewed: Self Assessment on ISLLC Standards, Disposition
Self and Institutional Assessments, Field Evaluations, Course work Assessments, Anchor
Assessment performance, Captone Project performance, and other relevant data.
Preparation for Exit from Program:
Describe progress toward attainment of your goals.

Development of Knowledge, Skills, and Leadership Dispositions:
Using evidence from field experiences, course work, and anchor assessments, describe your levels of
development of knowledge, skills, and leadership dispositions. What are your continued areas for
growth?

Development as an Aspiring Principal Candidate:
Describe evidence reflecting your growth as an aspiring principal.

Modification/ Adjustments to the Plan for Future Consideration:

I verify that I personally engaged in these activities and that all information contained in this plan is accurate.

Candidate Signature

Date

Faculty Mentor Signature

Date

School/District Partner Signature

Date

Signatures of Faculty Mentor and School/District Partner indicate satisfactory midpoint completion of the PGP.
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Candidate’s Name: __________________________________
Aspiring Principal Dispositions Self-Assessment
You will be asked to do a self assessment, rating yourself on the dispositions that are tied to the six ISLLC
Standards. You will complete this process at the beginning of your program and at the end of the second and fourth
semesters. This check list must be kept in your portfolio and will be submitted for your permanent records at the
conclusion of the spring semester.
Use a 4,3,2,1 scale with
4 = Distinguished (demonstrates trait to an exceptional degree)
3 = Proficient (consistently demonstrates trait)
2 = Apprentice (inconsistently demonstrates trait)
1 = Novice (does not demonstrate trait)

Jun
2011

Dec
2011

June
2012

Aspiring Principal Dispositions
Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:
The educability of all students
A school vision of high standards of learning
Continuous school improvement
The inclusion of all members of the school community
Ensuring that students have the knowledge, skills, and values needed to become
successful adults
A willingness to continuously examine one's own assumptions, beliefs, and
practices
Doing the work required for high level of personal and organizational
performance

Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:
The fundamental purpose of schooling
The proposition that all students can learn
The variety of ways in which students can learn
Life-long learning for self and others
Professional development as an integral part of school improvement
The benefits that diversity brings to the school community
A safe and supportive learning environment
Preparing students to be contributing members of society

4 = Distinguished

3 = Proficient

2=Apprentice

1=Novice
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Jun
2011

Dec
2011

June
2012

Aspiring Principal Dispositions
Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:
Making management decisions to enhance learning and teaching
Taking risks to improve schools
Trusting people and their judgments
Accepting responsibility
High quality standards, expectations, and performances
Involving stakeholders in management processes
A safe environment

Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:
Schools operating as an integral part of a larger community
Collaboration and communication with families
Involvement of families and other stakeholders in school decision-making
processes
The proposition that diversity enriches the school
Families as partners in the education of their children
The proposition that families have the best interests of their children in mind
Resources of the family and community needing to be brought to bear on the
education of students
An informed public

Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to
The ideal of the common good
The principles in the Bill of Rights
The right of every student to a free, quality education
Bringing ethical principles to the decision-making process
Subordinating one's own interest to the good of the school community
Accepting the consequences for upholding one's principles and actions
Using the influence of one‘s office constructively and productively in the service
of all students and their families
Development of a caring school community

Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to
Education as a key to opportunity and social mobility
Recognizing a variety of ideas, values, and cultures
Importance of a continuing dialogue with other decision makers affecting
education
Actively participating in the political and policy-making affecting education
Using legal systems to protect student rights and improve student opportunities
The environment in which schools operate is influenced on behalf of students and
families
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Candidate’s Name __________________________Evaluator________________________

Aspiring Principal Dispositions Institutional Assessment
Please rate the above candidate using the following scale to determine the
candidate’s progress on dispositions as related to the six ISLLC Standards.
Use a 4,3,2,1 scale with
4 = Distinguished (demonstrates trait to an exceptional degree)
3 = Proficient (consistently demonstrates trait)
2 = Apprentice (inconsistently demonstrates trait)
1 = Novice (does not demonstrate trait)
August
2011

Dec.
2011

July
2012

Aspiring Principal Dispositions
Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:
The educability of all students
A school vision of high standards of learning
Continuous school improvement
The inclusion of all members of the school community
Ensuring that students have the knowledge, skills, and values needed to become
successful adults
A willingness to continuously examine one's own assumptions, beliefs, and
practices
Doing the work required for high level of personal and organizational
performance

Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:
The fundamental purpose of schooling
The proposition that all students can learn
The variety of ways in which students can learn
Life-long learning for self and others
Professional development as an integral part of school improvement
The benefits that diversity brings to the school community
A safe and supportive learning environment
Preparing students to be contributing members of society
The partnership and collaboration with and among staff
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4 = Distinguished
August
2011

Dec.
2011

3 = Proficient
July
2012

2=Apprentice

1=Novice
Aspiring Principal Dispositions

Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:
Making management decisions to enhance learning and teaching
Taking risks to improve schools
Trusting people and their judgments
Accepting responsibility
High quality standards, expectations, and performances
Involving stakeholders in management processes
A safe environment

Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:
Schools operating as an integral part of a larger community
Collaboration and communication with families
Involvement of families and other stakeholders in school decision-making
processes
The proposition that diversity enriches the school
Families as partners in the education of their children
The proposition that families have the best interests of their children in mind
Resources of the family and community needing to be brought to bear on the
education of students
An informed public

Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to
The ideal of the common good
The principles in the Bill of Rights
The right of every student to a free, quality education
Bringing ethical principles to the decision-making process
Subordinating one's own interest to the good of the school community
Accepting the consequences for upholding one's principles and actions
Using the influence of one‘s office constructively and productively in the Service
of all students and their families
Development of a caring school community

August
2011

Dec.
2011

July
2012

Aspiring Principal Dispositions
Dispositions: The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to
Education as a key to opportunity and social mobility
Recognizing a variety of ideas, values, and cultures
Importance of a continuing dialogue with other decision makers affecting
education
Actively participating in the political and policy-making affecting education
Using legal systems to protect student rights and improve student opportunities
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Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Candidate Dispositions Intervention Plan
Candidates in the School of Education are expected to demonstrate effective
teaching dispositions, as described in the Dispositions Self and Institutional
Assessments and course syllabi. Problems should be addressed first through
discussion between the candidate and the appropriate instructor. This signed
document indicates that the candidate and a faculty member in the School of
Education worked in collaboration to develop a specific plan intended to
remediate ineffective teaching dispositions.
Candidate:

Area for Intervention/Remediation:

I will take the following actions to address this area for growth in my professional dispositions:

I will provide the following evidence of the impact of my actions on my professional
dispositions:

Timeline for Plan:
Area for Intervention/Remediation:
I will take the following actions to address this area for growth in my professional dispositions:

I will provide the following evidence of the impact of my actions on my professional
dispositions:

Timeline for Plan:

_______________________
Candidate

_________________________
Instructor(s)

_______________________
Chair/Dean

__________________
Date (Origin)

Plan is ____

______________________
Advisor
_________________
Date (Plan Completion)

is not ____ considered fully remediated on _____________ (date).

______________________________________
Candidate signature

_________________________________
Instructor/Advisor Signature
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Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education

Graduates’ Survey for Educational Specialist in Instructional
Leadership and School Administration Program
Please Note: Responses to this survey are confidential.
1. Indicate year you graduated from the program:
o 2016
Level I ________ (Please check applicable level)
o 2015
Level II ________
o 2014
o 2013
o 2012
2. Indicate your present position:
o Classroom teacher
o Assistant principal
o Principal
o Instructional coach or resource teacher
o Other
3. Enter school assigned
__________________________
4. Enter today‘s date
__________________________
Beginning with question # 5, please include comments, especially for any ratings lower than
proficient. Your feedback is essential for program evaluation and improvement.
5. Using various sources of data (course content, assessments, field evaluations, faculty
feedback) rate your perception of how well the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of
Education (AFTSE) prepared you for a position in school leadership.
o 4: Distinguished – I feel my preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – I feel my preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – I feel my preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – I feel my preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:

Continue
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6. Using various sources of data (course content, assessments, field evaluations, faculty
feedback) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared you to be a visionary
leader.
o 4: Distinguished – I feel my preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – I feel my preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – I feel my preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – I feel my preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:

7. Using various sources of data (course content, assessments, field evaluations, faculty
feedback) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared you to be an
instructional leader.
o 4: Distinguished – I feel my preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – I feel my preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – I feel my preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – I feel my preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:

8. Using various sources of data (course content, assessments, field evaluations, faculty
feedback) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared you to be a managerial
leader.
o 4: Distinguished – I feel my preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – I feel my preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – I feel my preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – I feel my preparation was unsatisfactory.

Comments/Suggestions:
9. Using various sources of data (course content, assessments, field evaluations, faculty
feedback) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared you to be a
collaborative leader.
o 4: Distinguished – I feel my preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – I feel my preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – I feel my preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – I feel my preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:
Continue
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10. Using various sources of data (course content, assessments, field evaluations, faculty
feedback) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared you to be an ethical
leader.
o 4: Distinguished – I feel my preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – I feel my preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – I feel my preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – I feel my preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:

11. Using various sources of data (course content, assessments, field evaluations, faculty
feedback) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared you to be a political
leader.
o 4: Distinguished – I feel my preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – I feel my preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – I feel my preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – I feel my preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:

12. Using various sources of data (course content, assessments, field evaluations, faculty
feedback) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared you to use technology
as a school leader.
o 4: Distinguished – I feel my preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – I feel my preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – I feel my preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – I feel my preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:

13. Please provide any suggestions you might have for the improvement of the ESILSA
program or comments about strengths you observed. Your feedback is essential as we
strive to provide the best instructional leadership and school administration program in
the region.
Overall Comments/ Suggestions:
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Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education

Employer’s Survey for Educational Specialist in Instructional
Leadership and School Administration Program
Please Note: Individual responses to this survey are confidential.
1. Please indicate your relationship to the specific graduate (graduates) who has graduated
from Bellarmine‘s program (directly supervising, part of staff, colleague, etc.)
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. Indicate your present position:
o Superintendent
o Assistant Superintendent
o Principal
o Assistant Principal
o District Supervisor or Administrator
o Other
3. Enter today‘s date: _________________________________
Beginning with question # 4, please include comments, especially for any ratings lower than
proficient. Your feedback is essential for program evaluation and improvement.
4. Using various sources of data (your impressions, formal evaluations,
school/supervisor‘s/faculty feedback, etc.) rate your perception of how well the Annsley
Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) prepared this individual for a position in
school leadership.
o 4: Distinguished – Preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – Preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – Preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – Preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:

Continue
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5. Using various sources of data (your impressions, formal evaluations, school/supervisor‘s/faculty
feedback, etc.) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared this individual to be a visionary
leader.
o 4: Distinguished – Preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – Preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – Preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – Preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:
6. Using various sources of data (your impressions, formal evaluations, school/supervisor‘s/faculty
feedback, etc.) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared this individual to be an
instructional leader.
o 4: Distinguished – Preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – Preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – Preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – Preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:
7. Using various sources of data (your impressions, formal evaluations, school/supervisor‘s/faculty
feedback, etc.) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared this individual to be a managerial
leader.
o 4: Distinguished – Preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – Preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – Preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – Preparation was unsatisfactory.

Comments/Suggestions:
8. Using various sources of data (your impressions, formal evaluations, school/supervisor‘s/faculty
feedback, etc.) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared this individual to be a
collaborative leader.
o 4: Distinguished – Preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – Preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – Preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – Preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:
Continue
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9. Using various sources of data (your impressions, formal evaluations, school/supervisor‘s/faculty
feedback, etc.) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared this individual to be an ethical
leader.
o 4: Distinguished – Preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – Preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – Preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – Preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:
10. Using various sources of data (your impressions, formal evaluations, school/supervisor‘s/faculty
feedback, etc.) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared this individual to be a political
leader.
o 4: Distinguished – Preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – Preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice - Preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – Preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:
11. Using various sources of data (your impressions, formal evaluations, school/supervisor‘s/faculty
feedback, etc.) rate your perception of how well the AFTSE prepared this individual to use technology
as a school leader.
o 4: Distinguished – Preparation was exemplary.
o 3: Proficient – Preparation was satisfactory.
o 2: Apprentice – Preparation needs improvement.
o 1: Novice – Preparation was unsatisfactory.
Comments/Suggestions:

12. Please provide any suggestions you might have for the improvement of the ESILSA program or
comments about strengths you have observed in this graduate(s). Your feedback is essential as we strive
to provide the best instructional leadership and school administration program in the region.
Overall Comments/ Suggestions:
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Ed.S. PROGRAM FACULTY MATRIX*
TITLE

FIRST

LAST

RANK

HIGHEST DEGREE

EXPERIENCE/QUALIFICATIONS

RELEVANT SCHOLARSHIP

Dr.

Corrie

Block

Assistant
Professor;
Part-time to
program;
full-time to
unit

PhD. in Educational
Policy Studies and
Evaluation

Has made national and local
presentations in assessment
methods and classroom data
analysis.

Dr.

Anne

Bucalos

Ed.D. Special
Education

Dr.

Kathleen

Cooter

Associate
Professor;
Part-time to
program;
full-time to
unit
Professor;
Part-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Served as a high school Social
Studies teacher and graduate
research assistant. Five years of
experience in higher education.
Expertise in program evaluation
and data management. LiveText
coordinator.
Classroom teacher for over 22
years, 15 years in higher
education; specializes in issues
with special populations.

PhD Special
Education/
Psychology

Classroom teacher and school
administrator for over 20 years.
Fifteen years in higher education.
Specializes in issues with special
populations.

Has published books in special
education and literacy. Has made
numerous presentations in special
education, assessment, coaching
and mentoring.

Mr.

John

Heyburn

Adjunct
Instructor;
Full-time to
program;
Part-time to
unit

Juris Doctor

Conducts local and national
workshops and makes
presentations on legal issues.

Dr.

Christy

McGee

Associate
Professor;
Part-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Ed.D in Supervision
with an emphasis
in urban education
and science
education

Has 35 years of practice in law.
Has served as tutor in
elementary schools, served on
site-based decision making
councils and served as a school
board member in JCPS.
Five years of experience in higher
education.
Experience as an elementary
school and preschool teacher.
Nineteen years in higher
education. Expertise in gifted
education and differentiated
instruction.

Dr.

Bernard

Minnis

Assistant
Professor;
Part-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Ed.D in Educational
Administration
with an emphasis
in urban education
and diversity issues

Dr.

William

Neace

Assistant
Professor;
Part-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

PhD in
Experimental
Psychology with an
emphasis in
quantitative
research design

Experience as assistant
superintendent, director of
vocational programs, middle
school principal, deputy
associate superintendent (KY
Dept. of Education, with
expertise in equity and poverty
issues.
Seven years of experience in
higher education with expertise
in statistical analysis and
research methods; experience as
research scientist and statistical
consultant.

Conducts local and state trainings
on diversity and equity; extensive
involvement in educational and
civic organizations (Urban League,
NAACP, Black Achievers, Louisville
Human Relations Commission)
that involve community training
and presentations.
Numerous journal publications
and book chapters in economics,
health, and psychology. Has
presented extensively at national
conferences in statistical
reasoning and evaluation.

Dr.

David

Paige

Assistant
Professor;
Part-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Ed.D, Curriculum &
Instruction with an
emphasis in Urban
Literacy

Experience teaching middle
school, special education. Two
years of experience in higher
education. Recent completion of
Masters in Instructional
Leadership & School
Administration.

Has expertise in assessment and
has published and presented at
national conferences and
conducted national workshops on
reading fluency.
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Is published in academic journals
and has made national
presentations in the area of
special education and educator
dispositions.

Has made numerous national
presentations and published
articles on professional
development schools,
differentiated instruction, and
gifted education.

Ms.

Lauren

Pohl

Instructor;
Part-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Rank I in Special
Education
M.Ed.

Over 30 years of experience as a
special education classroom
teacher and resource teacher at
the elementary, middle and
secondary level. Two years
teaching experience in higher
education including director of
assessment clinic.
Nineteen years of experience as
a special education teacher and
school counselor. Two years in
higher education. Expertise in
issues with special populations.

Has authored and co-authored
special education training
documents for school districts. Is
a certified SIM national trainer
and has trained over 200 teachers
and administrators.

Dr.

Belinda

Richardson

Assistant
Professor;
Full-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Ed.D. Special
Education

Mr.

John

Russ

Adjunct
Instructor;
Part-time to
program;
Part-time to
unit

Rank I in School
Administration
Ed.S. in Elementary
Ed.

Thirty-five years in education as a
classroom teacher, elementary
school principal, and supervisor
of instruction. Seven years of
experience in higher education.

Has expertise in effective
leadership development and has
conducted national presentations
on model school leadership
preparation programs.

Mr.

John

Sizemore

Instructor;
Full-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Rank I in School
Admin.
MA Ed. In
Guidance &
Counseling

Dr.

Kevin

Thomas

PhD. Education
Instructional
Technology

Dr.

Chris

Walsh

Assistant
Professor;
Part-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit
Assistant
Professor;
Full-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Over 30 years of experience as a
middle school Social Studies
teacher, school counselor,
principal and served as an assist.
superintendent of a large urban
school district. Three years in
higher education.
Experience in education as a high
school English teacher for over
12 years; two years of experience
in higher education. Expertise in
instructional technology.

Dr.

Sarah

Watson

Mr.

Carl

Williams

Has served as a national
consultant in school leadership on
topics including interdisciplinary
teaming, culture building and
school board decision making. Has
authored numerous school and
district handbooks on leadership.
Has conducted research using
weblogs in the secondary
classroom. Has made national,
state, and local presentations in
the area of instructional
technology.
Has conducted research and
presented on ethical leadership;
participated in trainings on
professional growth and
evaluation of certified personnel,
effective Catholic school
management, and improving
school culture.
Has published several books and
journal articles in addition to
presenting her work locally and
nationally; she serves as faculty at
the Univ. of Notre Dame in their
ACE leadership program.
Has conducted research in postsecondary education and minority
student recruitment in education.
Active in state leadership
capacities including appointment
to the Raising
Achievement/Closing Gaps
Council by Commissioner of
Education Holliday.

Adjunct
Instructor;
Part-time to
program;
Part-time to
unit
Instructor;
Part-time to
program;
Full-time to
unit

Ed.D. in
Educational
Leadership;
Masters in
Instructional
Leadership and
School
Administration
Ed.D. in
Educational
Leadership; Ed.S in
School
Administration
Currently enrolled
in Ph.D in Ed.
Leadership &
Organizational
Development with
anticipated date of
completion in
2012.
Rank I in Special
Education
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P-12 experience as secondary
social studies teacher, assistant
principal, and principal over 8
years; active involvement in
Kentucky Teacher Internship
Program

Thirty plus years in education as
high school English teacher and
assistant principal. She has
taught internationally and has
school administrative
experience.
Has experiences teaching in
secondary education and special
education. Worked most
recently in personnel
administration with the minority
teacher recruitment program in
large urban school district.

Has led local workshops in special
education and behavior
management. Has published in
the area of behavioral
management and attachment
disorders.

MAT in Secondary
Social Studies

*Please Note: All faculty listed above are either full-time to the unit and to the university, specifically
teaching in this program, or are part-time to the unit and part-time to the university specifically teaching
in this program.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Educational Specialist in Instructional leadership and School Administration (Ed.S.) Program both
complements and extends the mission of the AFTSE by “preparing educators to teach and lead in diverse
settings.” Specifically, the principal preparation program has as its foundational goal to develop leaders who,
by employing continuous reflection of their own practice, will use their expertise to develop teacher leaders and
improve student results and achievement by working in formal and informal ways to augment the professional
skills of colleagues, to strengthen the culture of the school through professional learning communities, and to
improve the quality of instruction through data-based decision-making. This goal is within the broader context
of effecting positive change in the education arena so that all children will have access to an equitable education
that maximizes their talents and ensures successful adult life. Principal preparation participants will be
challenged to reflect continuously upon: leadership components; coaching and mentoring; analysis of
assessment and data to impact instruction; strategies for closing the achievement gap through instructional best
practices; the need to address equity and diversity in schools; and collaborative efforts to include colleagues,
parents, and the community in comprehensive efforts for school improvement. These reflective efforts,
embodying the theme of the unit, Educator as Reflective Learner, are framed by Valli‘s (1997) five reflective
dimensions: technical, deliberative, personalistic, critical, and reflection in-and-on action. With reflection at the
core of effective leadership, the AFTSE‘s Educational Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School
Administration Program strives to prepare aspiring principals who have the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
to take the risks necessary to effect positive changes in schooling so that all children and adolescents can be
successful.
Designed collaboratively with university, district, and community partners, professors in the Educational
Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration (Ed.S.) Program will model leadership skills
and lead learning to develop a knowledge base enabling these aspiring leaders to work within their schools,
districts, and communities, to build capacity as future building leaders. Field experiences in diverse school and
community settings, a variety of theory-to-practice assessments including six comprehensive anchor
assessments, a Capstone Project, and multiple venues for collaborative coaching, mentoring, and individualized
professional development contribute to a comprehensive state-of-the-art program. Candidates will emerge from
the Bellarmine Ed.S. program with proficiencies that are steeped in solid research on effective leadership and
practical skills for immediate implementation in their schools and districts. As stated earlier, significant
educational reform will prevail if profound changes transform the leadership that develops and guides our
educational institutions (Sergiovanni, 1996). The development of educational leaders who can answer the call
for innovative leadership for today‘s schools is an important mission and service of the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education.
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Bellarmine University Curriculum Contract
Ed.S. in Instructional Leadership and School Admin. Program Grades P-12
This Program of Studies leads to Level I principal certification
Candidate Name _____________________________________________

ID# __________________________

Minimum of 30 graduate hours
Required Courses
Course
Title

Hrs.

Term Comp.

Gr.

3
3

___________
___________

___
___

2
1

___________
___________

___
___

Fall
EDAD 705 Leading and Administering the Elementary School
EDAD 706 Field Experience – Applying Leadership Theories and Skills
to the P-12 School Setting I

3
3

___________
___________

___
___

Spring
EDAD 707 Leading and Administering the Secondary School
EDAD 708 Field Experience – Applying Leadership Theories and Skills
to the P-12 School Setting II

3
3

___________
___________

___
___

Summer
EDAD 709 Administration Issues with Special Populations
EDAD 710 Parents, Community and the Role of the School Principal
EDAD 711 Financial, Legal and Ethical Responsibilities of the Principal
EDAD 712 Field Experience: The Application of P-12 Leadership in the
Broad School Community

3
2
3
1

___________
___________
___________
___________

___
___
___
___

Summer
EDAD 701 Leadership and the Role of the School Principal
EDAD 702 Data Management and School Leadership: Using Data-driven Strategies
to Retool the Instructional Program
EDAD 703 The Human Resources Function for the School Principal
EDAD 704 Field Experience – The Application of Foundational Leadership Skills

Successful completion of the Capstone Project:

Yes ____ No ____

GPA—Student must maintain a Grade Point Average of 3.0 throughout his/her program of studies
PRAXIS II/Specialty Exams Requirements
Kentucky Principal Test
School Leadership Licensure Assessments

KyPT ____________
1010 ____________

Upon successful completion of the program, the candidate will receive a recommendation for Statement of Eligibility for Provisional
Certification for Instructional Leadership-Principal, All Grades, Level I.
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_____________________________________________
Student Signature
Date

________________________________________________
Advisor Signature
Date
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Bellarmine University Curriculum Contract
Instructional Leadership and School Admin. Program Grades P-12
This Program of Studies leads to Level II principal certification

Candidate Name ______________________________________ID# __________________________
Minimum of 6 graduate hours
Required Courses
Course Title

Hrs.

Term Grade

Summer
EDAD 713 Creating a School Culture that Promotes High Levels of Student Learning

3

_____ _____

EDAD 714 Emerging Legal and Resource Management Issues for the Principalship

3

_____ _____

GPA—Student must achieve a ―B‖ in each class attempted.
Upon successful completion of the program, the candidate will receive a recommendation for Level II Certification
for Instructional Leadership-Principal, All Grades.
_____________________________________________
Student Signature
Date

_____________________________________
Advisor Signature
Date
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Course Descriptions
Ed.S. Degree and Level I Certification
Summer I

EDAD 701 Leadership and the Role of the School Principal – (3 hrs)
A course designed to study the fundamentals of leadership in the K-12 setting. Candidates
will explore leadership styles, the characteristics of effective work teams, the role of vision
and mission in the leadership of an organization, decision-making models, the management of
change processes and other basic leadership principles.
EDAD 702 Data Management and School Leadership: Using Data-driven Strategies to
Retool the Instructional Program – (3 hrs)
A course designed to study the roles and responsibilities of the principal in the evaluation of
curriculum, instruction and assessment and the use of data-driven strategies to improve
classroom practices.
EDAD 703 The Human Resources Function of the Principalship – (2 hrs)
A course designed to provide the aspiring school leader with the knowledge, tools and
sensibilities to create a school culture in which faculty and staff members function as a
learning community, working to their potential and providing all candidates with the
instructional environment necessary for optimal success.
EDAD 704 Field Experience – The Application of Foundational Leadership Skills – (1 hr)
A field based course where candidates practice skills and theories learned as they assume
responsibilities associated with successful building level leadership. This course must be
taken in conjunction with EDU 701, EDU 702 and EDU 703.

Fall
EDAD 705 Leading and Administering the Elementary School – (3 hrs)
A course designed to explore research-based practices and systems proven to create a culture
and climate conducive to candidate success in the elementary school setting.
EDAD 706 Field Experience – Exploring the Practice of Building-Level Leadership I – (3 hrs)
A field based course where candidates practice skills and theories learned as they assume
responsibilities associated with successful building level leadership. This course must be
taken in conjunction with EDU 705.
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Spring
EDAD 707 Leading and Administering the Secondary School – (3 hrs)
A course designed to explore research-based practices and systems proven to create a culture
and climate conducive to candidate success in the middle and high school settings.
EDAD 708 Field Experience – Exploring the Practice of Building-Level Leadership II – (3
hrs)
A field based course where candidates practice skills and theories learned as they assume
responsibilities associated with successful building level leadership. This course must be
taken in conjunction with EDU 707.

Summer II
EDAD 709 Administrative Issues with Special Populations – ( 3 hrs)
A course designed to emphasize the administration of special school programs including
special education, gifted and talent, remedial and compensatory services, bilingual/ESL,
vocational and career education, etc.
EDAD 710 Parents, Community and the Role of the School Principal – (2 hrs)
A course designed to explore the role of the principal in the integration and mobilization of
parents, guardians and community stakeholders for the success of K-12 students.
EDAD 711 Financial, Legal and Ethical Responsibilities of the Principal – (3 hrs)
A course designed to provide the aspiring school leader with the knowledge and skills to
effectively lead and manage a school in the context of local, state and federal laws,
regulations and policies.
EDAD 712 Field Experience – Applying Leadership Theories and Skills to the K-12 School
Setting – (1 hr)
A field based course where candidates practice skills and theories learned as they assume
responsibilities associated with successful building level leadership. This course must be
taken in conjunction with EDU 709, EDU 710 and EDU 711.
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Level II Certification
(Required within five years of securing a job/position requiring an administrative certification.)
Candidates who have completed Level I will be considered for Level II courses. Level II courses
must be completed within 5 years of receipt of initial certification (Level I).
EDAD 713 Creating a School Culture that Promotes High Levels of Student Learning –
(3 hrs)
A field-based course designed to provide authentic learning experiences that promote the
understanding and impact of school culture, support the development of professional learning
communities, and further the involvement of parents and community in the participatory
learning.
EDAD 714 Emerging Legal and Resource Management Issues for the Principalship – (3 hrs)
This course will explore the revenue sources and the funding processes used to finance education for
students in the Commonwealth of Kentucky and provide future and novice school leaders the
opportunity to develop a working knowledge of the legal system and professional ethics and an
understanding of how these interface to influence and inform the practice of leadership in
contemporary schooling. The course will provide the student an opportunity to learn how state funds
are distributed to school districts and give them a working knowledge of the formulas used for that
purpose. The student will have knowledge of how to relate state funding to district and building level
budget preparation. The course examines selected key issues that educational leaders are likely to
confront in the day-to-day operation of schools.
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MATRIX: Alignment of program curriculum and field experiences to the standard and
performance indicators – Level I
ISLLC
TSSA
Standards &
KyCLS
Dimensions
ISLLC I;
TSSA I;
KyCLS
3,4,5,6

Course Connection

Anchor
Assessment(s)

Connection to Field Experiences
(The following are samples of the field experiences that coincide with the
standards/dimensions. A complete list of field experiences may be found
in course syllabi EDAD 704, EDAD 706, EDAD 708 & EDAD 712.)
1. Complete a public display of the school’s vision and mission statement.
2. Seek disconnects between a school’s vision/mission and data results for the
school.
3. Determine consistency between the school improvement plan and the
vision/mission for the school.
4. Lead a recognition program for those whose actions reflect the school’s
vision/mission.
1. As a strategy for student achievement in a school improvement plan, identify
the use of technology.
2. Lead the department in the analysis of standardized test scores.
3. Using a protocol, leader a group of teachers in the examination of a teacher
made assessment.
4. Work with a new or novice teacher to plan a lesson or unit of study.

EDAD 701; EDAD
704; EDAD 706;
EDAD 707; EDAD
711

Anchor
Assessment 1
Anchor
Assessment 5

ISLLC II;
TSSA II & V;
KyCLS
1,2,3,4,6

EDAD 702; EDAD
704 EDAD 705;
EDAD 706; EDAD
707; EDAD 708;
EDAD 709; EDAD
712

Anchor
Assessment 1
Anchor
Assessment 2
Anchor
Assessment 4
Anchor
Assessment 5

ISLLC III;
TSSA II & IV
KyCLS
1,,2,3,4,5,6

EDAD 701; EDAD
703; EDAD 704;
EDAD 705; EDAD
706; EDAD 707;
EDAD 708; EDAD
709; EDAD 710;
EDAD 711; EDAD
712

Anchor
Assessment 2
Anchor
Assessment 3
Anchor
Assessment 5
Anchor
Assessment 6

1.
2.
3.
4.

ISLLC IV;
KyCLS

EDAD 701; EDAD
703; EDAD 704;

Anchor
Assessment 4

1. Organize and lead a book study group.
2. Initiate and activity that will connect a community leader/business partner to

Supervise the cafeteria, morning and/or afternoon duty assignments.
Assist in the preparation of the master schedule.
Serve on the school budget committee.
Participate in the hiring of at least one faculty/staff member.
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1,2,3,4,6

ISLLC V;
TSSA VI;
KyCLS
2,3,4,5
ISLLC VI;
KyCLS 2,3,5

EDAD 705; EDAD
706; EDAD 707;
EDAD 708; EDAD
709; EDAD 710;
EDAD 712
EDAD 701; EDAD
703; EDAD 709;
EDAD 711

Anchor
Assessment 5
Anchor
Assessment 6

EDAD 701; EDAD
709; EDAD 710;
EDAD 711; EDAD
712

Anchor
Assessment 2
Anchor
Assessment 3
Anchor
Assessment 4
Anchor
Assessment 6

Anchor
Assessment 3
Anchor
Assessment 6

the school.
3. Work in tandem with a colleague to design and offer a professional
development experience.
4. Collaborate by serving on a strategic planning team/school improvement
planning committee.
1. Review a holiday program for offensiveness, constitutionality and/or
consistency with church doctrine.
2. Reflect on an important decision you made during this past year. Do an
ethics check.
3. Review your district’s policy manual.
4. Complete a written statement identifying your personal vision and mission.
1. Design (or select) and administer a perception survey with a goal of
measuring a specific group of stakeholders’ satisfaction with some aspect of
your school (Note: It is imperative you have principal permission to conduct
this survey.)
2. Visit a meeting of a local community based organization such as the United
Way.
3. Write an article for the parent newsletter or other school district
communications media regarding holiday celebrations.
4. Attend a meeting of a community action based group.
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning
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BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
II

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU
Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
III

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU

AFTSE

Goal 7
Thinking Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV
Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Standard VI
Social,
Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
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Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

BU
Goal 2
Theological
Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
VI

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 701 –LEADERSHIP AND THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
SUMMER 2011
3 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University

Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and
world by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and
cultures, and with respect for each individual’s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our
students through undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional
studies, within which students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional
competencies for successful living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve
these goals in an educational environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and
authentic conversations not dominated by particular political or other single perspective
and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, timehonored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and
international matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public
interest, to help create the future, and to improve the human condition.
Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the Love of
Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-Mail:
Office Hours:
Location:

Class Meeting Times:

The course will meet (dates and times) in (room).
Required Texts: EDAD 701
Pam Robbins and Harvey B. Alvy (2009). The Principal’s Companion, 3rd Edition.
ISBN 0-7619-4515-6 Corwin Press, Inc.
Jo Blasé and Joseph Blasé (2004). Handbook of Instructional Leadership: How Successful
Principals Promote Teaching and Learning
ISBN 0-7619-3115-5 SAGE Publications
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Jim Collins (2001). Good to Great. ISBN 0-06-662099-6 Harper Business
LiveText (Student Ed Membership Code Card). (2009). LiveText Inc.
Supplemental reading materials will be provided by the instructor.
Course Description
A course designed to study the fundamentals of leadership in the K-12 setting. Candidates
will explore leadership styles, the characteristics of effective work teams, the role of vision
and mission in the leadership of an organization, decision-making models, the management
of change processes and other basic leadership principles. Candidates registering for this
course must also register for EDAD 704, the field experience class that coincides with EDAD
701.
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions to teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to
distinguished performance through the following criteria: individual course assessments,
field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and
standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves
proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to
methods of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and
methods of assessment; and
 incorporates Valli’s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium’s
(ISLLC) Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product
of the TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These
three sets of standards along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky’s Standards and
Indicators for School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of
Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program
for principal preparation. In reference to the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate’s
ability with the following knowledge bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning
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BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
II

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU
Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
III

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU

AFTSE

Goal 7
Thinking Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV
Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Standard VI
Social,
Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
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Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

BU
Goal 2
Theological
Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
VI

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 701 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this
syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.
The candidate will:
 identify leadership characteristics and skills that move a school toward higher student
achievement (Strands I, II, III, V) (KyCLS 3.3b, 3.3c, 3.3d,4.1g, 4.1h, 4.3c, 4.3d, 5.1d, 5.2a,
5.2b, 5.3a, );
 demonstrate Valli’s five types of reflections (Strands I, V) (KyCLS 4.3a, 4.3d, 5.1a, 5.1d);
 demonstrate skills needed to build and lead effective teams (Strands II, III, IV) (KyCLS 2.1d,
3.2e, 3.3b, 3.3d, 4.1e, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.2a, 4.2c, 4.2d, 4.3c, 6.1b);
 identify a variety of problem-solving and decision-making strategies and apply them to
specific case studies and real-world scenarios; (Strands I, III) (KyCLS 2.1c, 2.2a, 5.1b, 5.3b);
 identify and demonstrate the steps in effective planning (Strands I, III, IV, VI) (KyCLS 2.1c,
4.1b, 5.2b, 5.2c);
 identify the elements of effective vision and mission building and develop a personal vision
for school leadership (Strand I) (KyCLS 5.1a, 5.1b, 5.1c, 5.1d, 6.1b); and
 demonstrate an awareness of the change process and the challenges leaders face in
leading/implementing reforms (Strands I, II, III, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 1.1d, 2.1c, 2.2a, 3.3b, 4.1b,
4.1c, 4.1d, 4.2b, 5.1d, 5.2c.
Course Methodologies
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be employed.
This list is not meant to be all-inclusive.
 Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project
development and the application of course content
 Guest speakers
 Discussion groups
 Independent methodologies which may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing
journal articles; searching the internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals; and
attending to local and national media for issues that relate to the course content
 Student presentations
 In-class search of internet resources
 Interpretation of self-assessment instruments
COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
(NOTE: The instructor reserves the right to modify the course syllabus, calendar,
and/or due dates in order to accommodate unforeseen events or changes in
course content.)
Complete Self Assessments
In order to know where one is going, he/she must know from where he/she comes. All students will
be expected to complete a self assessment on the ISLLC standards and the dispositions connected to
those standards. In addition, several other self assessments will be employed. These assessment
instruments will become a part of the Field Experience document and used to gauge the student’s
progress throughout the program.
Develop a Personal Mission/Vision Statement
Each student will develop his/her own personal mission statement relative to school leadership.
Demonstrate A Variety of Written Reflections
Within the context of written reflection assignments, students will choose at least three of Valli’s types
of reflection and demonstrate them as he/she writes about a class event, topic, or discussion.
Conduct A Text-based Dialogue Using Jim Collin’s Work
The student will prepare and give a presentation on one of Jim Collin’s elements of leadership.
Complete Exam
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An exam scheduled for June 15 will be open book/open note and cover the material presented during
the first four days of the program. Topics will include but not be limited to the role of the principal;
characteristics of effective leadership, planning, and team building; management of the change
process……
Participate in Class Discussions
Class discussions are critical to the course. Students’ contributions are valued and encouraged. All
students are expected to participate in class discussions in both small and large groups. All students
will treat one another with courtesy, respect, and an open mind to experiences and viewpoints that
may differ from their own perspectives. We are all learners in this process; sharing ideas will serve to
strengthen the meaningfulness of the course content. Specific guided reading-discussion groups will
be utilized as a daily opportunity to review reading assignments and raise topics for whole class
discussion.
Complete Course Reading Assignments
Each student is responsible for the assigned reading in this course. Students are expected to have
read the assignments prior to coming to class. Students are responsible for the textbook readings
and any additional readings provided by the instructor.
Attendance and In Class / Homework Assignments
Attendance will serve as a reflection of the student’s commitment to his/her program. Attendance at
all class sessions is expected. Please discuss any exceptions with the instructor – in advance.
Participation points cannot be earned when absent, regardless of the reason for the absence.
Performance Appraisal
EDAD 701 - Instructional Leadership and the Role of the School Principal
Activity
Points
Jim Collins presentation
20
Mission/vision project
10
Reflection activities
/essays
10
Exam
30
Daily assignments, readings and participation
30
_________________

Total possible points
A (94-100) A- (90-93)

B+ (87-89)

B (84-86)

100
B- (80-83)

C (70-79)

F (Below 70)

NOTE: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a reduction
in grade.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in
the family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing
the course work. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.

Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL
learners including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content
and subject matter including all texts.
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Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that
require the use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based
research,and development of multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC
standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a
dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal preparation program and
designed to show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic
adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability
Services Coordinator (DSC) (located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4 th floor, 2728480). It is the student’s responsibility to notify the DSC during the first week of class if he
or she knows he or she will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate
time for preparation. The instructor, upon notification from Disability Services, will then
meet with the student to discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not request
accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic
progress. Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to
study techniques, writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should
seek out the resources of the ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library
(272-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of
withdrawal on course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class
Schedule. Students are encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about
withdrawal from courses once the semester has begun. Withdrawal forms may be accessed
at http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.
Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of
academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly
endorse and will follow the academic honesty policy as published in Bellarmine’s Course
Catalog 2009-2011 and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook; both documents are available
online via mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes
academic dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest
acts. Academic dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to
cheating, plagiarism, fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining
unfair advantage, and unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems.
Definitions of each of these forms of academic dishonesty are provided in the academic
honesty section of the Student Handbook.
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All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President
for Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is
generally assumed that graduate students fully understand what accounts for
academic dishonesty. Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving
graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under
question, and may result in permanent dismissal from the education program.
Plagiarism on field placement may include: falsifying the number of hours, forging a
teacher’s signature, falsifying the content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―doubledipping‖ hours intended for credit in another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad
weather. Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes
are cancelled.
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Bellarmine University – EDAD 701
Course Map

SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Class Session 1

Class Session 2

Guiding Questions:
What are the requirements for EDU 701?
How do the ―experts‖ define the role of the school principal?
How do you describe your present level of skills related to
school leadership?
How does the school principal impact the vision and mission
of the school?
What is your leadership style and how does one adapt to
situations requiring a different style?
What can school leaders learn from those who run GREAT
businesses?
Activities:
-Warm up and introductions
-Presentation of course syllabus
-Standards governing best practices in school leadership
(ISLLC and TSSA)
-Discussion of readings
-Text based dialogue –Good to Great ( Chapter 1 - Baker)
-Mission building activity
-Assessment of leadership styles
-Closing
Readings to Be Completed Prior to Today’s Class
The Principal’s Companion pp. 70-79 and 222-227

Guiding Questions:
What can school leaders learn from those who run GREAT
businesses?
What is reflective practice?
How has the principalship changed in the past 40 years?
What are the skills of effective school leadership?
What kind of leader am I?
What is situational leadership and how does it apply in the
school setting?
How does one define instructional leadership?
How have accountability issues changed the principalship?
Activities:
-Warm up
-Text based dialogue –Good to Great (Chapters 2)
-Linda Valli’s reflective genres
-Styles of leadership
-Situational leadership
-Defining Instructional Leadership
-Discussion of readings
-Exploring the skills of effective leaders
-Closing
Readings to Be Completed Prior to Today’s Class
The Principal’s Companion pp. 23-37

Handbook of Instructional Leadership pp. 85-92

*‖Where’s the Ministry in Administration?‖ Phi Delta Kappa

Good to Great: Chapter 1

*‖The Contemporary Principal,‖ ASCD Education Update
*‖Listening to Other Voices: A Description of Teacher
Reflection in the United States‖
by Linda Valli
Good to Great : Chapter 2

Class Session 3

Class Session 4

Guiding Questions:
What can school leaders learn from those who run GREAT
businesses?
What are the skills effective school leaders use to solve
problems and make decisions?
What are the barriers to good decision making processes?
What is consensus building?
How does a principal plan for student success?
Activities:
-Warm up
-Text based dialogue –Good to Great (Chapter 3)
-Explore the skills of effective planning/decisionmaking/problem solving (case
studies)
-Practice with consensus
-Discussion of readings
-Closing
Readings to Be Completed Prior to Today’s Class
*‖Tackling An Impossible Job,‖ Education Week

Guiding Questions:
What can school leaders learn from those who run GREAT
businesses?
How do effective school leaders lead and manage in a
climate of change?

*In Their Own Words,‖ Educational Leadership

Good to Great: Chapters 4 and 5

Activities:
-Warm up
-Text based dialogue –Good to Great (Chapters 4 and 5)
-Explore the skills of effective leaders
-Discussion of readings
-Exploration of Kotter’s Leading Change
-Exploration of Michael Fullan’s work
-Closing
Readings to Be Completed Prior to Today’s Class
The Principal’s Companion pp. 60-69

Good to Great: Chapter 3
*Non-textbook readings will be supplied by instructor
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Class Session 5
Guiding Questions:
What can school leaders learn from those who run GREAT
businesses?
What are the skills effective school leaders use to facilitate
meetings?
How do effective school leaders use teams to lead and
manage a school?
How does a principal plan for student success?
Activities:
-Warm up
-Text based dialogue –Good to Great (Chapters 6 and 7)
-Characteristics of effective teams/effective meetings
-Preparation for team and meeting jigsaw
-Discussion of readings
-Closing
Readings to Be Completed Prior to Today’s Class
Principal’s Companion pp. 129-137
Good to Great: Chapters 6 and 7

Class Session 6
Guiding Questions:
What can school leaders learn from those who run GREAT
businesses?
What are the skills effective school leaders use to facilitate
teams/meetings?
How does an effective school leader lead and manage in a
climate of change?
Activities:
-Warm up
-Text based dialogue –Good to Great (Chapters 8 and 9)
-Exploration of the skills needed to facilitate effective
teams/meetings
-Case studies (review of leadership skills and concepts)
-Discussion of readings
-Closing
Readings to Be Completed Prior to Today’s Class
*Jigsaw activity on effective teams/meetings
*‖Sacrificing Leaders, Villainizing Leadership,‖ Phi Delta
Kappan
*‖Seven Surprises for School Leaders,‖ Education Week
Good to Great: Chapters 8 and 9

Class Session 7
Guiding Questions:
What can school leaders learn from those who run GREAT
businesses?
What are the key course concepts we have
discussed/learned?
How do Collins’ concepts apply to the social sector?
Activities:
-Warm up
-Text based dialogue –Good to Great (Monograph)
-Review of key course concepts
-Good to Great video
-Exam (Open book/notes/performance tasks)
-Closing
-REFLECTIVE ESSAY DUE
-PERSONAL VISION-MISSION STATEMENT DUE
Readings to Be Completed Prior to Today’s Class
*Good to Great: Monograph: Good to Great and the Social
Sectors

*Non-textbook readings will be supplied by instructor
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 702: DATA MANAGEMENT AND SCHOOL LEADERSHIP: USING DATADRIVEN STRATEGIES TO RETOOL THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
SUMMER 2011
3 Credit Hours
THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER

Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world
by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and
with respect for each individual’s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through
undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional studies, within which
students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional competencies for successful
living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational
environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic conversations not
dominated by particular political or other single perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed
consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, time-honored and contemporary, across a
broad range of compelling regional, national and international matters. By these means,
Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the future, and to
improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis
Amore, In the Love of Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-Mail:
Office Hours:
Location:

Class Meeting Times:

Required Texts and Materials:
Bernhardt, V. (2004). Data analysis for continuous school improvement. Eye on
Education: Larchmont, N.Y.
Marzano, R, (2003). What works in schools, translating research into action. ASCD:
Alexandria, VA.
McEwan, E. (2003). 7 steps to effective instructional leadership. Corwin Press:
California.
Parker, K. City, E. and Murnane, R. (2008). Data wise. Harvard Education Press:
Cambridge.
Suggested Text:
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Boudett, K. and Steele, J. (2007). Data wise in action. Harvard Education Press:
Cambridge.
Supplemental reading materials provided by the professor.
Course Description
A course designed to study the roles and responsibilities of the principal in the evaluation of curriculum,
instruction and assessment and the use of data-driven strategies to improve classroom practices.

Candidates registering for this course must also register for EDAD 704, the field experience
class that coincides with EDAD 702.
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
to teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished
performance through the following criteria: individual course assessments, field and clinical
evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and standardized exams.
Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community
settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each
individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to
methods of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and methods
of assessment; and
 incorporates Valli’s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
Standards:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium’s (ISLLC)
Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the
TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three
sets of standards along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE)
Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal
preparation. In reference to the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education Conceptual
Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate’s ability with the
following knowledge bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning
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BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
II

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU
Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
III

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU

AFTSE

Goal 7
Thinking Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

IV

Standard IV
Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical

TSSA
Standard VI

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2

Standard 2
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BU
Goal 2

AFTSE
Objective 3

Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Social,
Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Theological
Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership

TSSA

KyCLS
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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SISI

BU

AFTSE

Standard 4
Learning Environment

Goal 10
Comprehensive

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Culture

Integration

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 702 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this
syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.
The candidate will:
 demonstrate knowledge of vocabulary and concepts related to issues surrounding
demographic, perceptual, student learning, and school processes data (Strands I, II, III, IV, V)
(KyCLS 2.2a, 2.2b, 2.2c, 4.1d) ;
 examine a variety of national, state, district and local standards as well as curriculum
documents and protocols for analyzing student/teacher work and evaluate alignment of
curriculum with content and performance standards (Strands II, VI ) (KyCLS 1.1a, 1.1b, 2.1a,);
 use a variety of readings, web sites, class activities, written reflections and independent work
and demonstrate a knowledge base of research-based curriculum, instruction and
assessment practices that positively impact student achievement (Strands I, II, III, V) (KyCLS
1.1e, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.1a, 2.1b, 2.1d, 2.2c, 2.2f, 4.3b, 5.2a);
 understand the role of the principal in guiding all teachers in the processes involved in
assessment for learning (Strands I, II, III, V) (KyCLS 1.1e, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.1a, 2.1b,
2.1d, 2.2c, 2.2f, 4.3b, 5.2a); and
 use all relevant and available data (demographic, perceptual, student achievement, and
process) to construct a school profile that depicts the current status of the school, identifies
gaps reflected in the data relative to the school’s vision/mission and presents a plan for
improvement of curriculum, instruction and assessment (Strands I, II, III, IV, V) (KyCLS 1.1a,
1.1e, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.2a, 2.2b, 2.2c, 4.1d, 4.3b, 5.2a, 5.2c).
Course Methodologies
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be employed. This list
is not meant to be all-inclusive.
 Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project development
and the application of course content
 Guest speakers
 Discussion groups
 Independent methodologies which may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing journal
articles; searching the internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals; and attending to
local and national media for issues that relate to the course content
 Student presentations
 In-class search of internet resources
 Interpretation of self-assessment instruments
COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
(NOTE: The instructor reserves the right to modify the course syllabus, calendar,and/or due dates in
order to accommodate unforeseen events or changes in course content.)

1. Attendance, Participation and Class Leadership (20% of course grade):
 Students will be expected to actively and thoughtfully contribute to whole class and small
group discussions and activities. Students will be assessed on their ability to integrate
course material, engage peers, and positively shape class discussions through critical
questions, active listening, and reflective thinking.


Participation involves a combination of attendance, punctuality, appropriate discussion,
completion of assignments, and active listening. Attendance serves as a reflection of
the student’s commitment to his/her program. Attendance at all class sessions is
expected since this class is very intense and is completed at an accelerated pace.
Please discuss any exceptions with the instructor- in advance. Participation points
cannot be earned when absent, regardless of the reason for the absence. Six points will
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be deducted from the attendance, participation, and class leadership grade for each
absence; more than one absence from the class could seriously jeopardize academic
standing in this class and in the program.


Each candidate is responsible for the assigned reading in this course. Students are
expected to have read the assignments prior to coming to class. Students are
responsible for textbook readings and any additional readings provided by the instructor

2. Readings & Reflections, Written Assignments and Performance Tasks (15% of course
grade)
Candidates will complete three (3) reflections, assignments and performance tasks in
response to readings and course discussion.
3. Best Practices Project (15% of course grade)
Candidates will recommend instructional best practices by reflection and research based
development of appropriate data. This may result in a panel discussion and/or class
discussion of best practices.
4. Lesson Analysis (10% of course grade)
Candidates will participate in a professional learning community of practice using a
tuning protocol to self assess one’s own lesson and develop a revised lesson based on
knowledge of standards of pedagogy presented in course content. Related work from
Praxis and Pathwise research will be discussed. The lesson analysis will provide leader
candidates with the ability to apply basic design and evaluation practices to their work.
5. Final Exam (40% of course grade)
Candidates will be given a final exam that covers material from the entire course. A
study guide will be provided.
6. Anchor # 1
Candidates will receive guidance and begin the process of completing Anchor I. This
assignment will be due September 30 and evaluated as part of EDAD 706.
7. MOUSE TRAP. See attached overview page

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
A (94-100) A- (90-93) B+ (87-89)

B (84-86)

B- (80-83) C (70-79)

F (Below 70)

Note: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Class Discussions
Class discussions are critical to the course. Students’ contributions are valued and encouraged.
All students are expected to participate in class discussions in both small and large groups and
to treat one another with courtesy, respect, and an open mind to viewpoints that may differ from
their own perspective. We are all learners in this process; sharing ideas will serve to strengthen
the meaningfulness of the course content.
Late Work
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Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so will result in a
reduction in grade.
Incomplete “I” Grade
An incomplete “I” grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death
in the family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from
completing the course work. A grade of “I” is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts. Course content includes diversity components including
making accommodations for learner needs, culturally responsive teaching, and appreciating
student diversity. Candidates will be challenged to address diversity in their own professional
development and the professional development plan to be implemented with colleagues.
Technology Content
Students will use technology to obtain data using the Kentucky Department of Education’s
website. They will analyze data of the Kentucky Performance Report, using an electronic data
tool. Web based research will be required throughout the course. Students will use the local
district Comprehensive School Improvement Planning training site and tools. Course delivery
uses a variety of formats, including data displays, power points, media presentations as well as
participation in online learning.
Dispositions
Candidates are expected to apply course content to the Kentucky Teacher Standards –
Advanced Level and ISLLC Standards. Candidates also are expected to apply professional
teacher dispositions in relation to developmentally appropriate instruction and effective work
with all students and other professionals.
OTHER RELATED POLICIES
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic
adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability
Services Coordinator (DSC) (located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor). It is the
student’s responsibility to notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows he
or she will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation.
The instructor, upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to
discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the
instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic
progress. Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study
techniques, writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the
resources of the ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (272-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
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Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of
withdrawal on course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class
Schedule. Students are encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about
withdrawal from courses once the semester has begun.
Academic Honesty
Bellarmine University is an academic community. It exists for the sake of the advancement of
knowledge; the pursuit of truth; the intellectual, ethical and social development of students; and
the general well being of society. All members of our community have an obligation to
themselves, to their peers and to the institution to uphold the integrity of Bellarmine University.
In the area of academic honesty, this means that one’s work should be one’s own and that the
instructor’s evaluation should be based on the student’s own efforts and understanding. When
the standards of academic honesty are breached, mutual trust is undermined, the ideals of
personal responsibility and autonomy are violated, teaching and learning are severely
compromised, and the other goals of the academic community cannot be realized.
Candidates and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes academic honesty; claims of
ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic dishonesty can take
a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism, fabrication, aiding and
abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and unauthorized access to
academic or administrative systems or information. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the Academic Honesty section of the most recent edition
of the Student Handbook. The University follows the policies outlined below for detected acts of
academic dishonesty:
1. Initial sanctions for instances of academic dishonesty may be imposed by the instructor
or the appropriate dean. The choice of penalty ranges from a minimum penalty of failing
the assignment or test to failing the course itself.
2. Following initial sanctions, all cases of academic dishonesty will be reported by faculty to
the Academic Vice President of the University, who has the authority to determine a
more stringent penalty for the reported act of academic dishonesty, depending, in part,
on the student’s previous record of academic dishonesty. The student will be required to
have a conference with the dean of his/her college, or the dean’s designee.
3. On the second offense during the course of a student’s academic career at Bellarmine
University, as a minimum additional penalty, the Academic Vice President will
immediately suspend the student for the semester in which the most recent offense took
place.
4. On the third offense, the Academic Vice President will immediately dismiss the student
from the University.
5. In addition, the School of Education (SOE) considers forgery or misrepresented
information from educational field experiences a complete breech of the academic
honesty policy and will be treated not only with the BU general format, but may result in
expulsion from the SOE. Plagiarism on field placement may include: falsifying the
number of hours, forging a teacher’s signature, falsifying the content/nature of what is
observed, and or “double-dipping” hours intended for credit in another placement or
course.
NOTE: It is generally assumed that graduate students fully understand what constitutes
Academic Dishonesty. Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving
graduate students, and the harshest penalty (dismissal from the University) may be
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imposed upon report of the first offense, if deemed appropriate by the Senior Vice
President.

Course Calendar:
Session #1
Readings
Bernhardt, Chapters, 1, 2, & 3
Boudett, et al, Chapters, 1 & 2

Session # 2
Readings
Bernhardt, Chapters 4, & 5
Boudett, et al, Chapters 3, 4,
&5
Session # 3
Readings
Bernhardt, Chapters 6 & 7

Session # 4
Readings
Marzano, Section III;
McEwan, Introduction,
Chapter 4

Session # 5
Readings
Marzano, Section I
McEwan, Chap 2 & 3
Classroom readings

Subject to Change
Class Overview
Using data to improve student
achievement and school
performance
Improving data literacy in a
faculty
A variety of data and sources
Data teams
Mouse Trap Assignments

Leadership Question
How does a principal use
data to improve classroom
practice and augument
student achievement?

Class Overview
Demographic and perception
data
Sources for accessing data
Avoiding data paralysis

Leadership Questions
How do principals access
essential data?
What is the importance of
data over time?

Class Overview
Processes and student learning
data
School profile

Leadership Questions
How can principals use
multiple levels of data to
improved student
achievement?
What is a school profile?

Class Overview
Principal‘s role in curricula
development and alignment to
state, district and local
standards-Overview,
leadership, application,
student level factors..Mouse
Trap Assignments

Leadership Questions
How do data and results
impact the leader and the
direction of curricula
reform?
How does the principal
determine system,
instructional and student
needs?

Class Overview
Principal‘s role in assessment
and evaluation alignment with
respect to data, school goals
and continuous improvementAssessment, aligment, school
level factors

Leadership Questions
How do principals engage
leadership ideas and traits to
motivate and lead
instructional strategies
within their schools?
Identify learning and
achievement gaps
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Session # 6
Readings
Marzano, Section II, IV
McEwan, Chapter 1, 5
Class Readings

Session # 7
Readings
Reading Reviews, Tool Box
Development, Synthesis

Session # 8
Readings
Class Discussion on material
presented by professor in class

Session # 9 and #10
Readings
No new readings

Class Overview
Principal‘s role with
technology, school mission
and disaggreated data results
as applicable to prioritizing
curriculua modifications
School Profile, best
practices, teacher level
factors.

Leadership Questions
How do principals engage
change while embracing best
practices, teacher factors
and technology to develop a
mission driven curricula
aligned to standards and
variant needs of students?
How does the principal
usasic management skills,
and data prioritizing for
school improvement?

Class Overview
Principal‘s role with respect to
continuous improvement and
school planning. Principal‘s
ability to present data to staff
and community with research
based change indicators.
NCLB, Kentucky State Data
Report, Professional
Learning Communities

Leadership Questions
How do principals present,
excite and explain data and
outcome based assessment to
their community,
stakeholders, staff and
administration? Using
innovative technological
systems, how do principals
update and embrace a
constant alignment to school
mission and vision?

Class Overview
Presentation of Anchor and
final projects. Panel
discussion designed to engage
dialogue with respect to the
design and evaluation of
instruction and practices to
improve student learning

Leadership Questions
How do principals utilize a
community of learners to
establish results that are
based on leadership, team
driven dialogue, data and
individual student needs?

Class Overview
Guided work on Anchor #1
Mini presentations

Leadership Questions
How do principals use a
school profile to share the
school’s vision and mission,
current data-proven status,
and the cognitive dissonance
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between the vision and the
reality of the school?

Anchor Assessment #1
Dimension One
(Leading Teaching and Learning)
Functions
The candidate:
1.1a – Understands the processes to align, audit, monitor, and evaluate curriculum;
1.1b – Understands the design, purpose and analysis of curriculum maps and pacing guides that are aligned with
Program of Studies, performance standards, and core content;
1.1c –Understands how to design course schedule(s) and sequences that provide rigorous programs accessible by all
students;
1.1d- Understands the strategies and structures to support improvements in literacy and numeracy as the priority in a
well rounded curriculum;
1.1e-Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
1.2a-Understands learning interventions to address skill deficits and learning needs of students;
1.2b-Understands the process of providing multiple opportunities to learn by regrouping students, re-teaching
lessons, and modifying strategies based on formal and informal assessments;
1.2c-Understands appropriate use of varied research-based instructional strategies;
1.2d-Understands the appropriate use of technology in instructional settings.
Assessment
On June 29 the SBDM Council at the school where you have been teaching recommended that the Superintendent
hire you as the ―new‖ principal. At your orientation meeting on July 3 the Superintendent shares his/her expectations
for you for the coming year. One expectation is that you collaboratively lead your Council, faculty, and staff to
improve student learning. You have the knowledge and skills required to do this. The task is to apply them to your
school to do the following:
or
On June 29 the SBDM Council at a school recommended that the Superintendent hire you as the ―new‖ principal. At
your orientation meeting on July 3 the Superintendent shares his/her expectations for you for the coming year. One
expectation is that you collaboratively lead your Council, faculty, and staff to improve student learning. You have
the knowledge and skills required to do this. The task is to apply them to a school whose principal invites your
participation to do the
following:
1.

2.

3.

Identify, locate, and analyze relevant data and the school processes and practices to identify learning and
achievement gaps. Remember to consider all sources reflecting and impacting student achievement. (1.1a,
1.1b, 1.1c, 1.1d, 1.1e, 2.1b, 2.1c, .2.2b, 4.1b, 4.1d)
Organize, analyze and summarize the findings to:
• Prepare a school profile (your findings from the data related to teaching and learning) that would be
shared with the SBDM Council, teachers, staff, and parents. (1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.1c, 2.2b, 3.3b, 3.3d,
4.1d, 4.3c, 5.1d, 5.2a, 5.2b, 5.2c, 5.3b, 6.1b, 5.1e)
• Articulate the relevance of the data to curriculum and instruction. (1.1a, 1.1b, 1.1d, 1.1e, 2.1a, 2.1b, 4.1d,
6.1c, 6.1e)
Present to the SBDM Council, teachers, staff, parents, and/or another stakeholder group the school profile
and recommendations for curricular and instructional changes. The presentation must be attended by your
university supervisor or taped for viewing by the university supervisor at a later date. The presentation must
address the following:
• The school profile. (3.1a, 3.1b, 3.1c, 3.1d)
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4.

• The identification and prioritization of the recommendations. (1.1d, 2.1c, 3.1d, 3.2a, 3.2b, 3.2c, 3.2d, 3.2e,
3.3b, 3.3c, 3.4a, 3.4b, 3.4c, 4.1a, 4.1g, 4.2c, 4.2d, 5.1d)
•Support for the recommendations based upon the profile and research. (1.1d, 1.1e,1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 2.1c,
2.2a, 5.3b)
Upon completion of the presentation prepare a reflection that addresses the following:
• What worked?
• What did not work?
• What would you do differently next time? and
• What did you learn from the feedback provided by the participants?
Be sure that you utilize appropriate Valli genre.

Evidence
 Identification of data sources (demographics, student achievement, process, perception)
 School profile consisting of a summary of the data analysis
 Presentation that includes conclusion(s) from the data analysis
 Reflections

Acceptable
 Identifies how the school uses the process of
aligning auditing, monitoring, and evaluating
curriculum and includes the results in the
school profile. (1.1a)

Unacceptable
 Partially identifies processes used.



Makes specific recommendations for curricular
changes supported by the results and
appropriate protocols. (1.1a)



Makes limited or no recommendations based
upon the results and/or appropriate protocols.



Describes the availability and use of curriculum
maps and pacing guides at the school as well as
the alignment of these school documents to the
Program of Studies, performance standards, and
core content. (1.1b)



Provides limited or no description of
curriculum maps and pacing guides and their
alignment to the Program of Studies,
performance standards, and core content.



Makes recommendations for curricular changes
supported by the results. (1.1b)



Makes limited or no recommendations
supported by the results.



Describes diversity issues relevant to the
school‘s curriculum. (1.1e)



Describes limited or no diversity issues relevant
to the school‘s curriculum.



Makes specific recommendations for curricular
changes based upon research based ―best
practices‖ in cultural proficiency. (1.1e)



Uses limited or no research based ―best
practices‖ in cultural proficiency to make
recommendations for curricular changes.



Describes the use of specific interventions to
address skills deficits and learning needs of
students. (1.2a



Describes limited or no interventions to address
skills deficits and learning needs of students. `
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Acceptable
 Makes specific recommendations for
instructional changes supported by the results
and best practices in learning interventions.
(1.2a)


Unacceptable
 Makes limited or no recommendations supported
by the results or best practices.

Describes teachers‘ practices related to
providing multiple learning opportunities
based upon formal and informal assessments.
(1.2b)
Makes specific recommendations for
instructional changes supported by the results
and research based best practices. (1.2b)





Describes teachers‘ practices related to the
use of varied research-based instructional
strategies and includes the results in the
school profile. (1.2c)



Describes limited or no practices related to
research-based instructional strategies.



Makes recommendations for instructional
changes supported by the results and best
practices. (1.2c)



Makes limited or no recommendations for
changes supported by the results and best
practices.



Describes teachers‘ appropriate use of
technology in instructional settings and
includes the results in the school profile.
(1.2d)



Describes limited or no practices related to use of
technology.



Makes recommendations for instructional
changes supported by the results and best
practices. (1.2d)



Recommendations for changes are not supported
by the results and best practices.



Reflection specifically connects assignment
to performance criteria of standards; areas of
strength and for growth within the standards
are explicit; use of Valli‘s forms of reflection
is evident to elaborate on decisions related to
the assignment.



The student fails to reflect on the assignment or
fails to utilize appropriate Valli genres.





Describes limited or no practices related to
multiple learning opportunities and assessments.
Makes limited or no recommendations for
changes supported by the results and best
practices.

Other indicators addressed in the assessment. (Bold faced items are assessed in this project.)
2.1c Understands, analyzes, and applies school data to:
 Identify learning and achievement gaps
 Determine system, instructional, and student needs
 Develop a monitoring and improvement process for curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and
professional development
2.2a Understands how to use data to prioritize decisions and drive change.
5.3a Understands basic management skills to foster student learning and achievement
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THE MOUSE TRAP TRAINING
EDAD 702
A reality based training scenario for aspiring educational leaders
Design: This training scenario is designed to integrate a real life principal led retreat with the course content of
EDAD 702. The class will be divided into four groups. Each group will be assigned a day‘s focus as outlined in
this syllabus. Furthermore, each candidate will be working on his/her own Anchor development throughout the
course. The following page-abbreviated anchor-will direct the candidates to present their work as assigned.
A jigsaw approach to research, data analysis and school improvement will be presented in such a manner the Anchor
assessment will be satisfied, and the candidate will be able to assemble tools for his/her own use. This will allow
the Mouse Trap to be used when the candidate is appointed to a school leadership position.
Process: The candidates will be grouped on day one. The groups will then be assigned a specific class day to
present extended research and leader direction to a group of staff, administrators, board and community members
(role play by candidates). Ultimately, the group will be responsible for a simulated half-day retreat. This notion
embraces some of the research undergirding Race to the Top Educational Turnaround Training-Module I: Change
(2010).
Product: Each group will be given a half-day segment to lead a simulated day of training at a retreat of
stakeholders and staff. The goal is to simulate, provide hands-on activities so the staff (candidates) can participate
and work on focus areas. This work should provide a real-case portfolio that eventually can be shared by all
candidates when they are appointed as principals.
Summary: Since EDAD 702 covers a very intense, accelerated footprint, it is appropriate that independent study,
candidate led presentations and rigorous inquiry are combined with lecture, expert panel dialogue and final project
presentations. Ultimately, half of every day will be dedicated to group dynamics that produce a simulated staff
retreat.
Grading: Course Assignments #3, #4 can be completed within Mouse Trap. Also, #2 and #5 can be enhanced by
Mouse Trap and success on #5 will be augmented.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 703: THE HUMAN RESOURCES FUNCTION OF THE PRINCIPALSHIP
SUMMER 2011
2 Credit Hours
THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER

Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world
by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and
with respect for each individual’s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through
undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional studies, within which
students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional competencies for successful
living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational
environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic conversations not
dominated by particular political or other single perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed
consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, time-honored and contemporary, across a
broad range of compelling regional, national and international matters. By these means,
Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the future, and to
improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis
Amore, In the Love of Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-Mail:
Office Hours:
Location:
Class Meeting Times:
Required Texts
Blasé, J. and Blasé, J. (2004). Handbook of instructional leadership: How successful principals
promote teaching and learning. SAGE Publications:
Robbins, P. and Alvy, H. (2009). The principal’s companion, 3rd Ed.
Corwin Press: Thousand Oaks, CA.
Sorenson, R. and Goldsmith, L. (2009). The principal’s guide to managing school personnel.
(2009). Corwin Press: Thousand Oaks, CA.
Supplemental reading materials provided by the professor.
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Course Description
A course designed to provide the aspiring school leader with the knowledge, tools and
sensibilities to create a school culture in which faculty and staff members function as a learning
community, working to their potential and providing all students with the instructional
environment necessary for optimal success. Candidates registering for this course must also
register for EDAD 704, the field experience class that coincides with EDAD 703.
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
to teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished
performance through the following criteria: individual course assessments, field and clinical
evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and standardized exams.
Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community
settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each
individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to
methods of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and methods
of assessment; and
 incorporates Valli’s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
Standards:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium’s (ISLLC)
Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the
TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three
sets of standards along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE)
Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal
preparation. In reference to the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education Conceptual
Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate’s ability with the
following knowledge bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 703 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this
syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.

The candidate will:
 develop knowledge and skills necessary to hire, induct and retain faculty and staff that
furthers the vision and mission of the school (Strands I, II, III) (KyCLS 3.1a, 3.1b, 3.1c,
3.1d);
 use the teacher observation cycle to improve classroom practices (Strands II, III, IV)
(KyCLS 3.1a, 3.2a, 3.2c, 3.2d, 3.3a, 3.3b, 3.3c, 3.4b, 4.2d) ;
 use a variety of formative data gathering practices to improve classroom practices
(Strands II, III, IV) (KyCLS 3.1a, 3.2a, 3.2c, 3.2d, 3.3a, 3.3b, 3.3c, 3.4b, 4.2d);
 demonstrate knowledge of a principal’s role in supervision and evaluation of all faculty
and staff (Strands II, III, IV) (KyCLS 2.2c, 3.1a, 3.1b, 3.1d, 3.2a, 3.2b, 3.2c, 3.2d, 3.2e,
3.3a, 3.3b, 3.3c, 3.3d, 3.4b, 4.2a, 4.2c, 4.2d); and
 demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to collaboratively develop professional
growth based on instructional needs identified through the evaluation process and data
reflective of student achievement (Strands I, II, III, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 2.2c, 3.1d, 3.2a,
3.2b, 3.2c, 3.2e, 3.3b, 3.3c, 3.3d, 3.4a, 3.4b, 3.4c, 3.4d, 4.2c, 4.2d).
Course Methodologies
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be
employed. This list is not meant to be all-inclusive.
 Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project
development and the application of course content
 Guest speakers
 Discussion groups
 Independent methodologies which may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing
journal articles; searching the internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals;
and attending to local and national media for issues that relate to the course content
 Student presentations
COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
(NOTE: The instructor reserves the right to modify the course syllabus, calendar,
and/or due dates in order to accommodate unforeseen events or changes in
course content.)

1. Attendance, Participation and Class Leadership (10% of course grade):
 Candidates will be expected to actively and thoughtfully contribute to whole class and
small group discussions and activities. Candidates will be assessed on their ability to
integrate course material, engage peers, and positively shape class discussions through
critical questions, active listening, and reflective thinking.


Participation involves a combination of attendance, punctuality, appropriate discussion,
completion of assignments, and active listening. Attendance serves as a reflection of
the student’s commitment to his/her program. Attendance at all class sessions is
expected since this class is very intense and is completed at an accelerated pace.
Please discuss any exceptions with the instructor- in advance. Participation points
cannot be earned when absent, regardless of the reason for the absence. Six points will
be deducted from the attendance, participation, and class leadership grade for each
absence; more than one absence from the class could seriously jeopardize academic
standing in this class and in the program.
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Each candidate is responsible for the assigned reading in this course. Students are
expected to have read the assignments prior to coming to class. Students are
responsible for textbook readings and any additional readings provided by the instructor

2. Readings & Reflections, Written Assignments/ Performance Tasks (10% of course grade)
Candidates will complete three (3) reflections, assignments and performance tasks in
response to readings and course discussion.
3. Conference Summary (10% of course grade)
After observing a teacher’s lesson (via video), the candidate will summarize a simulated
post-observation conference. (A rubric will be provided.)
4. Design a Walk-thru Instrument (10 % of course grade).
The candidate will design a walk-thru instrument intended to gather formative data on a
specific school initiative. (A rubric will be provided.)
5. Design a Professional Development Session (20% of course grade).
The candidate will design a professional development session that adheres to best
practices as described by the standards of the National Staff Development Council. (A
rubric will be provided.)
6. Anchor # 3 (40% of course grade).
Candidates will complete Anchor #3 in the context of this course. The anchor and rubric
are included at the end of this syllabus.
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
A (94-100) A- (90-93) B+ (87-89)

B (84-86)

B- (80-83)

C (70-79)

F (Below 70)

Note: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Class Discussions
Class discussions are critical to the course. Students’ contributions are valued and encouraged.
All students are expected to participate in class discussions in both small and large groups and
to treat one another with courtesy, respect, and an open mind to viewpoints that may differ from
their own perspective. We are all learners in this process; sharing ideas will serve to strengthen
the meaningfulness of the course content.
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so will result in a
reduction in grade.
Incomplete “I” Grade
An incomplete “I” grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death
in the family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from
completing the course work. A grade of “I” is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
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including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts. Course content includes diversity components including
making accommodations for learner needs, culturally responsive teaching, and appreciating
student diversity. Candidates will be challenged to address diversity in their own professional
development and the professional development plan to be implemented with colleagues.
Technology Content
Students will use technology to obtain data using the Kentucky Department of Education’s
website. They will analyze data of the Kentucky Performance Report, using an electronic data
tool. Web based research will be required throughout the course. Students will use the local
district Comprehensive School Improvement Planning training site and tools. Course delivery
uses a variety of formats, including data displays, power points, media presentations as well as
participation in online learning.
Dispositions
Candidates are expected to apply course content to the Kentucky Teacher Standards –
Advanced Level and ISLLC Standards. Candidates also are expected to apply professional
teacher dispositions in relation to developmentally appropriate instruction and effective work
with all students and other professionals.
OTHER RELATED POLICIES
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic
adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability
Services Coordinator (DSC) (located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor). It is the
student’s responsibility to notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows he
or she will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation.
The instructor, upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to
discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the
instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic
progress. Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study
techniques, writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the
resources of the ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (272-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of
withdrawal on course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class
Schedule. Students are encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about
withdrawal from courses once the semester has begun.
Academic Honesty
Bellarmine University is an academic community. It exists for the sake of the advancement of
knowledge; the pursuit of truth; the intellectual, ethical and social development of students; and
the general well being of society. All members of our community have an obligation to
themselves, to their peers and to the institution to uphold the integrity of Bellarmine University.
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In the area of academic honesty, this means that one’s work should be one’s own and that the
instructor’s evaluation should be based on the student’s own efforts and understanding. When
the standards of academic honesty are breached, mutual trust is undermined, the ideals of
personal responsibility and autonomy are violated, teaching and learning are severely
compromised, and the other goals of the academic community cannot be realized.
Candidates and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes academic honesty; claims of
ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic dishonesty can take
a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism, fabrication, aiding and
abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and unauthorized access to
academic or administrative systems or information. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the Academic Honesty section of the most recent edition
of the Student Handbook. The University follows the policies outlined below for detected acts of
academic dishonesty:
6. Initial sanctions for instances of academic dishonesty may be imposed by the instructor
or the appropriate dean. The choice of penalty ranges from a minimum penalty of failing
the assignment or test to failing the course itself.
7. Following initial sanctions, all cases of academic dishonesty will be reported by faculty to
the Academic Vice President of the University, who has the authority to determine a
more stringent penalty for the reported act of academic dishonesty, depending, in part,
on the student’s previous record of academic dishonesty. The student will be required to
have a conference with the dean of his/her college, or the dean’s designee.
8. On the second offense during the course of a student’s academic career at Bellarmine
University, as a minimum additional penalty, the Academic Vice President will
immediately suspend the student for the semester in which the most recent offense took
place.
9. On the third offense, the Academic Vice President will immediately dismiss the student
from the University.
10. In addition, the School of Education (SOE) considers forgery or misrepresented
information from educational field experiences a complete breech of the academic
honesty policy and will be treated not only with the BU general format, but may result in
expulsion from the SOE. Plagiarism on field placement may include: falsifying the
number of hours, forging a teacher’s signature, falsifying the content/nature of what is
observed, and or “double-dipping” hours intended for credit in another placement or
course.
NOTE: It is generally assumed that graduate students fully understand what constitutes
Academic Dishonesty. Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving graduate
students, and the harshest penalty (dismissal from the University) may be imposed upon report
of the first offense, if deemed appropriate by the Senior Vice President.
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Course Calendar:
Session #1
Readings
Explore Kentucky Statutes
relevant to supervision and
evaluation of faculty and staff
http://www.education.ky.go
v/NR/rdonlyres/1267B3523FBB-4FB6-83927280143F9113/0/KYSCHO
OLLAWS2008EDITION.pdf
Robbins and Alvey, Chapter 3
Sorenson and Goldsmith,
Chapter 2
Session # 2
Readings
Sorenson and Goldsmith,
Chapter 6
SBDM Policies relevant to
hiring
http://www.lrc.state.ky.us/kr
s/160-00/345.pdf

Session # 3
Readings
Blasé and Blasé, Chapters 1,
5, 6, & 7
Robbins and Alvey, Chpaters
9 & 10
Session # 4
Readings
Blasé and Blasé, Chapter 4
Review Robbins and Alvey,
Chpaters 9, 10 & 14

Subject to Change
Class Overview
Exploration of laws, regs and
policies
Exploration of district and
archdiocese policies and
procedures
Using supervsion and
evaluation to create a climate
for learning

Leadership Question
What are the laws,
regulations, and policies that
govern certified and
noncertified evaluations?
What is the relationship
between school culture and
personnel supervision and
evaluation?

Class Overview
Leadership Questions
Hiring processes and policies
What is the process for
specific to candidates‘ districts hiring good faculty and
The role of SBDM Councils in staff?
faculty/staff acquisition
Selection processes
 recruitment
 references/recommenda
tions
 interviews
Class Overview
Supervision
Formative evaluation
Sources of formative data
Summative evaluation

Leadership Questions
What are the characteristics
of good supervision and
evaluation?

Class Overview
Supervision and evaluation
The teacher observation cycle
Effective walk-thrus
Effective conferencing

Leadership Questions
What are the characteristics
of good supervision and
evaluation?
What is the teacher
observation cycle?
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Session # 5
Readings
Sorenson and Goldsmith,
Chapter 7
KTIP
http://www.kyepsb.net/inter
nships/index.asp

Session # 6
Readings
Sorenson and Goldsmith,
Chapters 3 & 4
Robbins and Alvey, Chapter 4
Session # 7
Readings
Blasé and Blasé, Chapter 9
Robbins and Alvey, Chapters
11, 12 & 13
National Staff Development
Council Standards,
http://www.learningforward.
org/standards/index.cfm
Session # 8
Readings
Sorenson and Goldsmith,
Chapter 5 and 8

Class Overview
Induction of new faculty
Mentoring processes
Differentiated supervision

Leadership Questions
How does a principal induct,
mentor and retain good
faculty and staff?

Class Overview
Ethical tenets of good
supervision and evaluation
Basics of communication

Leadership Questions
Why is good communication
the key to successful
personnel leadership and
management?

Class Overview
Designing professional
development
Standards for great PD
Professional learning
communities

Leadership Questions
What are the characteristics
of good professional
development?
How does a principal
develop and lead a
professional learning,
community focused on
student achievement.

Class Overview
Policies specific to the
candidates‘ districts
Dealing with deficient faculty
and staff
Due process
Dealing with conflict
Corrective actions
Grievances
Employee contracts

Leadership Questions
How does a principal deal
with deficent faculty and
staff?
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Anchor Assessment #3
Dimension Three
(Securing and Developing Staff)

Functions
The candidate:

1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;

3.1a Understands the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of effective teachers.
3.1b Understands methods of assessing the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of
teaching applicants;
3.1c Understands the importance of aligning the staff recruitment and selection process with the
diversity needs of the school, school mission, vision, and school improvement plan;
3.1d Understands how to apply legal requirements, state and district personnel policies and
procedures;
3.2a Understands how to evaluate staff performance and plan professional growth of staff;
3.2b Understands the Kentucky Teacher Standards and instructional best practices for use in
personnel evaluation;
3.2c Understands the components and legal requirements of formative and summative staff
evaluation;
3.2d Understands effective classroom observation techniques and teacher conferencing
methods;
3.2e Understands how to collaboratively develop professional growth plans based on
instructional needs identified through the evaluation
process;
3.3a Understands the effective use of instructional time and resources for effective learning;
3.3b Develops effective methods for open communications between staff and administrators;
3.3c Recognizes strategies of motivation, recognition, and rewards in sustaining and improving
teacher; performance;
3.3d Understands the importance of professional relationships with and among school staff;
3.4a Knows theories and research underlying effective professional development;
3.4b Understands the significance of continual attention to effective teaching practices and
discussions about current research and theory;
3.4c Understands the critical attributes of an effective PD system;
3.4d Demonstrates a commitment to learning.
Assessment
The focus of this assessment is to ensure candidates understand the “power of the personnel
function”, which includes selecting the right staff and
developing and supporting staff.
Data Collection and Analysis: Candidates review the SIP (PD component), the school or district
teacher evaluation plan, the SBDM policies on consultation and/or hiring, the school or district
teacher induction plan, and the personnel demographics (retention of the teachers, years of
experience, etc). Candidates will create an inventory and assessment of personnel resources.
Problem Posed: Today is July 2nd and you were hired as principal July 1st. As you were going
through materials on your desk and beginning to plan
your to do list, you realize you still have vacancies to fill prior to August 1st. In fact, you still need
to fill 20% of the school’s teaching positions.
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The candidates will:
• Describe the process they will use to hire the needed teachers within three weeks so they may
attend a school professional development session, which is scheduled one week prior to start of
school. Reflect on what they had to do in a short amount of time to hire the staff and
include recommendations on what they will change prior to any further recruitment and
selection processes. (1.1e, 3.1a-d, 4.3c-d, 5.4a)
• Design a plan for implementing a teacher induction program for their school if they decide the
one currently in place is insufficient. Or discuss how they can enhance the current program. The
plan will be presented to their council and district two months after school begins.
(3.2a-e, 3.3a, 3.4a-d)
• Suggest ways to plan for staff support which will increase retention rates and improve the
processes for developing and supporting staff. (3.3a-d, 3.4a-d, 5.4a)
*The candidate must conclude with a reflection on the project, utilizing Valli’s genre.
Evidence
• Recruitment and selection process description
• Reflection on the recruitment and selection process description
• Plan for teacher induction
• Plan for teacher induction presentation
• Plan for staff support
• Plan for faculty and staff evaluation
Rubric for Evaluation of Anchor #3 Securing and Developing Staff
Acceptable
 Adhered to and documented district hiring
policy and procedure (3.1d)

Unacceptable
 Did not follow district hiring policy and
procedure, and/or failed to properly document.



Adhere to document compliance with SBDM
Policy related to staff recruitment and selection
including ―consultation.‖ (4.3c)



Did not comply with or failed to document
SBDM Policy related to staff recruitment and
selection including ―consultation.‖



Adhere to and document compliance with
EPSB ―highly qualified‖ and certification
regulations i.e. content knowledge check,
content expertise, transcript review. (4.3d)



Failed to comply or check on EPSB ―highly
qualified‖ and certification regulations i.e.
content knowledge check, content expertise,
transcript review.



Document fair practice in recruitment,
interviews and selection e.g.
application/interviews pool demographics,
interview questions. (5.4a)



Used unfair practices and / or failed to address
in recruitment, interviews and selection e.g.
application/interviews pool demographics,
interview questions.



Document an interview and selection process
focused on dispositions and interpersonal skills
to assess candidate ―fit‖ to school and position.
(1.1e, 3.1a-d, 3.3d, 3.4d)



Interview and selection process did not address
dispositions and interpersonal skills to assess
candidate ―fit‖ to school and position.



Describe and defend who is on the teacher
selection committee and the processes used.
(3.1a-d, 3.3d)



Did not use or did not discuss who is on the
teacher selection committee and the processes
used.
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Describes and defends a teacher induction
program that includes:
Orientation
Acclimation-inculcation
Mentoring-sponsorship
Scaffolded requirements for new teachers
adding more responsibility each year, and
Compliance with regulatins e.g. TPA…. (1.1e,
3.1a, 3.1c, 3.2a-e, 3.3a-d, 3.4a-d)



Failed to address or provide a rationale for one
or more of the components of a quality
induction program.



Document and defend strategies or plans in
place to provide a variety of recognitions (3.3bd)



Provided no or limited plan for recognition and
reward.



Reflection specifically connects assignment to
performance criteria of standards; areas of
strength and for growth within the standards are
explicit; use of Valli‘s forms of reflection is
evident to elaborate on decisions related to the
assignment.



The student fails to reflect on the assignment or
fails to utilize appropriate Valli genres.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 704 - FIELD EXPERIENCE: THE APPLICATION OF
FOUNDATIONAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS
(This course is taken in conjunction with EDAD 701, EDAD 702 and EDAD 703.)
SUMMER 2011
1 Credit Hour

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University

Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and
world by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and
cultures, and with respect for each individual’s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our
students through undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional
studies, within which students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional
competencies for successful living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve
these goals in an educational environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and
authentic conversations not dominated by particular political or other single perspective
and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, timehonored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and
international matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public
interest, to help create the future, and to improve the human condition.
Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the Love of
Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

The course will meet (dates and times) in (room).
Required Texts: None
Course Description
A field based course where students practice skills and theories learned as they assume
responsibilities associated with successful building level leadership. This course must be taken in
conjunction with EDAD 701, EDAD 702 and EDAD 703.

Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
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The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions to teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to
distinguished performance through the following criteria: individual course assessments,
field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and
standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves
proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to
methods of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and
methods of assessment; and
 incorporates Valli’s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium’s
(ISLLC) Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product
of the TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These
three sets of standards along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky’s Standards and
Indicators for School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of
Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program
for principal preparation. In reference to the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate’s
ability with the following knowledge bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 704 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this
syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.

The candidate will:
1. complete the field experience as an educational leader who has the knowledge and ability to
promote the success of all students by facilitating the development, articulation, implementation,
and stewardship of a school vision of learning that is shared by all stakeholders (Strand I);
2. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by advocating, nurturing and sustaining a culture and instructional program conducive to student
learning and staff professional growth (Strand II);
3. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by ensuring management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and
effective learning environment (Strand III);
4. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by collaborating with faculty and community members, responding to diverse community
interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources (Strand IV);
5. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner (Strand V);
6. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by understanding, responding to, and influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and
cultural context (Strand VI).
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: Each student is provided with a copy of the Candidate Handbook, A
Manual for Field Experience/Anchors/Capstone. The handbook contains information about the field
experience, including role descriptions and all forms needed to successfully complete the course.
Each student is expected to read and utilize the handbook with questions directed to the university
supervisor. The university supervisor may modify the syllabus, calendar, and/or due dates in order to
accommodate unforeseen events or changes in course content.
ASSIGNMENTS:
Complete Action Plan: The student must submit a plan for completion of the requirements for EDAD
704. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Time Commitment: The student must complete at least 30+ hours of field work during the fall
semester. If a student requires more than 30 hours to complete all required activities, it is expected
that the student will devote enough time to complete all activities. This will be documented in the Log
of Hours. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Activities/Course Connection: The student must complete the following activities:
 Interview three members of the school community representing three different role groups.
Probe individuals’ perceptions of the barriers blocking the school’s attainment of its
vision/mission (EDAD 701).
 Work with your principal to design and complete a public display of the school’s
vision/mission statement. This may take the form of a banner, bulletin board, graphic for
stationery or newsletter, etc. If this is not possible, complete the same activity but for your
own classroom or office (EDAD 701).
 Assess a program and/or activity to ensure alignment with the vision/mission of the school
(EDAD 701).
 Either working in tandem with a colleague(s) or solo, design and offer a professional
development experience that is consistent with the school’s SIP (or similar school
improvement plan) and incorporates the best practices of adult learning environments and
professional development attributes (EDAD 703).
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Produce and share a PowerPoint presentation designed to reinforce some aspect of the
school’s pertinent achievement data (EDAD 702).
Participate in the interviewing and hiring of at least one staff/faculty member (EDAD 703).
Visit the locally designed web pages of five schools. Peruse them for information concerning
the school’s mission and commitment to student achievement (EDAD 701, EDAD 702).
Promote and model the use of technology to access, analyze, and interpret campus data to
focus efforts for improving student learning and productivity (EDAD 702).
Spend at least one full day shadowing a principal prior to the start of school. Through your
day-long observation and conversations, probe the tasks this principal finds necessary to
complete to open school (EDAD 701, EDAD 702, EDAD 703).
Review at least five of your district’s job descriptions (EDAD 703).
Shadow a member of the classified staff for at least two hours. Compare his/her work with
his/her job description EDAD 703).
Examine the collective bargaining agreements related to school personnel (EDAD 703).
Complete a written statement identifying your personal vision and mission. Share it with at
least three members of the school community, gaining feedback and suggestions for clarity
(EDAD 701).
Spend two hours reviewing your district’s policy manual (EDAD 701).

Log of Hours / Reflective Journal: The student must complete and submit these two documents.
Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students. Your university
supervisor will provide you with a due date.
Performance Appraisal – EDAD 704
Activity
Submission of Action Plan
Completion of 30 Hours
Completion of Required Activities
Log of Hours/ Reflective/Journal
Total

A (94-100)

A- (90-93)

B+ (87-89)

Points
5
15
30
______ _30_______________
100

B (84-86)

B- (80-83) C (70-79)

NOTE: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.

F (Below 70)

Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a reduction
in grade.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in
the family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing
the course work. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.

Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL
learners including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities,
religion, economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the
course content and subject matter including all texts.
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Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects
that require the use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students,
web based research,and development of multimedia presentations are all part of the
course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the
ISLLC standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the
instructor on a dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal
preparation program and designed to show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic
adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services
Coordinator (DSC) (located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 272-8480). It is the
student’s responsibility to notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows he or she
will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation. The instructor,
upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to discuss appropriate
strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic progress.
Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study techniques,
writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the resources of the
ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (272-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of
withdrawal on course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class Schedule.
Students are encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about withdrawal from
courses once the semester has begun. Withdrawal forms may be accessed at
http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.

Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of
academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly
endorse and will follow the academic honesty policy as published in Bellarmine’s Course
Catalog 2009-2011 and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook; both documents are available
online via mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes
academic dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest
acts. Academic dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to
cheating, plagiarism, fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining
unfair advantage, and unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems.
Definitions of each of these forms of academic dishonesty are provided in the academic
honesty section of the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President
for Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is
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generally assumed that graduate students fully understand what accounts for
academic dishonesty. Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving
graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under
question, and may result in permanent dismissal from the education program.
Plagiarism on field placement may include: falsifying the number of hours, forging a
teacher’s signature, falsifying the content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―doubledipping‖ hours intended for credit in another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad
weather. Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes
are cancelled.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 705: Leading and Administering the Elementary School
Fall, 2011
3 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world by educating
talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and with respect for each individual‘s
intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts
and professional studies, within which students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional
competencies for successful living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational
environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic conversations not dominated by particular
political or other single perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and
issues, time-honored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and international
matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the future, and to
improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the
Love of Truth.
INSTRUCTOR:
OFFICE:
PHONE:
E-MAIL:
OFFICE HOURS:
CLASS MEETING TIMES:
TEXTBOOKS: Required Texts
DuFour, DeFour, Eaker. (2005). On Common Ground. National Education Service:
ISBN 1-932127-42-9 Bloomington, Indiana
Stronge, Richard, Catano. (2008). Qualities of Effective Principals. ASCD: ISBN 978-1-4166-0744-1 Alexandria,
Virginia
Booth, David. and Rowsell, Jennifer. (2007).The Literacy Principal. Second Edition. Pembroke Publishers: ISBN
978-1-55138-216-6 Markham, Ontario, Canada.
Schmidt, Laurel. (2002). Gardening in the Minefield. Heinemann. ISBN 0-325-00476-5
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Other supplemental reading materials will be provided by the instructor.
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
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A course designed to explore research-based practices and systems proven to create a culture and climate conducive
to student success in the elementary school setting. Candidates registering for this course must also register for
EDAD 706, the field experience class that coincides with EDAD 705.
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to teach and lead in
diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished performance through the following criteria:
individual course assessments, field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmarks assignments,
and standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community settings to foster
student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making, intercultural
experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each individual learner
as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods of instruction,
classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of assessment;
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic, deliberative, in and on
action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium‘s (ISLLC) Standards; the
Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky
Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three sets of standards, along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky‘s
Standards and Indicators for School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
(AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal preparation. In
reference to the AFTSE Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate‘s ability
with the following knowledge bases;
 Collaboration
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Field Experiences
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 705 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this syllabus with
specific reference to the relevant KyCLS indicators.
In the context of the elementary school, the student will:
 develop an expanded definition of curriculum to include content, instruction and assessment (Strand I, II,
III, IV, V, VI) (KyCS 1.1a, 1.1b, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.1a, 2.1b, 2.1c, 2.2b, 2.2c, 2.2d, 2.2e, 2.2f, 2.1a,
 determine the knowledge, skills and processes involved in leading curriculum development, including
planning, implementing, evaluating, and revising the curriculum (utilizing the Kentucky Core content,
Program of Studies, and Learner Goals) (Strand II) (KyCS 1.1a, 1.1b, 1.1e, 2.1a);
 determine the knowledge, skills and processes involved in retooling the instructional strategies in
classrooms where students fail to experience optimal success (Strand I, II, III, V) (KyCS 1.1c, 1.1d, 1.2a,
1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.1d, 2.2e, 2.2f, 2.1b, 3.2d, 3.2e, 3.3a, 4.1a, 5.3a);
 determine the knowledge, skills and processes involved in retooling the assessment strategies in classrooms
where students fail to experience optimal success (Strand I, II, III, V) (KyCS 2.1b, 2.1c, 2.2b, 2.2c, 2.2f,
3.2d);
 develop knowledge and skills to accommodate the developmental characteristics of the






elementary student and remove political, social, and cultural barriers impacting students
with differing learning styles. (Strands I, II, III, IV, V, VI) (KyCS 1.1e, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c,
2.1c, 2.2b, 3.3a, 4.3b, 6.1c, 6.1e, 6.1g);
understand the strategies and structures to support improvements in literacy and
numeracy as the priority in a well rounded curriculum (Strand II) (KyCS 1.1d);
gain the knowledge and skills to lead a faculty and staff that function as a professional
learning community (Strands II, V) (KyCS 2.1d, 2.2e, 3.3b, 3.3d, 3.4b, 4.2a, 4.2c, 4.2d,
4.3c, 5.1b, 5.2b); and
understand strategies to reinforce norms of behavior in a school culture and climate
conducive to high levels of student achievement (Strand II, IV) (KyCS 4.1a, 4.1c, 4.1d,
4.2a, 4.2c, 4.3a, 5.1d, 6.1d).

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS:
Exam
The final exam will measure a student‘s knowledge and application of elementary school issues impacting
instructional effectiveness and skills of the principalship.
Anchor Assessment
Anchor Assessment 4: Building Culture and Community
Simulations, Responses to Problems, Other Written Assignments

The simulations, responses, and written assignments will provide opportunities for the students
to apply their knowledge and skills to practical school problems. A scoring rubric will be
provided for each assignment in conjunction with the detailed assignment description and date
the assignment is due.
Course Reading Requirements
Students are expected to have read the assignments for each class session prior to coming to class. Students are
responsible for the textbook readings and any additional readings provided by the instructor.
Class Discussions
Class discussions are critical to the course .Each student will bring a written in-basket problem to each class.
Students‘ contributions are valued and encouraged. All students are expected to participate in class discussions in
both small and large groups. All students will treat one another with courtesy, respect, and an open mind to
experiences and viewpoints that may differ from their own perspective. We are all learners in this process; sharing
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ideas will serve to strengthen the meaningfulness of the course content. Specific guided reading-discussion groups
will be utilized as a daily opportunity to review reading assignments and raise topics for whole class discussion.
Students will receive a participation grade for each class session.
Attendance and In Class / Homework Assignments

Students are expected to attend each class session, arrive punctually, and be prepared by having
read the required assignments. Excessive absence/tardiness/leaving class early will result in
reduction in points toward the final course grade. Missing more than three class sessions (even
due to illness/emergency) is considered excessive, will require conferencing with the instructor,
and will result in point deductions from the participation grade at 1 point per absence
beginning with the 2nd absence.
Attendance will serve as a reflection of the student‘s commitment to his/her program.
Attendance at all class sessions is expected. Please discuss any exceptions with the instructor – in
advance. Participation grades and in-class activities cannot be made up. In addition, the
following policy was approved by the Faculty Council in May, 2006: The University requires
students who will be absent from class while representing the University to inform their
instructors in two steps. During the first week of the course, students must meet with each
instructor to discuss the attendance policy and arrangements for absences related to Universitysponsored events. Second, students must provide the instructor with a signed Student Absentee
Notification Form, available via the student portal on the University intranet, at the earliest
possible opportunity, but not later than the week prior to the anticipated absence. The Student
Absentee Notification Form does not serve as an excused absence from class. Your instructor
has the final say about excused and unexcused absences and it is the student’s responsibility to
know and abide by the instructor’s policy.
Late Work
All assignments are expected at the beginning of class on the due date listed in the course calendar. Please discuss
any exceptions with the instructor – in advance. Late work will result in a penalty. Work more than seven days late
will not be accepted.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in the family, or
some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing the course work and
examinations. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Performance Appraisal
EDAD 705 - Leading and Administering the Elementary School
Activity
Exam
Participation /In-baskets
Class Assignments
Anchor Assessment

Points
20
35
20
25

Total possible points
A (94-100) A- (90-93)

100
B+ (87-89)

B (84-86)

B- (80-83) C (70-79)

Note: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.

ANCHOR ASSESSMENTS
There is one Anchor Assessment required for EDAD 705
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F (Below 70)

Anchor Assessment 4: Building Culture and Community

Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
including students with disabilities.
INSTRUCTIONAL MODIFICATION/SYLLABUS MODIFICATION: Students with
disabilities, who require accommodations such as academic adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or
services for this course, must contact the Disability Services Coordinator (located in the
Counseling Center, 4th floor of BOB, 452-8480). The instructor, upon notification from
Disability Services, will then meet with the student to discuss appropriate strategies. Please do
not request accommodations directly from the instructor.
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic
progress. Students needing or wanting additional and/or specialized assistance related to study
techniques, writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the
resources of the ARC, located on A-level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (452-8071).
Should you decide to withdraw from this course, please be aware that __________ is the last day to withdraw (SP
08) with a ―W‖ grade. Specific withdrawal dates regarding tuition refund percentages and the university
Withdrawal Policy are available in the printed Class Schedule, from the Registrar‘s Office or the electronic
Bellarmine University Master Calendar (Student Portal). Withdrawal forms may be accessed at
http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.

CLASS FORMAT AND METHODOLOGY:
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be employed. This list is not
meant to be all-inclusive.








Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project development and the
application of course content
Guest speakers
Discussion groups
Independent methodologies may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing journal articles; searching
the Internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals; and attending to local and national media for
issues that relate to the course content
Student and instructor presentations
In-class search of internet resources
Interpretation of self-assessment instruments

DIVERSITY/TECHNOLOGY/DISPOSITIONS:
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the
use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and
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development of multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC
standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a
dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to
show growth over time.
ACADEMIC HONESTY: As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to
demonstrate a high standard of academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and
university life. I strongly endorse and will follow the academic honesty policy as published in
Bellarmine‘s Course Catalog 2007-2009 (pp.48-49) and in the 2007-2008 Student Handbook
(pp.16-19); both documents are available online via the student portal on the University‘s
intranet. Academic dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating,
plagiarism, fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage,
and unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems or information. The following
university policies govern this course:
 Initial sanctions for instances of academic dishonesty may be imposed by the instructor or
the appropriate dean. The choice of penalty ranges from a minimum penalty of failing the
assignment or test to failing the course itself.
 Following initial sanctions, all cases of academic dishonesty will be reported by the faculty
to the Senior Vice-President for Academic Affairs, who has the authority to determine a
more stringent penalty for the reported act, depending in part, on the student‘s previous
record of academic dishonesty. The student will be required to have a conference with the
dean of his/her college, or the dean‘s designee.
 A second offense during the course of a student‘s academic career at Bellarmine will result
in immediate suspension of the student for the semester in which the most recent offense
took place.
 A third incidence of academic dishonesty during a student‘s academic career at Bellarmine
will result in immediate academic dismissal from the University by the Senior VicePresident of Academic Affairs.
 Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours
under question, and may result in permanent dismissal from the education program.
Plagiarism on field placement may include: falsifying the number of
hours, forging a teacher‘s signature, falsifying the content/nature of what is observed,
and/or ―double-dipping‖ hours intended for credit in another placement or course.
SEVERE WEATHER: Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in
schedule due to bad weather. Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in
the event classes are cancelled.
The instructor reserves the right to modify the course syllabus, calendar, and/or due dates
for assignments in order to accommodate unforeseen events or changes in course content.
Bellarmine University – Master of Arts in Instructional Leadership and School Administration (P-12)
EDAD 705
Course Calendar
READINGS:
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Class #1

Class #2

Class #3

Class #4

Class #5

Portin, Knapp,et. al. (2009) Leadership for Learning Improvement in Urban Schools.
Center for the Study of Teaching and Policy. University of Washington. Read
Executive Summary and the Introduction.
―What It Takes To Make A Student‖. Tough. New York Times Magazine
Introduction, Chapter 1. Stronge, Richard, Catano.(2008) Qualities of Effective
Principals. Alexandria, Virginia. ASCD
TOPICS:
EDAD 705 Syllabus
In-basket
Review of elementary school leadership: What It Takes To Make A Principal
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
READINGS: ―Chapter 4 and Chapter 5‖. Tichy, Noel. (2002) The Cycle of
Leadership: How Great Leaders Teach Their Companies to Win. New York: Harper
Collins
p. 166 – 175 DuFour, Eaker, DuFour (2005) On Common Ground; Bloomington,
Indiana. National Education Service.
Sparks, Dennis. (2005) ―Explain, Inspire, Lead‖. National Staff Development Council
Spring, Vol. 26 No. 2
Chapters 1 & 2 Gardening in the Minefield (2002) Schmidt. Portsmouth, New
Hampshire: Heinemann
Chapter 8 Stronge, Richard, Catano.
TOPICS: In-baskets
TPOV
What you know about elementary schools
ASSIGNMENT: Readings and Teachable Point of View (TPOV) Draft
READINGS: Tyre, Peg. (2006). ―Too Much Too Soon?‖ Newsweek. September 11.
2006
Alabama 4-H.‖Developmental Characteristics of Children in Grades K-3.‖ 4-H
Cloverbuds. January, 2005.
Developmental Characteristics and Interests of School Age Children
Maeroff, Gene. ―The Critical Primary Years‖. Principal. November/December 2006
Chapter 3 and 4 Gardening in the Minefield Schmidt
TOPICS: In-baskets
Elementary School students; Elementary School Structures, Resources
and Staffing
Grouping of Students; Assignment of Staff; Utilization of support staff;
Systems to support the structure
Working Principal Panel
ASSIGNMENT:
Readings
READINGS: Eaker, Robert and Keating, Janel. (2008). ―A Shift In School Culture‖
Journal of Staff Development. National Staff Development Council. Summer, 2008
Material from Pam Robbins
Chapters 1 &2 On Common Ground DuFour, Eaker, DuFour
Chapter 2 Qualities of Effective Principals.Stronge, Richard, Catano
SREB Culture documents
TOPICS: In-baskets
Culture Assessment
Anchor Assessment: Building Culture and Community
ASSIGNMENT:
Readings
Select Culture Assessment for Anchor Assessment and Develop
Implementation Plan
Written TPOV and Presentation
READINGS: Reeves, Douglas. ―Leadership Leverage‖. Educational Leadership.
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Class #6

Class #7

Class #8

Class #9

Class #10

Class #11

October 2006
Chapters 1 & 2 Booth, David. and Rowsell, Jennifer. (2007). The Literacy Principal.
Second Edition. Pembroke Publishers: Markham, Ontario, Canada.
TOPICS: In-baskets
TPOV Presentations
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
READINGS: Chapters 3 & 4 Booth and Rowsell
Ray, Katie Wood. ―What Are You Thinking?‖. Educational Leadership. October 2006
Burns. ―Looking at How Students Reason‖. Educational Leadership. Vol. 63.
November, 2005
Burns, Marilyn. ―Nine Ways To Catch Kids Up‖. Educational Leadership. November,
2007
P. 87 and 91 The Literacy Principal Booth and Rowsell
TOPICS: Meet Selected Elementary School
In-baskets
Elementary Principal‘s Instructional Role
Effective literacy program
Components of a literacy program
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
Observation of an elementary literacy or math lesson
READINGS: McTighe and O‘Conner. ‖Seven Practices for Effective Learning‖
Educational Leadership. Vol. 63. November, 2005
Chapter 3 & 4 On Common Ground. DuFour, Eaker, DuFour
TOPICS: In-basket
Discussion of elementary literacy and math programs
Effective assessments
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
Culture Survey Data Collection
READINGS: Teacher Performance Standards;
Evaluation Process from your school or District
Chapters 8 & 9 Gardening in the Minefield Schmidt
Chapter 4 Qualities of Effective Principals. Stronge, Richard, Catano
TOPICS: In-basket
Observations and conferencing with teachers
Discussion and viewing of examples
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
Plan and carry-out a Pre-Conference, Observation, and PostConference with an elementary teacher
READINGS: Chapter 5 Gardening in the Minefield Schmidt
Chapters 7 & 8 On Common Ground DuFour, Eaker, DuFour
Chapter 3 Qualities of Effective Principals. Stronge, Richard, Catano
TOPICS: Development of systems to ensure high level functioning of the elementary
school
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
Staff handbook (bring from school)
READINGS: Chapter 7 Gardening in the Minefield Schmidt
TOPICS: In-basket
Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment systems
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
Examples of functioning systems
READINGS: Chapter 5 Qualities of Effective Principals. Stronge, Richard, Catano
TOPICS: In-basket
Managerial, Cultural, Communication, and Micro-political systems
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
Teacher Observation and Summary
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Class #12

Class #13

Class #14
Class #15

READINGS: Chapter 7 Qualities of Effective Principals. Stronge, Richard, Catano
TOPICS: In-baskets
Discussion: Teacher Observation and Summary
Review Culture and Community material
Other elementary issues
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
Presentation Anchor Assessment: Building Culture and Community
READINGS:
TOPICS: Anchor Assessment 4: Building Culture and Community Presentation
ASSIGNMENT: Chapter 10 & 11 Gardening in the Minefield Schmidt
READINGS:
Final exam distributed. Action Research Presentations
Final Exam due.
TOPICS: Action Research Presentations
Class Evaluations

*Supplementary handouts will be distributed by the instructor prior to the date the assigned reading is due.

Dimension Four Anchor Assessment and Rubric
Building Culture and Community
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
4.1a Understands strategies to reinforce norms of behavior within a school
culture conducive to student learning and achievement;
4.1b Understands strategies to promote effective change;
4.1c Understands the elements of and impact of formal and informal school culture;
4.1d Understands how data can be used to influence and inform school culture;
4.1e Understands that individuals, families and communities need to be active partners in school success.
4.1f Understands how to engage all stakeholders;
4.1g Understands the importance of treating all individuals with fairness, dignity and respect;
4.1h Understands the need to use the influence of the office to enhance student learning and achievement rather than
for personal gain;
4.2a Understands how to create and sustain a school wide learning environment based on a shared sense of
community and cooperation;
4.2b Understands the importance of varied values and opinions;
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4.2c Understands characteristics of professional learning communities that focus on student learning and
achievement;
4.2d Understands how to foster individual and collective accountability among staff members to improve student
learning and achievement;
4.3a Understands the need to model beliefs, ideals, and professional ethics conducive to student learning and
achievement;
4.3b Understands the importance of a commitment to equity and diversity;
4.3c Understands the roles and responsibilities of all school administrative, departmental and support staff,
leadership teams, committees, and school-based council;
4.3d Understands the importance of modeling a personal and professional code of ethics.
Assessment
1. The candidate will conduct a climate and culture audit for a given school. The audit may be conducted using
materials chosen from the Center for School Safety School Safety Audit protocol, the Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (4 and 5), or other previously developed audits and/or local school district audit protocols.
2. The candidate shall collaborate with the local school team to identify the purpose of the audit and select data
collection strategies from the following possibilities:


Structured interviews for teachers, students, parents, classified staff, and others.



Surveys of teachers, students, parents, classified staff, and others.



On site observations of hallways, classrooms, restrooms, and teacher and classified staff work areas. These
observations may include instructional walk-throughs, teacher-student interaction data collection protocols,
surveys of areas to determine the level of supervision and safety checks of signage, external security, safety
hazards and other related information. (Note: The data collection methods may be those developed by the
Center for School Safety or Scholastic Audit teams)(4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.3b, 4.3c)

3. The candidate shall assist with the organization and analysis of data and the development of specific
recommendations for action steps. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1d, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.3b, 4.3c)
4. The candidate shall assist in presenting the recommendations to the faculty and work with the faculty in
developing a response to the recommendations. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.1h, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2d, 4.3b, 4.3c)
5. The candidate shall utilize Valli‘s genre to write a reflection on the assignment.
Evidence:
 Copies of all data collection protocols.
 Reflection on the selection and use of these data collection protocols.
 Report of the school culture audit.
 Assessment of the candidate‘s ability to conduct or facilitate meetings.
 Reflection on the overall process.
 Rubric on the overall performance completed by the mentor and administrator educator.
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RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR ASSESSMENT FOUR: BUILDING CULTURE AND COMMUNITY
The candidate uses appropriate group facilitation
The candidate does not always facilitate group
techniques whenever he/she meets with stakeholder activities properly. The candidate selects marginally
groups. The candidate selects appropriate data
appropriate or inappropriate data collection
collection techniques to accomplish the purposes of
techniques based on the purposes of the audit. (4.1a,
the audit. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1e, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.1h,
4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1e, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.1h, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c,
4.2a, 4.2b,
4.2d, 4.3a,4.3b, 4.3c,
4.2c, 4.2d, 4.3a,4.3b, 4.3c, 4.3d)
4.3d)
The candidate correctly administers the various data The candidate improperly administers data
collection protocols, summarizes and interprets the
collection protocols. The candidate does not
data, and writes a comprehensive report. (4.1b, 4.1d, completely summarize the data, sometimes makes
4.1f, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c, 4.2d, 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3c,)
inferences not supported by the data, and writes a
report
with that is not comprehensive and includes few or
no viable
suggestions for improving climate. (4.1b, 4.1d, 4.1f,
4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c,
4.2d, 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3c,)
The report includes specific suggestions for
The candidate does not work extensively with staff
maintaining
to develop plans
and/or developing a positive school culture. (1.1e,
for improving culture. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1e,
4.1a,
4.1f, 4.1g,)
4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1e, 4.1f, 4.1g,)
The candidate works with stakeholders to
The candidate does not work extensively with
collaboratively develop an action plan to improve
stakeholders to develop plans for improving culture.
the culture. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.1h,
(4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1f,
4.2a, 4.2b,
4.1g, 4.1h, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2d, 4.3b, 4.3c, 4.3d)
4.2d, 4.3b, 4.3c, 4.3d)
Reflection specifically connects assignment to
The student fails to reflect on the assignment or fails
performance criteria of standards; areas of strength
to utilize appropriate Valli genres.
and for growth within the standards are explicit; use
of Valli‘s forms of reflection is evident to elaborate
on decisions related to the assignment.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 706 - FIELD EXPERIENCE: EXPLORING THE PRACTICE OF BUILDING-LEVEL LEADERSHIP
I
(This course is taken in conjunction with EDAD 705.)
FALL - 2011
3 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University

Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and
world by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and
cultures, and with respect for each individual’s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our
students through undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional
studies, within which students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional
competencies for successful living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve
these goals in an educational environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and
authentic conversations not dominated by particular political or other single perspective
and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, timehonored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and
international matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public
interest, to help create the future, and to improve the human condition.
Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the Love of
Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

The course will meet (dates and times) in (room).
Required Texts: None
Course Description
A field based course where students practice skills and theories learned as they assume
responsibilities associated with successful building level leadership. This course must be taken in
conjunction with EDAD 705.

Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
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The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions to teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to
distinguished performance through the following criteria: individual course assessments,
field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and
standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves
proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to
methods of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and
methods of assessment; and
 incorporates Valli’s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium’s
(ISLLC) Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product
of the TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These
three sets of standards along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky’s Standards and
Indicators for School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of
Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program
for principal preparation. In reference to the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate’s
ability with the following knowledge bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 706 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this
syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.

The student will:
7. complete the field experience as an educational leader who has the knowledge and ability to
promote the success of all students by facilitating the development, articulation, implementation,
and stewardship of a school vision of learning that is shared by all stakeholders (Strand I);
8. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by advocating, nurturing and sustaining a culture and instructional program conducive to student
learning and staff professional growth (Strand II);
9. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by ensuring management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and
effective learning environment (Strand III);
10. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by collaborating with faculty and community members, responding to diverse community
interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources (Strand IV);
11. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner (Strand V);
12. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every student
by understanding, responding to, and influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and
cultural context (Strand VI).
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: Each student is provided with a copy of the Student Handbook, A Manual
for Students. The handbook contains information about the field experience, including role
descriptions and all forms needed to successfully complete the course. Each student is expected to
read and utilize the handbook with questions directed to the university supervisor. The university
supervisor may modify the syllabus, calendar, and/or due dates in order to accommodate unforeseen
events or changes in course content.
ASSIGNMENTS:
Complete Action Plan: The student must submit a plan for completion of the requirements for EDAD
706. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Time Commitment: The student must complete at least 90+ hours of field work during the fall
semester. If a student requires more than 90 hours to complete all required activities, it is expected
that the student will devote enough time to complete all activities. This will be documented in the Log
of Hours. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Activities/Course Connection: The student must complete the following activities:
 Complete and present Anchor 1. ( Begun in EDAD 702)
 Begin and complete Anchor 5. (This anchor begins in EDAD 702 and ends in EDAD 708)
 Lead an activity designed to communicate the school’s mission or vision statement to at least
one constituent group. (EDAD 705)
 Serve on a strategic development/planning team such as a School Improvement Plan (SIP)
committee. (EDAD 705)
 Using the teacher observation cycle outlined by the policies of your school and /or system,
pre-conference, observe, and post-observation conference at last one instructional event,
completing a written conference summary shard with the observed teacher. It is suggested
that you video tape this and work with another cohort member to peer review your
performance. (EDAD 705)
 Using an instrument chosen by your school, participate in a walk-through exercise to gather
data on some aspect of the school’s instructional program. Where appropriate, the e-WALK
or similar technology should be used. (EDAD 705)
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Lead a department in the analysis of the school’s Terra Nova/PLAN/ EXPLORER/ACT or other
standardized test score results, assisting in the identification of strengths and weaknesses in
curriculum and instruction. (EDAD 702, EDAD 705)
Work with a new or novice teacher to plan a lesson or unit of study. (EDAD 703, EDAD 705)
Using an established protocol (EX: Tuning Protocol), or one of your own design, lead a small
group of teachers in an examination of a classroom assessment and student performance on
that assessment. (EDAD 702, EDAD 705)
Conduct part, if not all, of a faculty meeting. (EDAD 701, EDAD 702, EDAD 703, EDAD 705)
Initiate the collection of information for at least one news release per semester. Follow
district or school-based policies and procedures for sending these to appropriate media
outlets. Consult with your principal prior to any release. (EDAD 703, EDAD 705)
Design (or select) and administer a perception survey with a goal of measuring a specific
group of stakeholders’ satisfaction with some aspect of your school. This may be the culture
survey that you will complete as a requirement in EDAD 705. (NOTE: It is imperative that you
have principal permission to conduct this survey.) (EDAD 705)
Using available data sources create a profile of one of the school communities in which you
are working. This activity may be completed as a part of the requirements for Anchor I.
(EDAD 702, EDAD 706)

Log of Hours / Reflective Journal: The student must complete and submit these two documents.
Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students. Your university
supervisor will provide you with a due date.

Performance Appraisal – EDAD 704
Activity
Submission of Action Plan
Completion of 90 Hours
Completion of Required Activities
Log of Hours/ Reflective Journal
Successful Completion of Anchor I
Successful Completion of Anchor V
Total

A (94-100)

A- (90-93)

B+ (87-89)

Points
5
35
40
40
40
40_____________
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B (84-86)

B- (80-83) C (70-79)

F (Below 70)

NOTE: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a reduction
in grade.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in
the family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing
the course work. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.

Special Education Content
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The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL
learners including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities,
religion, economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the
course content and subject matter including all texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects
that require the use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students,
web based research,and development of multimedia presentations are all part of the
course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the
ISLLC standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the
instructor on a dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal
preparation program and designed to show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic
adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services
Coordinator (DSC) (located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is the
student’s responsibility to notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows he or she
will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation. The instructor,
upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to discuss appropriate
strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic progress.
Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study techniques,
writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the resources of the
ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (452-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of
withdrawal on course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class Schedule.
Students are encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about withdrawal from
courses once the semester has begun. Withdrawal forms may be accessed at
http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.

Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard
of academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I
strongly endorse and will follow the academic honesty policy as published in
Bellarmine’s Course Catalog 2009-2011 and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook;
both documents are available online via mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty
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must be fully aware of what constitutes academic dishonesty; claims of ignorance
cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic dishonesty can take
a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism, fabrication,
aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and
unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of
these forms of academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of
the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the
policy. It is generally assumed that graduate students fully understand what
accounts for academic dishonesty. Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied
in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question, and
may result in permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field placement
may include: falsifying the number of hours, forging a teacher’s signature, falsifying the
content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―double-dipping‖ hours intended for credit in another
placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad weather.
Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are cancelled.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 707: Leading and Administering the Secondary School
Spring , 2012
3 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world by educating
talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and with respect for each individual‘s
intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts
and professional studies, within which students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional
competencies for successful living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational
environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic conversations not dominated by particular
political or other single perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and
issues, time-honored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and international
matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the future, and to
improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the
Love of Truth.

INSTRUCTOR:
OFFICE:
PHONE:
E-MAIL:
OFFICE HOURS:
CLASS MEETING TIMES:
REQUIRED TEXTS: Note: These texts have been used in prior courses and are used in this
course in the context of the secondary school setting.
Elaine K. McEwan (2003). 7 Steps to Effective Instructional Leadership, 2nd Edition ISBN 0-76194630-6 Corwin Press, Inc.
Jo Blasé and Joseph Blasé (2004). Handbook of Instructional Leadership: How Successful Principals
Promote Teaching and Learning ISBN 0-7619-3115-5 SAGE Publications
Pam Robbins and Harvey B. Alvy (2009). The Principal’s Companion, 3rd Edition.
ISBN 0-7619-4515-6 Corwin Press, Inc.
Other supplemental reading materials will be provided by the instructor.
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
EDAD 707: A course designed to explore research-based practices and systems proven to create a culture and
climate conducive to student success in the middle and high school settings.
Candidates registering for this course must also register for EDAD 708, the field experience class that coincides
with EDAD 707.
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
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The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to teach and lead in
diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished performance through the following criteria:
individual course assessments, field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmarks assignments,
and standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community settings to foster
student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making, intercultural
experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each individual learner
as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods of instruction,
classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of assessment;
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic, deliberative, in and on
action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium‘s (ISLLC) Standards; the
Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky
Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three sets of standards, along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky‘s
Standards and Indicators for School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
(AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal preparation. In
reference to the AFTSE Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate‘s ability
with the following knowledge bases;
 Collaboration
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Field Experiences
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 707 Leading and Administering the Secondary School
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this syllabus with
specific reference to the relevant KyCLS indicators.
In the context of the secondary school, the student will:
 develop an expanded definition of curriculum to include content, instruction and assessment
(Strand I, II, III, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 1.1a, 1.1b, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.1a, 2.1b, 2.1c, 2.2b, 2.2c,
2.2d, 2.2e, 2.2f, 2.1a,
 determine the knowledge, skills and processes involved in leading curriculum development,
including planning, implementing, evaluating, and revising the curriculum (utilizing the
Kentucky Core content, Program of Studies, and Learner Goals) (Strand II) (KyCLS 1.1a, 1.1b,
1.1e, 2.1a);
 determine the knowledge, skills and processes involved in retooling the instructional
strategies in classrooms where students fail to experience optimal success (Strand I, II, III, V)
(KyCLS 1.1c, 1.1d, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.1d, 2.2e, 2.2f, 2.1b, 3.2d, 3.2e, 3.3a, 4.1a, 5.3a);
 determine the knowledge, skills and processes involved in retooling the assessment
strategies in classrooms where students fail to experience optimal success (Strand I, II, III, V)
(KyCLS 2.1b, 2.1c, 2.2b, 2.2c, 2.2f, 3.2d);
 develop knowledge and skills to accommodate the developmental







characteristics of middle and high school students and remove political,
social, and cultural barriers impacting students with differing learning styles.
(Strands I, II, III, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 1.1e, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 2.1c, 2.2b, 3.3a, 4.3b,
6.1c, 6.1e, 6.1g);
understand the strategies and structures to support improvements in literacy
and numeracy as the priority in a well rounded curriculum (Strand II) (KyCLS
1.1d);
gain the knowledge and skills to lead a faculty and staff that function as a
professional learning community (Strands II, V) (KyCLS 2.1d, 2.2e,3.3b, 3.3d,
3.4b, 4.2a, 4.2c, 4.2d, 4.3c, 5.1b, 5.2b); and
understand strategies to reinforce norms of behavior in a school culture and
climate conducive to high levels of student achievement (Strand II, IV) (KyCLS
4.1a, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.2a, 4.2c, 4.3a, 5.1d, 6.1d).

Course Methodologies
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be employed. This list
is not meant to be all-inclusive.
 Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project development
and the application of course content
 Guest speakers
 Discussion groups
 Independent methodologies may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing journal
articles; searching the Internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals; and attending
to local and national media for issues that relate to the course content
 Student and instructor presentations
 Interpretation of self-assessment instruments
COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS:
Mid-Term Assignment and Final Exam
The mid-term assignment will measure a student’s knowledge of middle school climate and the impact the
principal’s instructional effectiveness and skills has on the school culture. The second exam, or final will
measure the student’s knowledge of high school issues impacting instructional effectiveness and skills of
the principalship.
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Assignments: (Point value follows)
1. Mid-Term assignment/assessment (To be determined)
2. Final assignment/assessment (To be determined)
3. Case Study: The assignment and rubric are in the appendix of this syllabus.
4. Presentation of Anchor #5:

5. Brief Written Responses to Issues, Cases, and Readings (as directed by
instructor)
6. Course Reading Requirements: Students are expected to have read the assignments prior to
coming to class. Students are responsible for the textbook readings and any additional readings
provided by the instructor.
7. Blogs: As appropriate and if used, each student will be expected to read, give feedback on
selective blogs.
Class Discussions
Class discussions are critical to the course. Students’ contributions are valued and encouraged. All
students are expected to participate in class discussions in both small and large groups. All students will
treat one another with courtesy, respect, and an open mind to experiences and viewpoints that may differ
from their own perspective. We are all learners in this process; sharing ideas will serve to strengthen the
meaningfulness of the course content. Specific guided reading-discussion groups will be utilized as a
daily opportunity to review reading assignments and raise topics for whole class discussion. Students will
receive a participation grade for each class session.
Attendance and In Class / Homework Assignments
Attendance will serve as a reflection of the student’s commitment to his/her program. Attendance at all
class sessions is expected. Please discuss any exceptions with the instructor – in advance. Participation
grades and in-class activities cannot be made up. In addition, the following policy was approved by the
Faculty Council in May, 2006:
The University requires students who will be absent from class while representing the University to
inform their instructors in two steps. During the first week of the course, students must meet with each
instructor to discuss the attendance policy and arrangements for absences related to Universitysponsored events. Second, students must provide the instructor with a signed Student Absentee
Notification Form, available via the student portal on the University intranet, at the earliest possible
opportunity, but not later than the week prior to the anticipated absence. The Student Absentee
Notification Form does not serve as an excused absence from class. Your instructor has the final say
about excused and unexcused absences and it is the student’s responsibility to know and abide by the
instructor’s policy.
Late Work
All assignments are expected at the beginning of class on the due date listed in the course calendar.
Please discuss any exceptions with the instructor – in advance. Ten percentage points will be deducted
for late work. Work more than seven days late will not be accepted.
Incomplete “I” Grade
An incomplete “I” grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in the
family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing the
course work and examinations. A grade of “I” is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Performance Appraisal
EDAD 654 - Curriculum, Instruction, and Planning for School Improvement
(Secondary/Middle)
Activity
Mid-Term Assignment
Final
Participation Grade (15 pts. @ class)
Case study

Points
50
50
225
25
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Class assignments/presentations

150_

Total possible points
A (94-100)
70)

A- (90-93)

500
B+ (87-89)

B (84-86)

B- (80-83)

C (70-79)

F (Below

Note: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.

Students missing a test due to illness/emergency must notify the instructor the
day of the test that he/she will be absent and the reason for the absence. The
instructor will then determine if and when a make-up exam will be given. The
format of the make-up exam is at the discretion of the instructor, and may be
essay.
WRITTEN RESPONSES: You may be asked by the instructor to respond in writing
(word processed) to various issues, cases, and readings related to the principalship.
These responses will be graded using a +, √, or – (see below).
√+
√
√-

Reflective (considers alternatives, how lessons learned might influence future actions), thoughtful,
integrates course readings with personal experience, clear, focused, well supported with examples
Analytic (attempts to make sense of incidents described or patterns observed), thoughtful, clear, focused,
mostly well supported, and minimal mechanical errors
Descriptive (tells what is going on), vague, disorganized, minimally supported, and mechanical errors
impair fluency

*Written Responses may receive a +, √, or - (94, 88, 82) The instructor may also
issue a √+ (90) or √- (85) as needed.

Assessment Criteria and rubric for topical presentations, projects, and group products:

―4 or A‖
This level means response is elaborate, tightly organized, well detailed and
supported, clear, focused, complex, well written and produced, precise, rich, distinctive, or
creative; task is fully completed or demonstrates effort to go beyond the assignment.
―3 or B‖
This level means response is focused, interesting, suitable, supported, logical,
acceptable, and contains minimal errors; task is mostly complete.
―2 or C‖
This level means that an effort was made to accomplish the task, but it was
accomplished simplistically, contains significant errors, lacks focus and/or supporting
evidence for claims, is disorganized, is poorly developed, and/or lacks coherence.
Note: A scoring rubric, if different than those mentioned in the syllabus, will be provided
for each major assignment in conjunction with the detailed assignment description and
date the assignment is due.
ASSIGNMENT FORMAT AND EXPECTATIONS: You are expected to be a thoughtful,
active, and informed member of class discussions, lectures, individual presentations,
and group activities. You are expected to attend each class session, arrive punctually,
and be prepared by having read the required assignments. Excessive
absence/tardiness/leaving class early will result in reduction in points toward the final
course grade. Missing more than one class session (even due to illness/emergency) is
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considered excessive, will require conferencing with the instructor, and may result in
point deductions from the participation grade at 15 points per absence. All
assignments, including the Reflective Journal, must be neatly word processed using 12
point font, double-spaced, adhere to rules of Standard English grammar, spelling
and punctuation. Rubric Attached. Assignments must be submitted by due dates assigned.
Late assignments, accepted only with PRIOR APPROVAL of instructor, will receive a 5-point
reduction per day, and will not be accepted after one week from the due date. Assignments
receiving a +, √, or – that are late will automatically be reduced a grade level, and may be
submitted up to 2 days late.
Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
including students with disabilities.
INSTRUCTIONAL MODIFICATION/SYLLABUS MODIFICATION: Students with
disabilities, who require accommodations such as academic adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or
services for this course, must contact the Disability Services Coordinator (located in the
Counseling Center, 4th floor of BOB, 452-8480). The instructor, upon notification from
Disability Services, will then meet with the student to discuss appropriate strategies. Please do
not request accommodations directly from the instructor.
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic
progress. Students needing or wanting additional and/or specialized assistance related to study
techniques, writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the
resources of the ARC, located on A-level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (452-8071).
Should you decide to withdraw from this course, please be aware that __________ is the last day to withdraw (SP
08) with a ―W‖ grade. Specific withdrawal dates regarding tuition refund percentages and the university
Withdrawal Policy are available in the printed Class Schedule, from the Registrar‘s Office or the electronic
Bellarmine University Master Calendar (Student Portal). Withdrawal forms may be accessed at
http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.

CLASS FORMAT AND METHODOLOGY:
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be employed. This list is not
meant to be all-inclusive.








Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project development and the
application of course content
Guest speakers
Discussion groups
Independent methodologies may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing journal articles; searching
the Internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals; and attending to local and national media for
issues that relate to the course content
Student and instructor presentations
In-class search of internet resources
Interpretation of self-assessment instruments

DIVERSITY/TECHNOLOGY/DISPOSITIONS:
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Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the
use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and
development of multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC
standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a
dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to
show growth over time.
CLASS INTERRUPTIONS:
Please be courteous of the instructor and other students by turning off cell phones, computers,
and other electronic devices and storing them in purses, backpacks, etc. All calls, texts, or other
types of communication must be made after class or at designated break times.
OTHER RELATED POLICIES:
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic
adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services
Coordinator (DSC) (located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is the
student’s responsibility to notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows he or she
will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation. The instructor,
upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to discuss appropriate
strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic progress.
Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study techniques,
writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the resources of the
ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (452-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of
withdrawal on course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class Schedule.
Students are encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about withdrawal from
courses once the semester has begun Withdrawl forms may be accessed at
http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.

Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard
of academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I
strongly endorse and will follow the academic honesty policy as published in
Bellarmine’s Course Catalog 2009-2011 and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook;
both documents are available online via mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty
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must be fully aware of what constitutes academic dishonesty; claims of ignorance
cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic dishonesty can take
a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism, fabrication,
aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and
unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of
these forms of academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of
the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the
policy. It is generally assumed that graduate students fully understand what
accounts for academic dishonesty. Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied
in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question, and
may result in permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field placement
may include: falsifying the number of hours, forging a teacher’s signature, falsifying the
content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―double-dipping‖ hours intended for credit in another
placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad weather.
Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are cancelled.

EDAD 707 Course Calendar
The instructor reserves the right to modify the course syllabus, calendar, and/or due
dates for assignments in order to accommodate unforeseen events or changes in course
content.
READINGS: 1. ―Learning to Walk, Walking to Learn‖ Lemons and Helsing
2. ―High-Leverage Strategies for Principal Leadership‖ Marzano and DuFour
3. ―The Learner Experience Model – A Systems Approach‖
Fundamental Question: How do we improve schools?
TOPICS:
 Housekeeping issues (Syllabus, etc.)
 Review of EDAD 707 requirements
 Improving schools: Group work and open discussion
Class #2
Readings: Review Robbins and Alvy: Building a vision and mission together (70-79)
Read Robbins and Alvy: Ch 16
Case Study – Baker Middle School
Fundamental Question: What causes the instructional program of the middle school
to be different than the middle and high school?
Topics:
 Honoring the School’s vision, mission and core values
 In basket: What does it mean to say the principal is the leader of
instructors?
 Case Study (Baker Middle School)
 Characteristics of the middle school (PPT)
 Characteristics of middle school child (PPT)
ALL CASE STUDIES MUST BE SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY BEFORE THE 3RD CLASS MTG.
Class #3
READINGS: Review McEwan, Ch 1&2: ―On the Minds of Middle Schoolers‖; Key
Characteristics of Middle Schools‖ ―Help‖
Fundamental Question: What are my expectations for being an accomplished
Class #1
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speaker and writer?
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of middle school leadership
 Jigsaw activity (McCrel and Bottoms articles)
 Skills of the principal (Ppt. MS Team Development)
 Presentation skills (PPT)
 Case Studies: 1. ______________ 2. _______________ 3. _________________
Class #4

READINGS: Review McEwan, Ch. 3 Review Robbins and Alvy, Ch. 3
Fundamental Question: How are scheduling, curriculum and climate connected?
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of middle school leadership
 Middle School Scheduling
 Middle School Curriculum
 School culture and climate
 Anchor Assessment work (updates , if necessary)
 Case Studies 1. ________________ 2. _______________ 3. _________________

Class #5

READINGS: Review McEwan, Ch. 5 Review Robbins and Alvy, Ch. 9 & 10 Read
Robbins and Alvy, Ch 18
*Supplementary handouts
Fundamental Question: How do I promote the vision of the school through
teacher conferencing?
TOPICS:
 Student discipline and social justice
 Supervision and evaluation
 Conducting an effective observation conference
 Case Studies 1._______________ 2. _________________

Class #6

*Supplementary handouts
TOPIC:
 Effective leadership for technology in schools (Guest: Dr. Kevin Thomas)
(LOCATION TO BE ANNOUNCED)
 Case Study 1. ________________ 2. _________________3. _________________
READINGS: Read Blasé & Blasé, Ch. 2 *Supplementary handouts
Fundamental Question: What are the appropriate disciplines to comprise a
comprehensive educational program for a middle school student?
*Supplementary handouts
TOPICS:
 In basket:
 Issues of middle school leadership
 Instructional Design
 Components of the curriculum
 Anchor Assessment work (updates , if necessary)
MID-TERM EXAM or PAPER DUE
READINGS: Review Blasé and Blasé: pp’s- 173-196; Supplementary materials to be
provided
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of high school leadership
 Organizing the High School Team of Teachers
 Instructional leadership teams/Small learning communities
READINGS: Mc Ewan, Ch. 6
Review Robbins and Alvy, Ch. 12
*Supplementary handouts

Class #7

Class #8

Class #9
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Fundamental Question: Who characteristics of the high school student make their
educational program different from the other levels?
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of high school leadership
 Developmental characteristics of the high school student
 The high school curriculum
 Teacher leadership
Class #10

Class #11

Class #12

Class #13

Class #14

Class #15

READINGS: Blasé and Blasé: Chapter 3
*Supplementary materials to be provided
Fundamental Question: How does the high school schedule and AYP interact with
each other?
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of high school leadership
 High school scheduling
 Developing teacher leaders and best practices in professional development
SEMINAR – SCHOOL SAFETY ISSUES (Murray State Center for School Safety)
READINGS: Robbins and Alvy, Ch. 14 *Supplementary handouts
Fundamental Question: How do professional learning communities really work?
*Supplementary handouts
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of high school leadership
 Leading the development and assessment of curriculum
 Professional learning communities
READINGS: Read Robbins and Alvy, Ch. 15
Fundamental Question: What is the student culture part of the high school
programming that affects the climate of the school?
*Supplementary handouts
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of high school leadership
 Student discipline in the high school setting
 Graduation standards
 High school ceremonial issues
READINGS: McEwan, Ch. 7 Assigned Readings on Advanced Placement classes
*Supplementary handouts
Fundamental Question: How should the instructional walkthrough system be
designed for optimum results?
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of high school leadership
 Advanced Placement classes
READINGS: Robbins and Alvy, Ch 19, 20, 21 & 22
*Supplementary handouts
Fundamental Question: For the principal, what is the balance that must be
considered between instruction and management?
TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of high school leadership
 Sharpening the saw
 Time management
READINGS:
*Supplementary handouts
Fundamental Question: Should the principal be a master at marketing the school? If
so, what would be some ―must do‖ activities?
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TOPICS:
 In basket: Issues of high school leadership
 Marketing the school program
 FINAL EXAM
*Supplementary handouts will be distributed by the instructor prior to the date the assigned reading
is due.
Assignment: Case Study, Design a Case Study
EDAD 707 – Principal Preparation Program

Case Study Design
“Real world” issues and experiences are more meaningful to aspiring school leaders. As one works
through the case, the candidate must actively seek and process critical information, resulting in greater
connection to theory. Cases promote higher level cognitive skills of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation in
application of the every-day problems confronting the school leader.
Each candidate will design a mini case study to be completed by members of the cohort. The case should
be drawn from candidate’s experiences at his/her school or in his/her internship. (The instructor will
provide an example of the format and process.) The scenario must be accompanied by questions that
encourage use of accepted problem-solving practices:
1. Identification of the problem
2. A definition of an acceptable solution with minimal acceptable outcomes
3. Identification of additional data needed
4. Identification of additional stakeholders needed at the table
5. Generation of alternative solutions and expected outcomes for each
6. Selection of an approach to the solution
7. Development of a brief plan of action complete with timeline and identification of those
responsible for each step
8. Generation of a plan for assessment
Each case study will be utilized in class, with the designer of the case study serving as facilitator for
teams of two or three. At the conclusion of the process, the candidate will complete a narrative
description of his/her case study, following the problem-solving process outlined above. The attached
rubric will be used to evaluate the benchmark assignment.
Final percent scores can be found by multiplying the points awarded for each indicator (Distinguished 4,
Proficient 3, Apprentice, 2, Novice, 1) by the weight given that indicator (denoted by the number in
parenthesis within each element). Sum the products and divide by the number of elements given for that
standard.
0 to 37%
Novice
38-62% Apprentice
63-87% Proficient
88-100%
Distinguished
NOTE: The reflection is not completed and scored until the artifact is added to the Leadership Portfolio.
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Case Study, Design a Case Study Rubric
EDAD 707 – Principal Preparation Program
Elements

Background Knowledge
that Places the Case in
Context and Connections
to
Standards
ISLLC: 3
(3)

Distinguished

Proficient

Apprentice

Novice

Extensive background
knowledge is used to
elaborate on the specifics
of the case.

Adequate background
knowledge is used to
elaborate on the specifics
of the case.

Minimal background
knowledge is used to
elaborate on the specifics
of the case

Little or no background
knowledge is used to
elaborate on the specifics
of the case

Guiding questions lead
the team toward
identification of the
problem, acceptable
outcomes, additional data
needed, additional
stakeholders to be
involved, alternative
solutions with anticipated
out-comes, the preferred
solution, an action plan
with timeline and
responsible parties, and
an assessment plan.

Guiding questions lead the
team toward all but one of
the criteria.

Guiding questions lead the
team toward all but two of
the criteria.

Guiding questions lead
the team toward all but
three or more of the
criteria.

Comments:

Guiding Questions and
Connections to
Standards
ISLLC: 3

(3)
Comments:

Elements

Distinguished

Proficient
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Apprentice

Novice

Facilitation of Case
Study Activity and
Connections to
Standards
ISLLC: 4

(3)

The team process is facilitated in such a
way that each team member makes an
important contribution to the final
decision, group member roles and
responsibilities are assigned, effective
communication skills are utilized, and
resistance and conflict are treated as an
asset.

The team process is
facilitated in such a
way that all but one
criterion is met.

The team process is
facilitated in such a way
that all but two criteria are
met.

The team process is
facilitated in such a
way that more than two
of the criteria are not
met.

Some organization and
style problems are
evident throughout the
paper/presentation,
and/or mechanical and/or
grammatical errors are
evident.

Organizational and
style problems are
evident throughout the
paper/presentation,
and/or mechanical
and/or grammatical
errors are numerous.

Comments:

Organization, Style and
Mechanics

The paper/presentation has an
excellent organizational and
readable style that enhances
comprehension; no mechanical
and/or grammatical errors are
evident.

The organization and style
of the paper/ presentation
assists comprehension,
and/or minor mechanical
and/or grammatical errors
are evident.

(1)

Comments:

Elements

Distinguished

Proficient

Apprentice
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Novice

The reflective narrative should be added prior to the benchmark project’s inclusion in the Leadership
Portfolio.
Reflection specifically
Reflection connects
Reflection is minimally
Reflection does not
Reflection and
assignment to performance connected to performance
adequately or accurately
Connection to Standards connects assignment to
performance criteria of
criteria of standards; areas
criteria of standards; areas
connect performance
ISLLC: 1, 3 & 5
standards; areas of
of strength and for growth
of strength and for growth
criteria to standards; areas
strength and for growth
within the standards are
with in the standards are
of strength and for growth
within the standards are
clear; adequate use of
minimal; little use of
within the standards are
explicit; extensive use of
Valli‘s forms of reflection
Valli‘s forms of reflection
vague and/or ambiguous;
Valli‘s forms of reflection (3) is evident to elaborate
(2) is evident to elaborate
minimal use of Valli‘s
(4 or more) is evident to
on decisions related to the
on decisions related to the
forms of reflection (none
elaborate on decisions
assignment.
assignment.
or 1), is evident to
related to the assignment.
elaborate on decisions
related to the assignment.
Comments:
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 708 - FIELD EXPERIENCE: EXPLORING THE PRACTICE OF BUILDING-LEVEL LEADERSHIP
II
(This course is taken in conjunction with EDAD 707.)
SPRING - 2012
3 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University

Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and
world by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and
cultures, and with respect for each individual’s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our
students through undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional
studies, within which students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional
competencies for successful living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve
these goals in an educational environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and
authentic conversations not dominated by particular political or other single perspective
and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, timehonored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and
international matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public
interest, to help create the future, and to improve the human condition.
Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the Love of
Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

The course will meet (dates and times) in (room).
Required Texts: None
Course Description
A field based course where students practice skills and theories learned as they assume
responsibilities associated with successful building level leadership. This course must be taken in
conjunction with EDAD 707.
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Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions to teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to
distinguished performance through the following criteria: individual course assessments,
field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and
standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves
proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to
methods of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and
methods of assessment; and
 incorporates Valli’s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium’s
(ISLLC) Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product
of the TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These
three sets of standards along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky’s Standards and
Indicators for School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of
Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program
for principal preparation. In reference to the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate’s
ability with the following knowledge bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 708 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of
this syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.
The student will:
1. complete the field experience as an educational leader who has the knowledge and ability
to promote the success of all students by facilitating the development, articulation,
implementation, and stewardship of a school vision of learning that is shared by all
stakeholders (Strand I);
2. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by advocating, nurturing and sustaining a culture and instructional program
conducive to student learning and staff professional growth (Strand II);
3. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by ensuring management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective learning environment (Strand III);
4. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by collaborating with faculty and community members, responding to diverse
community interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources (Strand IV);
5. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner (Strand V);
6. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by understanding, responding to, and influencing the political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context (Strand VI).
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: Each student is provided with a copy of the Student Handbook,
A Manual for Students. The handbook contains information about the field experience, including
role descriptions and all forms needed to successfully complete the course. Each student is
expected to read and utilize the handbook with questions directed to the university supervisor.
The university supervisor may modify the syllabus, calendar, and/or due dates in order to
accommodate unforeseen events or changes in course content.
ASSIGNMENTS:
Complete Action Plan: The student must submit a plan for completion of the requirements for
EDAD 708. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Time Commitment: The student must complete at least 90+ hours of field work during the fall
semester. If a student requires more than 90 hours to complete all required activities, it is
expected that the student will devote enough time to complete all activities. This will be
documented in the Log of Hours. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A
Manual for Students.
Activities/Course Connection: The student must complete the following activities:
 Lead the establishment of a recognition program for those whose actions reflect the
school‘s vision/mission. (EDAD 701, EDAD 705, (EDAD 707)
 Lead or participate in a textbook adoption process. (EDAD 702, EDAD 707)
 Compare the SIP from at least three schools. Identify the use of technology as a strategy
for improved student achievement. (EDAD 702, EDAD 707)
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Organize and lead a book study group of volunteers from your school‘s faculty. (EDAD
703, EDAD 707)
Design a plan for evaluating your school‘s extra-curricular program. (EDAD 707)
Plan and implement a professional development session for faculty and/or staff designed
to enhance instructional or administrative strategies using technology. Where appropriate
use data secured from Levels of Technology Implementation (LoTi) Self Assessment.
(EDAD 703, EDAD 707)
Find (or design anew) an instrument and complete a school walk-through intended to
inform the frequency of technology use for the preparation of instructional materials and
classroom presentation. (EDAD 703, EDAD 707)
―Supervise‖ a school or parish-based sporting competition, concert, theater production, or
similar event. (EDAD 707)
Speak to the SBDM Council (or similar governing body) concerning a proposal you may
have for the improvement of some managerial or organizational aspect of the school. Be
sure to consult with your principal before completing this requirement. (EDAD 705,
EDAD 707)
Participate in the development of a school budget through site-based processes or
meeting with the district financial officer. (EDAD 705, EDAD 707, EDAD 711)
Volunteer time to supervise the cafeteria, bus loading dock, early-morning or lateafternoon duty areas, etc. (EDAD 705, EDAD 707)
Assist in the preparation of a master schedule or a revision of the master schedule.
(EDAD 705, EDAD 707)
Write an article for the parent newsletter, Monday Memo, The Record, or other school,
district, church/synagogue/mosque or educational publication.
Spend at least an hour working in the front office, answering the phones and greeting and
assisting those who come to the office. (EDAD 705, EDAD 707)
Attend at least one 504 or SBARC meeting. (EDAD 702, EDAD 705, EDAD 707, EDAD
709)

Log of Hours / Reflective Journal: The student must complete and submit these two
documents. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Your university supervisor will provide you with a due date.
Performance Appraisal – EDAD 708
Activity
Submission of Action Plan
Completion of 90 Hours
Completion of Required Activities
Log of Hours/ Reflective Journal

Points

Total
A (94-100) A- (90-93)

B+ (87-89)

B (84-86)

5
35
40
40
100
B- (80-83) C (70-79)

NOTE: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
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F (Below 70)

Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a
reduction in grade.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death
in the family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from
completing the course work. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the
use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and
development of multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC
standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a
dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to
show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic
adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services
Coordinator (DSC) (located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is
the student‘s responsibility to notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows
he or she will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation.
The instructor, upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to
discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the
instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic
progress. Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study
techniques, writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the
resources of the ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (452-8071).
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Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of
withdrawal on course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class
Schedule. Students are encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about
withdrawal from courses once the semester has begun. Withdrawal forms may be accessed at
Http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.
Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of
academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly endorse and
will follow the academic honesty policy as published in Bellarmine‘s Course Catalog 2009-2011
and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook; both documents are available online via
mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes academic
dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic
dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism,
fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and
unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is generally
assumed that graduate students fully understand what accounts for academic dishonesty.
Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question,
and may result in permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field
placement may include: falsifying the number of hours, forging a teacher‘s signature, falsifying
the content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―double-dipping‖ hours intended for credit in
another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad
weather. Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are
cancelled.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 709: Administrative Issues with Special Populations
Summer, 2012
3 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world by
educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and with respect for
each individual‘s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through undergraduate and
graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional studies, within which students develop the
intellectual, moral, ethical and professional competencies for successful living, work, leadership and
service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational environment committed to excellence,
academic freedom, and authentic conversations not dominated by particular political or other single
perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, timehonored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and international
matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the
future, and to improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In
Veritatis Amore, In the Love of Truth.
INSTRUCTOR:
OFFICE:
PHONE:
E-MAIL:
OFFICE HOURS:
REQUIRED TEXTS:
1. National Association of Elementary School Principals (NEASP). (2005). Leading early childhood
communities: What principals should know and be able to do (Executive Summary). Can be
ordered from www.naesp.org or downloaded from
http://web.naesp.org/misc/ECLC_ExecSum.pdf
2. National Association of Special Educations Teachers membership
3. Other supplementary materials to be provided by the instructor

REQUIRED DOWNLOADS/MEMBERSHIPS
Colorin Colorado
Reading Rockets
RTI Action Network
Supplemental reading materials will be provided by the instructor.
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COURSE DESCRIPTION:
A course designed to emphasize the administration of special school programs including special education, early
childhood, gifted and talented, remedial and compensatory services, bilingual/ESL, vocational and career education,
etc. Candidates registering for this course must also register for EDAD 712, the field

experience class that coincides with EDAD 709.
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to teach and lead in
diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished performance through the following criteria:
individual course assessments, field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmarks assignments,
and standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community settings to foster
student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making, intercultural
experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each individual learner
as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods of instruction,
classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of assessment;
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic, deliberative, in and on
action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium‘s (ISLLC) Standards; the
Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky
Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three sets of standards, along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky‘s
Standards and Indicators for School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
(AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal preparation. In
reference to the AFTSE Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate‘s ability
with the following knowledge bases;
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator Preparation
Program
Reflective inquiry encourages a
continuous relationship between
experience and understanding, which
promotes a Triad of Life-Long
Learning: research, reflection, and
refinement. Relying upon recognized
bodies of knowledge, educators
perceive relationships and
connections between parts of the
teaching and learning process. This
style of thinking develops within each
teacher a critical disposition for
broad-based problem-solving abilities
and also nurtures life-long learning.
Reflective thinking involves
continuous assessment, creating a
balance between new information and
the critical examination of prior
teaching experiences relevant to the
new information.
Educators, while exercising freedom
of choice for themselves and learners,
rely on a strong research base as a
guide for their pedagogy. Educators,
furthermore, are responsible for
initiating such activities within
various styles of performance in order
to meet the diverse needs of students.
The reflective thinker knows that not
only are one’s feelings, emotions, and
cognition closely related, but they are
highly interactive in the teaching and
learning process.

Technical reflection: The educator
matches one’s own performance to
external guidelines. Content of this
form of reflection centers on general
instruction and management behaviors
based on research of teaching.

Reflection-in and on-action: The
educator bases decisions on one’s own
unique situation and considers
personal teaching performance.
Deliberative reflection: The educator
weighs competing viewpoints and
research findings regarding a whole
range of pedagogical
concerns/decisions (e.g., curriculum,
instructional strategies, rules and
organization of classroom, etc.).
Personalistic reflection: The educator
listens to and trusts one’s own inner
voice and the voices of others. Content
for this type of reflection includes
personal growth and relationships with
students.
Critical reflection: The educator
considers the social, moral, and
political dimensions of schooling and
judges these dimensions in light of the
ethical criteria such as social justice
and equality of opportunity.

As the educator models reflective
thinking, s/he encourages the same
kind of thinking in her/his students.
Such thinking—open-mindedness
and discernment, rational judgment
and creativity—is likely to transfer to
other aspects of students’ lives.

Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United
States. Peabody Journal of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 709 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this syllabus with
specific reference to the relevant KyCLS indicators.
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands as well as to specific Aspiring Principal Indicators from
the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System.
The student will:
 develop a knowledge of governmental agencies that directly, and various groups in











society that indirectly, influence educational policies and the allocation of resources for
special populations of students (Strands IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 5.4a, 6.3a, 6.3b);
demonstrate the ability to identify and eliminate the barriers and challenges to student
achievement reflected in changing demographics, and consequent pressures from public
and private sectors (Strands I, II, III, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 1.2a, 2.2f, 4.1g, 4.2a, 4.3b);
understand the social and cultural change in society and the implications of gender,
poverty, race, ethnicity and cultural diversity in the development of school plans, goals
and curriculum (Strands II, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 1.1e, 2.2b, 2.2f, 4.1e, 4.1g, 4.2b, 4.3b,
6.1d, 6.1f, 6.1h);
develop the knowledge and skills to accept the principal‘s accountability for the
development, implementation and assessment of special education (ECE, G & T, ESL,
Title I, Voc. Ed) program performance (Strands II, III, VI) (KyCLS 3.1d, 4.1g, 4.3b, 5.1c,
5.4a, 6.3a, 6.3b ;
understand the academic, physical, social, emotional, intellectual, creative and moral
characteristics of special education (ECE, G & T, ESL, Title I, Voc. Ed) students
(Strands II, IV, V) (KyCLS 1.1e, 1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 2.1c, 2.2b, 3.3a, 4.3b, 6.1c, 6.1e, 6.1g);
and
explore how technologies can enhance and extend learning for students with special
needs, as well as for their teachers and parents (Strand II) (KyCLS 1.2d).

COURSE METHODOLOGY:
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be employed.
This list is not meant to be all-inclusive.
Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project development
and the application of course content
Guest speakers
Discussion groups
Independent methodologies may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing journal articles;
searching the Internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals; and attending to local and
national media for issues that relate to the course content
Student and instructor presentations
Internet resources
Interpretation of self-assessment instruments
Videos

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS:
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Course Requirements:
Course Readings
Each student is responsible for the assigned reading in this course. Students are expected to have
read the assignments prior to coming to class. Students are responsible for the textbook readings
and any additional readings provided by the instructor.
Assignments for Early Childhood Component
1) Pre-assignment (individual assignment): Early Childhood Administration rating and starting
questions (5 points)
Before the first session, read NAESP, Leading Early Childhood Learning Communities. Notice
the 7 principles of high-quality early childhood programs.
a. While you are reading, write the genuine questions that you have for each principle. For
example, you might ask, ―Is it really true that early childhood teachers must show respect for
their three and four year old students? Isn‘t that sort of hard to do?‖ We will address and answer
these questions throughout the module.
b. Also, for each of the principles, rate yourself using the following scale:
* 0 = no experience with this; I can‘t think of a single example
* 1 = very little experience with this; I can think of an example but can‘t explain why it‘s a good
one
* 2 = some experience with this; I have an example and I know why it‘s important
* 3 = lots of experience with this; I can relate multiple examples and tell how each one fits this
principle
Total = Sum your score to find your starting rating.
2) Talking points (individual assignment) (5 points)
Develop 5 to 7 ―mantras‖ that will focus you (the principal) and your school on developing high
quality early childhood education.
Assignment for Gifted and Talented Component
As the instructional leader of your building, you will need to assist your school in developing a
program that will support high-end learners. With that in mind, Please complete the following:
• Find two children in your building
• One student not served by your gifted and talented program but that you think might have
special gifts.
• One student in the gifted and talented program whom you believe could be served better.
• Develop a one to two page description of each child‘s characteristics, needs, pertinent
background information, etc.
• Create a plan for each child that would better support him/her by outlining the role of the
instructional leader, the classroom teacher, and if available the gifted and talented teacher.
• Incorporate what we have discussed in class, research, your own beliefs, and what you know
about teaching and learning in your work.
Assignment for Special Education Component
3) Interview a practicing administrator about Special Education admission review and dismissal
meetings. Ask the leader to define his/her role, an overview of their experiences at these
meetings and any advice he/she might have for a compassionate but reasonable new principal.
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Look at IDEAIA 2004 and identify the legal role defined by that act for the school administrator,
Compare and contrast the legally defined role to that espoused by the principal you interviewed.
Assignment for Second Language Component
Interview a family which has come to the US within the last 5-7 years. The family must have a
child who is school age. Ask a family member to enumerate – get a translator if you need onewhat they see as the strengths and weaknesses of the American schooling system and what they
want for their child. If possible, create a schooling history of the family. Ask the family to
identify who has been their most important ally and what were/are their greatest challenges in
schooling for their children. Invite one or two family members to class for a class dinner on May
XX.
Poverty and Schooling Paper Presentations May XX/ZZ
Using one of the topics below or another of your choice approved by Dr. Cooter, write a three to
four page professional paper Arial 12 point type, APA format introducing the topic to your peers.
You may work with a colleague on this assignment.
1. Retention and academic achievement
2. Hunger and Food anxiety
3. Mobility and academic achievement
4. The effect of early exposure to violence on academic achievement
5. The effects of child abuse/neglect on academic achievement
6. VERVE
7. Resilience and academic achievement
8. Group dynamics in Latino/African American/Asian American children
9. Television viewing and achievement
10. Migrant students
11. Children of incarcerated parents
Anchor #2 Planning for Changes in Demographics
You will find this assignment and the rubric at the end of this syllabus.
All assignments are due completed to Dr. Cooter by June XX
Performance Appraisal

A (94-100) A- (90-93)

B+ (87-89)

B (84-86)

B- (80-83) C (70-79)

F (Below 70)

Note: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a reduction in grade.

Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in the family, or
some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing the course work. A grade of
―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
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Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the
use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and
development of multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC
standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a
dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to
show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic adjustments and/or
auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services Coordinator (DSC) (located in the
Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is the student‘s responsibility to notify the DSC during
the first week of class if he or she knows he or she will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate
time for preparation. The instructor, upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to
discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic progress. Students needing
or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study techniques, writing, time management, tutoring,
test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the resources of the ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown
Library (452-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of withdrawal on course
grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class Schedule. Students are encouraged to consult
this document when making decisions about withdrawal from courses once the semester has begun. Withdrawal
forms may be accessed at http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.

Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of
academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly endorse and
will follow the academic honesty policy as published in Bellarmine‘s Course Catalog 2009-2011
and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook; both documents are available online via
mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes academic
dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic
dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism,
fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and
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unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is generally
assumed that graduate students fully understand what accounts for academic dishonesty. Thus,
no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question, and may result in
permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field placement may include: falsifying the number
of hours, forging a teacher‘s signature, falsifying the content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―double-dipping‖
hours intended for credit in another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad weather. Faculty will
arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are cancelled.

Dimension Two Anchor: Planning for Changes in Demographics
Functions
The candidate:
1.1c Understands how to design course schedules and sequences that provide rigorous programs accessible by all
students
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum.
1.2a Understands learning interventions to address skill deficits and learning needs of students
2.1c Understands, analyzes and applies school data to:
* Identify learning and achievement gaps
* Determine system, instructional, and student needs
* Develop a monitoring and improvement process for curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and professional
development
2.2b Understands how to use assessment data to determine and address curricular gaps
2.2f Understands the need to identify and remove barriers to student learning
3.1c Understands the importance of aligning the staff recruitment and selection process with the diversity needs of
the school, school mission, vision, and school improvement plan
3.2e Understands how to collaboratively develop professional growth plans based on instructional needs identified
through the evaluation process
3.3a Understands the effective use of instructional time and resources for effective learning
4.1d Understands how data can be used to influence and inform school culture
4.3b Understands the importance of a commitment to equity and diversity
6.1c Understands strategies to leverage multiple resources to improve student learning and achievement
6.2b Understands how to allocate and integrate district resources available for addressing all student needs
6.2d Understands the importance of monitoring and evaluating district resources based on changing student needs
Assessment
Planning for Changes in Demographics
Students are to place themselves in the shoes of the new principal of Thomas Jefferson Middle School (T.J.).
In an orientation meeting with the superintendent, he/she has given the new principal one month to complete
the following assignment:
Each student will complete a demographic scan of T.J., using the JCPS website, the system‘s data books, and any
other resources available. (Students wishing to select another school whose demographics has been in flux may
consult with the instructor.) The task will involve a look at the demographic changes and subsequent educational
needs of the school as a whole. Students must focus on changes since 2000-2001 in race and sex of students,
changes in the ECE and options and magnets populations, changes in the percentage of free and reduced lunch
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students, changes in the ESL populations, progress on state assessments and standardized tests, etc. Students striving
for an exceptional outcome will want to look closely at school process data in order to better illuminate the changes
occurring in this school. Students must develop a graph (or graphs) or tables depicting this demographic,
achievement, and process data. Once the graphics are completed and analyzed, the students must complete a 10-20
page plan (including the graphics). In the plan, the students should briefly summarize the changes in the student
population, the possible barriers to student success and discuss the leadership challenges in light of resource
allocation, staffing, curricular decisions, professional development, student grouping, and any other issues the
aspiring leaders deem critical to the success of this changing middle school. (1.1c, 1.1e, 1.2a, 2.1c, 2.2b, 2.2f, 3.1c,
3.2e, 3.3a, 4.1d, 4.3b) The plan must conclude with a candidate‘s self-reflection on the assignment.
Evidence:
* Copies of all graphs and charts of data used to determine degree of change in population
* Issues relevant to resource (human and material) reallocation
* Issues relevant to staffing priorities
* Issues relevant to curricular changes
* Professional development planned
* Changes in student grouping and scheduling issues
* Other
RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR: PLANNING FOR CHANGES IN DEMOGRAPHICS
The candidate fails to access and/or graphically share
The candidate accesses and creates graphic
enough data to adequately portray the changes in the
depictions of data that accurately represents the
selected school‘s demographics.
changes in demographics for the selected school.
(2.1c)
The candidate uses a narrative format to summarize
the changes in demographics.
(2.2b, 4.1d, 4.3b)
The candidate uses a narrative format to summarize
the possible barriers to student learning, within the
context of the changing student population.
(2.2b, 2.2f, 4.1d, 4.3b)
The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for allocation of human and material resources.
(3.1c, 3.3a, 6.1c, 6.2b, 6.2d)
The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for the determination of any staffing prorities. (3.1c)
The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for curricular changes needed to create a successful
learning environment for all students. (1.1e, 1.2a,
2.1c, 2.2b, 3.3a
The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for the professional development needs of a faculty
dealing with the depicted changes in demographics.
(3.2e)
The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for student grouping and scheduling issues relevant
to the changes in demographics. (1.1c, 2.2f, 3.3a)
Reflection specifically connects assignment to
performance criteria of standards; areas of strength
and for growth within the standards are explicit;
use of Valli’s forms of reflection is evident to
elaborate on decisions related to the assignment.

The candidate fails to adequately summarize the
changes represented by the data.
The candidate fails to summarize the possible barriers
to student learning or his/her summary is not
substantiated by data tables/graphs.
The candidate fails to presents a thorough and/or
logical plan for allocation of human and material
resources.
The candidate fails to present a thorough and logical
plan for the determination of any staffing prorities.
The candidate fails to present a thorough and logical
plan for curricular changes needed to create a
successful learning environment for all students.
The candidate fails to present a thorough and logical
plan for the professional development needs of a
faculty dealing with the depicted changes in
demographics.
The candidate fails to present a thorough and logical
plan for student grouping and scheduling issues
relevant to the changes in demographics.
The student fails to reflect on the assignment or fails
to utilize appropriate Valli genres.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 710: Parents, Community, Central Office and the Role of the School Principal
Summer, 2012
2 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world by educating
talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and with respect for each individual‘s
intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts
and professional studies, within which students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional
competencies for successful living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational
environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic conversations not dominated by particular
political or other single perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and
issues, time-honored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and international
matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the future, and to
improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the
Love of Truth.

INSTRUCTOR:
OFFICE:
PHONE:
E-MAIL:
OFFICE HOURS:
CLASS MEETING TIMES:
REQUIRED TEXTS:

Pam Robbins and Harvey B. Alvy (2009). The Principal’s Companion, 3rd Edition.
ISBN 0-7619-4515-6 Corwin Press, Inc.
Todd Whitaker and Douglas Fiore (2001). Dealing With Difficult Parents, ISBN 1-930556-09-8
Kitty Porterfield and Meg Carnes (2008). Why School Communications Matters: Strategies From PR Professionals.
ISBN 10: 1-57886-832-7. Paperback

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

A course designed to explore the role of the principal in the integration and mobilization of
parents, guardians and community stakeholders for the success of students. Candidates
registering for this course must also register for EDAD 712, the field experience class that
coincides with EDAD 710.
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ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to teach and lead in
diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished performance through the following criteria:
individual course assessments, field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmarks assignments,
and standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community settings to foster
student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making, intercultural
experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each individual learner
as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods of instruction,
classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of assessment;
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic, deliberative, in and on
action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium‘s (ISLLC) Standards; the
Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the TSSA Collaborative; and the Kentucky
Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three sets of standards, along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky‘s
Standards and Indicators for School Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
(AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal preparation. In
reference to the AFTSE Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate‘s ability
with the following knowledge bases;
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme ―Educator as Reflective Learner,‖ students will be required to use Valli‘s
five types of reflections:
Valli’s five types of reflection
Technical reflection: The
educator matches one’s own
performance to external guidelines.
Content of this form of reflection
centers on general instruction and
management behaviors based on
research of teaching.

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator Preparation
Program
Reflective inquiry encourages a
continuous relationship between
experience and understanding, which
promotes a Triad of Life-Long Learning:
research, reflection, and refinement.
Relying upon recognized bodies of
knowledge, educators perceive
relationships and connections between
parts of the teaching and learning
process. This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based problemsolving abilities and also nurtures lifelong learning.

Reflection-in and on-action: The
educator bases decisions on one’s
own unique situation and
considers personal teaching
performance.

Reflective thinking involves continuous
assessment, creating a balance between
new information and the critical
examination of prior teaching
experiences relevant to the new
information.

Deliberative reflection: The
educator weighs competing
viewpoints and research findings
regarding a whole range of
pedagogical concerns/decisions
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
strategies, rules and organization
of classroom, etc.).

Educators, while exercising freedom of
choice for themselves and learners, rely
on a strong research base as a guide for
their pedagogy. Educators,
furthermore, are responsible for
initiating such activities within various
styles of performance in order to meet
the diverse needs of students.

Personalistic reflection: The
educator listens to and trusts one’s
own inner voice and the voices of
others. Content for this type of
reflection includes personal growth
and relationships with students.
Critical reflection: The educator
considers the social, moral, and
political dimensions of schooling
and judges these dimensions in
light of the ethical criteria such as
social justice and equality of
opportunity.

The reflective thinker knows that not
only are one’s feelings, emotions, and
cognition closely related, but they are
highly interactive in the teaching and
learning process.
As the educator models reflective
thinking, s/he encourages the same
kind of thinking in her/his students.
Such thinking—open-mindedness and
discernment, rational judgment and
creativity—is likely to transfer to other
aspects of students’ lives.

Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United
States. Peabody Journal of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 710 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Course objectives: Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands as well as to specific Aspiring Principal
Indicators from the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System.
The student will:
 utilize strategies to build learning relationships with families and community stakeholders (Strands I, II, IV,
V, VI) (KyCLS 4.1e, 4.3b, 6.1a, 6.1c, 6.1e, 6.1f);
 understands how to assess family and community concerns, expectations and needs as well as the
prevailing values of the larger community (Strands IV, VI) (KyCLS 6.1d, 6.1f, 6.1h, 6.1i);
 understands strategies to build partnerships with and leverage resources from community partners and
central office (Strands IV, VI) (KyCLS 6.1b, 6.1c, 6.1g, 6.1i); and
 understands the need for ongoing dialogue with representatives from diverse community groups as well as
the larger community outside the local school (Strands IV, VI) (KyCLS 6.1h, 6.1i).
Course Methodologies
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be employed. This list is not
meant to be all-inclusive.
 Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project development and the
application of course content
 Guest speakers
 Discussion groups
 Independent methodologies which may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing journal articles;
searching the internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals; and attending to local and national
media for issues that relate to the course content
 Student presentations
 In-class search of internet resources
 Interpretation of self-assessment instruments
COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
(NOTE: The instructor reserves the right to modify the course syllabus, calendar,
and/or due dates in order to accommodate unforeseen events or changes in
course content.)
Code of Ethics Assignment
This assignment is described at the end of the syllabus. A rubric is provided.
Interview/Focus Group Assignment
This assignment is described at the end of the syllabus. A rubric is provided.
Participate in Class Discussions
Class discussions are critical to the course. Students‘ contributions are valued and encouraged. All students are
expected to participate in class discussions in both small and large groups. All students will treat one another with
courtesy, respect, and an open mind to experiences and viewpoints that may differ from their own perspectives. We
are all learners in this process; sharing ideas will serve to strengthen the meaningfulness of the course content.
Specific guided reading-discussion groups will be utilized as a daily opportunity to review reading assignments and
raise topics for whole class discussion.
Complete Course Reading Assignments
Each student is responsible for the assigned reading in this course. Students are expected to have read the
assignments prior to coming to class. Students are responsible for the textbook readings and any additional readings
provided by the instructor.
Attendance and In Class / Homework Assignments
Attendance will serve as a reflection of the student‘s commitment to his/her program. Attendance at all class
sessions is expected. Please discuss any exceptions with the instructor – in advance. Participation points cannot be
earned when absent, regardless of the reason for the absence.
Performance Appraisal
EDAD 710 - Parents, Community, Central Office and the Role of the School Principal
Activity
Points
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Code of Ethics Assignment
Interview/Focus Group Assignment
Daily Assignments, Readings and Participation
(5 points per class)

Total possible points
A (94-100) A- (90-93)

B+ (87-89)

35
35
30
_________________

B (84-86)

100
B- (80-83) C (70-79)

F (Below 70)

NOTE: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a reduction in grade.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in the family, or
some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing the course work. A grade of
―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.

Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the
use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and
development of multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC
standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a
dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to
show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic adjustments and/or
auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services Coordinator (DSC) (located in the
Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is the student‘s responsibility to notify the DSC during
the first week of class if he or she knows he or she will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow
adequate time for preparation. The instructor, upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the
student to discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic progress. Students needing
or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study techniques, writing, time management, tutoring,
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test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the resources of the ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown
Library (452-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of withdrawal on course
grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class Schedule. Students are encouraged to consult
this document when making decisions about withdrawal from courses once the semester has begun. Withdrawal
forms may be accessed at http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.

Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of
academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly endorse and
will follow the academic honesty policy as published in Bellarmine‘s Course Catalog 2009-2011
and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook; both documents are available online via
mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes academic
dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic
dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism,
fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and
unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is generally
assumed that graduate students fully understand what accounts for academic dishonesty.
Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question, and may result in
permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field placement may include: falsifying the
number of hours, forging a teacher‘s signature, falsifying the content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―doubledipping‖ hours intended for credit in another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad weather. Faculty will
arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are cancelled.

The instructor reserves the right to modify the course syllabus, calendar, and/or due dates
for assignments in order to accommodate unforeseen events or changes in course content.
EDAC 710
Class #1

Class #2

Course Calendar
READINGS:
http://www.kyepsb.net/legal/ethics.asp
http://eric.uoregon.edu/publications/digests/digest107.html
TOPICS:
Introduction
Presentation of syllabus
Overview of assignments
Certified Personnel Code of Ethics
Code of Ethics case study assignment
ASSIGNMENT: On-line Readings
READINGS:
Robbins and Alvy, Chapter 17
TOPICS:
In-baskets
Bridge-building
Parents as ―teaching‖ partners
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Class #3

Class #4

Class #5

Class #6

More than baking cookies
ASSIGNMENT: Readings
READINGS:
Whitaker and Fiore: Chapters 15 through 17
http://www2.scholastic.com/browse/article.jsp?id=3748795
Explore this website as it relates to parent involvement:
http://www.prichardcommittee.org/Home/tabid/30638/Default.aspx
Skim this article for ideas on parent engagement:
http://www.state.nj.us/education/title1/tech/module2/module2.pdf
TOPICS:
In-baskets
Helping kids cope with parent involvement:
http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/us/2010/09/02/azuz.fos.parent.involvement.cnn.html
Commonwealth Institute for Parent Involvement (Prichard Committee)
Development of interview protocol for Interview/Focus Group Assignment
ASSIGNMENT:
Readings
READINGS:
Whitaker and Fiore: Chapters 1 through 14
TOPICS:
In-baskets
The parent‘s point of view
Listening
Finding a win-win solution
Keeping the child in mind
ASSIGNMENT:
Readings
Code of Ethics Case Study Due
READINGS:
Porterfield and Carnes, Pages 1-235
TOPICS:
The importance of good communication
―Principaling‖ in the digital age
ASSIGNMENT:
Readings
READINGS:
Robbins and Alvey, Chapter 6
TOPICS:
Working with ―the boss‖
Interfacing with central office
ASSIGNMENT:
Readings
Interview/Focus Group Assignment Due

CODE OF ETHICS CASE STUDY (Adapted from the work of Dr. Stephen Hockett)
A. Reflect on the Kentucky Educators‘ Code of Ethics as you analyze its application to the case study
provided. (35points)
http://www.tenj.edu/-set/mw-steps.htm Procedures for Analyzing Ethical Dilemmas, The College of
New Jersey. This site may be of assistance in analyzing the problems presented in the case.
The analysis will incorporate reframing skills with a case that involves the leaders‘ role in school and
community change. The instructor will provide the case. In analyzing the case, reflect on personal
learning experiences, apply understandings gained through your coursework and field experiences and
demonstrate the ability to apply those understandings and experiences in addressing the conflicts
presented in the case study. In particular:
1. Identify the players and their political agendas
2. Identify and analyze the profit each player has to gain/lose through action you may take.
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3.
4.
5.

Identify the power base.
Describe the education leadership in the case by noting how it is displayed and what needed leader
behaviors may be missing.
As you write your response to the case study, include statements in response to the following
questions:
a. Did my code of ethics help guide me in addressing the ethical dilemma?
b. Did I break, alter or question the code?
c. After putting it to this test, may I conclude that my code is strong and dependable? Does
it need to be changed? If so, how?

Ethics Case Study Rubric
http://www.taskstream.com/

Exceeds Expectations

Meets Expectations

Approaching
Expectations

Does Not Meet
Expectations

The analysis of the case1
includes the identification of the
people involved, their political
agendas and what they have to
gain or lose, their power base and
the leadership involved in this
case. (20%)
The application of the candidate's
Code demonstrates a respect for
the rights of others with regard to
confidentiality and dignity and
engages in honest interactions.
(20%)

The analysis of the case
includes a thorough
analysis of each of the
elements.

The analysis of the case
includes an adequate
analysis of each of the
elements.

The case study addressed
thoroughly, applying and
challenging the principles
created for the Code and
demonstrating a respect
for the rights of others
with regard to
confidentiality and dignity
and engage in honest
interactions.

The case study
addressed using the
principles created for
the Code and
demonstrates a respect
for the rights of others
with regard to
confidentiality and
dignity and engage in
honest interactions.

Several elements of the
assignment are missing
from the analysis of the
case or elements are
inadequate to provide
sufficient information to
the readers
An attempt is made to
address Case studies
using the principles
created for the Code.
There is little
demonstration of
respect for the rights of
others with regard to
confidentiality and
dignity and engage in
honest interactions.

Elements of the
assignment are
missing from the
analysis of the case
and/or the analysis of
those elements is
inadequate.
The case study is not
addressed with regard
to the Code and the
desired
demonstrations are
missing.

The application of the candidate's
Code in the case demonstrates the
ability to combine impartiality,
sensitivity to student diversity,
and ethical considerations in their
interactions with others (20%)

The application of the
candidate's Code in the
case explicitly
demonstrates the ability to
combine impartiality,
sensitivity to student
diversity, and ethical
considerations in their
interactions with others.

The application of the
candidate's Code in the
case demonstrates the
ability to combine
impartiality, sensitivity
to student diversity, and
ethical considerations in
their interactions with
others.

The application of the
candidate's Code in the
case vaguely suggests
the potential ability to
combine impartiality,
sensitivity to student
diversity, and ethical
considerations in their
interactions with
others.

The application of the
candidate's Code in
the case is either
missing or fails to
demonstrate the ability
to combine
impartiality,
sensitivity to student
diversity, and ethical
considerations in their
interactions with
others.

The application of the candidate's
Code in the case demonstrates
commitment to make and explain

The application of the
candidate's Code in the
case explicitly

The application of the
candidate's Code in the
case demonstrates

The application of the
candidate's Code in the
case vaguely suggests

The application of the
candidate's Code in
the case is either
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decisions based upon ethical and
legal principles. (20%)

demonstrates commitment
to make and explain
decisions based upon
ethical and legal
principles.

commitment to make
and explain decisions
based upon ethical and
legal principles.

commitment to make
and explain decisions
based upon ethical and
legal principles.

- Writing and flow of thought are
clear and thorough - Content is
scholarly, useful and instructive Paper is grammatically correct
and has no spelling errors. (20%)

The paper is generally
error-free, reflects serious
editing and proofreading
skills. Word choice is
mature.

The paper has few
spelling and/or
grammatical errors.
Word choice is
acceptable.

Several spelling and/or
grammatical errors.
Weak word choice.

missing or fails to
demonstrate
commitment to make
and explain decisions
based upon ethical and
legal principles.
Poor spelling and/or
grammar. Weak word
choice.

Interview/Focus Group with School/Community Leaders to Assess the Implementation of
the School Vision (35 points)
This assignment has two parts.
A. Interviews and/or focus groups (35 points)
1. Identify a minimum of three leaders in the school community, community at large
or business community who have a stake in this issue.
2. Working in groups in class, you will develop an interview protocol to be used in
interviewing the identified leaders, with the major question being ―How well is
our school implementing its vision statement? ―
3. You will make an appointment with each leader. Provide a clear, concise
summary of the purpose of the interview, the nature of questions, how data will be
used, the right to confidentiality of responses and the time needed for the
interview meeting. When you interview you will use the same questions with each
individual. The individual may want to have a copy of the questions ahead of
time.
4.

After interviewing the three or more leaders, build a matrix with questions and significant
responses. Look for common responses, contrasting points of view, lack of clarity of the issue, and
other significant concerns.

5. Your paper will be no more than seven pages in length:
a. Page one will emphasize the issue and its importance to the school and to
the individuals selected to interview.
b. Page Two and Three will summarize the results of the interviews. Make
sure to describe the role the interviewee has in the issue.
c. Page Four will be the matrix for individual interviews and/or a summary
table of themes gathered from focus groups.
d. Page Five will reflect significant findings.
e. Page Six is your plan of action based on the data collected.
f. Your summary will be on Page Seven.
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Community Vision Rubric –Paper

Statement of the issue and its
importance to the school and
individuals interviewed.
(10%)

Summary of the Interviewsincluding a matrix of
responses and interviewee‘s
role (15%)
Summary of Significant
Findings (15%)

Action Plan (10%)

Element 2.1: The action plan
focuses on ways to promote
a positive school
Culture (10%)
Element 4.1 The action plan
demonstrates an ability to
bring together the resources
of family members and the
community to positively
affect student learning.
(10%)
Summary/ Conclusion
(10%)

Exceeds Expectations

Meets Expectations

Approaching
Expectations

Does Not Meet
Expectations

The school vision is
clearly identified as are
the interviewees. The
importance of the vision
to the interviewees and
school is clearly
explained
The interviews are clearly
summarized in a narrative
and in a matrix. The
interviewee‘s role is
explicitly stated.
The significant findings
from the interviews are
clearly identified and
stated demonstrating
understanding and insight
into the issue itself.
The Action Plan is clearly
stated. Its relationship to
the data collected is
explicitly stated.

The school vision is
mentioned and its
importance to the school
and the interviewees is
referred to.

There is some mention
of the school vision and
its importance to the
school and the
interviewees. T

The school vision is
ignored and/or no
mention is made of its
importance to the school
and the interviewees.

There is a brief summary
of the interviews and a
matrix. The interviewee‘s
role is mentioned.

Either the narrative
summary or matrix is
missing or incomplete.

Very little information
about the interviews is
included.

Most significant findings
are clearly identified and
stated.

Significant findings are
either missing or not
clearly stated, indicating
little understanding of
the issue.

No significant findings
are identified.

The Action Plan is
outlined. There is some
relationship shown
between the plan and the
data collected.
The action plan outlines
steps to be taken to
promote positive school
culture.

The Action Plan is
vague and/or there is
little relationship
between the plan and
the data collected.
The action plan vaguely
refers to ways to
promote positive school
culture.

The Action Plan is
incomplete and there is
little relationship to the
data collected.

The action plan
demonstrates an ability to
bring together the
resources of family
members and the
community to positively
affect student learning.
The summary/conclusion
suggests some of the
learnings from this
assignment.

The action plan includes
some items which point
to an ability to bring
together the resources of
family members and the
community to positively
affect student learning.
The
summary/conclusion
adds little to the
understanding of the
assignment.
The paper indicates
some sensitivity to
cultural diversity as well
as cultural norms and
values in a school
community.

The action plan clearly
states steps to be taken to
promote positive school
culture as well as means
of assessing that impact.
The action plan explicitly
demonstrates an ability to
bring together the
resources of family
members and the
community to positively
affect student learning.
The summary/conclusion
clearly states the learnings
taken from this
assignment.

Element 6.1 Understanding
the larger context. (10%)

The paper explicitly
demonstrates the ability to
analyze and describe
cultural diversity as well
as cultural norms and
values in a school
community.

The paper demonstrates
the ability to analyze and
describe cultural
diversity as well as
cultural norms and values
in a school community.

Mechanics (10%)

The paper is error free.

There are only a few
minor errors in the paper.
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The paper has several
errors indicating a lack
of proofreading.

There are is no
indication of any
attempt to promote
positive school culture
in the action plan.
The action plan includes
no demonstration of an
ability to bring together
the resources of family
members and the
community to positively
affect student learning.
There is no
conclusion/summary.

There is no indication of
sensitivity to cultural
diversity as well as
cultural norms and
values in a school
community.

The paper contains
many significant errors.

BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 711 Financial, Legal and Ethical Responsibilities of the Principal
Summer, 2012
3 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world by
educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and with respect for
each individual‘s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through undergraduate and
graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional studies, within which students develop the
intellectual, moral, ethical and professional competencies for successful living, work, leadership and
service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational environment committed to excellence,
academic freedom, and authentic conversations not dominated by particular political or other single
perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, timehonored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and international
matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the
future, and to improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In
Veritatis Amore, In the Love of Truth.
INSTRUCTOR:
OFFICE:
PHONE:
E-MAIL:
OFFICE HOURS:
CLASS MEETING TIMES:

LOCATION:

REQUIRED TEXTS:
* Essex, Nathan L. (2008). School law and the public schools: A practical guide for educational leaders,
4th Ed. Boston: Allyn and Bacon.
* 2010 Kentucky School Laws, Annotated.
* vProfessional Code of Ethics for Kentucky School Certified Personnel
http://www.graves.k12.ky.us/evaluation/prof_code_ethics_ky.htm
* Brimley and Garfield (2008). Financing education in a climate of change, 10th Ed. Brigham
Young University: Allyn & Bacon: Longman.
* Annual Financial Report (1991). Measuring progress. Office of Educational Accountability.
Frankfort, KY
* Other supplemental reading materials will be provided by the instructor.
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COURSE DESCRIPTION:
A course designed to provide the candidate with a practical working knowledge of school finance and
law. The candidate will explore equity, equality, and adequacy and how these issues influence school
finance from the federal, state, district and school levels. Additionally, the candidate will explore the
revenue sources and funding processes used to finance education for a student in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. The candidate will gain knowledge of how to relate state funding to district and building level
budget preparation all within a structure of Kentucky Statutes and Kentucky Administrative Regulations.
In addition, by understanding Kentucky school law and Federal regulations, the candidate will be afforded
the opportunity to develop a working knowledge of the legal system, professional ethics and an
understanding of how these interface to influence and inform the practice of leadership in contemporary
schooling. The course examines selected key issues that educational leaders are likely to confront in the
day-to-day operation of schools. Candidates registering for this course must also register for EDAD 712,
the field experience class that coincides with EDAD 711.
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to teach
and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished performance through the
following criteria: individual course assessments, field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments,
benchmarks assignments, and standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate
who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community settings
to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making, intercultural
experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each
individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods of
instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of assessment;
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic, deliberative,
in and on action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium‘s (ISLLC)
Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the TSSA
Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three sets of standards,
along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky‘s Standards and Indicators for School Improvement (SISI),
and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the
backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal preparation. In reference to the AFTSE Conceptual
Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a candidate‘s ability with the following
knowledge bases;
 Leadership
 Collaboration
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
 Field and Clinical Experiences
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI
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BU

AFTSE

II

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

STRAND

ISLLC

TSSA

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

KyCLS

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

SISI
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Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge

BU

AFTSE

III

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1

Standard 4
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BU
Goal 8

AFTSE
Objective 2

Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Learning Environment
Culture

Communication
Skills

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership

TSSA
Standard VI
Social,

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
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Standard 2
Academic

BU
Goal 2
Theological

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions

An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework

STRAND
VI

ISLLC
Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
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promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme ―Educator as Reflective Learner,‖ students will be required to use Valli‘s
five types of reflections:
Valli’s five types of reflection
Technical reflection: The educator
matches one’s own performance to
external guidelines. Content of this
form of reflection centers on general
instruction and management
behaviors based on research of
teaching.

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator Preparation
Program
Reflective inquiry encourages a
continuous relationship between
experience and understanding, which
promotes a Triad of Life-Long
Learning: research, reflection, and
refinement. Relying upon recognized
bodies of knowledge, educators
perceive relationships and connections
between parts of the teaching and
learning process. This style of
thinking develops within each teacher
a critical disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.

Reflection-in and on-action: The
educator bases decisions on one’s own
unique situation and considers
personal teaching performance.

Reflective thinking involves continuous
assessment, creating a balance
between new information and the
critical examination of prior teaching
experiences relevant to the new
information.

Deliberative reflection: The educator
weighs competing viewpoints and
research findings regarding a whole
range of pedagogical
concerns/decisions (e.g., curriculum,
instructional strategies, rules and
organization of classroom, etc.).

Educators, while exercising freedom of
choice for themselves and learners,
rely on a strong research base as a
guide for their pedagogy. Educators,
furthermore, are responsible for
initiating such activities within various
styles of performance in order to meet
the diverse needs of students.

Personalistic reflection: The educator
listens to and trusts one’s own inner
voice and the voices of others. Content
for this type of reflection includes
personal growth and relationships with
students.
Critical reflection: The educator
considers the social, moral, and
political dimensions of schooling and
judges these dimensions in light of the
ethical criteria such as social justice
and equality of opportunity.

The reflective thinker knows that not
only are one’s feelings, emotions, and
cognition closely related, but they are
highly interactive in the teaching and
learning process.
As the educator models reflective
thinking, s/he encourages the same
kind of thinking in her/his students.
Such thinking—open-mindedness and
discernment, rational judgment and
creativity—is likely to transfer to other
aspects of students’ lives.

Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United
States. Peabody Journal of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 711 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this syllabus with
specific reference to the relevant KyCLS indicators.
The student will:
1. develop an understanding of the basic economic and political influences on educational policies, resource
acquisition and use, and school operations (Strands III, VI) (KyCLS 6.2a, 6.2b);
2. develop skills and behaviors in planning and budgeting, relating goals of education and resource inputs to
program outcomes, interpreting implications mandated by state and federal finance policies including tax
revenue resources, and providing leadership in state and local debates about fiscal policies impacting local
education associations (Strands I, III, VI) (KyCLS 5.1c, 5.4a, 6.1c, 6.2b, 6.2c);
3. develop an understanding of budget development, fiscal responsibility, and accountability (Strands, I, III,
V) (KyCLS 5.4a, 6.1c, 6.2c);
4. learn to relate financial planning and budgeting to educational goals and priorities of academic
accountability systems (Strands I, II, III, V, VI) (KyCLs 6.2b, 6.2d);
5. demonstrate reflective practice as an educational decision maker and leader whose professional behavior
exemplifies the highest legal and ethical standards through the use of school law in the analysis and critique
of possible courses of action and alternative decisions in the area of educational leadership (Strands I, II,
III, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 3.3d 4.1g, 4.2b, 4.3a, 4.3d) ;
6. develop an understanding of the interdependent relationship of political, social, cultural, legal and ethical
issues facing educational leaders through analyses of case studies (Strands III, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 5.2c,
6.1g, 6.3a, 6.3b); and
7. discuss and understand rights and liberties in education, to include local, state and national, with an
emphasis on education law in Kentucky (Strands, III, VI, V) (KyCLS 3.1d, 3.2c., 6.3a, 6.3b).
Course Methodologies
In order to achieve the course objectives, the following instructional strategies may be employed. This list is not
meant to be all-inclusive.
 Lecture and discussion, small and large group exercises for problem solving, project development and the
application of course content
 Guest speakers
 Discussion groups
 Independent methodologies which may include: individual study and reflection; reviewing journal articles;
searching the internet, texts, reference materials and professional journals; and attending to local and national
media for issues that relate to the course content
 Student presentations
 In-class search of internet resources
 Interpretation of self-assessment instruments

Course Requirements:
Course Reading Requirements
Each student is responsible for the assigned reading in this course. Students are expected to have read the
assignments prior to coming to class. Students are responsible for the textbook readings and any additional readings
provided by the instructor.
Class Discussions
Class discussions are critical to the course. Students‘ contributions are valued and encouraged. All students are
expected to participate in class discussions in both small and large groups. All students will treat one another with
courtesy, respect, and an open mind to experiences and viewpoints that may differ from their own perspective. We
are all learners in this process; sharing ideas will serve to strengthen the meaningfulness of the course content.
Specific guided reading-discussion groups will be utilized as a daily opportunity to review reading assignments and
raise topics for whole class discussion.
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Attendance and In Class / Homework Assignments
Attendance will serve as a reflection of the student‘s commitment to his/her program. Attendance at all class
sessions is expected. Please discuss any exceptions with the instructor – in advance. Five percentage points will be
deducted from the final grade for every day a student misses class. Performance tasks/quizzes will be incorporated
into the class. The assignments will be unannounced, contextualized within that day‘s topic and therefore it is not
possible to make up a performance task/quiz.
Law Examination
The exam will be comprehensive and cover the major content of the course. The questions will be similar to the
"assessment questions" which comprised the Mid-term. The final examination will afford students the opportunity
to demonstrate both the mastery of the content covered and the ability to apply such content.
Course Project
Students will be assigned a course law writing project during the first class meeting. Specific instructions and a
scoring guide for assessment will be provided. Completed writing projects will be due with the beginning of class
on XXX XXX XX; discussion during this class will include knowledge gained and impressions formed through the
completion of the project.
Report on Finance Article
Students will be assigned articles to present in class. The instructor will provide the articles and a timeline for
presentations.
Budget Research Project Report (Reduction/Increase)
Each student will complete a budget project that will include developing a school-based budget and making
recommendations for increase/decrease dependent on school improvement needs. (A rubric appears at the end of this
syllabus.)

Panel Discussions/Presentations/Chapter Presentations
During the finance portion of the class, each participant will be responsible for a mini-presentation on an assigned
chapter from the text or a topic given by the instructor.
Late Work
All assignments are expected at the beginning of class on the day listed in the class schedule. Please discuss any
exceptions with the instructor – in advance. Two points will be deducted for late work. Work more than seven days
late will not be accepted.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in the family, or
some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing the course work and
examinations. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Performance Appraisal
EDAD 711
Activity
In-class participation and attendance
Law examination
Law course project
Report on finance article
Budget project
Chapter/article presentations

Points
50
50
50
25
100
25
_________________

TOTAL POINTS

300
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A (94-100%) A- (90-93%) B+ (87-89%) B (84-86%) B- (80-83%) C (70-79%) F (Below 70%)


Note: This course requires a minimum of a B to continue in the program.

Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the
use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and
development of multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC
standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a
dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to
show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic adjustments and/or
auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services Coordinator (DSC) (located in the
Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is the student‘s responsibility to notify the DSC during
the first week of class if he or she knows he or she will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow
adequate time for preparation. The instructor, upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the
student to discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic progress. Students needing
or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study techniques, writing, time management, tutoring,
test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the resources of the ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown
Library (452-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of withdrawal on course
grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class Schedule. Students are encouraged to consult
this document when making decisions about withdrawal from courses once the semester has begun. Withdrawal
forms may be accessed at http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.

Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of
academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly endorse and
will follow the academic honesty policy as published in Bellarmine‘s Course Catalog 2009-2011
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and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook; both documents are available online via
mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes academic
dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic
dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism,
fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and
unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is generally
assumed that graduate students fully understand what accounts for academic dishonesty.
Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question, and may result in
permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field placement may include: falsifying the
number of hours, forging a teacher‘s signature, falsifying the content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―doubledipping‖ hours intended for credit in another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad weather. Faculty will
arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are cancelled.
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The instructor reserves the right to modify the course syllabus, calendar, and/or due dates for assignments in order to
accommodate unforeseen events or changes in course content.
EDAD 711

Course Calendar

CLASS MEETING
DATE
Class # 1

Class #2

Class #3

Class #4

SUBJECT TO CHANGE
TOPICS/READING ASSIGNMENTS

TOPICS: Introduction to course and requirements
Legal Framework Affecting Public Schools; Religion in Schools
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapters 1 & 2, pages 1-47; 2. *Articles and newspaper clippings of current cases to be
distributed and discussed in class; 3. KRS sections – We will talk in class about our use of the Kentucky Revised
Statutes. 4. The course writing project (5-6 page paper) will be discussed and assigned, along with a scoring
guide; completed projects due with the start of class on XXXXXXX.
TOPICS: Religion in Schools (Cont'd); Students, the Law and Public Schools ;
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapter 3, pages 48-102; 2. KRS sections; again, we will talk about our use of Kentucky
Revised Statutes in class. 3. *Articles and newspaper clippings to be distributed and discussed in class. 4. We
will assign Chapter 7 and Intellectual Property during this session for Student-led class on XXXXX.
TOPIC: Students, the Law and Public Schools (Cont'd); National Security and School Safety
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapter 4, pages 103-131; 2. *articles and newspaper clippings to be distributed in class.
Assigned reading: "Before You Discipline a Special Education Student" (for discussion during XXXX. class)
TOPIC: Individuals with Disabilities;
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapter 5, pages 132-168; 2. KRS sections in Kentucky School Laws; 3. *Articles and
newspapers - you have the drift by now-I'm going to stop including this. 4. There will be an assessment question
during this session.
TOPIC: School Personnel and School District Liability
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapter 6, pages 169-200; 2. There will be an assessment question during this session.
3. Time may be allotted here to prepare for tomorrow's class.
TOPIC: Liability and Student Records; Intellectual property; Guest – Dr. XX XXXXXXX
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapter 7, pages 201-216; 2. Intellectual Property – reading material will be emailed to you
ahead of this class. 3. There will be an assessment question during this session.
TOPIC: Teacher Freedoms; SBDM and Open Meeting Law; Guest – XXXXX XXXXXXXX
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapter 8, pages 217-239; 2. Read KRS 160.345 on ―SCHOOL COUNCILS‖; 3. Writing
project will be due and will be discussed in class.
TOPIC: Discrimination in Employment;
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapter 9, pages 241-267; 2. * Case regarding unionization for tomorrow’s session; I
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Class #5

anticipate that this will be a relatively long case, so we will dismiss class early to allow reading time in preparation
for the discussion.
TOPICS: Recruitment, Tenure, Dismissal and Due Process (herein Coll. Bargaining); Guest – XXXXX XXXXXXX
READINGS: 1. Essex: Chapter 10, pages 268-302;
TOPIC: The Instructional Program; School Desegregation
READINGS: 1. Essex: peruse Chapters 11 & 12, pages 303-349; 2. I will give a talk regarding the history of
integration/segregation cases in the U. S. Supreme Court

Class #6

Class #7

Class #8

Class #9

Exam
TOPICS: 1. Determining the SEEK allotment for your District; 2. Assignment of readings; 3.Developing the vision
and mission of a school
READINGS: Undertanding the SEEK formula – From Website
TOPICS:1. In basket; 2. Guest Speaker: xxxx xxxx, Budget Director, JCPS; 3. Discuss chapters 1 & 4;
4.Understanding & developing the SIP; 5. Group work
READINGS: -Brimley & Garfield - Chapters 1 & 4
TOPICS: 1 In basket; 2. Discuss chapters 8&9, 3. Article talk , 4, -Presentations: 702 KAR 3:246; The Red Book;
5.Scheduling, 6. Red Book group work, 7. Developing the school schedule
READINGS: - Brimley & Garfield: Chapters 8 & 9; - Review: Rose v. Council (1989)
http://www.schoolfunding.info/states/ky/ROSEvCBE.PDF
TOPICS: 1. In basket, 2. Discuss chapters 5,6,7, 3. District initiatives & the school budget, 4. Selecting the budget
committee
READING: - Brimley & Garfield: Chapters 5, 6, 7
TOPIC: Panel of principals discussing school-based budgeting
READING: (No new readings)
TOPICS: 1. -In basket, 2. Discuss textbook chapters 10 & 11, 3. Discussion: Common salary schedules in Kentucky,
4.Discussion: How does the local community find ways to fund public education?, 5. -Panel Presentation – NonPublic Schools
READINGS: Rose v Council; Brimley & Garfield: Chapters 10 & 11
TOPICS: 1. In basket, 2. Discuss textbook chapters 2 & 3, 3. Discussion: Support staff (who, what capacity, etc.)
4.Addressing equity and adequacy, 5. Individual and group work, 6. -Debate between adequacy and equity
7. Panel Presentation – Elementary budget sources, 8. Article Presentation:
READINGS: - Brimley & Garfield: Chapters 2 & 3
TOPICS: 1. In basket, 2. Discuss textbook chapters 12& 13, 3. Presentation, 4. Discussion: Spending the school
budget within guidelines, 5. Discussion: General and activity fund budgets 6. -Panel Presentation – Middle and
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Secondary budget sources, 7. Article Presentation: -Verstegen – Adequacy; Adams & White – Equity
READING: Brimley & Garfield: Chapters 12 & 13
Class # 10

TOPICS: 1. In basket, 2. Discuss chapters 14, 15 & 16, 3. Budget Presentation:
READING: Brimley & Garfield: - Chapters 14, 15, & 16
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RUBRIC FOR BUDGET PROJECT
EDAD 711
Elements
Vision/Mission
Goals/Tie-in to
SIP and
Connection to
ISLLC
Standard I

Distinguished

Proficient

Apprentice

Novice

Narrative and executive
summaries include a rich
description of the specific
connection between budget
planning and the
vision/mission of the school,
and the goals of the school‘s
SIP.

Narrative and executive
summaries include a specific
connection between budget
planning and the vision/mission
of the school, and the goals of the
school‘s SIP.

Narrative and executive
summaries lack a clear
connection between budget
planning and either the
vision/mission of the school or
the goals of the school‘s SIP.

Narrative and executive
summaries lack a clear
connection between budget
planning and the
vision/mission of the school
and the goals of the school‘s
SIP.

Narrative and executive
summaries include a rich and
specific description of the
budget‘s connection to district
initiatives, the school‘s
curricular priorities, and the
school‘s goals as they relate to
the mandates of CATS and
NCLB. All connections are
well-supported.

Narrative and executive
summaries include a specific
description of the budget‘s
connection to district initiatives,
the school‘s curricular priorities,
and the school‘s goals as they
relate to the mandates of CATS
and NCLB. All connections are
well-supported.

Narrative and executive
summaries include a description
of the budget‘s connection to
district initiatives, the school‘s
curricular priorities, and the
school‘s goals as they relate to
the mandates of CATS and
NCLB. Some aspects of the
description are not wellsupported or leave the reader
unclear of the writer‘s intent.

Narrative and executive
summaries lack a description of
the budget‘s connection to
district initiatives and/or the
school‘s curricular priorities,
and/or the school‘s goals as
they relate to the mandates of
CATS and NCLB.

Comments:

Resource
Management and
Connections to
ISLLC
Standards
III & iv

Comments:

Elements

Distinguished

Proficient

Apprentice
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Novice

Community
Connectivity and
Connections to
ISLLC
Standards
I, III, IV, & VI

Narrative and executive
summaries include a rich and
specific description of the
budget‘s connection to
community input, concerns,
and current issues.

Narrative and executive
summaries include a specific
description of the budget‘s
connection to community input,
concerns, and current issues.

Narrative and executive
summaries include a description
of the budget‘s connection to
community input, concerns, and
current issues. Some aspects of
the description are not wellsupported or leave the reader
unclear of the writer‘s intent.

Narrative and executive
summaries lack a description of
the budget‘s connection to
community input, concerns,
and current issues.

Technology is used to
effectively manipulate the
school budget and to provide a
format that communicates all
aspects of the budget to
appropriate stakeholders.

Technology is used to manipulate
the school budget and to provide a
format that communicates most
aspects of the budget to
appropriate stakeholders.

Technology is used to
manipulate the school budget
and to provide a format that
communicates some aspects of
the budget to appropriate
stakeholders.

Technology is not used to
effectively manipulate the
school budget and to provide a
format that communicates
aspects of the budget to
appropriate stakeholders.

Comments:

Technology and
Connections to
ISLLC Standard
III
and TASS
Standards
IV B; IV D;
VD

Comments:

The reflective narrative should be added prior to the benchmark project’s inclusion in the Leadership
Portfolio.
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Reflection and
Connection to
Standards
ISLLC
I, III, & IV

Reflection specifically
connects assignment to
performance criteria of
standards; areas of strength and
for growth within the standards
are explicit; extensive use of
Valli‘s forms of reflection (4 or
more) is evident to elaborate on
decisions related to the
assignment.

Reflection connects assignment
to performance criteria of
standards; areas of strength and
for growth within the standards
are clear; adequate use of Valli‘s
forms of reflection (3) is evident
to elaborate on decisions related
to the assignment.

Comments:
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Reflection is minimally
connected to performance criteria
of standards; areas of strength
and for growth with in the
standards are minimal; little use
of Valli‘s forms of reflection (2)
is evident to elaborate on
decisions related to the
assignment.

Reflection does not adequately
or accurately connect
performance criteria to
standards; areas of strength and
for growth within the standards
are vague and/or ambiguous;
minimal use of Valli‘s forms of
reflection (none or 1), is
evident to elaborate on
decisions related to the
assignment.

BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 712 - FIELD EXPERIENCE: THE APPLICATION OF P-12 LEADERSHIP IN THE BROAD
SCHOOL COMMUNITY
(This course is taken in conjunction with EDAD 709, EDAD 710 and EDAD 711.)
SUMMER - 2012
1 Credit Hour

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University

Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world
by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and
with respect for each individual‘s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through
undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional studies, within which
students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional competencies for successful
living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational
environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic conversations not
dominated by particular political or other single perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed
consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, time-honored and contemporary, across a
broad range of compelling regional, national and international matters. By these means,
Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the future, and to
improve the human condition.
Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the Love of Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

The course will meet (dates and times) in (room).
Required Texts: None
Course Description
A field based course where students practice skills and theories learned as they assume
responsibilities associated with successful building level leadership. This course must be taken
in conjunction with EDAD 709, EDAD 710 and EDAD 711.
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Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
to teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished
performance through the following criteria: individual course assessments, field and clinical
evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and standardized exams. Based
on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community
settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each
individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods
of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of
assessment; and
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium‘s (ISLLC)
Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the TSSA
Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three sets of
standards along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky‘s Standards and Indicators for School
Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program
Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal preparation. In
reference to the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education Conceptual Framework, this
course provides experiences that enhance a candidate‘s ability with the following knowledge
bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning
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BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
II

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU
Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
III

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU

AFTSE

Goal 7
Thinking Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV
Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Standard VI
Social,
Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
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Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

BU
Goal 2
Theological
Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
VI

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 712 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of
this syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.
The student will:
1. complete the field experience as an educational leader who has the knowledge and ability
to promote the success of all students by facilitating the development, articulation,
implementation, and stewardship of a school vision of learning that is shared by all
stakeholders (Strand I);
2. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by advocating, nurturing and sustaining a culture and instructional program
conducive to student learning and staff professional growth (Strand II);
3. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by ensuring management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective learning environment (Strand III);
4. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by collaborating with faculty and community members, responding to diverse
community interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources (Strand IV);
5. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner (Strand V);
6. complete the field experience as an educational leader who promotes the success of every
student by understanding, responding to, and influencing the political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context (Strand VI).
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: Each student is provided with a copy of the Student Handbook,
A Manual for Students. The handbook contains information about the field experience, including
role descriptions and all forms needed to successfully complete the course. Each student is
expected to read and utilize the handbook with questions directed to the university supervisor.
The university supervisor may modify the syllabus, calendar, and/or due dates in order to
accommodate unforeseen events or changes in course content.
ASSIGNMENTS:
Complete Action Plan: The student must submit a plan for completion of the requirements for
EDAD 712. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Time Commitment: The student must complete at least 30+ hours of field work during the
Summer II Semester. If a student requires more than 30 hours to complete all required
activities, it is expected that the student will devote enough time to complete all activities. This
will be documented in the Log of Hours. Specifics and format can be found in the Student
Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Activities/Course Connection: The student must complete the following activities:
 Successfully complete Anchor 6. (EDAD 711, EDAD 712)
 Successfully complete and present the Capstone Project. (EDAD 701, EDAD 702, EDAD
703, EDAD 705, EDAD 707, EDAD 709, EDAD 710, EDAD 711)
 Shadow a custodian/cafeteria worker/school clerk. (EDAD 703, EDAD 711)
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Analyze a school‘s faculty or student attendance rates over the past five years and write a
one-page draft for improvement. (EDAD 705, EDAD 707, EDAD 709, EDAD 710,
EDAD 711)
Work with a principal or assistant principal to review discipline incident data for a
significant period of time. Discuss trends and possible changes to positively effect the
reduction of missed instructional time due to student discipline issues. (EDAD 705,
EDAD 707, EDAD 709, EDAD 710, EDAD 711)
Interview the coordinator of a Family Resource Center or Youth Service Center. Your
task is to understand the role of these entities in the goal of student achievement. (EDAD
710, EDAD 711)
Spend at least ninety minutes driving around the community served by your school.
Make it a point to go into areas where you have never been. Note the living conditions
and community resources of your school families. (EDAD 709, EDAD 710)
Initiate an activity that will connect a community leader/business partner to the school.
Draft a plan for implementation that can be presented to the school leadership for
possible implementation in the next school year. (EDAD 710)
Design and offer a parent session relative to orientation, instruction, or parenting. (EDAD
710)
Review a holiday program for offensiveness, constitutionality, and/or consistency with
Church doctrine (parochial schools). (EDAD 711)
Read your school‘s/district‘s acceptable use policy and other policies and procedures
related to security, copyright, and technology use. (EDAD 707, EDAD 711)
Reflect on an important decision you made during this past school year. Do an ethics
check, by asking the following questions:
1. Is it legal? Did I violate either civil law or school/district policy?
2. Is it fair to all? Did it promote a win-win situation?
3. How did it make me feel about myself? Did it make me proud?
4. How would this decision have looked on the front page of the local
newspaper? Would I feel good if my family and friends read the article?
(EDAD 711)
Spend adequate time reviewing your district school board‘s policy manual. JCPS
employees can access this on the JCPS website under ―Board of Education.‖
Archdiocese employees should use the Archdiocese of Louisville Handbook for Catholic
Schools. (EDAD 711)
Attend a meeting of the Justice Resource Center, QUEST, Catholic Conference of
Kentucky, Downs Syndrome of Lousivlle or similar advocacy group. (EDAD 709,
EDAD 710, EDAD 711)
Attend a meeting of your local Board of Education. (EDAD 711)

Log of Hours / Reflective Journal: The student must complete and submit these two
documents. Specifics and format can be found in the Student Handbook, A Manual for Students.
Your university supervisor will provide you with a due date.
Performance Appraisal – EDAD 712
Activity
Submission of Action Plan

Points
5
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Completion of 30 Hours
Completion of Required Activities
Log of Hours/ Reflective/Journal
Successful Completion of Anchor 6
Total

15
30
30
40____
140

A (94-100) A- (90-93) B+ (87-89) B (84-86) B- (80-83) C (70-79) F (Below 70)
NOTE: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a
reduction in grade.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death
in the family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from
completing the course work. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners
including students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion,
economic and environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and
subject matter including all texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the
use of technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and
development of multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC
standards. Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a
dispositional checklist maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to
show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic
adjustments and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services
Coordinator (DSC) (located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is
the student‘s responsibility to notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows
he or she will need specific modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation.
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The instructor, upon notification from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to
discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not request accommodations directly from the
instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic
progress. Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study
techniques, writing, time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the
resources of the ARC, located on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (452-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of
withdrawal on course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class
Schedule. Students are encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about
withdrawal from courses once the semester has begun. Withdrawal forms may be accessed at
http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.
Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of
academic honesty in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly endorse and
will follow the academic honesty policy as published in Bellarmine‘s Course Catalog 2009-2011
and in the 2009-2010 Student Handbook; both documents are available online via
mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully aware of what constitutes academic
dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or rationalize dishonest acts. Academic
dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to cheating, plagiarism,
fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage, and
unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is generally
assumed that graduate students fully understand what accounts for academic dishonesty.
Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question,
and may result in permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field
placement may include: falsifying the number of hours, forging a teacher‘s signature, falsifying
the content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―double-dipping‖ hours intended for credit in
another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad
weather. Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are
cancelled.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 713 - Creating a School Culture that Promotes High Levels of Student Learning
3 Credit Hours

THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world
by educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and
with respect for each individual‘s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through
undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional studies, within which
students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional competencies for successful
living, work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational
environment committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic conversations not
dominated by particular political or other single perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed
consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, time-honored and contemporary, across a
broad range of compelling regional, national and international matters. By these means,
Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the future, and to
improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In
Veritatis Amore, In the Love of Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
Email:
Office Hours:

Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
Email:
Office Hours:

The course will meet (dates and times) in (room).
Required Texts: None
Course Description
A field-based course designed to provide authentic learning experiences that promote the
understanding and impact of school culture, support the development of professional learning
communities, and further the involvement of parents and community in participatory learning.
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
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The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
to teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished
performance through the following criteria: individual course assessments, field and clinical
evaluations, dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and standardized exams. Based
on this program assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community
settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each
individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional
competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods
of instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of
assessment; and
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium‘s (ISLLC)
Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the TSSA
Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three sets of
standards along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky‘s Standards and Indicators for School
Improvement (SISI), and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program
Objectives comprise the backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal preparation. In
reference to the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education Conceptual Framework, this
course provides experiences that enhance a candidate‘s ability with the following knowledge
bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning
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BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
II

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU
Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
III

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU

AFTSE

Goal 7
Thinking Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV
Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Standard VI
Social,
Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Operational Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
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Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

BU
Goal 2
Theological
Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
VI

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Operational Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 713 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this
syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.
The school leader will:
7. develop appropriate organizational strategies to impact the school as an organization of systems
and operations which inform school leader(s) in setting direction and effecting change in the
culture of the organization (Strand I, III) (KyCLS 3.3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 6.3);
8. assemble school data results and identify data points to inform the development of the
professional learning communities and construction of professional learning teams as it relates to
student achievement and professional growth of the learning teams (Strand II, IV, VI) (KyCLS
2.1,2.2, 4.1, 4.2);
9. identify critical points in organizational evolution as it relates to community building and the
success of every student by ensuring management of the organization, operation, and resources
for a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment (Strand II, III, V) (KyCLS 2.2, 3.3, 4.1,
4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3);
10. research and develop ways in which collaboration with and among school groups may be
effective in building a school culture in which each entity takes responsibility for and shows
ownership of the results of student learning and achievement (Strand IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 4.1, 4.2,
4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3) ;
11. construct and/or refine a personal vision, mission, and set of core values which address student
learning, moral and ethical standards (Strand I, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 1.2, 3.1, 3.3, 3.,4 4.1, 4.2, 4.3,
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 6.1, 6.3);
12. develop in conjunction with and communicate to the broader community an action plan which
connects with and influences influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and cultural
context (Strand II VI).
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: Each participant is responsible for the assigned reading in this course.
Students are expected to have read the assignments prior to coming to class. Students are responsible for
the textbook readings and any additional readings provided by the instructor. Because of the seminar
setting for the class, each student will be expected to confer with and meet outside of class at expected
and agreed upon times.
ASSIGNMENTS:
Complete Action Plan: The student must submit a plan for completion of the requirements for EDAD
713. The specifics and format of the field experience and action plan may be found in the appendices of
this syllabus.
Time Commitment: The class will be a combination of seminar settings and field experiences.
Additionally, the student must meet with a group of class participants at least four additional times to do
development work related to the seminars. The participant must complete at least 25+ hours of field work
during the semester in which the class is offered and within the time structure of an identified University
semester. If a student requires more than 25 hours completing all required activities, it is expected that
the student will devote enough time to complete all activities. This will be documented in the Log of
Hours. Specifics and format can be found in the appendices of this syllabus.
Activities:
The participant will engage in the following activities:
 exploring data which provides a picture of school culture (e.g., School Improvement Plan (SIP);
test data; faculty, parent, or student culture surveys; demographic data; teacher turnover rate;
master schedule; attendance data; mission statement; school policies);
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use of framework models (William Purkey‘s 5-P framework (people, places, policies, processes,
programs http://www.invitationaleducation.net/) to observe gaps and overlaps as a lens for
thinking about strengths and needs of schools, facilitate a discussion around examples of data that
might be overlooked by school leaders as they assess school culture;
complete a SWOT (SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats.)
analysis for an individual school. There are a variety of websites that may serve as a source for
the SWOT concept, e.g., [http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/worksheets/ SWOT
AnalysisWorksheet.pdf];
role play the principal‘s reaction and communication with stakeholders;
review components of the culture section of the Scholastic Audit. Participants may pair with an
aspiring principal program candidate (aspiring principals seeking level 1 ) to conduct a school
culture audit;
gather and have available the following materials: (NOTE – private school students may gather
documents similar to those available to public school administrators)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o












Copy of school‘s improvement plan (CSIP)
School SBDM by-laws
Most recent school ―report card‖
Any survey information or other data on school culture and professional learning
communities within the school
Recent audit data from Standards and Indicators of School Improvement (SISI), if
applicable
A collection of news letters, e-mail or other communication information pertinent to this
topic
Vision, mission, core values, goals and objectives or other information regarding school
culture and professional learning communities
Student safety handbook
Teacher Efficacy Survey (if one has been administered)
A completed school culture survey of your school as your ticket to the Module. See
www.vcu.edu/ttac/inclusive_practice/pdf/school_culture_survey.pdf;

(Pre class reading with specific assignments from the instructor) Using the JIGSAW
PROTOCOL, participants will share information regarding Professional Learning Communities
as described in one or more of these books: Whatever It Takes: How Professional Learning
Communities Respond When Kids Don’t Learn by Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker, Gayle
Karhanek, and Richard Dufour; Revisiting Professional Learning Communities at Work,
DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Many, 2008; Getting Started: Reculturing Schools to Become
Learning Communities, Eaker, DuFour & DuFour, 2002;
read ―What Is a ‗Professional Learning Community‘?‖ Richard DuFour. Educational Leadership,
May 2004 Volume 61: Number 8, 6-11. Participants will write a brief reflection and apply to
their schools.
identify and discuss the cultural changes that are needed to effectively implement PLCs in their
school. They will bring school data to class to inform the discussion;
will, using the CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING GROUPS PROTOCOL, agree on the strategies
for overcoming external barriers to establishing effective PLCs in each school. (See page 59 in
The Power of Protocols);
work in groups of three to five using the SUCCESS ANALYSIS PROTOCOL, and describe one
area where there is success or progress in practice; follow the steps found in the protocol. (See
page 60 in The Power of Protocols, Video clip on PLCs utilized to identify successes of PLCs)
research various organizations that can provide professional development or technical assistance
to improve parent and community involvement in schools. Such organizations: Prichard
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Committee & Commonwealth Institute for Parent Leadership (www.prichard.org), Parent
Information Resource Center (www.ovpirc.org), National Center for Family Literacy
(www.familit.org), Kentucky Association of School Councils (www.kasc.net), Kentucky
Department of Education (www.education.ky.gov), Family Resource and Youth Service Centers
http://chfs.ky.gov/dfrcvs/frysc/default.htm). Participants could print copies of information to
share with one another or summarize information on chart paper to share in a gallery walk.
Ideally, this activity would be completed during the class session if Internet access is available on
site. Use a Jig-Saw protocol if needed to shorten reading and research time. If necessary, this
activity could be completed by participants after the course, simultaneously with the culminating
activity/assessment.
Log of Hours / Reflective Journal: The student must complete and submit these two documents. The
format for each is included in the appendix of this syllabus.
Performance Appraisal – EDAD 713
Activity
Submission of 5-P Action Plan
Completion of 5-P Action Plan Hours
Completion of Professional Learning Community
Requirements
Completion of Assignments for Improving
Family and Community Partnerships Relative
to School Culture
Timely and Completed Submission of Logs and Journals
Total

Points
10
30
30

30
50
____
150

Grading Scale: A (94-100) A- (90-93) B+ (87-89) B (84-86) B- (80-83) C (70-79) F (Below 70)
NOTE: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a reduction in
grade.
Incomplete “I” Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in the
family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing the
course work. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners including
students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion, economic and
environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and subject matter including all
texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the use of
technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and development of
multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC standards.
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Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a dispositional checklist
maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic adjustments
and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services Coordinator (DSC)
(located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is the student‘s responsibility to
notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows he or she will need specific
modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation. The instructor, upon notification
from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not
request accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic progress.
Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study techniques, writing,
time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the resources of the ARC, located
on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (452-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of withdrawal on
course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class Schedule. Students are
encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about withdrawal from courses once the
semester has begun. Withdrawal forms may be accessed at
http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.
Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of academic honesty
in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly endorse and will follow the academic
honesty policy as published in Bellarmine‘s Course Catalog 2009-2011 and in the 2009-2010 Student
Handbook; both documents are available online via mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully
aware of what constitutes academic dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or
rationalize dishonest acts. Academic dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to
cheating, plagiarism, fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage,
and unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of the Student Handbook.

All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is generally
assumed that graduate students fully understand what accounts for academic dishonesty.
Thus, no leniency of penalty will be applied in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question,
and may result in permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field
placement may include: falsifying the number of hours, forging a teacher‘s signature, falsifying
the content/nature of what is observed, and/or ―double-dipping‖ hours intended for credit in
another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad weather.
Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are cancelled.
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Appendix
Action Plan
No later than the second week of the semester, each student must submit an Action Plan for completion of
the field experience phase of this course. A template for the Action Plan follows. A plan is considered
approved when endorsed (through a signature) by the University Supervisor. Amendments to this plan are
not only expected but encouraged. However, all amendments must be approved by the university
supervisor.
Action Plan Template
Field Experience Action Plan
Name:
Semester/ Year of Registration:
Home Ph:
Work Ph:
Home Email:
Work Email:
Primary Location of Field Experience:
Name of Primary Mentor:
Work Location:
Address:
Phone Number:
Address:
Approval Signature of Mentor:

Using the following format, provide an outline for your field experience over the next semester. Although
some detail is not possible, and it is acknowledged that there will be many serendipitous opportunities for
learning, a well-thought-out plan will guarantee that the student fulfills the requirements for EDAD 713;
and increases his/her skills, content, and disposition for school leadership. The Action Plan must be
submitted to the University Supervisor by the first day of the semester. Amendments are expected and
even encouraged. However, alterations must be approved by the University Supervisor (and the P-12
School Administrator if appropriate).
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Action Plan: EDAD 713
ISLLC Standard or
TSSA/or KyCLS
Function

Approximate
Timeline

Planned Activities/Products
Example:
KyCLS: 5.1b Understands
the importance of a
collaborative process to
develop shared beliefs,
vision and mission that
supports student learning
and achievement.

I plan to write an article for the parents‘ orientation newsletter. In the past, I am not sure that
we have done a good job of communicating the school‘s vision to all stakeholders, and parents
are an important part of the school community. Therefore, I would like to communicate the
school‘s vision to parents in such a way that may create awareness and ownership in the overall
mission/vision of Lakeside High School
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This task will be
completed by the
newsletter deadline
(early August).

Log of Hours / Reflective Journal
Each student will keep a log of hours and reflective journal documenting the field experience
requirements in this course. These must be submitted to the University coordinator three times during the
course. For a fall semester class, due dates are the last day of Sept., Oct., and Nov. For a spring class,
the due dates are the last day of Feb., Mar., and Apr. Students are expected to utilize the work of Linda
Valli, (Listening to Other Voices: A Description of Teacher Reflection in the United States. Peabody
Journal of Education, 72, pp. 67-88) in varying reflections. Dr. Valli‘s work will be discussed in class.
Template for Log and Journal

Field Experience Log of Hours
Name:
Semester/ Year of Registration:
Home Ph:
Work Ph:
Home Email:
Work Email:
Primary Location of Field Experience:
Name of Primary Mentor:
Work Location:
Address:
Phone Number:
Address:
Record the number of clock hours spent on your
Field Experience and noted on your log. DO
NOT ESTIMATE. Take exact numbers from your
log.
Total clock hours:
Elementary school hours:
Date:
EX:
8/12

Middle school hours:
High school hours:

Site:

Primary activity/KyCLS Function Indicator

Brown
M.S.

Planned and delivered a professional development
session on new math textbooks (3.4c)
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Required?

Time:
4.5 hrs.

Reflective Journal Guided Format
Reflective Journal Guided Format:

Page Number: _______

Date:
Summarize: Tell who, what, where, when, how (Valli-Technical)

Location:
Analyze: How does this experience relate to your knowledge of
intellectual, instructional, managerial, and/or political leadership?
Tie this experience to some aspect of the ISLLC standards or the
TSSA standards or one of the function indicators of KyCLS. (ValliDeliberative and/or Technical)

In addition to reflecting on the diversity of learners, ethnicity or
communities and the extent to which the school addresses that
diversity, also evaluate the experience as it relates to your beliefs
and values: (Valli-Personalistic and/or Critical)

What insights have you gained from this experience, and how will
you apply these to your work? (Valli-Personalistic and/or In-and-on
Action)
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Observation Form
The university supervisor will be making frequent visits to the student‘s work site to observe field
experience requirements as well as to be supportive of the novice administrator. The following form will
be utilized to gather information during these visits. The form is built around the supervisor‘s desire to
observe the student in all areas of the KyCLS Dimensions and Functions.
Observation Form Template

BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY FIELD EXPERIENCE
EDAD 713
OBSERVATION FORM

_________________________________
Name of Candidate

________________________________
Name of Observer

_________________________________
School Name

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
Dates of Visits/Observations

_________________________________
School District

_________________________________
Name of Mentor

Note to Observer:
The performances listed are taken from the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System‘s Continuum for
Principal Preparation and Development and tied to the ISLLC and TSSA standards as represented in
Appendix G of this section of the handbook.
This list of performances is not all-inclusive. As you are observing, you might see other effective
practices for which there are no listed performances. Please feel free to add notes that are not obviously
tied to a particular function.
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Dimension 1. Leading Teaching and Learning
Functions
The candidate:
1.1a – Understands the processes to align, audit, monitor, and evaluate curriculum;
1.1b – Understands the design, purpose and analysis of curriculum maps and pacing guides that are aligned with
Program of Studies, performance standards, and core content;
1.1c –Understands how to design course schedule(s) and sequences that provide rigorous programs accessible by all
students;
1.1d- Understands the strategies and structures to support improvements in literacy and numeracy as the priority in a
well rounded curriculum;
1.1e-Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
1.2a-Understands learning interventions to address skill deficits and learning needs of students;
1.2b-Understands the process of providing multiple opportunities to learn by regrouping students, re-teaching
lessons, and modifying strategies based on formal and informal assessments;
1.2c-Understands appropriate use of varied research-based instructional strategies;
1.2d-Understands the appropriate use of technology in instructional settings.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 1.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 2. Assessing the Instructional Program and Monitoring Student Performance
Functions
The candidate:
2.1a Understands the connection between national, state, district, school and classroom assessments and their impact
on curriculum and instruction;
2.1b Understands how to use the results of multiple assessments to provide meaningful feedback on learning;
2.1c Understands, analyzes and applies school data to:
•Identify learning and achievement gaps
•Determine system, instructional, and student needs
•Develop a monitoring and improvement process for curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and professional
development;
2.1d Knows a variety of protocols to promote teacher collaboration in analyzing student work;
2.2a Understands how to use data to prioritize decisions and drive change;
2.2b Understands how to use assessment data to determine and address curricular gaps;
2.2c Understands the importance of monitoring classroom assessments to inform instructional practice;
2.2d Understands how to conduct and interpret research to improve student performance;
2.2e Understands how to be agood consumer of research;
2.2f Understands the need to identify and remove barriers to student learning.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 2.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 3. Securing and Developing Staff
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
3.1a Understands the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of effective teachers.
3.1b Understands methods of assessing the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of teaching applicants;
3.1c Understands the importance of aligning the staff recruitment and selection process with the
diversity needs of the school, school mission, vision, and school improvement plan;
3.1d Understands how to apply legal requirements, state and district personnel policies and
procedures;
3.2a Understands how to evaluate staff performance and plan professional growth of staff;
3.2b Understands the Kentucky Teacher Standards and instructional best practices for use in
personnel evaluation;
3.2c Understands the components and legal requirements of formative and summative staff evaluation;
3.2d Understands effective classroom observation techniques and teacher conferencing methods;
3.2e Understands how to collaboratively develop professional growth plans based on instructional needs identified
through the evaluation process;
3.3a Understands the effective use of instructional time and resources for effective learning;
3.3b Develops effective methods for open communications between staff and administrators;
3.3c Recognizes strategies of motivation, recognition, and rewards in sustaining and improving teacher;
performance;
3.3d Understands the importance of professional relationships with and among school staff;
3.4a Knows theories and research underlying effective professional development;
3.4b Understands the significance of continual attention to effective teaching practices and discussions about current
research and theory;
3.4c Understands the critical attributes of an effective PD system;
3.4d Demonstrates a commitment to learning.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 3.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 4. Building Culture and Community
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
4.1a Understands strategies to reinforce norms of behavior within a school culture conducive to student learning and
achievement;
4.1b Understands strategies to promote effective change;
4.1c Understands the elements of and impact of formal and informal school culture;
4.1d Understands how data can be used to influence and inform school culture;
4.1e Understands that individuals, families and communities need to be active partners in school success.
4.1f Understands how to engage all stakeholders;
4.1g Understands the importance of treating all individuals with fairness, dignity and respect;
4.1h Understands the need to use the influence of the office to enhance student learning and achievement rather than
for personal gain;
4.2a Understands how to create and sustain a school wide learning environment based on a shared sense of
community and cooperation;
4.2b Understands the importance of varied values and opinions;
4.2c Understands characteristics of professional learning communities that focus on student learning and
achievement;
4.2d Understands how to foster individual and collective accountability among staff members to improve student
learning and achievement;
4.3a Understands the need to model beliefs, ideals, and professional ethics conducive to student learning and
achievement;
4.3b Understands the importance of a commitment to equity and diversity;
4.3c Understands the roles and responsibilities of all school administrative, departmental and support staff,
leadership teams, committees, and school-based council;
4.3d Understands the importance of modeling a personal and professional code of ethics.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 4.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 5. Creating Organizational Structures and Operations
Functions
The candidate:
5.1.a Understands the importance of vision and developing a personal vision for school leadership;
5.1.b Understands the importance of a collaborative process to develop shared beliefs, vision and mission that
supports student learning and achievement;
5.1.c Knows a variety of strategies to align resources, operational procedures and organizational structures with the
school vision and mission;
5.1.d Understands how modeling values, beliefs, and attitudes can inspire others to higher levels of performance;
5.2.a Understands systems thinking as related to student learning and achievement and designs appropriate
strategies;
5.2.b Understands the role of leadership and shared decision making in school improvement planning;
5.2c Understands the development, implementation and monitoring of a school improvement plan aligned with data,
policy and regulation;
5.3a Understands basic management skills to foster student safety, learning and achievement;
5.3b Understands problem-solving techniques for decision making purposes.
5.4a Understands the laws, regulations, and policies under which the school must function.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 5.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 6. Creating Organizational Structures and Operations
Functions
The candidate:
6.1a Understands strategies to build learning relationships with families;
6.1b Understands strategies to build partnerships with community stakeholders;
6.1c Understands strategies to leverage multiple resources to improve student learning and achievement;
6.1d Understands and considers the prevailing values of the diverse community;
6.1e Understands the importance of community stakeholder involvement in student learning and
achievement;
6.1f Understands how to assess family and community concerns, expectations and needs;
6.1g Understands how the community environment in which schools operate can be influenced on behalf of all
students and their families;
6.1h Understands the need for ongoing dialogue with representatives of diverse community groups;
6.1i Understands the importance of being engaged in the larger community outside of the local school;
6.2a Understands the district protocol for accessing additional external resources;
6.2b Understands how to allocate and integrate district resources available for addressing all student needs;
6.2c Understands how to leverage district resources for school improvement;
6.2d Understands the importance of monitoring and evaluating district resources based on changing student needs.
6.3a Understands how to influence public policy to provide quality education for all students.
6.3b Understands how to operate within the political environment in which the school exists.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 6.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY
ANNSLEY FRAZIER THORNTON SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDAD 714 - Emerging Legal and Resource Management Issues for the Principalship
3 Credit Hours
THEME: EDUCATOR AS REFLECTIVE LEARNER
Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world by
educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and with respect for
each individual‘s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through undergraduate and
graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional studies, within which students develop the
intellectual, moral, ethical and professional competencies for successful living, work, leadership and
service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational environment committed to excellence,
academic freedom, and authentic conversations not dominated by particular political or other single
perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of serious ideas, values, and issues, timehonored and contemporary, across a broad range of compelling regional, national and international
matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks to benefit the public interest, to help create the
future, and to improve the human condition. Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In
Veritatis Amore, In the Love of Truth.
Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
E-mail:
Office Hours:

The course will meet (dates and times) in (room).
TEXTBOOK(s):
Annual Financial Report (1991). Measuring progress. Office of Educational Accountability. Frankfort,
KY
Essex, Nathan L. (2008). School law and the public schools: A practical guide for educational leaders, 4th
Ed. Boston: Allyn and Bacon.
Web Resources
Kentucky Department of Education. Financial management manuals. Frankfort, KY
http://www.kde.state.ky.us
Consortium for Policy Research in Education. (CPRE) Website on School Finance.
http://www.wcer.wisc.edu/cpre/finance/
Professional Code of Ethics for Kentucky School Certified Personnel
http://www.graves.k12.ky.us/evaluation/prof_code_ethics_ky.htm
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Documents: Kentucky Department of Education and local district documents, including policies and
procedures.
Course Description
This course will explore the revenue sources and the funding processes used to finance education for
students in the Commonwealth of Kentucky and provide future and novice school leaders the opportunity
to develop a working knowledge of the legal system and professional ethics and an understanding of how
these interface to influence and inform the practice of leadership in contemporary schooling. The course
will provide the student an opportunity to learn how state funds are distributed to school districts and give
them a working knowledge of the formulas used for that purpose. The student will have knowledge of
how to relate state funding to district and building level budget preparation. The course examines selected
key issues that educational leaders are likely to confront in the day-to-day operation of schools.
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives:
The AFTSE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to teach
and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished performance through the
following criteria: individual course assessments, field and clinical evaluations, dispositional assessments,
benchmark assignments, and standardized exams. Based on this program assessment data, the candidate
who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community settings
to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making, intercultural
experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each
individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods of
instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of assessment; and
 incorporates Valli‘s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic, deliberative,
in and on action, and critical reflection.
STANDARDS:
Course objectives are tied to the six Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium‘s (ISLLC)
Standards; the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA), a product of the TSSA
Collaborative; and the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS). These three sets of standards
along with the Commonwealth of Kentucky‘s Standards and Indicators for School Improvement (SISI),
and the Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSE) Program Objectives comprise the
backbone of the Bellarmine program for principal preparation. In reference to the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Conceptual Framework, this course provides experiences that enhance a
candidate‘s ability with the following knowledge bases:
 Leadership
 Communication and Collaboration
 Field Experiences
 Pedagogy and Curriculum Development
 Dispositions
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Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSE).
STRAND
I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development,
articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision
of learning that is
shared and supported by
all stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration of
technology and
foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the realization
of that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Operational Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning
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BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
II

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard II
Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing,
and sustaining a school
culture and instructional
program conducive to
student learning and
staff professional
growth.

Standard II
Learning and
Teaching
Educational
leaders ensure
that curricular
design,
instructional
strategies, and
learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies to
maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology to
plan and
implement
comprehensive
systems of
effective
assessment and
evaluation.

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU
Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSE
Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
III

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
ensuring management
of the organization,
operation, and resources
for a safe, efficient, and
effective learning
environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology to
enhance their
professional
practice and to
increase their
own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Management,
and
Operations
Educational
leaders ensure
the integration
of technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Operational Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU

AFTSE

Goal 7
Thinking Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV
Collaborative
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with
faculty and community
members, responding to
diverse community
interests and needs and
mobilizing community
resources.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
V

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Standard V Ethical
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical
manner.

Standard VI
Social, Legal,
and Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand the
social, legal,
and ethical
issues related to
technology and
model
responsible
decisionmaking related
to these issue.

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Operational Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
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Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

BU
Goal 2
Theological
Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

AFTSE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

STRAND
VI

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
understanding,
responding to, and
influencing the political,
social, economic, legal,
and cultural context.

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Operational Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in
detail at:
http://www.ccsso.or
g/Documents/2008/
Educational_Leaders
hip_Policy_Standard
s_2008.pdf

The TSSA
standards can
be found in
detail at:
www.cnets.ist
e.org/tssa/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.

In light of the Bellarmine AFTSE theme “Educator as Reflective Learner,” students will be
required to use Valli’s five types of reflection:
Valli’s five types of reflection

Connection to Bellarmine
University’s Educator
Preparation Program
Technical reflection: The
Reflective inquiry encourages a
educator matches one’s own
continuous relationship between
performance to external guidelines.
experience and understanding,
Content of this form of reflection
which promotes a Triad of Lifecenters on general instruction and
Long Learning: research, reflection,
management behaviors based on
and refinement. Relying upon
research of teaching.
recognized bodies of knowledge,
educators perceive relationships
and connections between parts of
the teaching and learning process.
This style of thinking develops
within each teacher a critical
disposition for broad-based
problem-solving abilities and also
nurtures life-long learning.
Reflection-in and on-action: The
Reflective thinking involves
educator bases decisions on one’s
continuous assessment, creating a
own unique situation and
balance between new information
considers personal teaching
and the critical examination of
performance.
prior teaching experiences relevant
to the new information.
Deliberative reflection: The
Educators, while exercising
educator weighs competing
freedom of choice for themselves
viewpoints and research findings
and learners, rely on a strong
regarding a whole range of
research base as a guide for their
pedagogical concerns/decisions
pedagogy. Educators, furthermore,
(e.g., curriculum, instructional
are responsible for initiating such
strategies, rules and organization
activities within various styles of
of classroom, etc.).
performance in order to meet the
diverse needs of students.
Personalistic reflection: The
The reflective thinker knows that
educator listens to and trusts one’s
not only are one’s feelings,
own inner voice and the voices of
emotions, and cognition closely
others. Content for this type of
related, but they are highly
reflection includes personal growth
interactive in the teaching and
and relationships with students.
learning process.
Critical reflection: The educator
As the educator models reflective
considers the social, moral, and
thinking, s/he encourages the
political dimensions of schooling
same kind of thinking in her/his
and judges these dimensions in
students. Such thinking—openlight of the ethical criteria such as
mindedness and discernment,
social justice and equality of
rational judgment and creativity—
opportunity.
is likely to transfer to other aspects
of students’ lives.
Valli, L. (1997). Listening to other voices: A description of teacher reflection in the United States. Peabody Journal
of Education, 72 (1), 67-88.
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EDAD 714 COURSE/LEARNER OBJECTIVES:
Each objective is linked to one of the six ISLLC strands in the crosswalk on pages 3-8 of this
syllabus with specific reference to relevant KyCLS indicators.
The school leader will:
1. Demonstrate reflective practice as an educational decision maker and leader whose professional
behavior exemplifies the highest legal and ethical standards through the use of school law in the
analysis and critique of possible courses of action and alternative decisions in the area of
educational leadership (Strands I, II, III, IV, V, VI) (KyCLS 2.2, 2., 3.2, 4.1, 5.1, 5.3; and
2. Discuss and understand the connections and coherence between education law and jurisdiction
(Strands III, V, VI) (KyCLS 2.3, 3.1, 3.2 ; and
3. Analyze and discuss the judicial phrasing of education themes by means of practical policy
examples and concrete jurisdiction (Strands III, V, VI) (KyCLS 3., 3.1, 3.2, 4.1.
4. Develop skills and behaviors in planning and budgeting, relating goals of education and resource
inputs to program outcomes, interpreting constraints imposed by state and federal finance
policies, and providing leadership in state and local debates about fiscal policies for education
(Strands I, III, VI) (KyCLS 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 6.1; and
5. Become familiar with taxation policies and alternative revenue sources (Strands III, VI) (KyCLS
4.1, 6.1; and
6. Develop an understanding of budget development, fiscal responsibility, and accountability
(Strands, I, III, V)(KyCLS 3.2, 4.1, 5.1, 5.3; and
7. Learn to relate financial planning and budgeting to educational goals and priorities of academic
accountability systems (Strands I, II, III, V, VI) (KyCLS 2.1, 3.2, 4.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 6.1 .
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: Each participant is responsible for the assigned reading in this course
and developing projects, e.g., a school budget. Students are expected to have read the assignments prior to
coming to class. Students are responsible for the textbook readings and any additional readings provided
by the instructor. Because of the seminar setting for the class, each student will be expected to confer
with and meet outside of class at expected and agreed upon times.
Time Commitment: The class will be a combination of seminar settings and field experiences.
Participants will be expected to meet once monthly (four times per semester) for four hours.
Additionally, the student must meet with a group of class participants at least four additional times to do
development work related to the seminars. The participant must complete at least 25+ hours of field work
during the semester in which the class is offered and within the time structure of an identified University
semester. If a student requires more than 25 hours completing all required activities, it is expected that
the student will devote enough time to complete all activities. This will be documented in the Log of
Hours. Specifics and format can be found in the appendices of this syllabus.
Class/Group Activities/Law Writing Project:
The participant will engage in the following activities and leadership opportunities:
 Religion in Schools; Students, the Law and Public Schools;
 Individuals with Disabilities; School Personnel and School District Liability;
 Liability and Student Records; Intellectual Property;
 Teacher Freedoms; SBDM and Open Meeting Law;
 The Instructional Program; School Desegregation ;
Preparation of a School Budget:
 Constructing a school budget; and
 Understanding and applying resource streams to student improvement
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Log of Hours / Reflective Journal: The student must complete and submit these two documents. The
format for each is included in the Appendix of this syllabus.
Performance Appraisal – EDAD 714
Activity
In-class participation and attendance
Preparation of a school budget
Timely and completed submission of logs and journals
Law Writing project

Points
25
25
25
25
____

Total

100

Grading Scale: A (94-100) A- (90-93) B+ (87-89) B (84-86) B- (80-83) C (70-79) F (Below 70)
NOTE: This course requires a minimum of a B- to continue in the program.
Other Relevant Policies and Procedures
Late Work
Students are expected to meet all deadlines for the course. Failure to do so may result in a reduction in
grade.
Incomplete ―I‖ Grade
An incomplete ―I‖ grade may be recorded by an instructor if there is verification of illness, death in the
family, or some other extenuating circumstance that has prohibited the student from completing the
course work. A grade of ―I‖ is rarely recorded at Bellarmine University.
Special Education Content
The course focuses on the development of effective leadership for the success of ALL learners including
students with disabilities.
Diversity Content
Awareness and avoidance of bias related to gender, culture, ethnicity, disabilities, religion, economic and
environmental equity issues are embedded throughout the course content and subject matter including all
texts.
Technology Content
Each student will meet course objectives by completing assignments and projects that require the use of
technology. Communication with teachers, other students, web based research,and development of
multimedia presentations are all part of the course work.
Dispositions
Dispositional expectations for school leaders are identifed as part of each of the ISLLC standards.
Students complete self-evaluations and receive feedback from the instructor on a dispositional checklist
maintained throughout the principal preparation program and designed to show growth over time.
Other Related Policies
Statement on Instructional Modifications
It is the University policy that students with disabilities who require modifications (academic adjustments
and/or auxiliary aids or services) for this course must contact the Disability Services Coordinator (DSC)
(located in the Counseling Center, BOB Building, 4th floor, 452-8480). It is the student‘s responsibility to
notify the DSC during the first week of class if he or she knows he or she will need specific
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modifications or adjustments to allow adequate time for preparation. The instructor, upon notification
from Disability Services, will then meet with the student to discuss appropriate strategies. Please do not
request accommodations directly from the instructor.
Academic Resource Center
The Academic Resource Center (ARC) is available to every student to support academic progress.
Students needing or wanting additional and or specialized assistance related to study techniques, writing,
time management, tutoring, test-taking strategies, etc. should seek out the resources of the ARC, located
on A – level of the W.L. Lyons Brown Library (452-8071).
Withdrawal From Classes
Each semester, information about withdrawal with tuition reimbursement and the effects of withdrawal on
course grades is specifically printed out in the Bellarmine University Class Schedule. Students are
encouraged to consult this document when making decisions about withdrawal from courses once the
semester has begun. Withdrawal forms may be accessed at
http://www.bellarmine.edu/registrar/RegForms.asp.
Academic Honesty
As a Bellarmine University student, you are expected to demonstrate a high standard of academic honesty
in all aspects of your academic work and university life. I strongly endorse and will follow the academic
honesty policy as published in Bellarmine‘s Course Catalog 2009-2011 and in the 2009-2010 Student
Handbook; both documents are available online via mybellarmine.edu. Students and faculty must be fully
aware of what constitutes academic dishonesty; claims of ignorance cannot be used to justify or
rationalize dishonest acts. Academic dishonesty can take a number of forms, including but not limited to
cheating, plagiarism, fabrication, aiding and abetting, multiple submissions, obtaining unfair advantage,
and unauthorized access to academic or administrative systems. Definitions of each of these forms of
academic dishonesty are provided in the academic honesty section of the Student Handbook.
All confirmed incidents of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and sanctions will be imposed as dictated by the policy. It is generally assumed that
graduate students fully understand what accounts for academic dishonesty. Thus, no leniency of
penalty will be applied in cases involving graduate students.
Plagiarism or cheating on field placement will result in ―0‖ credit for field hours under question, and may
result in permanent dismissal from the education program. Plagiarism on field placement may
include: falsifying the number of hours, forging a teacher‘s signature, falsifying the content/nature of
what is observed, and/or ―double-dipping‖ hours intended for credit in another placement or course.
Severe Weather
Refer to the current student handbook for details regarding changes in schedule due to bad weather.
Faculty will arrange class schedules to meet course objectives in the event classes are cancelled.
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Appendix

Log of Hours / Reflective Journal
Each student will keep a log of hours and reflective journal documenting the field experience
requirements in this course. These must be submitted to the University coordinator three times during the
course. For a fall semester class, due dates are the last day of Sept., Oct., and Nov. For a spring class,
the due dates are the last day of Feb., Mar., and Apr. Students are expected to utilize the work of Linda
Valli, (Listening to Other Voices: A Description of Teacher Reflection in the United States. Peabody
Journal of Education, 72, pp. 67-88) in varying reflections. Dr. Valli‘s work will be discussed in class.
Template for Log and Journal

Field Experience Log of Hours
Name:
Semester/ Year of Registration:
Home Ph:
Work Ph:
Home Email:
Work Email:
Primary Location of Field Experience:
Name of Primary Mentor:
Work Location:
Address:
Phone Number:
Address:
Record the number of clock hours spent on your
Field Experience and noted on your log. DO
NOT ESTIMATE. Take exact numbers from your
log.
Total clock hours:
Elementary school hours:
Date:
EX:
8/12

Middle school hours:
High school hours:

Site:

Primary activity/KyCLS Function Indicator

Brown
M.S.

Planned and delivered a professional development
session on new math textbooks (3.4c)
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Required?

Time:
4.5 hrs.

Reflective Journal Guided Format
Reflective Journal Guided Format:

Page Number: _______

Date:
Summarize: Tell who, what, where, when, how (Valli-Technical)

Location:
Analyze: How does this experience relate to your knowledge of
intellectual, instructional, managerial, and/or political leadership?
Tie this experience to some aspect of the ISLLC standards or the
TSSA standards or one of the function indicators of KyCLS. (ValliDeliberative and/or Technical)

In addition to reflecting on the diversity of learners, ethnicity or
communities and the extent to which the school addresses that
diversity, also evaluate the experience as it relates to your beliefs
and values: (Valli-Personalistic and/or Critical)

What insights have you gained from this experience, and how will
you apply these to your work? (Valli-Personalistic and/or In-and-on
Action)
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Observation Form
The university supervisor will be making frequent visits to the student‘s work site to observe field
experience requirements as well as to be supportive of the novice administrator. The following form will
be utilized to gather information during these visits. The form is built around the supervisor‘s desire to
observe the student in all areas of the KyCLS Dimensions and Functions.
Observation Form Template

BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY FIELD EXPERIENCE
EDAD 714
OBSERVATION FORM

_________________________________
Name of Candidate

________________________________
Name of Observer

_________________________________
School Name

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
Dates of Visits/Observations

_________________________________
School District

_________________________________
Name of Mentor

Note to Observer:
The performances listed are taken from the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System‘s Continuum for
Principal Preparation and Development and tied to the ISLLC and TSSA standards as represented in
Appendix G of this section of the handbook.
This list of performances is not all-inclusive. As you are observing, you might see other effective
practices for which there are no listed performances. Please feel free to add notes that are not obviously
tied to a particular function.
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Dimension 1. Leading Teaching and Learning
Functions
The candidate:
1.1a – Understands the processes to align, audit, monitor, and evaluate curriculum;
1.1b – Understands the design, purpose and analysis of curriculum maps and pacing guides that are aligned with
Program of Studies, performance standards, and core content;
1.1c –Understands how to design course schedule(s) and sequences that provide rigorous programs accessible by all
students;
1.1d- Understands the strategies and structures to support improvements in literacy and numeracy as the priority in a
well rounded curriculum;
1.1e-Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
1.2a-Understands learning interventions to address skill deficits and learning needs of students;
1.2b-Understands the process of providing multiple opportunities to learn by regrouping students, re-teaching
lessons, and modifying strategies based on formal and informal assessments;
1.2c-Understands appropriate use of varied research-based instructional strategies;
1.2d-Understands the appropriate use of technology in instructional settings.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 1.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 2. Assessing the Instructional Program and Monitoring Student Performance
Functions
The candidate:
2.1a Understands the connection between national, state, district, school and classroom assessments and their impact
on curriculum and instruction;
2.1b Understands how to use the results of multiple assessments to provide meaningful feedback on learning;
2.1c Understands, analyzes and applies school data to:
•Identify learning and achievement gaps
•Determine system, instructional, and student needs
•Develop a monitoring and improvement process for curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and professional
development;
2.1d Knows a variety of protocols to promote teacher collaboration in analyzing student work;
2.2a Understands how to use data to prioritize decisions and drive change;
2.2b Understands how to use assessment data to determine and address curricular gaps;
2.2c Understands the importance of monitoring classroom assessments to inform instructional practice;
2.2d Understands how to conduct and interpret research to improve student performance;
2.2e Understands how to be a good consumer of research;
2.2f Understands the need to identify and remove barriers to student learning.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 2.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 3. Securing and Developing Staff
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
3.1a Understands the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of effective teachers.
3.1b Understands methods of assessing the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of teaching applicants;
3.1c Understands the importance of aligning the staff recruitment and selection process with the
diversity needs of the school, school mission, vision, and school improvement plan;
3.1d Understands how to apply legal requirements, state and district personnel policies and
procedures;
3.2a Understands how to evaluate staff performance and plan professional growth of staff;
3.2b Understands the Kentucky Teacher Standards and instructional best practices for use in
personnel evaluation;
3.2c Understands the components and legal requirements of formative and summative staff evaluation;
3.2d Understands effective classroom observation techniques and teacher conferencing methods;
3.2e Understands how to collaboratively develop professional growth plans based on instructional needs identified
through the evaluation process;
3.3a Understands the effective use of instructional time and resources for effective learning;
3.3b Develops effective methods for open communications between staff and administrators;
3.3c Recognizes strategies of motivation, recognition, and rewards in sustaining and improving teacher;
performance;
3.3d Understands the importance of professional relationships with and among school staff;
3.4a Knows theories and research underlying effective professional development;
3.4b Understands the significance of continual attention to effective teaching practices and discussions about current
research and theory;
3.4c Understands the critical attributes of an effective PD system;
3.4d Demonstrates a commitment to learning.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 3.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 4. Building Culture and Community
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
4.1a Understands strategies to reinforce norms of behavior within a school culture conducive to student learning and
achievement;
4.1b Understands strategies to promote effective change;
4.1c Understands the elements of and impact of formal and informal school culture;
4.1d Understands how data can be used to influence and inform school culture;
4.1e Understands that individuals, families and communities need to be active partners in school success.
4.1f Understands how to engage all stakeholders;
4.1g Understands the importance of treating all individuals with fairness, dignity and respect;
4.1h Understands the need to use the influence of the office to enhance student learning and achievement rather than
for personal gain;
4.2a Understands how to create and sustain a school wide learning environment based on a shared sense of
community and cooperation;
4.2b Understands the importance of varied values and opinions;
4.2c Understands characteristics of professional learning communities that focus on student learning and
achievement;
4.2d Understands how to foster individual and collective accountability among staff members to improve student
learning and achievement;
4.3a Understands the need to model beliefs, ideals, and professional ethics conducive to student learning and
achievement;
4.3b Understands the importance of a commitment to equity and diversity;
4.3c Understands the roles and responsibilities of all school administrative, departmental and support staff,
leadership teams, committees, and school-based council;
4.3d Understands the importance of modeling a personal and professional code of ethics.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 4.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 5. Creating Organizational Structures and Operations
Functions
The candidate:
5.1.a Understands the importance of vision and developing a personal vision for school leadership;
5.1.b Understands the importance of a collaborative process to develop shared beliefs, vision and mission that
supports student learning and achievement;
5.1.c Knows a variety of strategies to align resources, operational procedures and organizational structures with the
school vision and mission;
5.1.d Understands how modeling values, beliefs, and attitudes can inspire others to higher levels of performance;
5.2.a Understands systems thinking as related to student learning and achievement and designs appropriate
strategies;
5.2.b Understands the role of leadership and shared decision making in school improvement planning;
5.2c Understands the development, implementation and monitoring of a school improvement plan aligned with data,
policy and regulation;
5.3a Understands basic management skills to foster student safety, learning and achievement;
5.3b Understands problem-solving techniques for decision making purposes.
5.4a Understands the laws, regulations, and policies under which the school must function.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 5.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 6. Creating Organizational Structures and Operations
Functions
The candidate:
6.1a Understands strategies to build learning relationships with families;
6.1b Understands strategies to build partnerships with community stakeholders;
6.1c Understands strategies to leverage multiple resources to improve student learning and achievement;
6.1d Understands and considers the prevailing values of the diverse community;
6.1e Understands the importance of community stakeholder involvement in student learning and
achievement;
6.1f Understands how to assess family and community concerns, expectations and needs;
6.1g Understands how the community environment in which schools operate can be influenced on behalf of all
students and their families;
6.1h Understands the need for ongoing dialogue with representatives of diverse community groups;
6.1i Understands the importance of being engaged in the larger community outside of the local school;
6.2a Understands the district protocol for accessing additional external resources;
6.2b Understands how to allocate and integrate district resources available for addressing all student needs;
6.2c Understands how to leverage district resources for school improvement;
6.2d Understands the importance of monitoring and evaluating district resources based on changing student needs.
6.3a Understands how to influence public policy to provide quality education for all students.
6.3b Understands how to operate within the political environment in which the school exists.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 6.1c. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.
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Section I – Field Experience
Bellarmine University Statement of Philosophy
―The one intolerable thing in education is the absence of intellectual design.‖
Mark Van Dorn
Bellarmine College was founded in 1950 under the Roman Catholic auspices as a liberal arts college
for men. The college became co-educational in 1968, and in that same year, the governance of the
college was entrusted to a lay, independent Board of Trustees. Bellarmine became a university in the
fall of 2000. Religion and philosophy, however, continue to be essential to the intellectual life and
mission of Bellarmine University. These subjects are prominently represented in the general
education curriculum, and they reinforce the larger value-centered curriculum of the university.
To accomplish its goal as a liberal arts university, Bellarmine is inspired by the ideal of a community
of active learners, persistently engaged in inquiry and communication. The university is committed to
the principle that inquiry must be free and far-reaching, exploring such issues as the meaning of God,
justice, the individual and society, suffering and death, care and hope; correspondingly, in such a
forum of inquiry, communication must be open and, on occasion, respectfully antagonistic. As
community is established, inquiry and communication generate a wide range of interpersonal
relationships, involving students, faculty, administrators, and alumni, and leading to learning that is a
life-long pursuit.
The mission of the university begins in the classroom. It is perfected, however, in the academic
community. In the relationships that community makes possible, the whole person undergoes
constant and perpetual development: an intellect comfortable with ambiguity; a conscience
responsive to justice in moral and social issues; affections that reaffirm commitment within the
personal and public realms.
To stimulate this life-long development, the academic community must be a place which gives rise to
the experience of diversity, as represented through ethnicity, religion, gender, sexuality, or
disability. Within such a community, one has the opportunity to mature in the knowledge of human
and global differences, and to experience heightened levels of intellectual authenticity, as well as
tolerance and compassion.
The university’s commitment to the establishment of academic community is the foundation for its
commitment to diversity. Bellarmine identifies its ideal in the college described by John Henry
Cardinal Newman as the place where a thousand things come together in the interest of advancing
inquiry, verifying discovery, and exposing error.

Mission & Vision of Bellarmine University
Bellarmine University is an independent Catholic university serving the region, nation and world by
educating talented, diverse students of all faiths and many ages, nations, and cultures, and with
respect for each individual’s intrinsic value and dignity. We educate our students through
undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts and professional studies, within which
students develop the intellectual, moral, ethical and professional competencies for successful living,
work, leadership and service to others. We achieve these goals in an educational environment
committed to excellence, academic freedom, and authentic conversations not dominated by
particular political or other single perspective and thus to thoughtful, informed consideration of
serious ideas, values, and issues, time-honored and contemporary, across a broad range of
compelling regional, national and international matters. By these means, Bellarmine University seeks
to benefit the public interest, to help create the future, and to improve the human condition.
Thus we strive to be worthy of our foundational motto: In Veritatis Amore, In the Love of Truth.
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The Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
The Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education is committed to the mission of Bellarmine
University. As an area of specialization, the School of Education is responsible for the education of
teachers and P-12 school administrators. The competent educator envisioned by the School has the
knowledge, skills, and character necessary for becoming a contributing member of the academic
profession and of society, in the complex world of the 21st century. Minimally, graduates in Teacher
Education should be able to demonstrate competency in the areas of diagnosis, prescription, and
instruction and graduates in Principal Preparation should be able to demonstrate competency in the
areas of intellectual, instructional, managerial, and political leadership. Beyond this, however,
graduates should be prepared to respond to the broad diversity of learners within the schools, and to
direct and control change in a reform-minded educational environment. Meeting the challenges of
diversity and change requires great resourcefulness on the part of educators. New methods of
implementation and strategies of action need to be devised to meet new school situations.
Effective educators in the 21st century must develop the character traits of leadership. The problems
of poverty, racism, family instability, crime, and disease threaten the classroom at a time when
technology, diversity, and advanced research signal promise. In this situation, educators are called
upon to exercise the leadership that will lead from problem to promise and that will herald confident
renewal in the face of apocalypse.
When neither the problems nor the promise of the 21st century is minimized, then the requirements of
knowledge, skills, and character for the education graduate can be understood. The combination of
resources required by this educator is embodied in the reflective learner.
Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education (AFTSOE) Program Objectives
The AFTSOE prepares caring and effective educators with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to
teach and lead in diverse settings. Candidates demonstrate proficient to distinguished performance
through the following criteria: individual course assessments, field and clinical evaluations,
dispositional assessments, benchmark assignments, and standardized exams. Based on this program
assessment data, the candidate who achieves proficiency:
 works collaboratively across disciplines, school corridors/environments, and community
settings to foster student learning;
 participates and reflects on field and clinical experiences requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and collaboration with professionals;
 exhibits educator dispositions that respect and foster the uniqueness and dignity of each
individual learner as well as value intellectual, moral, ethical, and professional competencies;
 constructs pedagogical and content based decisions including, but not limited to methods of
instruction, classroom management, professional relationships, and methods of assessment;
and
 incorporates Valli’s five reflective processes which include technical, personalistic,
deliberative, in and on action, and critical reflection.
Introduction to the Field Experience
Bellarmine University welcomes you to one of the most significant components of the Educational
Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration (Ed.S.) Program. The education
faculty hopes that your participation in the program will be professionally stimulating and rewarding.
This section of the Handbook describes policies, requirements, and information, and provides forms
related to the field-based component of Bellarmine University’s Education Specialist degree in
Instructional Leadership and School Administration.
A student must begin accumulating field experience hours the first semester while enrolled in EDAD
701, EDAD 702, EDAD 703, and EDAD 704. Due to the student’s need to gain field experiences in
different levels (elementary, middle, and high), beginning to accumulate hours in year-round school
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settings during the summer months is a prudent strategy for participants. Therefore, it is imperative
that a student reads and digests this handbook in the first semester of preparation.
There are at least four critical purposes for the field experiences:
1. To allow the student to explore the role of the school leader and make an informed choice
concerning his/her own career goals;
2. To require the student to actively engage in the work of school assistant principals and principals;
3. To encourage the student to apply concepts and skills gained within the context of his/her
courses; and
4. To provide formative and summative data relating to the student’s progression in the
development as a school leader in relationship to the Interstate School Leaders Licensure
Consortium (ISLLC) Standards and the Technology Standards for School Administrators (TSSA).
The field experience serves as a foundation for full implementation of theory into practice. The
student has the opportunity to participate in a variety of settings while gathering a wealth of
information on the wide variation in leadership approaches and institutional challenges. This field
experience constitutes an integral component in the preparation of outstanding leaders for 21 st
century schools.
Rationale
The field experience component is contained in four courses (EDAD 704, EDAD 706, EDAD 708 and
EDAD 712), one per semester and required within the context of other courses taken during each
semester. The format intends to provide the student with opportunities to experience the many facets
of P-12 school leadership. The student will apply best practices, collaborate with successful
administrators, compare processes and procedures, initiate positive changes in the learning climate,
produce tangible products, and practice self-reflection. The field experience will be completed in
multiple school environments. It is expected that the student will augment skills and dispositions
described in the ISLLC Standards and the TSSA.
The professional literature surrounding the topic of principal preparation is full of advocacy for rich
field experiences during the pre-service period of the candidate’s development. Milstein, Bobroff,
and Restine (1991) argue that the preparation of educational administrators is primitive and
notoriously weak. Jacobson’s (1996) surveys of experienced administrators indicate that only 7% of
respondents viewed their university preparation as the most beneficial training for the job. In
contrast, 61% indicate that their initial experiences on the job were the most enlightening aspect of
their training. These administrators long for pre-service experiences that replicate the realities of the
assistant principal and principal jobs. ―Field experiences are prominent in the recommendations of
all groups searching for improved preparation of school principals‖ (NAESP, 1990, p. 38). The
National Association of Elementary School Principals recommends that ―the structure and
contribution of clinical experiences should be studied further with the goal of providing richer
practical components in programs for aspiring principals‖ (1990, p. 38). In addition, the Kentucky
Education Professional Standards Board requires that each program submitted for approval include
authentic field experiences integrated throughout the principal preparation program. The field
experiences required as part of Bellarmine’s preparation program are designed to meet the
recommendations of the researchers devoted to the development of P-12 school leaders.
References
Jacobson, S. L. (July, 1996). School Leadership in an age of reform: New directions in principal
preparation. International Journal of Educational Reform, 5, (3), (pp. 271-277).
Milstein, M. M., Bobroff, B. M., & Restine, L. N. (1991). Internship programs in Educational
administration: A guide to preparing educational leaders. New York: Teachers College Press.
National Association of Elementary School Principals (1990). Principals for the 21st Century.
Alexandria, VA: Author.
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Educational Leadership Policy Standards: ISLLC 2008
as adopted by the National Policy Board for Educational Administration (NPBEA)
December 12, 2007
Standard 1: An education leader promotes the success of every student by facilitating the development,
articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning that is shared and supported by all
stakeholders
Functions:
A. Collaboratively develop and implement a shared vision and mission.
B. Collect and use data to identify goals, assess organizational effectiveness, and promote
organizational learning
C. Create and implement plans to achieve goals
D. Promote continuous and sustainable improvement
E. Monitor and evaluate progress and revise plans
Standard 2: An education leader promotes the success of every student by advocating, nurturing and
sustaining a school culture and instructional program conducive to student learning and staff
professional growth.
Functions
A. Nurture and sustain a culture of collaboration, trust, learning, and high expectations
B. Create a comprehensive, rigorous, and coherent curricular program
C. Create a personalized and motivating learning environment for students
D. Supervise instruction
E. Develop assessment and accountability systems to monitor student progress.
F. Develop the instructional and leadership capacity of staff
G. Maximize time spent on quality instruction
H. Promote the use of the most effective and appropriate technologies to support teaching and
learning
I. Monitor and evaluate the impact of the instructional program
Standard 3: An education leader promotes the success of every student by ensuring management of the
organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment.
Functions
A. Monitor and evaluate the management and operational systems
B. Obtain, allocate, align, and efficiently utilize human, fiscal, and technological resources
C. Promote and protect the welfare and safety of students and staff
D. Develop the capacity for distributed leadership
E. Ensure teacher and organizational time is focused to support quality instruction and student
learning
Standard 4: An education leader promotes the success of every student by collaborating with faculty and
community members, responding to diverse community interests and needs, and mobilizing community
resources.
Functions
A. Collect and analyze data and information pertinent to the educational environment
B. Promote understanding, appreciation, and use of the community’s diverse cultural, social,
and intellectual resources
C. Build and sustain positive relationships with families and caregivers
D. Build and sustain productive relationships with community partners
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Standard 5: An education leader promotes the success of every student by acting with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.
Functions
A. Ensure a system of accountability for every student’s academic and social success
B. Model principles of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency, and ethical behavior
C. Safeguard the values of democracy, equity, and diversity
D. Consider and evaluate the potential moral and legal consequences of decision-making
E. Promote social justice and ensure that individual student needs inform all aspects of schooling
Standard 6: An education leader promotes the success of every student by understanding, responding
to, and influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context.
Functions
A. Advocate for children, families, and caregivers
B. Act to influence local, district, state, and national decisions affecting student learning
C. Assess, analyze, and anticipate emerging trends and initiatives in order to adapt leadership
strategies

Code of Ethics
Students and the University Supervisor involved in field experiences are expected to adhere to the
same Code of Ethics governing the behavior of practicing P-12 administrators. The following
Statement of Ethics for Administrators is taken from the National Association of Elementary School
Principals and the National Association of Secondary School Principals websites.
Statement of Ethics for Administrators
An educational administrator’s professional behavior must conform to an ethical code. The code must
be idealistic and at the same time practical, so that it can apply reasonably to all educational
administrators. The administrator acknowledges that the schools belong to the public they serve for
the purpose of providing educational opportunities to all. However, the administrator assumes
responsibility for providing professional leadership in the school and community. This responsibility
requires the administrator to maintain standards of exemplary professional conduct. It must be
recognized that the administrator’s actions will be viewed and appraised by the community,
professional associates, and students. To these ends, the administrator subscribes to the following
statements of standards.
The educational administrator:
1. Makes the well-being of students the fundamental value in all decision making and actions;
2. Fulfills professional responsibilities with honesty and integrity;
3. Supports the principle of due process and protects the civil and human rights of all
individuals;
4. Obeys local, state, and national laws;
5. Implements the governing board of education’s policies and administrative rules and
regulations;
6. Pursues appropriate measures to correct those laws, policies, and regulations that are not
consistent with sound educational goals;
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7. Avoids using positions for personal gain through political, social, religious, economic, or
other influence;
8. Accepts academic degrees or professional certification only from duly accredited institutions;
9. Maintains the standards and seeks to improve the effectiveness of the profession through
research and continuing professional development; and
10. Honors all contracts until fulfillment, release, or dissolution mutually agreed upon by all
parties to the contract.
www.principals.org
www.naesp.org
PROFESSIONAL CODE OF ETHICS FOR KENTUCKY
SCHOOL CERTIFIED PERSONNEL
The Educational Professional Standards Board (EPSB) handles alleged violations of its Code of Ethics
in the same way for teacher and administrator misconduct. The Professional Code of Ethics for
Kentucky School Certified Personnel is reproduced below:
704 KAR 20:680
In 1990, the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky enacted landmark legislation for
education reform throughout the state. As the Kentucky Education Reform Act is implemented across
the state, the EPSB calls on Kentucky's educators to reaffirm their commitment to the highest ethical
standards. In recognizing the magnitude of our responsibility to learners and to society, we offer this
Code of Ethics which reflects and promotes the aspirations of our profession.
NECESSITY, FUNCTION, AND CONFORMITY: KRS 161.028 requires that the EPSB develop a
professional code of ethics. This administrative regulation establishes the code of ethics for Kentucky
school certified personnel and establishes that violation of the code of ethics may be grounds for
revocation or suspension of Kentucky certification for professional school personnel by the EPSB.
1.
2.
3.

Section 1. Certified personnel in the Commonwealth:
Shall strive toward excellence, recognize the importance of the pursuit of truth, nurture
democratic citizenship, and safeguard the freedom to learn and to teach;
Shall believe in the worth and dignity of each human being and in educational opportunities
for all;
Shall strive to uphold the responsibilities of the education profession, including the following
obligations to students, to parents, and to the education profession:
To Students

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Shall provide students with professional education services in a nondiscriminatory manner
and in consonance with accepted best practice known to the educator;
Shall respect the constitutional rights of all students;
Shall take reasonable measures to protect the health, safety, and emotional
well-being of students;
Shall not use professional relationships or authority with students for personal advantage;
Shall keep in confidence information about students which has been obtained in the course of
professional service, unless disclosure serves professional purposes or is required by law;
Shall not knowingly make false or malicious statements about students or colleagues;
Shall refrain from subjecting students to embarrassment or disparagement;
Shall not engage in any sexually related behavior with a student with or without consent, but
shall maintain a professional approach with students. Sexually related behavior shall include
such behaviors as sexual jokes; sexual remarks; sexual kidding or teasing; sexual innuendo;
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pressure for dates or sexual favors; inappropriate physical touching, kissing, or grabbing;
rape; threats of physical harm; and sexual assault.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To Parents
Shall make reasonable effort to communicate to parents information which should be
revealed in the interest of the student;
Shall endeavor to understand community cultures and diverse home environments of
students;
Shall not knowingly distort or misrepresent facts concerning educational
issues;
Shall distinguish between personal views and the views of the employing educational agency;
Shall not interfere in the exercise of political and citizenship rights and responsibilities of
others;
Shall not use institutional privileges for private gain, for the promotion of political candidates,
or for partisan political activities;
Shall not accept gratuities, gifts, or favors that might impair or appear to impair professional
judgment, and shall not offer any of these to obtain special advantage.
To the Education Profession
Shall exemplify behaviors which maintain the dignity and integrity of the profession;
Shall accord just and equitable treatment to all members of the profession in the exercise of
their professional rights and responsibilities;
Shall keep in confidence information acquired about colleagues in the course of employment,
unless disclosure serves professional purposes or is required by law;
Shall not use coercive means or give special treatment in order to influence professional
decisions;
Shall apply for, accept, offer, or assign a position or responsibility only on the basis of
professional preparation and legal qualifications;
Shall not knowingly falsify or misrepresent records of facts relating to the educator's own
qualifications or those of other professionals.

Section 2. Violation of this administrative regulation may result in cause to initiate proceedings for
revocation or suspension of Kentucky certification as provided in KRS 161.120 and 704 KAR 20:585.
(21 Ky.R. 2344; eff. 5-4-95.)

Goals of the Field Experience
The Goals of the Bellarmine University Principal Preparation field experiences address the behaviors
that are critical to demonstrating intellectual, instructional, managerial, and political leadership in P12 schools. These goals, furthermore, relate to the ISLLC Standards, the TSSA, and the dimensions and
functions outlined in the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System’s Continuum for Principal Preparation
and Development. In a manner of speaking, activities devised to acquaint the student with the role
and duties of the school leader, as well as have the student assume leadership behaviors, are
integrated into every course in the program. During the completion of the field experiences, the
student will be involved in activities designed to promote collaborative skills, problem solving
abilities, and communication skills with a variety of constituents. As well, the student will have the
opportunity to promote the use of best practices within an educational setting.

GOALS¹

1. The student who completes the field experiences is an educational leader who has the knowledge
and ability to promote the success of all students by facilitating the development, articulation,
implementation, and stewardship of a school vision of learning supported by the school community.
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2. The student who completes the field experiences is an educational leader who has the knowledge
and ability to promote the success of all students by promoting a positive school culture, providing an
effective instructional program, applying best practice to student learning, and designing
comprehensive professional growth plans for staff.
3. The student who completes the field experiences is an educational leader who has the knowledge
and ability to promote the success of all students by managing the organization, operations, and
resources in a way that promotes a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment.
4. The student who completes the field experiences is an educational leader who has the knowledge
and ability to promote the success of all students by collaborating with families and other community
members, responding to diverse community interests and needs, and mobilizing community
resources.
5. The student who completes the field experiences is an educational leader who has the knowledge
and ability to promote the success of all students by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical
manner.
6. The student who completes the field experiences is an educational leader who has the knowledge
and ability to promote the success of all students by understanding, responding to, and influencing
the larger political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context.
¹Excerpts taken from the National Policy Board for Educational Administration Standards for
Advanced Programs in Educational Leadership and paraphrases of the ISLLC Standards.

Roles and Responsibilities of Personnel
Field Experience University Supervisor
A member of the Bellarmine education faculty, the university supervisor, works with the student, the
schools and the mentor(s) to assure a productive learning experience in EDAD 704, EDAD 706, EDAD
708, and EDAD 712. The university supervisor is the link between Bellarmine and the student. The
university supervisor’s responsibilities are listed below:
1. The university supervisor interprets the Bellarmine University field experience as it relates
to the appropriate courses. This individual will communicate with the student as well as local
school personnel. The P-12 leaders serving as mentors are invited to an orientation to further
clarify the role of the mentor in a successful field placement. The university supervisor
conducts this meeting as well as holding follow-up visits throughout the semester.
2. The university supervisor reads and responds to the student’s reflective journal.
3. The university supervisor makes periodic and regular on-site visits and
observations and critiques the student’s experiences, suggesting alterations to the Action
Plan when needed. A Field Observation Form will be used to record evidence of the student’s
experiences with and progress toward mastery of the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership
System’s indicators of success.
4. The university supervisor is available to work with the student and school
personnel to rectify any problems which my occur.
5. The university supervisor provides expertise in skills, concepts, and
policies relevant to the student’s experiences.
6. The university supervisor completes a summative evaluation for each
student, meets and shares the evaluation with the student, assigns a grade for the field
experience class, and collects and files the Log of Hours and the student’s evaluation of the
field experience.
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7. The university supervisor utilizes the participants’ field experience evaluations for the
purpose of improving the field experience.
The Field Experience Student
Students seeking principal certification through Bellarmine University will spend a minimum of 240
hours engaged in experiences designed to increase and improve the skills, content knowledge, and
dispositions necessary for a successful P-12 school leader. The student is responsible for completing
all required experiences as well as seeking out and completing other activities that relate to courses
and the standards depicted on the Crosswalk of Standards included in the appendix of this handbook.
The student’s responsibilities are listed below:
1. The student will submit an Action Plan no later than the first day of
each semester. This plan must be approved by the university supervisor.
(Format provided in appendix)
2. The student will complete six anchor assessments and a capstone project. Some of the
work on these requirements will overlap with the field experience requirements. (Guidelines
provided in appendix)
3. The student will maintain a log of hours to be submitted on a designated schedule to the
university supervisor. (Format provided in appendix)
4. The student will maintain a reflective journal to be submitted to the university supervisor on
a designated schedule. (Format provided in appendix)
5. The student will participate in on-site visits conducted by the university
supervisor.
6.The student will participate in a meeting to inform his/her final Professional
Growth Plan and will complete an evaluation of the field experience. (Form provided in
appendix)
The P-12 School Administrator
The P-12 school administrator is a valuable member of the field experience team. This individual’s
role includes mentoring and advising the student; providing
opportunities for the student’s completion of the course requirements; and participating in an
orientation session at the beginning of the semester, participating in at least one interim review of the
student’s progress during an on-site visit by the university supervisor, and completing an evaluation
of the field experience student as well as of the field experience process. The responsibilities of the
school administrator are listed below?
1. The P-12 school administrator attends an orientation meeting at the
inception of the field experience.
2. At the end of the fall and spring semesters, the P-12 school administrator will participate in
a meeting to inform the student’s final grade as well as complete an evaluation of the field
experience process. (Forms provided in appendix)
3. The P-12 school administrator orients the student to the roles of assistant
principal and principal; introduces the student to people, policies, and processes inherent in
these roles; and provides the student with opportunities to experience the various facets of
the P-12 school administrator’s job.
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4. The P-12 school administrator provides encouragement, feedback, and expertise to the
student.

Guidelines for the Field Experience
Field Experience Timeline
June-August

August-December

January-April

April-July

Determine field experience sites
Devise an action plan for completion of
EDAD 704
Seek approval of action plan from university field experience supervisor
Participate in on-site conferences with university supervisor and P-12
administrator
Complete the requirements for EDAD 704
Complete 30 + on-site hours
Complete Anchor #3 in the context of EDAD 703
Complete and submit Log of Hours and Field Experience Reflective
Journal per university supervisor’s request
Devise an action plan for completion of EDAD 706
Seek approval of action plan from university field experience supervisor
Complete Anchor #1
Participate in on-site observations and conferences with university
supervisor and P-12 administrator
Complete Anchor #4 in the context of EDAD 705
Complete Anchor #5 in the context of EDAD 706
Complete the requirements for EDAD 706
Complete 90+ on-site hours
Complete and submit Log of Hours and Field Experience Reflective
Journal per university supervisor’s request
Begin work on capstone project
Devise an action plan for completion of EDAD 708
Seek approval of action plan from university field experience supervisor
Participate in on-site observations and conferences with university
supervisor and P-12 administrator
Complete the requirements for EDAD 708
Complete 90+ on-site hours
Complete and submit Log of Hours and Field Experience Reflective
Journal per university supervisor’s request
Continue work on capstone project
Devise an action plan for completion of EDAD 712
Seek approval of action plan from university field experience supervisor
Complete the requirements for EDAD 712
Complete Anchor #2 in the context of EDAD 709
Complete Anchor #6 in the context of EDAD 712
Complete 30+ on-site hours
Complete and submit Log of Hours and Field Experience Reflective
Journal per university supervisor’s request
Complete and present capstone project
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Attendance and Participation
Completion of all class requirements and participation in all class activities is a course expectation.
Students failing to participate appropriately or complete required experiences shall receive a failing
grade. As the student and university supervisor meet only 5-8 times per semester, attendance at
these meetings is imperative. Every attempt will be made to complete a schedule of meetings early in
the semester and adhere to that mutually agreed upon schedule. In addition, students will be asked to
complete activities that correlate with the field experience within the context of other courses in
which they are concurrently enrolled. Participation is mandatory.

Placement at Field Experience Sites
Securing sites for the completion of the field experience will be primarily the responsibility of the
student. Permission for all placements must be secured from the university supervisor through the
development of the Action Plan and amendments to that document. The university supervisor will
make every attempt to work with the appropriate district to engage mentors who have shown
leadership in improving student achievement. Assistance locating school leaders willing to offer
students opportunities to complete various tasks outside the student’s work location is available
through the university supervisor. All students will be required to spend at least 25% of their field
placement hours in settings other than the level in which they are currently employed, i.e.
elementary, middle or high school. Middle and high school are considered secondary and therefore
if you are at this level, then 25% of your time must be at the elementary level and vice-versa.

Action Plan
No later than the second week of each semester, each student must submit an Action Plan for
completion of the appropriate phase of the field experience (i.e. EDAD 704, Summer I ). A template
for the Action Plan is included in the appendix of this handbook. The plan is considered approved
when endorsed (through a signature) by the University Supervisor. Amendments to this plan are not
only expected but encouraged. However, all amendments must be approved by the university
supervisor.

Log of Hours and Reflective Journal
Each student will keep a log of hours and reflective journal documenting the Field Experience. These
must be submitted, to the university coordinator, monthly. This must be done electronically. Logs and
journals are due on the last day of Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Feb., Mar., Apr, June, and July. A template
for the log and the journal are included in the appendix of this handbook. Students are expected to
utilize the work of Linda Valli, (Listening to Other Voices: A Description of Teacher Reflection in the
United States. Peabody Journal of Education, 72, pp. 67-88) in varying their types of reflection. Dr.
Valli’s work will be discussed in classes throughout the program.

Accountability and Grading
Grades for the field experience portion of the program will be assigned utilizing the procedures
outlined in each of the syllabi for the field experience courses. In addition, each student and P-12
School Administrator will be asked to evaluate the field experience process.

Technology
We live in a technological world, and the P-12 school leader must utilize technology as a tool to learn
as well as to complete the myriad of tasks inherent in the roles of assistant principal and principal. A
website with documents pertinent to the program will be maintained by the course instructors. In
EDAD 704, EDAD 706, EDAD 708, and EDAD 712, students must maintain and submit their Field
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Experience-Reflective Journals electronically. In addition, professor-to-student and student-toprofessor email will be a common mode of communication. The Collaborative for Technology
Standards for School Administrators (TSSA Collaborative) has facilitated the development of a
national consensus on what P-12 administrators should know and be able to do to optimize the
effective use of technology. These standards are indicators of effective leadership for technology in
schools. By virtue of the Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board, Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA) became effective January 23, 2004. Kentucky programs that prepare
school administrators had to incorporate these standards in all administrator programs by January
2005 and for any submissions to the Division of Educator Preparation by February 15, 2005. The
webpage which identifies the Kentucky Performance Standards
(http://www.kyepsb.net/standards/default.html) now includes the Technology Standards for School
Administrators (TSSA).
http://cnets.iste.org/tssa/
Technology Standards for School Administrators
TSSA Draft Framework, Standards, and Performance Indicators (v4.0)
I. Leadership and Vision – Educational leaders inspire a shared vision for comprehensive
integration of technology and foster an environment and culture conducive to the realization of that
vision.
Educational leaders:
A. facilitate the shared development by all stakeholders of a vision for technology use and widely
communicate that vision.
B. maintain an inclusive and cohesive process to develop, implement, and monitor a
dynamic, long-range, and systemic technology plan to achieve the vision.
C. foster and nurture a culture of responsible risk-taking and advocate policies promoting continuous
innovation with technology.
D. use data in making leadership decisions.
E. advocate for research-based effective practices in the use of technology.
F. advocate on the state and national levels for policies, programs, and funding
opportunities that support implementation of the district technology plan.
II. Learning and Teaching – Educational leaders ensure that curricular design, instructional
strategies, and learning environments integrate appropriate technologies to maximize learning and
teaching.
Educational leaders:
A. identify, use, evaluate, and promote appropriate technologies to enhance and support instruction
and standards-based curriculum leading to high levels of student
achievement.
B. facilitate and support collaborative technology-enriched learning environments
conducive to innovation for improved learning.
C. provide for learner-centered environments that use technology to meet the individual and diverse
needs of learners.
D. facilitate the use of technologies to support and enhance instructional methods that develop
higher-level thinking, decision-making, and problem-solving skills.
E. provide for and ensure that faculty and staff take advantage of quality professional
learning opportunities for improved learning and teaching with technology.
III. Productivity and Professional Practice – Educational leaders apply technology to enhance
their professional practice and to increase their own productivity and that of others.
Educational leaders:
A. model the routine, intentional, and effective use of technology.
B. employ technology for communication and collaboration among colleagues, staff,
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parents, students, and the larger community.
C. create and participate in learning communities that stimulate, nurture, and support faculty and staff
in using technology for improved productivity.
D. engage in sustained, job-related professional learning using technology resources.
E. maintain awareness of emerging technologies and their potential uses in education.
F. use technology to advance organizational improvement.
IV. Support, Management, and Operations – Educational leaders ensure the integration of
technology to support productive systems for learning and administration.
Educational leaders:
A. develop, implement, and monitor policies and guidelines to ensure compatibility of technologies.
B. implement and use integrated technology-based management and operations systems.
C. allocate financial and human resources to ensure complete and sustained
implementation of the technology plan.
D. integrate strategic plans, technology plans, and other improvement plans and policies to align
efforts and leverage resources.
E. implement procedures to drive continuous improvement of technology systems and to support
technology replacement cycles.
V. Assessment and Evaluation – Educational leaders use technology to plan and implement
comprehensive systems of effective assessment and evaluation.
Educational leaders:
A. use multiple methods to assess and evaluate appropriate uses of technology resources for
learning, communication, and productivity.
B. use technology to collect and analyze data, interpret results, and communicate
findings to improve instructional practice and student learning.
C. assess staff knowledge, skills, and performance in using technology and use results to facilitate
quality professional development and to inform personnel decisions.
D. use technology to assess, evaluate, and manage administrative and operational
systems.
VI. Social, Legal, and Ethical Issues – Educational leaders understand the social, legal, and ethical
issues related to technology and model responsible decision-making related to these
issues.
Educational leaders:
A. ensure equity of access to technology resources that enable and empower all learners and
educators.
B. identify, communicate, model, and enforce social, legal, and ethical practices to
promote responsible use of technology.
C. promote and enforce privacy, security, and online safety related to the use of
technology.
D. promote and enforce environmentally safe and healthy practices in the use of
technology.
E. participate in the development of policies that clearly enforce copyright law and
assign ownership of intellectual property developed with district resources.
These standards are the property of the TSSA Collaborative and may not be altered without written permission. The
following notice must accompany reproduction of these standards: “This material was originally produced as a
project of the Technology Standards for School Administrators Collaborative.”

Foundation Standards Developed by the TSSA Collaborative
Draft v4.0 4 Draft Date 11/5/01
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Appendix A – Field Experience Action Plan Template Circle One EDAD 704 EDAD 706
EDAD 708 EDAD 712

Field Experience Action Plan

Name:
Semester/ Year of Registration:
Home Ph:
Work Ph:
Home Email:
Work Email:
Primary Location of Field Experience:
Name of Primary Mentor:
Work Location:
Address:
Phone Number:
Address:
Approval Signature of Mentor:
Using the following format, provide an outline for your field experience over the next semester.
Although some detail is not possible, and it is acknowledged that there will be many serendipitous
opportunities for learning, a well-thought-out plan will guarantee that the student fulfills the
requirements for EDAD 704; EDAD 760; EDAD 708: EDAD 712; and increases his/her skills, content,
and disposition for school leadership. The Action Plan must be submitted to the University Supervisor
by the first day of the semester. Amendments are expected and even encouraged. However,
alterations must be approved by the University Supervisor (and the P-12 School Administrator if
appropriate).
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Action Plan: (Circle One) EDAD 704 EDAD 706 EDAD 708 EDAD 712
ISLLC Standard
or TSSA/or
KyCLS Function
Example:
KyCLS: 5.1b Understands
the importance of a
collaborative process to
develop shared beliefs,
vision and mission that
supports student learning
and achievement.

Planned Activities/Products

Approximate
Timeline

I plan to write an article for the parents’ orientation newsletter. In the past, I am not sure
that we have done a good job of communicating the school’s vision to all stakeholders, and
parents are an important part of the school community. Therefore, I would like to
communicate the school’s vision to parents in such a way that may create awareness and
ownership in the overall mission/vision of Lakeside High School

This task will be
completed by the
newsletter
deadline (early
August).
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Appendix B – Field Observation Form

BELLARMINE UNIVERSITY FIELD EXPERIENCE
EDAD 704 / EDAD 706 / EDAD 708 / EDAD 712
OBSERVATION FORM

_________________________________
Name of Candidate

________________________________
Name of Observer

_________________________________
School Name

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____
Dates of Visits/Observations

_________________________________
School District

_________________________________
Name of Mentor

Note to Observer:
The performances listed are taken from the Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System‘s Continuum
for Principal Preparation and Development and tied to the ISLLC and TSSA standards as
represented in Appendix G of this section of the handbook.
This list of performances is not all-inclusive. As you are observing, you might see other effective
practices for which there are no listed performances. Please feel free to add notes that are not
obviously tied to a particular function.
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Dimension 1. Leading Teaching and Learning
Functions
The candidate:
1.1a – Understands the processes to align, audit, monitor, and evaluate curriculum;
1.1b – Understands the design, purpose and analysis of curriculum maps and pacing guides that are aligned
with Program of Studies, performance standards, and core content;
1.1c –Understands how to design course schedule(s) and sequences that provide rigorous programs
accessible by all students;
1.1d- Understands the strategies and structures to support improvements in literacy and numeracy as the
priority in a well rounded curriculum;
1.1e-Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
1.2a-Understands learning interventions to address skill deficits and learning needs of students;
1.2b-Understands the process of providing multiple opportunities to learn by regrouping students, reteaching lessons, and modifying strategies based on formal and informal assessments;
1.2c-Understands appropriate use of varied research-based instructional strategies;
1.2d-Understands the appropriate use of technology in instructional settings.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 1.1c.
Attach additional sheets if necessary.

Dimension 2. Assessing the Instructional Program and Monitoring Student Performance
Functions
The candidate:
2.1a Understands the connection between national, state, district, school and classroom assessments and
their impact on curriculum and instruction;
2.1b Understands how to use the results of multiple assessments to provide meaningful feedback on
learning;
2.1c Understands, analyzes and applies school data to:
•Identify learning and achievement gaps
•Determine system, instructional, and student needs
•Develop a monitoring and improvement process for curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and professional
development;
2.1d Knows a variety of protocols to promote teacher collaboration in analyzing student work;
2.2a Understands how to use data to prioritize decisions and drive change;
2.2b Understands how to use assessment data to determine and address curricular gaps;
2.2c Understands the importance of monitoring classroom assessments to inform instructional practice;
2.2d Understands how to conduct and interpret research to improve student performance;
2.2e Understands how to be a good consumer of research;
2.2f Understands the need to identify and remove barriers to student learning.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 2.1c.
Attach additional sheets if necessary.
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Dimension 3. Securing and Developing Staff
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
3.1a Understands the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of effective teachers.
3.1b Understands methods of assessing the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of teaching
applicants;
3.1c Understands the importance of aligning the staff recruitment and selection process with the
diversity needs of the school, school mission, vision, and school improvement plan;
3.1d Understands how to apply legal requirements, state and district personnel policies and
procedures;
3.2a Understands how to evaluate staff performance and plan professional growth of staff;
3.2b Understands the Kentucky Teacher Standards and instructional best practices for use in
personnel evaluation;
3.2c Understands the components and legal requirements of formative and summative staff evaluation;
3.2d Understands effective classroom observation techniques and teacher conferencing methods;
3.2e Understands how to collaboratively develop professional growth plans based on instructional needs
identified through the evaluation process;
3.3a Understands the effective use of instructional time and resources for effective learning;
3.3b Develops effective methods for open communications between staff and administrators;
3.3c Recognizes strategies of motivation, recognition, and rewards in sustaining and improving teacher;
performance;
3.3d Understands the importance of professional relationships with and among school staff;
3.4a Knows theories and research underlying effective professional development;
3.4b Understands the significance of continual attention to effective teaching practices and discussions
about current research and theory;
3.4c Understands the critical attributes of an effective PD system;
3.4d Demonstrates a commitment to learning.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 3.1c.
Attach additional sheets if necessary.
Dimension 4. Building Culture and Community
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
4.1a Understands strategies to reinforce norms of behavior within a school culture conducive to student
learning and achievement;
4.1b Understands strategies to promote effective change;
4.1c Understands the elements of and impact of formal and informal school culture;
4.1d Understands how data can be used to influence and inform school culture;
4.1e Understands that individuals, families and communities need to be active partners in school success.
4.1f Understands how to engage all stakeholders;
4.1g Understands the importance of treating all individuals with fairness, dignity and respect;
4.1h Understands the need to use the influence of the office to enhance student learning and achievement
rather than for personal gain;
4.2a Understands how to create and sustain a school wide learning environment based on a shared sense of
community and cooperation;
4.2b Understands the importance of varied values and opinions;
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4.2c Understands characteristics of professional learning communities that focus on student learning and
achievement;
4.2d Understands how to foster individual and collective accountability among staff members to improve
student learning and achievement;
4.3a Understands the need to model beliefs, ideals, and professional ethics conducive to student learning
and achievement;
4.3b Understands the importance of a commitment to equity and diversity;
4.3c Understands the roles and responsibilities of all school administrative, departmental and support staff,
leadership teams, committees, and school-based council;
4.3d Understands the importance of modeling a personal and professional code of ethics.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 4.1c.
Attach additional sheets if necessary.
Dimension 5. Creating Organizational Structures and Operations
Functions
The candidate:
5.1.a Understands the importance of vision and developing a personal vision for school leadership;
5.1.b Understands the importance of a collaborative process to develop shared beliefs, vision and mission
that supports student learning and achievement;
5.1.c Knows a variety of strategies to align resources, operational procedures and organizational structures
with the school vision and mission;
5.1.d Understands how modeling values, beliefs, and attitudes can inspire others to higher levels of
performance;
5.2.a Understands systems thinking as related to student learning and achievement and designs appropriate
strategies;
5.2.b Understands the role of leadership and shared decision making in school improvement planning;
5.2c Understands the development, implementation and monitoring of a school improvement plan aligned
with data, policy and regulation;
5.3a Understands basic management skills to foster student safety, learning and achievement;
5.3b Understands problem-solving techniques for decision making purposes.
5.4a Understands the laws, regulations, and policies under which the school must function.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 5.1c.
Attach additional sheets if necessary.
Dimension 6. Creating Organizational Structures and Operations
Functions
The candidate:
6.1a Understands strategies to build learning relationships with families;
6.1b Understands strategies to build partnerships with community stakeholders;
6.1c Understands strategies to leverage multiple resources to improve student learning and achievement;
6.1d Understands and considers the prevailing values of the diverse community;
6.1e Understands the importance of community stakeholder involvement in student learning and
achievement;
6.1f Understands how to assess family and community concerns, expectations and needs;
6.1g Understands how the community environment in which schools operate can be influenced on behalf of
all students and their families;
6.1h Understands the need for ongoing dialogue with representatives of diverse community groups;
6.1i Understands the importance of being engaged in the larger community outside of the local school;
6.2a Understands the district protocol for accessing additional external resources;
6.2b Understands how to allocate and integrate district resources available for addressing all student needs;
6.2c Understands how to leverage district resources for school improvement;
6.2d Understands the importance of monitoring and evaluating district resources based on changing student
needs.
6.3a Understands how to influence public policy to provide quality education for all students.
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6.3b Understands how to operate within the political environment in which the school exists.
EVIDENCE: Reference the Function Indicators for each piece of evidence in your scripts, e.g. 6.1c.
Attach additional sheets if necessary.
Appendix C– Log of Field Experience Hours

Field Experience Log of Hours
Name:
Semester/ Year of Registration:
Home Ph:
Work Ph:
Home Email:
Work Email:
Primary Location of Field Experience:
Name of Primary Mentor:
Work Location:
Address:
Phone Number:
Address:
Record the number of clock hours spent on
your Field Experience and noted on your log.
DO NOT ESTIMATE. Take exact numbers
from your log.
Total clock hours:
Elementary school hours:
Date:
EX:
8/12

Middle school hours:
High school hours:

Site:

Primary activity/KyCLS Function Indicator

Brown
M.S.

Planned and delivered a professional
development session on new math textbooks
(3.4c)
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Time:
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Appendix – D

Reflective Journal Guided Format

Reflective Journal Guided Format:

Page Number: _______

Date:
Summarize: Tell who, what, where, when, how (Valli-Technical)

Location:
Analyze: How does this experience relate to your knowledge of
intellectual, instructional, managerial, and/or political leadership?
Tie this experience to some aspect of the ISLLC standards or the
TSSA standards or one of the function indicators of KyCLS. (ValliDeliberative and/or Technical)

In addition to reflecting on the diversity of learners, ethnicity or
communities and the extent to which the school addresses that
diversity, also evaluate the experience as it relates to your beliefs
and values: (Valli-Personalistic and/or Critical)

What insights have you gained from this experience, and how will
you apply these to your work? (Valli-Personalistic and/or In-and-on
Action)
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Appendix E– Field Experience Evaluation – Student
Annsley Frazier Thornton
School of Education
Evaluation of Field Experience
Student
Student: ____________________________________________
Course Name and Number:
Site of Primary Placement:

Field Experience/EDAD ____________
______________________________

Primary Mentor: __________________________________________
Please rate the Field Experience on the following. Your comments are greatly appreciated, and evaluations will
assist in refining and improving the experience for future students.
1. One of the primary goals of the Field Experience was to allow you to apply the content and dispositions you are
gaining in your other courses. How often were you able to apply information from your program classes to the
situations you encountered in your school(s)?
Almost always

Sometimes

Almost Never

Comments:

2. Rate your school as a Field Experience site. Were you able to gain entrance to the people and activities necessary
to maximize the opportunities in which you needed to engage?
The school welcomed
my involvement.

It was a struggle to gain
access to experiences.

The school and people in it acted
as a barrier to my completion of
my work.

Comments:

OVER
Evaluation of Field Experience (Student)

Page 2

3. I found the University Supervisor:
Helpful
Helpfuland
and accessible

Somewhat helpful and
accessible

Comments:

4. Overall, I would rate my Field Experience as
370
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Outstanding

Good

Fair

Poor

Comments:

5.

Please take a minute to make any suggestions you might have for changes in this program. Your comments and
ideas are important to the future development of this program.

Comments:
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Appendix F – Field Experience Evaluation – Primary Mentor

Annsley Frazier Thornton School of Education
Evaluation of Field Experience

Primary Mentor
Mentor: ____________________________________________
Course Name and Number:

Field Experience/EDAD ____________

Site of Primary Placement:

_______________________________

Student: ________________________________________________
Your mentorship of the Bellarmine student who is an aspiring school leader is an essential component of our Field
Experience course. Please rate the Field Experience on the following. Your comments are greatly appreciated, and
evaluations will assist in refining and improving the experience for future students.
1. One of the primary goals of the Field Experience was to allow the student to apply the content and dispositions
he/she is gaining in other courses. From your knowledge of the student‘s work, how often did the activities engaged
in seem to reflect the actual work of the school leader.
Almost always
Comments:

Sometimes

Almost never

2. It is the hope of the faculty at Bellarmine that this student was able to engage in activities that were of assistance
to the school as well as augmenting the skills of the student. Please rate the ―hassle factor‖ relative to working with a
Field Experience student.
The school welcomed
having a field experience
student.

The student‘s involvement
was a bit of a hassle but
worth my time.

I found this program
a hassle and an
imposition on my
time.

Somewhat helpful
and accessible

Uninvolved in the
Field Experience

Comments:

3. I found the University Supervisor:
Helpful and
accessible
Comments:
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4. Overall, I would rate the Field Experience as
Outstanding

Good

Fair

Poor

Comments:

5. Please take a minute to make any suggestions you might have for changes in this program. Your comments and
ideas are important to the future development of this program.
Comments:
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Attachment G - EDAD 704/706/708/712 – Scoring Guide for Assignment of Student Grade
Total Points Attainable:
Student Name
First Semester:
Third Semester:

100
150

Student’s Score:

______

Grade:

______

Second Semester:
Fourth Semester:

150
250

____________
Date
_____________________
Instructor’s Signature

Grading Scale:

94-100%
A
90-93%
A87-89%
B+
84-86%
B
80-83%
B70-79%
C
____________________________
Below 70%
F

COMPUTATION OF GRADE
ACTION PLAN

Possible
Score

Plan completed and submitted by due date unless mutually
agreed upon alternative decided
Changes to original plan approved by University Supervisor*
Negative number no great than 5 points as applicable
Plan includes sufficient detail to guide student
Comments:

COMPLETION OF REQUIRED HOURS
Log of hours indicates completion of at least the required
minimum number hours/semester
At least 25% of hours attained in settings outside student’s
work level
Comments:

15

15

15

15

40

40

40

40

10

5

5

Total
Possible
Score

30

30
20

NA

Total

COMPLETION OF REQUIRED
ACTIVITIES
Student completes all required activities (used to compute
grade during final semester only)
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Possible
Score

NA

NA

NA

40

NA

NA

NA
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Comments:

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS ON ISLLC
STANDARDS

Total

NA

NA

NA

Possible
Score

20

30

30

30

NA

25

50

85

Evidence gathered during field observations shows progress
toward mastery of a majority of the attributes of the six ISLLC
standards. (NOTE: The score for the first semester is based on
Adequate progress.)
Comments:
STANDARD I – Expectations and requirements for this
standard were met.
STANDARD II – Expectations and requirements for this
standard were met.
STANDARD III – Expectations and requirements for this
standard were met.
STANDARD IV - Expectations and requirements for this
standard were met.
STANDARD V – Expectations and requirements for this
standard were met.
STANDARD VI – Expectations and requirements for this
standard were met.
Comments:

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Total
Possible
Score

Comments:
Total
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REFLECTIVE JOURNAL
Student engages in
at least 4 types of
reflection (Valli)

Student engages
in three types of
reflection (Valli)

15
Journal was
submitted for
review per
prescribed
timeline
10

10
Journal was
submitted late at
least once during
semester

Possible
Score

Student engages in
fewer than three
types of reflection
(Valli)
0
Journal was
submitted late at
least twice during
semester

5
Comments:

25

25

25

25

10

15

15

15

150

175

250

15

10

0

Total

PARTICIPATION IN ON-SITE VISITS
Student was available and attentive during University
Supervisor’s onsite visits.
Student adhered to on-site visit calendar with any unavoidable
changes sought as soon as their necessity was known.
Comments:

Possible
Score

10
5
NA

Total

TOTAL SCORE AND GENERAL
COMMENTS BY SEMESTER

Possible
Score

Comments:
Semester I
Semester II
Semester III
Semester IV
Total

376
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Appendix H– Standards Matrix

Crosswalk Between Educational Leadership Policy Standards (ISLLC 2008), Collaborative for Technology Standards for
School Administrators (TSSA), Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System (KyCLS), Kentucky’s Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (SISI), Bellarmine University’s General Education Objectives (BU), and the Annsley Frazier
Thornton School of Education Objectives (AFTSOE).
STRAND

I

ISLLC

TSSA

KyCLS

Standard I Visionary
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
facilitating the
development, articulation,
implementation, and
stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and
supported by all
stakeholders.

Standard I
Leadership
and Vision
Educational
leaders
inspire a
shared vision
for
comprehensive
integration
of
technology
and foster an
environment
and culture
conducive to
the
realization of
that vision.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

SISI

Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Operational Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment

Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning
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BU
Goal 1
Philosophical
Foundation
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSOE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.
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STRAND
II

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard II Instructional
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
advocating, nurturing, and
sustaining a school culture
and instructional program
conducive to student
learning and staff
professional growth.

Standard II
Learning
and
Teaching
Educational
leaders
ensure that
curricular
design,
instructional
strategies,
and learning
environment
integrate
appropriate
technologies
to maximize
learning and
teaching.
Standard V
Assessment
and
Evaluation
Educational
leaders use
technology
to plan and
implement
comprehensive systems
of effective
assessment
and
evaluation.

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU
Goal 3
Scientific
Knowledge
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 5
Artistic and
Literary
Comprehension
Goal 6
Quantitative
Literacy
Goal 7
Thinking Skills
Goal 8
Communication
Skills

AFTSOE
Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.
Objective 4
Constructs pedagogical and
content based decisions
including, but not limited to
methods of instruction,
classroom management,
professional relationships,
and methods of assessment.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.
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STRAND
III

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard III
Organizational
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by ensuring
management of the
organization, operation,
and resources for a safe,
efficient, and effective
learning environment.

III
Productivity
and
Professional
Practice
Educational
leaders apply
technology
to enhance
their
professional
practice and
to increase
their own
productivity
and that of
others.
IV Support,
Managemen
t, and
Operations
Educational
leaders
ensure the
integration
of
technology
to support
productive
systems for
learning and
administration..

KyCLS

SISI

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability
Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard I
Academic
Performance
Curriculum
Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment
Standard 3
Academic
Performance
Instruction
Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 6
Leadership
Professional Growth,
Development, and
Evaluation
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership
Standard 8
Efficiency
Organizational Structure
and Resources
Standard 9
Efficiency
Comprehensive and
Effective Planning

BU

AFTSOE

Goal 7
Thinking Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.
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STRAND
IV

ISLLC
Standard IV
Collaborative Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
collaborating with faculty
and community members,
responding to diverse
community interests and
needs and mobilizing
community resources.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSOE

Dimension 1
Leading Teaching and Learning
Function 1.1: Curriculum
Function 1.2: Instruction and Learning
Interventions
Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 8
Communication
Skills

Objective 2
Participates and reflects on
field and clinical experiences
requiring decision-making,
intercultural experiences, and
collaboration with
professionals.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 6
Leveraging Community Systems and
Resources
Function 6.1: Family and Community
Function 6.2: Districts
Function 6.3 Policy Environment
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Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.
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STRAND
V

ISLLC
Standard V Ethical
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by acting
with integrity, fairness,
and in an ethical manner.

TSSA

KyCLS

SISI

Standard VI
Social,
Legal, and
Ethical
Issues
Educational
leaders
understand
the social,
legal, and
ethical issues
related to
technology
and model
responsible
decisionmaking
related to
these issue.

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 2
Academic
Performance
Classroom
Evaluation/Assessment

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development
Dimension 4
Building Culture and Community
Function 4.1: School Culture
Function 4.2: Learning Communities for
Students and Staff
Function 4.3: Professional Ethics
Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
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Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture
Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

BU
Goal 2
Theological
Foundation
Goal 4
Historical and
Social
Consciousness
Goal 9
A Commitment
to the Pursuit of
Virtue

AFTSOE
Objective 3
Exhibits educator dispositions
that respect and foster the
uniqueness and dignity of
each individual learner as
well as value intellectual,
moral, ethical, and
professional competencies.
Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.
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STRAND
VI

ISLLC

TSSA

Standard VI Political
Leadership
An education leader
promotes the success of
every student by
understanding, responding
to, and influencing the
political, social, economic,
legal, and cultural context.

KyCLS

SISI

BU

AFTSOE

Dimension 2
Assessing the Instructional Program
and Monitoring Student Performance
Function 2.1: Assessment
Function 2.2: Data-driven Decision
Making, Monitoring Student Learning
and Ensuring Accountability

Standard 4
Learning Environment
Culture

Goal 10
Comprehensive
Integration

Objective 1
Works collaboratively across
disciplines, school
corridors/environments, and
community settings to foster
student learning.

Dimension 3
Securing and Developing Staff
Function 3.1: Staff Selection
Function 3.2: Personnel Evaluation
Function 3.3: Work Conditions and
Environment
Function 3.4: Professional Development

Standard 5
Learning Environment
Student, Family, and
Community Support

Objective 5
Incorporates Valli‘s five
reflective processes which
include technical,
personalistic, deliberative, in
and on action, and critical
reflection.

Standard 7
Efficiency
Leadership

Dimension 5
Creating Organizational Structures
and Operations
Function 5.1: Opera- tional Vision and
Mission
Function 5.2: School Improvement,
Planning and Implementation
Function 5.3: Functions, Procedures and
Structures
Function 5.4: Legal Framework
The ISLLC Standards
can be found in detail
at:
http://www.ccsso.org/
Documents/2008/Educ
ational_Leadership_Pol
icy_Standards_2008.pd
f

The TSSA
standards
can be
found in
detail at:
www.cnets.
iste.org/tss
a/

A complete set of materials from the
Kentucky Cohesive Leadership System
can be found at
http://www.education.ky.gov/KDE/Admi
nistrative+Resources/School+Improveme
nt/Leadership+and+Evaluation/Kentucky
+Cohesive+Leadership+System+%28Ky
CLS%29/KY+Cohesive+Leadership+Sy
stem.htm
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The SISI document can
be found in detail at:
http://www.education.k
y.gov/KDE/Administrat
ive+Resources/School+I
mprovement/Standards+
and+Indicators+for+Sch
ool+
Improvement/default.ht
m

The
Bellarmine
General
Education
Goals and
Objectives
can be found
in detail on
pages 36-37
of the
Bellarmine
University
Course
Catalog
2009– 2011.

AFTSOE Program Objectives
were adopted by the Faculty
of the AFTSOE on 8/23/06.
They were designed to
operationalize the mission of
Bellarmine University.
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Section II – Anchor Assessments
During the course of this program, each student must successfully complete six anchor assessments. Each
assessment is tied to one of the Dimensions of the KyCLS Continuum for Principal Preparation and Development.
The student will be supported in his/her efforts to complete these projects by both course instructors and the
university supervisor for the field experience courses. All of the knowledge and skills necessary for successful
completion of these projects is tied to the course work. However, some of the anchors will be graded as a part of the
field experience courses and others are scored as part of other required classes. Successful completion of each
anchor is required for continuation in the program. The following chart will clarify the timeline for completion of
the anchors:

Timeline for Completion of Anchors:
Anchor
Dimension
3
Securing and
Developing
Staff
1
Leading
Teaching and
Learning

5
Creating
Organizational
Structures and
Operations

Explanation of Process
Summer I: Anchor 3 is tied to EDAD 703, The
Human Resources Function of the Principalship.
It will be completed within the context of EDAD
703.
Fall: Anchor I is tied to EDAD 702, Data
Management and School Leadership (summer
semester). The student will begin work on this
anchor with the EDAD 702 instructor, however, it
will not be due until the end of September,
giving the student time to present his/her work
in a school setting.
Fall: Anchor 5 is a part of EDAD 706, Applying
Leadership Theories and Skills to the P-12
School Setting. The university supervisor for
EDAD 706 and EDAD 708 will facilitate the
completion of this anchor.

4
Building
Culture and
Community

Fall: Anchor 4 is a part of EDAD 705, Leading
and Administering the Elementary School. The
instructor for EDAD 705 will facilitate the
completion of this anchor.

2
Assessing the
Instructional
Program and
Monitoring
Student
Performance
6
Leveraging
Community
Systems and
Resources

Summer II: Anchor 2 is a part of EDAD 709,
Administrative Issues With Special Populations.
The instructor for EDAD 709 will facilitate the
completion of this anchor.

Summer III: Anchor 6 is a part of EDAD 712,
Applying Leadership Theories and Skills to the
P-12 school setting. The university supervisor
for EDAD 712 will facilitate the completion of this
anchor.
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Grade/Evaluation
The grade for Anchor 3 will be
included as part of the
evaluation of a candidate’s
work in EDAD 703. It will be
graded by the EDAD 703
instructor.
The grade for Anchor 2 will be
included as part of the
evaluation of a candidate’s
work in EDAD 706. It will be
graded by the university
supervisor.
The grade for Anchor 5 will be
included as part of the
evaluation of a candidate’s
work in EDAD 708. It will be
graded by the university
supervisor.
The grade for Anchor 4 will be
included as part of the
evaluation of a candidate’s
work in EDAD 705. It will be
graded by the EDAD 705
instructor.
The grade for Anchor 2 will be
included as part of the
evaluation of a candidate’s
work in EDAD 709. It will be
graded by the EDAD 709
instructor.
The grade for Anchor 6 will be
included as part of the
evaluation of a candidate’s
work in EDAD 712. It will be
graded by the university
supervisor.

Anchor Assessment #1
Dimension One Anchor: Leading Teaching and Learning
Functions
The candidate:
1.1a – Understands the processes to align, audit, monitor, and evaluate curriculum;
1.1b – Understands the design, purpose and analysis of curriculum maps and pacing guides that are aligned with
Program of Studies, performance standards, and core content;
1.1c –Understands how to design course schedule(s) and sequences that provide rigorous programs accessible by all
students;
1.1d- Understands the strategies and structures to support improvements in literacy and numeracy as the priority in a
well rounded curriculum;
1.1e-Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
1.2a-Understands learning interventions to address skill deficits and learning needs of students;
1.2b-Understands the process of providing multiple opportunities to learn by regrouping students, re-teaching
lessons, and modifying strategies based on formal and informal assessments;
1.2c-Understands appropriate use of varied research-based instructional strategies;
1.2d-Understands the appropriate use of technology in instructional settings.
Assessment
On June 29 the SBDM Council at the school where you have been teaching recommended that the Superintendent
hire you as the ―new‖ principal. At your orientation meeting on July 3 the Superintendent shares his/her expectations
for you for the coming year. One expectation is that you collaboratively lead your Council, faculty, and staff to
improve student learning. You have the knowledge and skills required to do this. The task is to apply them to your
school to do the following:
or
On June 29 the SBDM Council at a school recommended that the Superintendent hire you as the ―new‖ principal. At
your orientation meeting on July 3 the Superintendent shares his/her expectations for you for the coming year. One
expectation is that you collaboratively lead your Council, faculty, and staff to improve student learning. You have
the knowledge and skills required to do this. The task is to apply them to a school whose principal invites your
participation to do the
following:
5.

6.

7.

Identify, locate, and analyze relevant data and the school processes and practices to identify learning and
achievement gaps. Remember to consider all sources reflecting and impacting student achievement. (1.1a,
1.1b, 1.1c, 1.1d, 1.1e, 2.1b, 2.1c, .2.2b, 4.1b, 4.1d)
Organize, analyze and summarize the findings to:
• Prepare a school profile (your findings from the data related to teaching and learning) that would be
shared with the SBDM Council, teachers, staff, and parents. (1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 1.2d, 2.1c, 2.2b, 3.3b, 3.3d,
4.1d, 4.3c, 5.1d, 5.2a, 5.2b, 5.2c, 5.3b, 6.1b, 5.1e)
• Articulate the relevance of the data to curriculum and instruction. (1.1a, 1.1b, 1.1d, 1.1e, 2.1a, 2.1b, 4.1d,
6.1c, 6.1e)
Present to the SBDM Council, teachers, staff, parents, and/or another stakeholder group the school profile
and recommendations for curricular and instructional changes. The presentation must be attended by your
university supervisor or taped for viewing by the university supervisor at a later date. The presentation must
address the following:
• The school profile. (3.1a, 3.1b, 3.1c, 3.1d)
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• The identification and prioritization of the recommendations. (1.1d, 2.1c, 3.1d, 3.2a, 3.2b, 3.2c, 3.2d, 3.2e,
3.3b, 3.3c, 3.4a, 3.4b, 3.4c, 4.1a, 4.1g, 4.2c, 4.2d, 5.1d)
•Support for the recommendations based upon the profile and research. (1.1d, 1.1e,1.2a, 1.2b, 1.2c, 2.1c,
2.2a, 5.3b)
8. Upon completion of the presentation prepare a reflection that addresses the following:
• What worked?
• What did not work?
• What would you do differently next time? and
• What did you learn from the feedback provided by the participants?
Be sure that you utilize appropriate Valli genre.
Evidence
 Identification of data sources (demographics, student achievement, process, perception)
 School profile consisting of a summary of the data analysis
 Presentation that includes conclusion(s) from the data analysis
 Reflections
RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR ASSESSMENT 1: LEADING TEACHING AND LEARNING
Acceptable
Unacceptable
Identifies how the school uses the process of
Partially identifies processes used.
aligning auditing, monitoring, and evaluating
curriculum and includes the results in the school
profile. (1.1a)
Makes specific recommendations for curricular
changes supported by the results and appropriate
protocols. (1.1a)

Makes limited or no recommendations based upon
the results and/or appropriate protocols.

Describes the availability and use of curriculum
maps and pacing guides at the school as well as the
alignment of these school documents to the Program
of Studies, performance standards, and core content.
(1.1b)

Provides limited or no description of curriculum
maps and pacing guides and their alignment to the
Program of Studies, performance standards, and
core content.

Makes recommendations for curricular changes
supported by the results. (1.1b)

Makes limited or no recommendations supported by
the results.

Describes diversity issues relevant to the school‘s
curriculum. (1.1e)

Describes limited or no diversity issues relevant to
the school‘s curriculum.

Makes specific recommendations for curricular
changes based upon research based ―best practices‖
in cultural proficiency. (1.1e)

Uses limited or no research based ―best practices‖ in
cultural proficiency to make recommendations for
curricular changes.

Describes the use of specific interventions to
address skills deficits and learning needs of
students. (1.2a

Describes limited or no interventions to address
skills deficits and learning needs of students. `
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RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR ASSESSMENT 1: LEADING TEACHING AND LEARNING (CONT.)
Acceptable
Unacceptable
Makes specific recommendations for instructional
Makes limited or no recommendations supported by
changes supported by the results and best
the results or best practices.
practices in learning interventions. (1.2a)
Describes teachers‘ practices related to providing
multiple learning opportunities based upon formal
and informal assessments. (1.2b)

Describes limited or no practices related to multiple
learning opportunities and assessments.

Makes specific recommendations for instructional
changes supported by the results and research
based best practices. (1.2b)

Makes limited or no recommendations for changes
supported by the results and best practices.

Describes teachers‘ practices related to the use of
varied research-based instructional strategies and
includes the results in the school profile. (1.2c)

Describes limited or no practices related to researchbased instructional strategies.

Makes recommendations for instructional changes
supported by the results and best practices. (1.2c)

Makes limited or no recommendations for changes
supported by the results and best practices.

Describes teachers‘ appropriate use of technology
in instructional settings and includes the results in
the school profile. (1.2d)

Describes limited or no practices related to use of
technology.

Makes recommendations for instructional changes
supported by the results and best practices. (1.2d)

Recommendations for changes are not supported by
the results and best practices.

Reflection specifically connects assignment to
performance criteria of standards; areas of
strength and for growth within the standards are
explicit; use of Valli‘s forms of reflection is
evident to elaborate on decisions related to the
assignment.

The student fails to reflect on the assignment or fails
to utilize appropriate Valli genres.

The student must score ACCEPTABLE in all areas.
Other indicators addressed in the assessment. (Bold faced items are assessed in this project.)
2.1c Understands, analyzes, and applies school data to:
 Identify learning and achievement gaps
 Determine system, instructional, and student needs
 Develop a monitoring and improvement process for curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and
professional development
2.2a Understands how to use data to prioritize decisions and drive change.
5.3a Understands basic management skills to foster student learning and achievement
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Anchor Assessment #2
Dimension Two Anchor: Assessing the Instructional Program and
Monitoring Student Performance
Functions
The candidate:
1.1c Understands how to design course schedules and sequences that provide rigorous programs accessible by all
students
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum.
1.2a Understands learning interventions to address skill deficits and learning needs of students
2.1c Understands, analyzes and applies school data to:
* Identify learning and achievement gaps
* Determine system, instructional, and student needs
* Develop a monitoring and improvement process for curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and professional
development
2.2b Understands how to use assessment data to determine and address curricular gaps
2.2f Understands the need to identify and remove barriers to student learning
3.1c Understands the importance of aligning the staff recruitment and selection process with the diversity needs of
the school, school mission, vision, and school improvement plan
3.2e Understands how to collaboratively develop professional growth plans based on instructional needs identified
through the evaluation process
3.3a Understands the effective use of instructional time and resources for effective learning
4.1d Understands how data can be used to influence and inform school culture
4.3b Understands the importance of a commitment to equity and diversity
6.1c Understands strategies to leverage multiple resources to improve student learning and achievement
6.2b Understands how to allocate and integrate district resources available for addressing all student needs
6.2d Understands the importance of monitoring and evaluating district resources based on changing student needs
Assessment
Planning for Changes in Demographics
Students are to place themselves in the shoes of the new principal of Thomas Jefferson Middle School (T.J.). In an
orientation meeting with the superintendent, he/she has given the new principal one month to complete the following
assignment:
Each student will complete a demographic scan of T.J., using the JCPS website, the system‘s data books, and any
other resources available. (Students wishing to select another school whose demographics has been in flux may
consult with the instructor.) The task will involve a look at the demographic changes and subsequent educational
needs of the school as a whole. Students must focus on changes since 2000-2001 in race and sex of students,
changes in the ECE and options and magnets populations, changes in the percentage of free and reduced lunch
students, changes in the ESL populations, progress on state assessments and standardized tests, etc. Students striving
for an exceptional outcome will want to look closely at school process data in order to better illuminate the changes
occurring in this school. Students must develop a graph (or graphs) or tables depicting this demographic,
achievement, and process data. Once the graphics are completed and analyzed, the students must complete a 10-20
page plan (including the graphics). In the plan, the students should briefly summarize the changes in the student
population, the possible barriers to student success and discuss the leadership challenges in light of resource
allocation, staffing, curricular decisions, professional development, student grouping, and any other issues the
aspiring leaders deem critical to the success of this changing middle school. (1.1c, 1.1e, 1.2a, 2.1c, 2.2b, 2.2f, 3.1c,
3.2e, 3.3a, 4.1d, 4.3b) The plan must conclude with a candidate‘s self-reflection on the assignment.
Evidence:
* Copies of all graphs and charts of data used to determine degree of change in population
* Issues relevant to resource (human and material) reallocation
* Issues relevant to staffing priorities
* Issues relevant to curricular changes
* Professional development planned
* Changes in student grouping and scheduling issues
* Other
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RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR ASSESSMENT 2: PLANNING FOR CHANGES IN DEMOGRAPHICS
Acceptable
Unacceptable
The candidate accesses and creates graphic
The candidate fails to access and/or graphically
depictions of data that accurately represents the
share enough data to adequately portray the changes
changes in demographics for the selected school.
in the selected school‘s demographics.
(2.1c)
The candidate uses a narrative format to summarize
the changes in demographics.
(2.2b, 4.1d, 4.3b)

The candidate fails to adequately summarize the
changes represented by the data.

The candidate uses a narrative format to summarize
the possible barriers to student learning, within the
context of the changing student population.
(2.2b, 2.2f, 4.1d, 4.3b)

The candidate fails to summarize the possible
barriers to student learning or his/her summary is
not substantiated by data tables/graphs.

The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for allocation of human and material resources.
(3.1c, 3.3a, 6.1c, 6.2b, 6.2d)

The candidate fails to presents a thorough and/or
logical plan for allocation of human and material
resources.

The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for the determination of any staffing prorities. (3.1c)

The candidate fails to present a thorough and logical
plan for the determination of any staffing prorities.

The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for curricular changes needed to create a successful
learning environment for all students. (1.1e, 1.2a,
2.1c, 2.2b, 3.3a

The candidate fails to present a thorough and logical
plan for curricular changes needed to create a
successful learning environment for all students.

The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for the professional development needs of a faculty
dealing with the depicted changes in demographics.
(3.2e)

The candidate fails to present a thorough and logical
plan for the professional development needs of a
faculty dealing with the depicted changes in
demographics.

The candidate presents a thorough and logical plan
for student grouping and scheduling issues relevant
to the changes in demographics. (1.1c, 2.2f, 3.3a)

The candidate fails to present a thorough and logical
plan for student grouping and scheduling issues
relevant to the changes in demographics.

Reflection specifically connects assignment to
performance criteria of standards; areas of strength
and for growth within the standards are explicit; use
of Valli‘s forms of reflection is evident to elaborate
on decisions related to the assignment.

The student fails to reflect on the assignment or fails
to utilize appropriate Valli genres.

The student must score ACCEPTABLE in all areas.
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Anchor Assessment #3
Dimension Three Anchor: Securing and Developing Staff
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
3.1a Understands the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of effective teachers.
3.1b Understands methods of assessing the dispositions, content knowledge and pedagogy of teaching applicants;
3.1c Understands the importance of aligning the staff recruitment and selection process with the diversity needs of
the school, school mission, vision, and school improvement plan;
3.1d Understands how to apply legal requirements, state and district personnel policies and procedures;
3.2a Understands how to evaluate staff performance and plan professional growth of staff;
3.2b Understands the Kentucky Teacher Standards and instructional best practices for use in personnel evaluation;
3.2c Understands the components and legal requirements of formative and summative staff evaluation;
3.2d Understands effective classroom observation techniques and teacher conferencing methods;
3.2e Understands how to collaboratively develop professional growth plans based on instructional needs identified
through the evaluation process;
3.3a Understands the effective use of instructional time and resources for effective learning;
3.3b Develops effective methods for open communications between staff and administrators;
3.3c Recognizes strategies of motivation, recognition, and rewards in sustaining and improving teacher;
performance;
3.3d Understands the importance of professional relationships with and among school staff;
3.4a Knows theories and research underlying effective professional development;
3.4b Understands the significance of continual attention to effective teaching practices and discussions about current
research and theory;
3.4c Understands the critical attributes of an effective PD system;
3.4d Demonstrates a commitment to learning.
Assessment
The focus of this assessment is to ensure candidates understand the ―power of the personnel function‖, which
includes selecting the right staff and
developing and supporting staff.
Data Collection and Analysis: Candidates review the SIP (PD component), the school or district teacher evaluation
plan, the SBDM policies on consultation and/or hiring, the school or district teacher induction plan, and the
personnel demographics (retention of the teachers, years of
experience, etc). Candidates will create an inventory and assessment of personnel resources.
Problem Posed: Today is July 2nd and you were hired as principal July 1st. As you were going through materials on
your desk and beginning to plan
your to do list, you realize you still have vacancies to fill prior to August 1st. In fact, you still need to fill 20% of the
school‘s teaching positions.
The candidates will:
•Describe the process they will use to hire the needed teachers within three weeks so they may attend a school
professional development session, which is scheduled one week prior to start of school. Reflect on what they had to
do in a short amount of time to hire the staff and
include recommendations on what they will change prior to any further recruitment and selection processes. (1.1e,
3.1a-d, 4.3c-d, 5.4a)
•Design a plan for implementing a teacher induction program for their school if they decide the one currently in
place is insufficient. Or discuss how they can enhance the current program. The plan will be presented to their
council and district two months after school begins.
(3.2a-e, 3.3a, 3.4a-d)
•Suggest ways to plan for staff support which will increase retention rates and improve the processes for developing
and supporting staff. (3.3a-d, 3.4a-d, 5.4a)
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*The candidate must conclude with a reflection on the project, utilizing Valli‘s genre.
Evidence
•Recruitment and selection process description
•Reflection on the recruitment and selection process description
•Plan for teacher induction
•Plan for teacher induction presentation
•Plan for staff support
•Plan for faculty and staff evaluation

RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR ASSESSMENT 3: SECURING AND DEVELOPING STAFF
Acceptable
Unacceptable
Adhered to and documented district hiring policy
Did not follow district hiring policy and procedure,
and procedure (3.1d)
and/or failed to properly document.
Adhere to document compliance with SBDM Policy
related to staff recruitment and selection including
―consultation.‖ (4.3c)

Did not comply with or failed to document SBDM
Policy related to staff recruitment and selection
including ―consultation.‖

Adhere to and document compliance with EPSB
―highly qualified‖ and certification regulations i.e.
content knowledge check, content expertise,
transcript review. (4.3d)

Failed to comply or check on EPSB ―highly
qualified‖ and certification regulations i.e. content
knowledge check, content expertise, transcript
review.

Document fair practice in recruitment, interviews
and selection e.g. application/interviews pool
demographics, interview questions. (5.4a)

Used unfair practices and / or failed to address in
recruitment, interviews and selection e.g.
application/interviews pool demographics, interview
questions.

Document an interview and selection process
focused on dispositions and interpersonal skills to
assess candidate ―fit‖ to school and position. (1.1e,
3.1a-d, 3.3d, 3.4d)

Interview and selection process did not address
dispositions and interpersonal skills to assess
candidate ―fit‖ to school and position.

Describe and defend who is on the teacher selection
committee and the processes used. (3.1a-d, 3.3d)

Did not use or did not discuss who is on the teacher
selection committee and the processes used.

Describes and defends a teacher induction program
that includes:
6. Orientation
7. Acclimation-inculcation
8. Mentoring-sponsorship
9. Scaffolded requirements for new teachers
adding more responsibility each year, and
10. Compliance with regulations e.g. TPA….
(1.1e, 3.1a, 3.1c, 3.2a-e, 3.3a-d, 3.4a-d)
Document and defend strategies or plans in place to
provide a variety of recognitions (3.3b-d)
Reflection specifically connects assignment to
performance criteria of standards; areas of strength
and for growth within the standards are explicit; use
of Valli‘s forms of reflection is evident to elaborate
on decisions related to the assignment.
The student must score ACCEPTABLE in all areas.

Failed to address or provide a rationale for one or
more of the components of a quality induction
program.

Provided no or limited plan for recognition and
reward.
The student fails to reflect on the assignment or fails
to utilize appropriate Valli genres.
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Anchor Assessment #4
Dimension Four Anchor: Building Culture and Community
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
4.1a Understands strategies to reinforce norms of behavior within a school culture conducive to student learning and
achievement;
4.1b Understands strategies to promote effective change;
4.1c Understands the elements of and impact of formal and informal school culture;
4.1d Understands how data can be used to influence and inform school culture;
4.1e Understands that individuals, families and communities need to be active partners in school success.
4.1f Understands how to engage all stakeholders;
4.1g Understands the importance of treating all individuals with fairness, dignity and respect;
4.1h Understands the need to use the influence of the office to enhance student learning and achievement rather than
for personal gain;
4.2a Understands how to create and sustain a school wide learning environment based on a shared sense of
community and cooperation;
4.2b Understands the importance of varied values and opinions;
4.2c Understands characteristics of professional learning communities that focus on student learning and
achievement;
4.2d Understands how to foster individual and collective accountability among staff members to improve student
learning and achievement;
4.3a Understands the need to model beliefs, ideals, and professional ethics conducive to student learning and
achievement;
4.3b Understands the importance of a commitment to equity and diversity;
4.3c Understands the roles and responsibilities of all school administrative, departmental and support staff,
leadership teams, committees, and school-based council;
4.3d Understands the importance of modeling a personal and professional code of ethics.
Assessment
1. The candidate will conduct a climate and culture audit for a given school. The audit may be conducted using
materials chosen from the Center for School Safety School Safety Audit protocol, the Standards and Indicators for
School Improvement (4 and 5), or other previously developed audits and/or local school district audit protocols.
2. The candidate shall collaborate with the local school team to identify the purpose of the audit and select data
collection strategies from the following possibilities:




Structured interviews for teachers, students, parents, classified staff, and others.
Surveys of teachers, students, parents, classified staff, and others.
On site observations of hallways, classrooms, restrooms, and teacher and classified staff work areas. These
observations may include instructional walk-throughs, teacher-student interaction data collection protocols,
surveys of areas to determine the level of supervision and safety checks of signage, external security, safety
hazards and other related information. (Note: The data collection methods may be those developed by the
Center for School Safety or Scholastic Audit teams)(4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.3b, 4.3c)

3. The candidate shall assist with the organization and analysis of data and the development of specific
recommendations for action steps. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1d, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.3b, 4.3c)
4. The candidate shall assist in presenting the recommendations to the faculty and work with the faculty in
developing a response to the recommendations. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.1h, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2d, 4.3b, 4.3c)
5. The candidate shall utilize Valli‘s genre to write a reflection on the assignment.
Evidence:
 Copies of all data collection protocols.
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Reflection on the selection and use of these data collection protocols.
Report of the school culture audit.
Assessment of the candidate‘s ability to conduct or facilitate meetings.
Reflection on the overall process.
Rubric on the overall performance completed by the mentor and administrator educator.

RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR ASSESSMENT 4: BUILDING CULTURE AND COMMUNITY
Acceptable
Unacceptable
The candidate uses appropriate group facilitation
The candidate does not always facilitate group
techniques whenever he/she meets with stakeholder activities properly. The candidate selects marginally
groups. The candidate selects appropriate data
appropriate or inappropriate data collection
collection techniques to accomplish the purposes of
techniques based on the purposes of the audit.
the audit. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1e, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.1h,
4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c, 4.2d, 4.3a,4.3b, 4.3c, 4.3d)
The candidate correctly administers the various data The candidate improperly administers data
collection protocols, summarizes and interprets the
collection protocols. The candidate does not
data, and writes a comprehensive report. (4.1b, 4.1d, completely summarize the data, sometimes makes
4.1f, 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c, 4.2d, 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3c,)
inferences not supported by the data, and writes a
report with that is not comprehensive and includes
few or no viable suggestions for improving climate.
The report includes specific suggestions for
The candidate does not work extensively with staff
maintaining
to develop plans for improving culture
and/or developing a positive school culture. (1.1e,
4.1a,
4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1e, 4.1f, 4.1g,)
The candidate works with stakeholders to
The candidate does not work extensively with
collaboratively develop an action plan to improve
stakeholders to develop plans for improving culture.
the culture. (4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d, 4.1f, 4.1g, 4.1h,
4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2d, 4.3b, 4.3c, 4.3d)
Reflection specifically connects assignment to
The student fails to reflect on the assignment or fails
performance criteria of standards; areas of strength
to utilize appropriate Valli genres.
and for growth within the standards are explicit; use
of Valli‘s forms of reflection is evident to elaborate
on decisions related to the assignment.
The student must score ACCEPTABLE in all areas.
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Anchor Assessment #5
Dimension Five Anchor: Creating Organizational Structures and Operations
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
5.1.a Understands the importance of vision and developing a personal vision for school leadership;
5.1.b Understands the importance of a collaborative process to develop shared beliefs, vision and mission that
supports student learning and achievement;
5.1.c Knows a variety of strategies to align resources, operational procedures and organizational structures with the
school vision and mission;
5.1.d Understands how modeling values, beliefs, and attitudes can inspire others to higher levels of performance;
5.2.a Understands systems thinking as related to student learning and achievement and designs appropriate
strategies;
5.2.b Understands the role of leadership and shared decision making in school improvement planning.
Assessment:
The candidate shall:
1. Select one high priority issue/problem at the school that needs to be addressed (e.g., issue/problem could come
out of the school improvement plan, a discussion with the principal relative to current trends, needs, etc.). The
issue/problem needs to be supported/justified by varied and relevant data (LC Indicators: 5.1d, 5.2a).
2. Operate within the framework of existing policies, and convene a team of stakeholders (e.g., teachers, parents,
administrators, community members, etc.) to study and address the identified problem. The makeup of the
committee should be appropriate given the specific issue/problem. The candidate shall present the findings from the
data analysis and the rationale for the selection of the issue/problem to the team of stakeholders (5.1b, 5.1d, 5.2a,
5.2b).
3. Lead a team review of the vision and mission statements of the school ensuring that the issue will be framed
within this context. Additionally, the candidate will lead the team in the development of a vision and mission
statement for the team (e.g., team building process) (5.1a, 5.1b, 5.1d).
4. Lead the team through a problem solving/planning process that will:
a. Define the problem within the school, district, community or state context (5.2a, 5.2b).
b. Detail a plan for addressing the problem (e.g., including specific implementation activities, timeline, staff
considerations, budget issues, impact on student learning, barriers, data, etc.) (1.1e, 5.1c, 5.2a).
c. Describe how the plan will be strategically implemented (e.g., gaining support, navigating the change process,
staff development) (5.1b, 5.1c, 5.1d, 5.2a, 5.2b).
d. Develop an evaluation plan including strategies for monitoring over time (5.2a, 5.2b, 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.4a).
e. Design the plan within the boundaries of the laws, regulations, and policies within which the school operates
(5.1c, 5.2a, 5.4a).
5. Initiate the implementation of the plan. (5.2a-c)
6. Present a report on the plan/findings/implementation to the appropriate audience (staff, council, department,
district level group, etc.).(5.1a, 5.1d, 5.2a-c, 5.3b).
7. The candidate shall utilize Valli‘s genre to write a reflection on the assignment.
Evidence
Written report
Rules of engagement with teachers
Minutes from meetings
Data from project from beginning
Strategies for consensus building, conflict resolution
Details of the process
Evidence of what team did
Reflections on process What would you have done differently and why? What worked well and why?
Feedback from team of teachers –
360 feedback
Self analysis
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A RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR ASSESSMENT 5: CREATING ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND
OPERATIONS
Acceptable
Unacceptable
The candidate identified relevant information
The candidate utilized data to select an important
sources (including both primary data and salient
issue or problem, but did not select sufficient and/or
works from the research literature), and
relevant data, and/or did not deploy appropriate or
analyzed/interpreted key data to identify potential
sufficient analysis to justify the selection of the
priority issues or problems (5.1b, 5.1c, 5.2a, 5.2c,
problem or issue.
5.3b).
Operating within the framework of existing policies,
the candidate convened a team of stakeholders
(attentive to diversity and expertise for the
identified issue/problem). The candidate shared
findings from the literature review and data analysis
with stakeholders, and facilitated a
process to identify the highest priority
problem/issue (5.2b, 5.2c, 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.4a).

The candidate convened a team of stakeholders and
presented the problem/issue, but did not take
necessary steps to ensure appropriate diversity and
expertise .

The candidate then led a team review of the
school‘s vision and mission to ensure that the
problem/issue was framed within that context before
leading the team through a problem-solving
planning and implementation process that was
research-based; kept stakeholders involved
throughout; focused on vision and mission;
established timelines, goals and objectives for
implementation; and included checks and
monitoring (5.1a-d, 5.2b, 5.2c, 5.3b).

The candidate then led the team through a
process that included some, but not all, of these
elements: was research-based; kept stakeholders
involved throughout; kept mission and vision front
and center; established timelines, goals and
objectives for implementation; and included impact
checks and monitoring.

Throughout the process, the candidate involved
appropriate policy-making bodies ( e.g., site-based
council, school board, etc.) in addressing the
problem/issue. The candidate also demonstrated
strategies and methods for sharing responsibility
and incorporating the contributions of all
stakeholders, building consensus among team
members and maintaining focus on the
problem/issue, working to implement the plan as
developed (1.1e, 5.1b, 5.1c, 5.2b,
5.2c, 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.4a).

While aware of appropriate policy-making bodies
(e.g., site based council, school board, etc.), the
candidate may not have taken necessary steps to
ensure their substantive participation. The
candidate, for the most part but perhaps not
consistently, built consensus among team members
and kept a focus on the problem/issue as the plan
was developed and implemented..

Reflection specifically connects assignment to
performance criteria of standards; areas of strength
and for growth within the standards are explicit; use
of Valli‘s forms of reflection is evident to elaborate
on decisions related to the assignment.

The student fails to reflect on the assignment or fails
to utilize appropriate Valli genres.

The student must score ACCEPTABLE in all areas.
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Anchor Assessment #6
Dimension Six Anchor: Leveraging Community Systems and Resources
Functions
The candidate:
1.1e Understands the importance of diversity in developing and implementing curriculum;
6.1.a Understands strategies to build learning relationships with families;
6.1.b Understands strategies to build partnerships with community stakeholders;
6.1.c Understands strategies to leverage multiple resources to improve student learning and achievement;
6.1.d Understands and considers the prevailing values of the diverse community;
6.1.e Understands the importance of community stakeholder involvement in student learning and achievement;
6.1.f Understands how to assess family and community concerns, expectations and needs;
6.1.g Understands how the community environment in which schools operate can be influenced on behalf of all
students and their families;
6.1.h Understands the need for ongoing dialogue with representatives of diverse community groups;
6.1.i Understands the importance of being engaged in the larger community outside of the local school;
6.2.a Understands the district protocol for accessing additional external resources;
6.2.b Understands how to allocate and integrate district resources available for addressing all student needs;
6.2.c Understands how to leverage district resources for school improvement;
6.2.d Understands the importance of monitoring and evaluating district resources based on changing student needs.
Assessment
The candidate shall:
1. Select and utilize relevant tools to assess social, historical, and political conditions in the school community (6.1f,
6.1g).
2. Identify opportunities and barriers relevant to supporting improvements in the school community. Prepare
materials outlining key findings from preliminary analyses and create essential questions. Establish a protocol for
selecting and engaging relevant and diverse family and community partners (6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1d, 6.1e, 6.1h, 6.1i).
3. Lead the family and community partners in a review and analysis of internal and external data relative to the
opportunities and barriers of the issue(s) (6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1d, 6.1e, 6.1h, 6.1i, 6.3a, 6.3b).
4. Building on the review and analysis, the partners will collectively establish a priority issue or opportunity to
address (6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1d, 6.1e, 6.1h, 6.1i).
5. Collect, summarize, and synthesize pertinent information (e.g., extant research, programs, policies) that informs
and or addresses the issue or opportunity and share relevant information with the group (6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1d, 6.1e, 6.1h,
6.1i).
6. Drawing on pertinent information, the candidate will lead partners in collaboratively developing an action plan to
address the issue. The plan will be communicated to all appropriate stakeholders. Revisions to the plan may be made
based upon stakeholder feedback (6.1c, 6.2a, 6.2b, 6.2c, 6.2d).
7. Plan is submitted to the appropriate external entity in the relevant format for implementation (
e.g. new/revised policy, revised SIP/DIP, grant proposal, proposed local ordinance) (6.1c, 6.2a, 6.2b, 6.2c, 6.2d).
8. The candidate shall utilize Valli‘s genre to write a reflection on the assignment.
Evidence
The candidate shall submit a project portfolio including a cover document, all relevant artifacts (data collection
instrument/tool, essential questions, protocol, data review analysis findings, minutes, statement of priority issue,
resource documents, agendas, action plan, etc.) and a written reflection including possible next steps. Additionally,
the candidate will be required to make an oral presentation to the class highlighting the work and emphasizing
reflections on outcomes and individual development.
A
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RUBRIC FOR ANCHOR ASSESSMENT 6: LEVERAGING COMMUNITY SYSTEMS AND RESOURCES
Acceptable
Unacceptable
The candidate utilized multiple relevant tools to
The candidate assessed the social, historical, and
assess the social, historical and political context and political context and conditions of the school
conditions of the school community. (6.1f, 6.1g)
community, but did not use an appropriate
number or selection of data tolls and resources.
Drawing on that assessment, the candidate prepared
appropriate materials (e.g., handouts, PowerPoint
presentation) for sharing key findings from the
preliminary analyses. (6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1c, 6.1d, 6.1e,
6.1f, 6.1h, 6.1i)

The candidate shared key findings from the data,
but did not prepare and/or use appropriate
communication tools and strategies.

The candidate selected and engaged relevant and
diverse family community partners. (1.1e, 6.1a,
6.1f)

Stakeholders were involved but did not adequately
represent relevant and diverse family community
partners.

Deploying the above described materials, the
candidate led the partners through a review and
analysis of a variety of internal and external data
resulting in the identification of a priority
issue/opportunity to address. ( 1.1e, 6.1b, 6.1d, 6.1e,
6.1g, 6.1h)

The candidate met with community partners to
review data and identify a priority issue/opportunity
to address, but did not develop and implement a
process that ensured substantive participation
among partners.

The candidate collected and synthesized varied
information (e.g., research, sample policies, model
programs) relative to the issue opportunity,
developed appropriate materials ( e.g., handouts,
PowerPoint presentation), presented the
information to the group, and led the group in
developing an action plan for addressing the
issue/opportunity. The candidate worked with the
group to submit the plan to the appropriate external
entity in the appropriate format for implementation.
The candidate submits the required portfolio with
all relevant artifacts and a written reflection,
and makes an oral presentation to the class
highlighting the work and emphasizing reflections
on outcomes and individual development. (6.1c,
6.2a, 6.2b, 6.2c, 6.2d, 6.3a, 6.3b)

The candidate collected and summarized
information relative to the issue/opportunity,
presented the information to the group, and
developed an action plan for addressing the
issue/opportunity ( however, the candidate did not
collect adequate and/or relevant information, did not
effectively summarize the information, did not
present the information to the group effectively,
and/or did not ensure substantive involvement of
partners).

Reflection specifically connects assignment to
performance criteria of standards; areas of strength
and for growth within the standards are explicit; use
of Valli‘s forms of reflection is evident to elaborate
on decisions related to the assignment.

The student fails to reflect on the assignment or fails
to utilize appropriate Valli genres.

The student must score ACCEPTABLE in all areas.
.
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Section III – Capstone Project
Introduction
The capstone project is similar to an anchor, but is designed to build on the knowledge developed from all of the
course work completed during the program. This means that candidates will be asked to apply knowledge, skills
and dispositions from all ISLLC, TSSA and KyCLS standards and indicators. Therefore, in the directions for
the project, the candidate will find references to specific Dimensions and Functions as they relate to these
standards (refer to pages 37-42 of this handbook). Entitled the SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT, this
assignment requires the candidate to conduct, lead and evaluate a strategy for school improvement. The project
must flow directly from the instructional program. For example, a project to improve transportation processes or
work on student behavior in the hallways would not be appropriate. This effort must take place in a P-12 school
setting, flow directly from the school‘s improvement plan, and result in a ―service project‖ for the school targeted.
It will provide the opportunity for the candidate to demonstrate independence and originality, to plan and organize a
project over a period of time, and to put into practice the many concepts and skills learned. The project will be
assigned by the university supervisor within the context of EDAD 704, EDAD 706, EDAD 708, and EDAD 712,
and due in Summer II as part of EDAD 712. Failure to meet the requirements of the Capstone Project will result in a
student‘s failure to complete EDAD 712 and thus, an incomplete in the program.
NOTE TO CANDIDATES: The idea for your project may be a proposal from your mentor or one of your
own with input from the mentor. The goal of the project must be consistent with the school’s Comprehensive
School Improvement Plan (CSIP) or a similar document. You should discuss your school improvement idea
with the school principal as soon as possible, giving yourself plenty of time to think about a plan that is doable
within the framework of the four semesters. In planning the project, assume that you are directing the
planning and implementation of the project. However, this should not be a one-aspiring-administrator show.
Your ability to engage others in your project will reflect your leadership skills. This effort may prove to be
the most satisfying piece of work completed during the program.
On the following pages, a comprehensive set of directions for this project may be found. Candidates should read
and follow the steps carefully. Any procrastination could easily result in a candidate who completes the program but
fails to meet the requirements for the capstone, thus failing to achieve his/her degree. The rubric should be digested
carefully and adhered to as the candidate progresses through the project.

The Capstone Project Process
Project Proposal:
The submission of your design is a way to assure that you are beginning to think about your capstone project. This
project should be on the agenda for discussion during the orientation to the field experience meeting to be held by
your university supervisor with your school-based mentor and you - during Summer I of the program. A project
design will be due to the university supervisor by mid-September. This submission should be a two-to-three page
narrative with the purpose of providing your university supervisor with a draft of your intentions and a beginning
point for discussion of your ideas. Your design must include specific sections.
Use the following headings to organize your proposal:
Identify the Problem / Opportunity for Improvement
1. Identify a problem and substantiate it with a brief summary of data that justifies this problem as a priority for this
school. The problem should flow from the school‘s CSIP or other appropriate planning document. Explain why the
problem needs to be solved and the potential benefit to student achievement. Identify the KyCSL dimension and
functions related to the problem you have chosen.
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Context
2. Discuss the context in which the problem exists.
Procedures
3. State, in general, the procedures you will use to complete the project. Identify your methodology, the people who
need to be involved in your project, and a rough timeline for completion. Remember that your project will be
presented in Summer II. Those students engaged in a multi-year project will still need to present a thorough
progress report at that time.
Assessment
4. Describe a method for assessing the success of your project. How will you know if you have solved the problem
identified through the CSIP?
The Capstone Project
The candidate will conduct, lead and evaluate a strategy for school improvement that assesses the instructional
program and monitors student performance (e.g., guided self-study or review, Red Flag analysis of standardized test
data, school improvement plan development, implementation and/or impact checks, continuous assessment data
[formative, interim, summative], walkthrough data, achievement gap interventions.) The principal at the school
where this project is conducted as well as the university supervisor for the field experience courses, will guide,
coach and facilitate the candidate‘s activities. The candidate will engage in a range of actions (i.e., observing,
analyzing, planning, organizing, coordinating, monitoring, leading) as follows:
 The candidate will select a school improvement strategy based on observations, data and collaboration with
the principal and local school team. Analysis should provide a rationale for undertaking the school
improvement strategy the candidate has selected.
 The candidate will identify and recruit stakeholder groups (including parents or community persons) that
will participate in the school improvement strategy.
o The candidate will coordinate and direct the school improvement strategy by leading stakeholder
group/s to:
 Collect, synthesize and analyze relevant data to assess the instructional program and
monitor student performance;
 Prioritize and report findings using meaningful data displays;
 Investigate professional literature and research that informs the project;
 Identify an action to increase student achievement based on the findings;
 Develop a plan to implement the action;
 Develop a plan to evaluate the success of the actions:
 Initiate the plan;
 Collect, synthesize and analyze relevant data to assess the impact of the project on
student achievement;
 Prepare a report on the project and the outcomes of the initiative.
 Deliver the report to a group of school-based stakeholders. The university superviser will
attend to evaluate the capstone project utilizing the rubric provided on page 62 of this
handbook.


The candidate will provide the university supervisor with a written reflection on the capstone project,
utilizing appropriate genre from Linda Valli‘s work.
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RUBRIC CAPSTONE PROJECT: SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
Acceptable
Unacceptable
By the end of September, the candidate conferred
The candidate failed to submit a project
with his/her school-based mentor and the
proposal or submitted the proposal late or failed
university supervisor and submitted a project
to confer with the principal and university
proposal.
supervisor.
(Candidates falling into this category may be
exited from the program.)
The project proposal flows from the school‘s
The candidate fails to select a project stemming
improvement plan and is directed toward the
from the school‘s improvement plan or the
improvement of student achievement.
project does not deal specifically with student
(Dimension 1: Function 1.2; Dimension 2:
achievement.
Functions 2.1, 2.2; Dimension 4: Function 4.3;
Dimension 5: Functions 5.1, 5.2)
The candidate works with stakeholders to collect,
The candidate fails to collect data or data is not
analyze and synthesize school data from a variety
relevant or data does not justify the proposed
of sources to determine student needs or gaps
project or stakeholders uninvolved in this stage
between the school‘s vision/mission and the
of the project.
realities depicted by the data. (Dimension 2:
Functions 2.1, 2.2; Dimension 3; Function 3.1;
Dimension 6: Function 6.1)
The candidate works with stakeholders to create
The candidate fails to create informative data
data displays that depict the school data justifying
displays or fails to involve stakeholders in this
the need for this project. (Dimension 2: Functions phase of the project.
2.1, 2.2; Dimension 6: Function 6.1)
The candidate will access research that informs
The candidate fails to adequately research the
his/her project. The research will be shared with
practices proposed in his/her project.
appropriate stakeholders. (Dimension 1: Function
1.2; Dimension 4: Function 4.2)
The candidate, in collaboration with stakeholders,
The candidate‘s proposal does not include
proposes a strategy to correct the deficiency,
strategies that include curriculum, instruction,
including curriculum, instruction, assessment,
assessment, resource allocation, and personnel
resource allocation, and personnel interventions
interventions or the candidate fails to
and determines that the interventions are consistent collaborate with stakeholders in this phase of
with all policies and regulations. (Dimension 1:
the project.
Functions 1.1, 1.2; Dimension 2: Function 2.1, 2.2;
Dimension 3: 3.2, 3.3, 3.4; Dimension 4: 4.1, 4.2;
Dimension 5: Function 5.1, 5.4; Dimension 6:
Functions 6.2, 6.3)
The candidate, in collaboration with stakeholders,
The candidate‘s plan for implementation or the
develops and plan and timeline to implement the
timeline is inadequate or the candidate fails to
strategies for intervention. (Dimension 1:
collaborate with stakeholder in this phase of the
Function 1.2; Dimension 2: Function 2.2;
project.
Dimension 3: Function 3.3; Dimension 5: Function
5.2)
The candidate, in collaboration with stakeholders,
The candidate fails to develop a plan that will
develops a plan to evaluate the success of the
effectively evaluate the interventions or fails to
interventions. (Dimension 2: Function 2.2;
collaborate with stakeholders in this phase of
Dimension 4: Function 4.2: Dimension 6: Function the project.
6.2)
The student must score ACCEPTABLE in all areas.
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RUBRIC CAPSTONE PROJECT: SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (CONT.)
Acceptable
Unacceptable
The candidate, in collaboration with stakeholders,
The candidate fails to implement his/her plan or
initiates the intervention. (Dimension 1: Functions fails to involve stakeholders in this phase of the
1.1, 1.2; Dimension 2: Functions 2.1, 2.2;
project.
Dimension 3: Function 3.3, 3.4; Dimension 4:
Function 4.1, 4.2, 4.3; Dimension 5: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3,
5.4; Dimension 6: Function 6.1, 6.2, 6.3)
The candidate works with stakeholders to collect,
The candidate fails to collect data adequate to
analyze and synthesize school data from a variety
measure the outcomes of the intervention or
of sources to determine the outcomes of the
fails to involve stakeholders in this phase of the
intervention(s). (Dimension 2: Functions 2.1, 2.2;
project.
Dimension 3; Function 3.1; Dimension 6: Function
6.1)
The candidate works with stakeholders to prepare
The candidate fails to present a report including
and deliver a report on the project and its
all phases of the project or fails to involve
outcomes. All phases of the project should be
stakeholders in this phase of the project.
included in the presentation. (Dimension 1:
Functions 1.1, 1.2; Dimension 2: Functions 2.1;
2.2; Function 3: Function 3.4; Dimension 4:
Functions 4.1; 4.2; 4.3; Dimension 5: Functions
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4; Dimension 6: Functions 6.1, 6.2,
6.3)
Reflection specifically connects assignment to
The student fails to reflect on the assignment or
performance criteria of standards; areas of strength fails to utilize appropriate Valli genres.
and for growth within the standards are explicit;
use of Valli‘s forms of reflection is evident to
elaborate on decisions related to the assignment.
The student must score ACCEPTABLE in all areas.
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Specialist in Instructional Leadership and School Administration Program
Bellarmine University
Collaborator List
The faculty members in the School of Education have collaborated with various
groups over the past year to design the Education Specialist (Ed.S) program. We
have sought collaborative partners from multiple venues, engaging them in a
variety of ways including planning sessions, lunch and dinner meetings, and work
groups (including our Advisory Committee for Education [“ACE”] meetings). The
following list includes the names of people who participated in the planning,
development, and approval process for the redesign of Bellarmine University’s
Instructional Leadership and School Administration program.
Name
Debbie Baker
Buddy Berry
Nicole Brinkman
Dr. Anne Bucalos
Dr. Robert Cooter
Dr. Kathy Cooter
Dr. Stephen Daeschner
Jim Decker
Kevin DeCoste
Laura Durbin
Cindy French
Steve Frommeyer
Dr. Cindy Gnadinger
Dr. Gail Henson
Terijo Hoffman
Dustin Johnstone
Dr. Sandy Ledford

Title
Instructor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Superintendent
Eminence Independent Schools
Classroom Teacher
Associate Dean
Bellarmine University School of Education
Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Superintendent
Greater Clark County Schools
Deputy Director
Kentucky Youth Advocates
Classroom Teacher
Kammerer Middle School, Jefferson County Public
Schools
Classroom Teacher
Binet School, Jefferson County Public Schools
Principal
Heritage Elementary Schools, Shelby County Public
Schools
Principal
Eminence High School, Eminence Independent Schools
Dean
Bellarmine University School of Education
Faculty
Bellarmine University School of Communication
Classroom Teacher
Jefferson County Public Schools
Assistant Principal
Kammerer Middle Schools, Jefferson County Public chools
Assistant Superintendent
Jefferson County Public Schools
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Name
Janet Leitner
Dr. Christy McGee
Dr. Theresa MagpuriLavell
David Marshall
Dan Orman
Dr. Corrie Orthober
Coury Osbourne
Dr. David Paige
Robert Pfaadt
Dr. Carole Pfeffer
Lauren Pohl
Terry Price
Dr. Adam Renner
Dr. Belinda Richardson
Elaine Salvo
John Sizemore
Frederick Smock
Judy Thomas
Dr. Kevin Thomas
Nicole Travis
Allyson Vitato
Dr. Aimee Webb
Dr. Lynne Wheat
Dr. Dottie Willis

Title
Assistant Superintendent
Jefferson County Public Schools
Associate Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Assistant Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Director of Secondary Schools
Bullitt County Public Schools
Assistant Superintendent,
Oldham County Schools
Assistant Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Classroom Teacher
Marion County High Schools
Assistant Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Faculty
Bellarmine College of Arts and Sciences
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
Bellarmine University
Instructor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Director of Elementary Schools
Bullitt County Public Schools
Associate Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Assistant Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
President
Assumption High School
Instructor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Faculty
Bellarmine College of Arts and Sciences
Assistant Superintendent
Archdiocese of Louisville
Assistant Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
Associate Principal
The Brook Dupont School
Jefferson County Public Schools
Principal, Breckenridge-Franklin Elementary School
Jefferson County Public Schools
Specialist, KTIP
Jefferson County Public Schools
Director, Administrator Recruitment and Development
Jefferson County Public Schools
Assistant Professor
Bellarmine University School of Education
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